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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background and Literature Review 
Three-wheeled all-terrain vehicles (ATVs) were first introduced into 
the American market in 1969 by Honda Motor Company of Japan. The company 
had a ten-year patent on the production of these machines. However, since 
1979, companies like Kawasaki, Yamaha and Suzuki have introduced their 
own three-wheeled ATVs into the American market. The popularity of 
riding these vehicles is on the rise and this has led to the increase in 
sales of these machines. This rapid growth in sales has also resulted 
in a growing number of very serious accidents where the riders suffered 
injuries such as broken necks and backs, brain trauma and, in some 
instances, even death. The seriousness of these injuries has given rise 
to a number of product liability lawsuits. 
In surveying the literature, very few publications on three-wheeled 
vehicles were found. A paper by Van Valkenburgh et £l. [l] substantiates 
this claim. Their search resulted in finding only three publications on 
three-wheeled vehicles. They are i) a study of the lateral dynamics of 
three-wheeled farm tractors [z], ii) an engineering study of the 
overturn potential of three-wheeled children's tricycles [3], and iii) a 
chapter on three-wheeled automobile dynamics from a recent book [4]. 
Another paper by Huston e^  al. [5] describes the lateral and rollover 
stabilities of three-wheeled automobile dynamics. It was also found 
that Masuda [6] had earlier investigated the lateral stability of a 
tricycle. His analysis was based on simple calculations using 
geometrical constructions. 
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A study on the ride dynamics of a two-dimensional four degrees-of-
freedom off-road motorcycle/rigid-rider system was done by Black and 
Taylor [?]. Except for a number of differences between the motorcross 
motorcycle and the three-wheeled ATV, both vehicles are intended for 
off-road use. Therefore, the work done by Black and Taylor has some 
similarities with the work that is conducted in this investigation. 
Those similarities include the modelling of the forces generated at the 
tire-road interface and the nonlinearity of the equations of motion. 
However, there are four major differences between these two vehicles and 
they are i) the number of wheels - the motorcycle has two, whereas the 
ATV has three, ii) the motorcycle has narrow, high inflation pressure 
tires as compared to the ATV's wide, low inflation pressure tires, 
iii) the motorcycle has lean angles, but not the ATV, and iv) all 
motorcycles have front and rear suspensions whereas ATVs generally do not 
have front and/or rear suspensions. 
Besides the work done by Black and Taylor on modelling the off-road 
motorcycle, this literature review has uncovered no theoretical or 
experimental analysis on three-wheeled ATVs. This is surprising because 
these ATVs have been in the market for fourteen years and yet there has 
been no published analysis on these vehicles. In addition, because very 
serious accidents have occurred and because there has been no analysis 
performed, a need exists to initiate research on these ATVs so that an 
initial understanding of the ride and handling characteristics can be 
acquired. 
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The two major objectives of this inaugural research are to 
determine i) the ride and handling dynamics by analyzing theoretically 
if front and rear suspensions are required to provide a smoother ride 
and a better control, and ii) the handling aspect of the vehicle by 
examining theoretically if rear independent suspensions are essential in 
reducing the tendency of these three-wheeled ATVs from rolling over. It 
is only possible to conduct theoretical analysis for the latter 
objective because three-wheeled ATVs with front and rear independent 
suspensions are unavailable in the present market. There is no 
knowledge as to whether those ATV manufacturers will eventually build 
three-wheeled ATVs with rear independent suspensions or not. It is 
believed that if rear independent suspensions are to be built for the 
ATVs, the whole rear end of the ATV may have to be completely redesigned. 
This may prove not to be economically feasible to the manufacturers. 
However, there are motorcycles in the market today that have drive shafts 
instead of chain drives. Hence, the remaining major designs include the 
differential and the attachment of the suspension arm/wheel assembly to 
the sprung vehicle body. The author believes that if the rear independent 
suspensions were to improve the handling of the roll substantially, the 
manufacturers should consider incorporating rear independent suspensions 
into their future production of three-wheeled ATVs. 
1.2 Summaries of Dissertation Chapters 
The tire forces generated between the tire-road interface play an 
important role in influencing the resulting motion of a three-wheeled 
4 
ATV. The essential terra tire properties, which are required for the 
prediction of the tire forces, are comprised of vertical stiffness, 
cornering stiffness, and damping ratio. Two makes of tires that are 
factory-equipped for the 1980 model Kawasaki and the 1980 model Honda 
three-wheeled ATVs are 22 x 11-8 Goodyear and 22 x 11-8 Ohtsu tires, 
respectively. No properties for these types of tires were found in any 
publications. Chapter 2 presents the procedures and results of the 
experiments conducted to determine the terra tire properties for the 
22 X 11-8 Goodyear and Ohtsu tires. 
Two mathematical models are formulated for investigation in this 
research. The first is a six degrees-of-freedom vehicle/rider system 
modelled as a rigid body with no suspensions. The second is a general 
thirteen degrees-of-freedom vehicle/rider system consisting of seven 
interconnected rigid bodies with front and rear independent suspensions. 
Detailed discussions of these two models and some underlying assumptions 
are presented in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 presents the dynamical equations 
derived for both models using the Lagrange's form of d'Alembert's 
Principle. Chapter 5 is focused on the computer programming of the 
resulting equations of motion developed for the two mathematical models 
and the descriptions of the subroutines and functions which are 
associated with the computer programs. 
For simulation purposes, the parameter values from two commercial 
three-wheeled ATVs - 1980 Honda ATC llOD and 1980 Kawasaki KLT 200 - are 
measured for their physical dimensions. The inertial properties are 
found through experimentation and calculation and they are given in 
5 
Chapter 6. The analysis and comparison of the results of the simulations 
are presented in Chapter 7. Finally, Chapter 8 provides the conclusions 
found from this research and the recommendations for future work. 
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2. TIRE PROPERTIES 
The three-wheeled all-terrain vehicles are equipped with radial, 
low-pressure, knobby tires. These tires are designed for off-road 
use. For instance, when traveling on soft terrain, the tire's knobbys 
can dig into the ground to provide better traction, but because of 
the tire's large contact area and the low inflation pressure, the tire 
is prevented from sinking into soft ground. The motion of the vehicle/ 
rider system is dependent upon the forces generated at the tire-road 
interface. To develop a realistic tire model, knowledge of how these 
tire forces are generated is essential. Thus, properties of the terra 
tire such as the vertical stiffness, cornering stiffness and damping 
ratio are required. These properties were determined experimentally 
for two makes of tires - a 22 x 11-8 Goodyear tire and a 22 x 11-8 
Ohtsu tire. Although some properties for different sizes and makes of 
terra tires are available [8], they are not applicable for this study, 
but are useful for comparison. 
2.1 Vertical Stiffness 
The tires were tested for their vertical stiffnesses on a MIS 
testing machine. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 2.1. The 
bottom of the tire was supported by a flat plate which moved upward to 
load the tire. The wheel was constrained from the top of the NTS 
machine by two vertical struts. The normal load was measured with a 
load cell situated in the top support of the MTS machine. Using the 
•Figure 2.1. 
setup for finding vertical stiffness 
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machine's built-in plotter, the tire's vertical load versus the 
deflection curve was recorded. It was thought that the rate of loading 
the tire could influence the load versus deflection curve; however, 
when different loading rates were used, it was found that there were 
insignificant variations in the load-deflection curves. 
Two different pressures of about 2 and 5 psi were inflated into 
the tire for the test. These two pressures were selected because they 
were the extreme pressures suggested by the manufacturer for the 
proper performance of the tire. These low pressures were measured with 
a low pressure tire gage. The final results of the test are presented 
in Figure 2.2. It is apparent from the figure that the Goodyear tire 
has a higher stiffness than the Ohtsu tire for a given inflation 
pressure. Note that three of the four curves exhibit two different 
slopes or stages of stiffness. The only curve that did not have the 
second stage of stiffness was the one for the Goodyear tire at 5 psi. 
This is because the tires were not loaded above 6670 Newtons. By 
examining the results of the Ohtsu tire at 2 and 5 psi and the Goodyear 
tire at 2 psi, it appears that there will be a second stage of stiffness 
for the Goodyear tire at 5 psi at approximately 8900 Newtons. 
The carcass of the Ohtsu tire was found to be less stiff than the 
Goodyear tire. This is clearly demonstrated by comparing the curves 
in Figure 2.2. Notice that the Goodyear tire has a linear first stage 
of stiffness, whereas the Ohtsu tire has a slightly nonlinear first 
stage. Both tires appear to be linear for the second stage of 
stiffness. The stiffness is higher for the second stage because the 
9 
7000-1 
A - Goodyear @ 5 psi 
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Figure 2.2. Vertical stiffnesses determined experimentally for 
both 22 X 11-8 Goodyear and Ohtsu tires at 2 and 
5 psi 
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air between the bottom of the tire and the rim has been displaced, 
causing part of the carcass to come in contact with the rim thereby 
compressing the rubber and increasing the stiffness. The second stage 
of stiffness for the Ohtsu tire at 5 psi was found to be slightly less 
than the second stage at 2 psi. This phenomenon was not anticipated. 
One explanation for this difference is that a greater amount of air is 
displaced from between the bottom of the tire and the rim at 2 psi 
than at 5 psi. This results in a larger solid contact area between the 
carcass and the rim of the hub, thus yielding a higher stiffness at 
2 psi. 
The mathematical representation of the load-deflection curves is 
required for simulation purposes. Referring to Figure 2.2, curve A, 
which represents the Goodyear tire at 5 psi, is given by 
F = 66720.0 Ô, (2.1) 
where F is the normal tire force in Newtons and 6 is the tire's 
radial deflection in meters. Curve B, which represents the Goodyear 
tire at 2 psi, can be represented by two linear expressions as 
F = 42545.0 Ô, 0 < Ô < 0.1225 m, (2.2) 
and 
F = 5212.0 + 240933.0 (6 - 0.1225), ô > 0.1225 m. (2.3) 
For both curves C and D, the nonlinear first stage of the curves is 
fitted with quadratic polynomials. As a result, curve C (Ohtsu @ 5 ps 
has two expressions given by 
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F = 31.7 + 24476.0 6 + 67293.0 ô^ , 0 < ô < 0.130 m, (2.4) 
and 
F = 4359.0 + 197689.0 (6 - 0.130), ô > 0.130 m, (2.5) 
and, curve D (Ohtsu @ 2 psi) is represented by two expressions as 
F = 16.8 + 18100.0 6 + 91852.0 5^ , 0 < ô < 0.107 m, (2.6) 
and 
F = 3002.0 + 222400.0 (6 - 0.107), ô > 0.107 m. (2.7) 
2,2 Cornering Stiffness 
When the vehicle is steered, lateral forces are generated on all 
three wheels at the tire-road interface. These forces were found to be 
approximately proportional to the slip angle - for slip angles less 
than four degrees - for a radial-ply automobile tire [s]. The slip 
angle is the angle formed between the direction of wheel travel and 
the line intersecting the wheel plane with the road surface. The 
terra tires are very different from automobile tires in that terra 
tires have much lower inflation pressures, fewer plys and no belts. 
These differences plus the fact that cornering stiffness data for the 
22 X 11-8 Goodyear and Ohtsu tires are not available, require the 
testing of these tires to determine the lateral force - slip angle 
relationships. The slope of the lateral force - slip angle curve 
defines the cornering stiffness of the tire. 
The cornering stiffness found experimentally was for a nonrolling 
tire. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 2.3. A sheet of 
12 
Figure 2.3. Experimental arrangement to find the cornering 
stiffness 
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plexiglass was placed on the tire and the normal load was applied by 
turning the nuts at both ends of the plexiglass. Lateral load was 
hung from one end of the plexiglass to cause a lateral deflection of 
the tire. The deflected centerline of the tire was located and a 
straight line was drawn parallel to the deflected line on the plexiglass. 
A horizontal line was also drawn to intersect the drawn deflected line. 
From these two lines, a right-angle triangle was constructed. 
Measurements of the opposite and adjacent lengths of the triangle were 
made. The slip angle was then approximated by taking the arc tangent of 
the ratio of the measured lengths. For a given normal load, a number 
of different lateral loads were hung on the plexiglass until a load was 
reached when the plexiglass began to slip. When this happened, the 
normal load was increased to a new value and the procedure was repeated 
until the normal load could no longer be increased. 
Both tires were tested at 2 psi inflation pressure. The cornering 
stiffnesses for both tires at 5 psi were not determined because of 
their higher vertical stiffnesses requiring a higher normal load to 
compress the tire against the plexiglass. When these higher normal 
loads were applied, the plexiglass deformed significantly. Thus, 
accuracy of the results obtained would be in doubt because of the 
increase in curvature of the plexiglass. 
The plots of lateral force versus slip angle for the Goodyear and 
Ohtsu tires are depicted in Figures 2.4 and 2.5, respectively. The 
data points on both figures are scattered and this is expected because 
of the simple experimental facilities. Nevertheless, the assumption 
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Figure 2.4. Experimental data obtained to determine the cornering 
stiffness for a 22 x 11-8 Goodyear tire at 2 psi 
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that the lateral force varies linearly with the slip angle seems valid. 
Hence, straight lines were passed through each set of points and the 
slopes of these straight lines gave the required cornering stiffnesses. 
Tables 2.1 and 2.2 show the tabulated results of normal loads and 
cornering stiffnesses for the Goodyear and Ohtsu tires, respectively. 
A graph of cornering stiffness versus normal load was plotted in 
Figure 2.6. It is apparent from the figure that the Goodyear tire has 
a higher cornering stiffness compared to the Ohtsu tire. This is 
logical since it was found that the Goodyear tire was significantly 
stiffer than the Ohtsu tire from the vertical stiffness experiment. 
The curves in Figure 2.6 must be represented mathematically in 
order for them to be used in the computer simulation. Each curve was 
divided into two segments - an initial linear portion and a latter 
nonlinear portion. The latter portion was fitted with a cubic 
polynomial. For the Goodyear tire, the curve is represented by 
C = 11.818 W. 0 < W < 1100 N. (2.8) 
a — — 
and 
C = -3658.680 + 24.142 W - 8.674 x 10~V 
a 
+6.219 X 10~^ W^ , W > 1100 N, (2.9) 
where is the cornering stiffness in Newtons per radian and W is the 
normal load in Newtons. The curve for the Ohtsu tire is mathematically 
defined as 
C = 5.714 W, 0 < W < 1225 N, (2.10) 
a — 
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Table 2.1. Cornering stiffness of 22 x 11-8 Goodyear tire at 2 psi 
Normal load (lb) Cornering stiffness (Ib/rad) 
282 (1254 N) 3212 (14287 N/rad) 
390 (1735 N) 3448 (15338 N/rad) 
480 (2135 N) 3226 (14350 N/rad) 
600 (2669 N) 2472 (10994 N/rad) 
Table 2.2. Cornering stiffness of 22 X 11-8 Ohtsu tire at 2 psi 
Normal load (lb) Cornering stiffness (Ib/rad) 
140 (623 N) 1090 (4847 N/rad) 
205 (912 N) 1182 (5257 N/rad) 
262 (1165 N) 1482 (6591 N/rad) 
310 (1379 N) 1673 (7443 N/rad) 
360 (1601 N) 1932 (8593 N/rad) 
465 (2068 N) 1853 (8244 N/rad) 
525 (2335 N) 1287 (5725 N/rad) 
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Figure 2.6. Relationship of cornering stiffness and normal load 
for the 22 x 11-8 Goodyear and Ohtsu tires at 2 psi 
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and 
C = 10558.910 - 17.520 W + 1.792 x 10"V 
- 4.842 X 10"V, W > 1225 N. (z.ll) 
Tables 2.3 and 2.4 show the comparison of the points obtained from 
Figure 2.6 and the points obtained from the cubic polynomials. These 
polynomials fit the experimental data to within two percent difference. 
A theoretical and experimental investigation was performed by 
Kane et [9, lO] on wheel-roadway interaction of a pneumatic tire 
for recreational vehicles. The investigation concluded that the 
Coulomb friction theory was quite sufficient to predict the tire-roadway 
interaction as compared to theories like modified Coulomb friction, 
classical slip law, and modified classical slip law. However, in those 
studies it was assumed that there was only one point contact between 
the tire and roadway. Whereas, the low-pressure terra tires have 
larger contact area between the tire and the ground, making the 
assumption of point contact improper. In addition, the roadway in 
Kane et al.*s investigation was assumed to be a hard surface like 
asphalt or concrete. The three-wheeled all-terrain vehicle is built 
for off-road uses which means that the vehicle can be traveling on all 
types of terrain such as sand, gravel, earth road, marsh, mud, snow, 
ice and grassland. There is no source available that provides data 
for 22 X 11-8 tires at low pressure that interact with the above-
mentioned terrains. This investigation will assume the tires to travel 
on smooth, hard surface terrains only, like earth road or grassland. 
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Table 2.3. Comparison of experimental data and cubic polynomial for 
22 X 11-8 Goodyear tire at 2 psi 
Normal load, W Cornering stiffness, C (Newtons/rad) Absolute error 
(Newtons) (%) 
Experimental Cubic polynomial 
1125 13250 13408 1.2 
1250 14300 14179 0.8 
1375 14900 14753 1.0 
1500 15200 15136 0.4 
1625 15350 15335 0.1 
1750 15300 15357 0.4 
1875 15150 15211 0.4 
2000 14850 14903 0.4 
2125 14350 14440 0.6 
2250 13750 13830 0.6 
2375 13000 13081 0.6 
2500 12200 12198 0.0 
2625 11250 11191 0.5 
2750 10150 10065 0.8 
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Table 2.4. Comparison of experimental data and cubic polynomial for 
22 X 11-8 Ohtsu tire at 2 psi 
Normal load, W 
(Newtons) 
Cornering stiffness, C (Newtons/rad) Absolute error 
(%) 
Experimental Cubic polynomial 
1250 7200 7202 0.0 
1375 7800 7762 0.5 
1500 8300 8258 0.5 
1625 8600 8632 0.4 
1750 8750 8830 0.9 
1895 8700 8792 1.1 
2000 8450 8464 0.2 
2125 7900 7788 1.4 
2250 6800 6708 1.4 
2375 5150 5166 0.3 
The classical slip law theory will be used for lateral force generation 
in this study. 
2.3 Damping 
The behavior of the vehicle's motion depends on the degree of 
damping of the vehicle/rider system. The earlier ATV models which do 
not have front and rear suspensions rely heavily on the tires to 
damp out the disturbances. More recent ATV models have been built 
with front suspensions, while others have been built with both front 
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and rear axle suspensions. 
The parameter that is required of the tire for finding the damping 
coefficient is the damping ratio. This ratio is found experimentally 
by performing a "drop test" [8]. That is, an accelerometer is attached 
to the wheel which is allowed to fall freely to the ground. This 
results in an amplitude (acceleration) decay trace. Using the theory of 
free vibration, the method of logarithmic decrement is applied to 
approximate the damping ratio [ll]. 
Figures 2.7 and 2.8, respectively, show the oscilloscope traces 
of the acceleration response of the Goodyear and Ohtsu tires at 2 psi 
when subjected to an initial vertical displacement. From these figures, 
the logarithmic decrement can be determined from 
X 
nô = iln — , (2.12) 
n 
and 
Ô = ^ 25— = 2TTÇ , (2.13) 
V i-;2 
where n is the number of cycles, 6 is the logarithmic decrement, x^  is 
the amplitude of the zeroth peak, x^  is the amplitude of the n^  ^peak, 
and Ç is the damping ratio. For example, referring to the upper half 
of Figure 2.7, the amplitude of the first and fourth peaks measured 
about 2.9 and 0.4, respectively. There are three cycles separating 
the first and fourth peaks; hence from Equation (2.12), 
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Figure 2.7. Trace of accelerometer on a wheel mounted with a 
22 X 11-8 Goodyear tire at 2 psi 
Figure 2.8. Trace of accelerometer on a wheel mounted with a 
22 X 11-8 Ohtsu tire at 2 psi 
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3« - ïn (1^ ) . 
6 = 0.660 = 2 IT Ç, 
and the corresponding damping ratio is 
Ç = 0.105. 
Similarly, from the top half of Figure 2.8, the amplitude values of 
the second and fifth peaks are 1.8 and 0.3, respectively, over three 
cycles. Again, from Equation (2.12), 
3S - in (^) , 
Ô = 0.597 = 2 IT Ç, 
and 
Ç = 0.095. 
The results of Figures 2.7 and 2.8 were obtained by vertically 
dropping the tire/wheel assembly for the Goodyear tire and the Ohtsu 
tire. Figure 2.9 shows the response of an accelerometer placed on the 
rear axle of a 1980 Honda ATC llOD three-wheeled vehicle fitted with 
three Ohtsu tires at 2 psi inflation pressure. The vehicle was 
initially displaced by lifting it vertically and releasing it. This 
resulted in the trace of Figure 2.9 and the damping ratio was calculated 
to be about 0.092. This agrees closely with the results found for the 
Ohtsu tire of Figure 2.8. 
Figure 2.9. Trace of accelerometer on a Honda ATC IIOD vehicle 
mounted with three 22 x 11-8 Ohtsu tires at 2 psi. 
No person on vehicle seat 
Figure 2.10. Trace of accelerometer on a Honda ATC IIOD vehicle 
mounted with three 22 x 11-8 Ohtsu tires at 2 psi. 
A 77 kg person seated and strapped on vehicle seat 
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However, when a person is sitting on the vehicle, the vehicle/rider 
system becomes more highly damped. This is clearly seen in Figure 2.10. 
From the trace, the damping ratio was estimated to be 0.146. This 
increase in the ratio indicates that the rider plays a significant role 
in the damping of the system. Figure 2.10 was obtained with the rider 
seated and strapped onto the vehicle seat. This was done to prevent 
the rider from bouncing on the seat. Figure 2.12 shows the trace when 
the rider was unconstrained and allowed to bounce. The trace did not 
exhibit the smooth exponential decay because the rider's free bounce 
motion was not in phase with the vehicle's free oscillation. 
Realistically, this is what happens when a person is riding on the 
vehicle. However, for this initial investigation, it will be assumed 
that the rider is seated and strapped onto the seat. The second case 
requires more complex modelling and is presently beyond the scope of 
this study. 
The damping ratio was also determined for the case where the 
rider stood on the vehicle's foot pedals and his legs slightly bent 
at the knees. The resulting trace of the "drop test" is shown in 
Figure 2.11. This trace estimated the damping ratio to be 0.142. 
The experiments showed that the case where the rider was seated 
and strapped onto the seat and the case where the rider was standing 
on the vehicle's foot pedals had about the same damping ratio. 
However, the case where no rider was on the vehicle had a lower damping 
ratio. This indicates that the rider has a considerable effect on the 
systems damping ratio. Also, these results imply that testing the 
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Figure 2.11. Trace of accelerometer on a Honda ATC IIOD vehicle 
mounted with three 22 x 11-8 Ohtsu tires at 2 psi. 
A 77 kg person stood on vehicle's foot pedals 
Figure 2.12. Trace of accelerometer on a Honda ATC IIOD vehicle 
mounted with three 22 x 11-8 Ohtsu tires at 2 psi. 
A 77 kg person seated unconstrained on vehicle 
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tire/wheel assembly itself is inadequate to determine the system's 
damping ratio. 
2.4 Summary 
Two different makes of terra tires - a 22 x 11-8 Goodyear tire 
and a 22 X 11-8 Ohtsu tire - were tested to determine their vertical 
stiffnesses, cornering stiffnesses and damping ratios. The experiments 
were performed because no published data were available for these 
specific types of tires. The Goodyear tire was found to be the stiffer 
of the two tires in both vertical and cornering stiffnesses. Also, the 
damping ratio is higher for the Goodyear tire. It was also found that 
the system's damping ratio was highly dependent upon the presence of 
the rider. The cornering stiffness experiments were performed using 
a simple experimental setup and procedure. With the facilities that 
are available, the results may not be as accurate as desired, but are 
good initial approximations. However, the author believes that the 
information obtained in these experiments are valuable to this study 
and may, in the future, initiate interests in other investigators 
to determine better properties of these terra tires using more 
sophisticated techniques. 
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3. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATIONS 
Two mathematical models representing the vehicle/rider system were 
formulated for this investigation. The first of these models, which 
will be designated as Model A, is a six degrees-of-freedom vehicle/rider 
system with no front and no rear spring-damper suspension units. The 
second model, which will be designated as Model B, is a general thirteen 
degrees-of-freedom vehicle/rider system with independent front and rear 
spring-damper suspensions. The dynamical equations for Models A and B 
are derived based on Lagrange's form of d'Alembert's principle. A few 
assumptions are needed for the development of these models. A 
discussion of these assumptions and a description of Models A and B are 
presented in the following sections. 
3.1 Assumptions 
It is a formidable task to represent, completely and realistically, 
a three-wheeled all-terrain vehicle/rider system as a mathematical 
model. If this task could be accomplished, the simulation of this 
mathematical model on a digital computer would, undoubtedly, consume 
considerable execution time. However, it is not necessary to 
mathematically describe the actual vehicle/rider system in its entirety. 
This is because if certain assumptions of the real system could be 
justified as legitimate and appropriate for a particular study, the 
formulations could be greatly simplified and the real system could still 
be represented by a valid and reasonably accurate mathematical model. 
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The main underlying assumption common to Models A and B is that the 
rider of the vehicle is rigidly attached to the vehicle seat. In 
reality, the rider moves around to achieve better control of the vehicle 
when making a turning maneuver or riding over bumpy terrain. When the 
rider changes position, the center of mass and the moments of inertia of 
the entire system are altered. Unless a prescribed movement of the rider 
is known, this complicated maneuvering of the rider's body is difficult 
to model. In addition, it was pointed out by Black and Taylor [7] 
that the rider's internal masses, vibration absorbing capacity, and 
forces exerted on the frame and the handle bar have been neglected 
because they are complex and difficult to model. Even if all these 
complexities could be handled, the task of modelling them would be 
formidable. Since this is the first investigation of these three-wheeled 
ATVs, the modelling, based on the assumption stated above, is believed 
to be sufficient to generate a considerable amount of useful information 
to provide a better understanding of these vehicle/rider systems. 
3.2 Principle for Determination of Equations 
The dynamical equations for both Model A and Model B are derived 
using Lagrange's form of d'Alembert's principle [l2]. Based upon this 
principle, the equations of motion are obtained by using the following 
expression: 
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+ F^* =0, r = 1, n , (3.1) 
* 
where F^  and F^  are the generalized active and inertia forces, 
respectively, and they are given by 
F = Z • F^ " + 03?" . f"), (3.2) 
r u=l "^ r " -9r -
F * = Z (V"^ ° • F®"* + w?" • T®"*), (3.3) 
 ^ u=l -9r - -^ r -
where r = indicates the r^  ^degree-of-freedom, 
n = total number of degrees-of-freedom of the system, 
N = number of rigid bodies in the system, 
u = indicates the u^  ^rigid body, 
= r^  ^generalized coordinate, 
= time derivative of the r^  ^generalized coordinate, 
= partial rate of change of position of the mass 
-Sr 
center velocity vector of the u rigid body, 
0)?" = partial rate of change of orientation of the angular 
-9r 
velocity vector of the u rigid body, 
F®^  = resultant external force acting on the u^  ^
rigid body, 
= resultant external torque about the mass center 
of the u^  ^rigid body, 
F^ " = resultant inertia force acting at the mass center 
of the u^  ^rigid body, and 
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= resultant inertia torque about the mass center of 
the u^  ^rigid body. 
The partial rate of change position and orientation are expressed 
mathematically as 
. 3 v"/° 
, (3.4) 
3 
w!" = , (3.5) 
r 3 q^  
where = the velocity vector of the mass center of rigid 
body u relative to the origin of the fixed 
reference axes, and 
= the angular velocity vector of rigid body u. 
Also, the resultant inertia force and torques can be written 
mathematically as 
f*"* = - M a"/° , (3.6) 
u-
and 
T»"* = (!*" . UF") X WP" - I»" . OF* , (3.7) 
where = the mass of rigid body u, 
3^ °^ - the accelation vector of the mass center of 
the u^  ^rigid body relative to the origin of 
the fixed reference axes, 
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= the angular acceleration vector of the 
rigid body, and 
= the inertia dyadic (tensor) of the rigid body. 
which can be expressed as 
° k IL -J % • "•« 
and where n^  and n^  are sets of mutually perpendicular unit vectors and 
are the scalar products and moments of inertias of the rigid body. 
3.3 Description of Model A 
Figure 3.1 shows a sketch of Model A which has six degrees of 
freedom with no front and no rear spring-damper suspensions. The six 
degrees of freedom consist of three translational motions - longitudinal, 
x, lateral, y, and vertical, z - and three rotational motions - roll, 
pitch, 0, and yaw, The system of axes used in this study is based 
on the SAE vehicle dynamics terminology [iS] as shown in Figure 3.2. 
Two sets of inertial reference frames are used. One set is fixed on 
the surface of the earth and the other is fixed at the mass center of 
the vehicle/rider system as shown in Figure 3.3. The fixed reference 
frame has three orthogonal axes (X, Y and Z) and the moving frame has 
three orthogonal axes (X^ , and Z^ ). Associated with the X, Y and Z 
axes and the X , Y and Z axes are unit vectors i, j and k and unit 
s s s -  ^ -
vectors i_, and k^ , respectively. The coordinates for the six 
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Side and rear views of the physical form of Model A. 
C is the system's mass center 
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Figure 3.2. SAE recommended axes system 
s -s 
Y(j) 
Figure 3.3. Fixed reference frame has X, Y and Z axes and 
moving reference frame has X^ , Y^  and axes 
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degrees of freedom - (j), 9, ijj, x, y and % - will be replaced and referred 
to by the generalized coordinates q^ , q^ , q^ , q^ , q^  and q^ , 
respectively. 
To obtain a general orientation of the vehicle/rider system with 
respect to the fixed reference frame, three successive right-hand 
rotations are performed about each of the mutually perpendicular axes X, 
Y' and Z" as shown in Figure 3.4. Based upon these rotations, an 
orthogonal transformation matrix can be derived that relates the unit 
vectors of X , Y and Z to the unit vectors of the fixed X, Y and Z 
s s s 
axes and is expressed as follows: 
(C^ Sg + S^ SgCg) (S^ Sg - C^ SgCg) 
-CgSg (C^Cg - S^SgSg) (S^Cg + C^SgSg) 
- SlCg 
i > , (3.9) 
where and (i = 1. 2. 3) are the sines and cosines of the 
generalized coordinates q^ , q^ , and q^ , i.e. = sin q^ ,^ = cos q^  
and so on. Equation (3.9) can also be represented simply as 
™11 ™12 1^3 
™21 ™22 ™23 
®31 ™32 ™33 
(3.10) 
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Figure 3.4. Transformation of X, Y and Z to X , Y and Z 
axes by performing three successive 
dextral rotations about X, Y' and Z" axes 
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where are variables representing the elements in Equation (3.9). 
The mUj's will be used to simplify the writing of expressions for the 
equations of motion. 
Model A was formulated with no steering input and no axial 
rotation of wheels. Even though the model does not incorporate steering 
input as an additional degree of freedom, the vehicle can still be 
steered by generating lateral force at the tire-terrain interface using 
the classical slip law [l4] 
Fy = C* a, (3.11) 
where is the lateral force acting normal to the plane of the wheel, 
is the constant of proportionality known as cornering stiffness, and 
a is the slip angle. If the lateral force exceeds the frictional force 
at the contact patch, sliding takes place. The classical slip law has 
been used a great deal by vehicle dynamicists to predict lateral forces 
generated by high inflation pneumatic tires of vehicles. In the case of 
an automobile, which travels mainly on asphalt or concrete surfaces, the 
tires deform relatively more than the road surface and this allows the 
classical slip law to predict reasonably accurate lateral forces. 
Similarly, for this investigation, the low inflation tires of the 
three-wheeled ATVs also deform significantly more than the off-road 
terrain surfaces. Therefore, as long as the off-road terrain surfaces 
are significantly stiffer than the low pressure tires, the classical 
slip law is considered valid as a model to predict lateral forces at the 
tire-terrain interface. 
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The axial rotation cf the wheels is assumed to be constant for 
simplicity because the driving torque applied to the rear wheels is 
difficult to model accurately. However, if through experiments an 
approximate relationship between the torque delivered by the engine and 
the angular velocity of the driven wheel can be established for a 
particular vehicle, this can be included in a future model. I'his will 
allow for the studying of the acceleration of the vehicle/rider system. 
It will also allow for the comparison of two sets of simulated motions 
of a vehicle/rider system which uses, first, an initial longitudinal 
velocity and, second, the engine torque as driving inputs for the system. 
In retrospect. Model A is a simple single rigid body representation 
of a real system which can be used to generate a great deal of useful 
information for analysis purposes. Model B is a more detailed model 
which includes front and rear independent suspensions, steering input and 
axial rotation of wheels. A description of Model B is presented next. 
3.4 Description of Model B 
This model consists of seven rigid bodies with front and rear 
independent suspensions and has a total of thirteen degrees of freedom, 
in general. A sketch of this model is shown in Figure 3.5. The main 
objective for constructing Model B is to compare the severity of the roll, 
pitch and vertical displacements of this model with Model A when both 
systems are disturbed by similar bump profiles. At the time of this 
writing, there are some commercially available three-wheeled all-terrain 
vehicles that have a single rear rigid axle suspension which is very 
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Figure 3.5. Side and rear views of the physical form of Model B. 
Cy (u=l,...,7) indicates mass centers of each u^ " 
rigid body 
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similar to that of the off-road motorcycles. This type of suspension is 
sometimes referred to as trailing link suspension. That is, a rigid 
link pivotted at a point on the main sprung mass with the other end of 
the link attached to the rear axle. At some point along the link is 
attached one end of a spring-damper suspension unit which has its other 
end mounted on the sprung mass. On a motorcycle, this type of suspension 
is fine because there is only one wheel and therefore, the tendency for 
the entire assembly of wheel, trailing link and suspension unit to twist 
about some longitudinal axis is negligible. However, on a three-wheeled 
ATV, the trailing link has a rigid axle attached to it. This makes the 
assembly three-dimensional as compared to that of the motorcycle which 
can be treated as two-dimensional. Therefore, when the forces at both 
rear wheels are not exactly equal, the entire assembly of the axle, 
wheels, trailing link and suspension unit will twist about some 
longitudinal axis. It is apparent that the natural off-road terrain 
profile is not symmetrical about any longitudinal plane. Therefore, the 
natural off-road terrain profile is three-dimensional. This implies that 
the trailing link suspension system which the manufacturers have on their 
rear suspended three-wheeled ATVs will almost always generate a torsional 
moment about some longitudinal axis lying in the longitudinal plane of 
the vehicle. The magnitude of this torsional moment will depend on the 
kind of terrain profile the three-wheeled ATV traverses. The most 
severe situation would be when the vehicle/rider system is ridden over 
some alternating bumps of considerable size. This would not only 
oscillate the rear suspended assembly, but the oscillation would also be 
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transmitted to the sprung mass and eventually, to the rider. Therefore, 
in order for the three-wheeled ATV to provide optimum performance and 
comfort to the rider, it is believed that the rear wheels must be 
suspended independently. 
The following describes the seven rigid bodies that make up 
Model B: 
i) R.B. 1 - main frame and rigidly attached rider (sprung mass), 
ii) R.B. 2 - steering frame, handle bar and suspension assembly, 
iii) R.B. 3 - rear right suspension arm assembly, 
iv) R.B. 4 - rear left suspension arm assembly, 
v) R.B. 5 - front wheel and brake assembly, 
vi) R.B. 6 - rear right wheel and brake assembly, and 
vii) R.B. 7 - rear left wheel and brake assembly. 
At the time of this investigation, there is no known three-wheeled ATV 
with rear independent suspensions available commercially. Therefore, 
an actual design of a rear independent suspension assembly has not been 
developed. In the meantime, the dimensions and masses of R.B. 3 and 
R.B. 4 will have to be determined from educated engineering 
approximations. If, and when, the manufacturers ever decide to build 
three-wheeled ATVs with rear independent suspensions, better practical 
parameter values can then be obtained for a more realistic analysis. 
However, examination of some four-wheeled ATVs have shed some light on 
the possible shape, size and mass of the rear suspension arms. It must 
be remembered that the track width of a four-wheeled ATV is much larger 
than the track width of a three-wheeled ATV. Hence, the shape, size 
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and mass of the suspension arms may vary according to the engineering 
design. 
Each of the seven rigid bodies has a set of mutually perpendicular 
axes attached at the mass center. Rigid body u has a set of axes X^ , 
and (u = 1, ..., 7). Figure 3.6 depicts the graphical 
representation of the seven rigid bodies and their respective system 
of axes. Each set of unit vectors i^ , and parallel to the system 
axes X^ , and Z^ , respectively, is related to the unit vectors i, j 
and k belonging to X, Y and Z axes, respectively, through transformation 
of axes. 
The general thirteen degrees-of-freedom for Model B are: 
i) ^ (q^ ) - roll motion about X-axis, 
ii) GCqg) - pitch motion about Y-axis, 
iii) ^ (q^ ) - yaw motion about Z-axis, 
iv) x(q^ ) - longitudinal displacement with respect to fixed 
reference frame, 
v) y(q^ ) - lateral displacement with respect to fixed 
reference frame, 
vi) z(qg) - vertical displacement with respect to fixed 
reference frame, 
vli) q^ Cq^ ) - suspension displacement along steering frame, 
viii) 3j^ (<îg) - angular displacement of right suspension arm 
about the (or X^ ) axis. 
Figure 3.6. Seven rigid bodies with their respective 
systems of axes fixed at their mass centers 
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ix) Sj^ (qg) - angular displacement of left suspension arm 
about the (or X^ ) axis, 
x) 5(q^ Q) - steer angle about the axis, 
xi) - angular displacement of front wheel about axis, 
xii) ~ angular displacement of rear right wheel about 
axis, and 
xiii) ~ angular displacement of rear left wheel about 
Yy axis. 
The q^ 's (r = 1, 13) are generalized coordinates that represent the 
thirteen primary coordinates. Two secondary coordinates, q_ and q , which 
define the right rear and left rear suspension displacements, respectively, 
are determined from planar (Y^ -Z^  plane) constraint equations. That is, 
assembly of the spring-damper and the suspension arm is assumed to lie 
in the Y -Z plane. 
s s 
Model B, as compared to Model A, is a more detailed model because 
it allows for steering input and accounts for the axial rotation of 
wheels. In Model A, the steer angle must be specified in order to 
steer the vehicle and generate lateral forces et the tire-terrain 
interface. In Model B, the input torque at the handle bars of the 
vehicle will determine the steer angle, velocity and acceleration 
involved. The resulting steer angle is then used to determine the 
lateral forces. Also, when Model A is allowed to steer, the vehicle 
behaves as though the steering frame is vertical since it is not modelled 
separately. Whereas, Model B takes into account the castor angle of 
the steering frame. 
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Similar to Model A, if the torques delivered to both wheels are 
known, they can be used as input torques and these will drive the 
vehicle. By varying these torques or keeping them constant, the vehicle 
can be accelerated, decelerated or remain at a steady velocity. Since 
there are no commercially available three-wheeled ATVs with rear 
independent suspensions, the actual torques are difficult to determine. 
Also, this is the first investigation of these types of vehicles and the 
exact magnitude of the torques is unnecessary at present and therefore, 
can be varied accordingly so long as useful information can be obtained 
from the analyses. When the vehicle leaves the ground, the angular 
velocities of the rear wheels are expected to increase. On the rebound, 
the spinning wheels will impact the terrain surfaces and it is likely 
that there is slippage between the tire surfaces and terrain surfaces. 
The phenomenon that occurs at the interface, as a result of the impact, 
the spin and the slip, between the tire and the terrain is not fully 
understood. Therefore, accurate modelling of this phenomenon cannot be 
achieved at present. However, as a simplification, the tire is assumed 
not to slip on impact and the frictional force remains constant as long 
as the tire is in contact with the ground. 
Model B can be used to compare the differences in steering the 
vehicle with Model A. If the comparison shows small differences, this 
indicates that modelling the steering frame as a separate rigid body 
to study steering maneuvers is unnecessary. Also, the gyroscopic 
effect of the wheels' axial rotations can be analyzed by using both 
models. This will help to determine if the wheels' rotations have any 
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significant effect on the steering maneuver. These are just some of 
the ideas that can be implemented for analyzing the two models to gain 
useful information. Undoubtedly, there are a lot of analyses that can 
be performed on these two models for better insight on the behavior and 
characteristics of these vehicle/rider systems. 
3.5 Formulation of Tire Model 
The terra tires are critical components of the vehicle/rider system. 
It is through these tires that ground level disturbances are transmitted 
to the system. There are four major tire models that are commonly used 
and they are discussed in the paper by Captain e^  al^ . [l5]. The four 
models are point contact, rigid tread band, fixed footprint and 
adaptive footprint. 
The point contact model, as illustrated in Figure 3.7, is a 
spring-damper system. The spring is a combination of the carcass 
stiffness and inflation pressure and the damping represents the energy 
dissipation caused by carcass deformations. The model assumes the tire 
to be in contact with the terrain at a point which traces the terrain 
profile as the vehicle/rider system moves along. This model becomes 
inadequate for a highly irregular terrain profile because the model 
traces the irregularities which results in a high frequency response at 
the wheel's center of mass and also predicts a higher tire deflection 
than normal. According to Bernard et al. [l6], the point contact 
model's high frequency response at the wheel results in less sprung mass 
motion. Figure 3.8 shows the filtering effect of the tire rolling over 
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Tire stiffness, K Tire damping, C 
Figure 3.7. Point contact tire model 
« 
Figure 3.8. Filtering effect of tire rolling over highly 
irregular terrain compared to point contact 
tire model 
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highly irregular terrain profile. Therefore, the point contact model is 
useful for flat or gradually changing profile. 
Figure 3.9 shows the sketch of a rigid tread band model. This is 
similar to the point contact model, except that the point follower is 
replaced by a rigid roller follower with radius equal to the radius of 
the wheel. This model possesses the filtering effect on rough terrain 
because of its roller. However, on smooth or gradually flat terrain, 
this model becomes similar to the point contact model. 
The fixed footprint model, as the name implies, has a footprint 
of constant length as shown in Figure 3.10. Instead of a single spring-
damper system, as was the case for the previous two models, this model 
has multiple spring-damper assemblies attached on a horizontal bar and 
distributed evenly over the constant length. This model also possesses 
the filtering effect like the rigid tread band model. However, the 
filtering effects of the rigid tread band model depends on the radius of 
the rigid roller and the fixed footprint model depends on the constant 
length of the footprint. 
As depicted in Figure 3.11, the adaptive footprint model has 
multiple spring-damper elements like the fixed footprint model, except 
that the elements are aligned radially towards the center of mass of 
the wheel. Again, this model has the capability of filtering out the 
rough terrain irregularities like the previous two models. Unlike the 
previous two models, this model's filtering effect does not depend on 
a constant parameter. Its filtering effect is variable and depends on 
the position of the wheel center. 
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Figure 3.9. Rigid tread band tire model 
Figure 3.10. Fixed footprint tire model 
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Figure 3.11. Adaptive footprint tire model 
Figure 3.12. Determination of tire deflection on relatively 
smooth terrain profile 
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For application in this study, the adaptive footprint model is 
selected among the four models discussed because it represents the 
practical situation of a tire-terrain interaction in the most realistic 
manner. According to Davis [l7], the assumptions underlying this model 
are: 
i) wheel is a thin circular disk which deforms radially, 
ii) terrain is rigid, and 
iii) load-deflection relationship of the tire on a rigid flat 
surface is known. 
In this investigation, the statement that the wheel is a thin disk is 
a major assumption. This is because the width of the tires on the 
three-wheeled ATVs is large (8 inches for the two tires mentioned in 
Chapter 2). If the terrain profile is symmetrical about every 
longitudinal plane, then the assumption of a thin disk is, generally, 
valid. This allows the terrain profile to be represented as a two-
dimensional mathematical function. However, the natural terrain 
profile in the real world is not symmetrical about any longitudinal 
plane and the natural terrain profile can only be represented by a 
three-dimensional mathematical function. This means that the wheel 
must be represented by a finite cylinder or a torus. This will involve 
solving for the plane intersecting the cylinder (or torus) and the 
three-dimensional profile simultaneously as opposed to solving for a 
line in the case of a thin disk (circle) and a two-dimensional profile. 
Hence, this will increase the complexity and the computer execution 
time considerably. So, for this inaugural study, the problem is 
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simplified by assuming that the terrain profile is symmetrical about any 
longitudinal plane. 
The conventional approach [l5] for estimating the tire force is to 
divide the arc AB, as shown in Figure 3.12, into finite segments and 
the resultant force is obtained by summing all the elemental forces 
between points A and B. However, the approach for determining the 
tire force can be approximated as follows. To simplify the 
calculation of the resultant spring force, points A and B (see Figure 
3.12) are found by solving the intersection of the circle (wheel) with 
the known profile function. Once these two points are located, the 
midpoint, C, on line AB is calculated. Knowing the points C and 0, a 
straight line equation is established that lies on points C and 0. This 
allows the point E, lying on the known profile function, to be 
evaluated. With E known, the distance OE is calculated. Hence, the 
radial deflection DE is found by taking the difference between the fixed 
radius of the wheel and the length OE. As long as the profile function 
is generally flat and smooth, the deflection computed is a reasonable 
approximation. Therefore, the spring force on the tire is given by the 
radial deflection DE by using the load-deflection relationship for terra 
tire (see Figure 2.2). The resultant spring force is assumed to act 
through the center of the wheel along the line OECD. The resultant 
damping foice is found by multiplying the radial velocity by the damping 
coefficient and is also assumed to act in the same direction as the 
resultant spring force. 
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Figure 3.13 shows what happens when a sharp bump is involved in 
place of a smooth, relatively flat profile. Following the procedure 
mentioned earlier, the deflection is the distance TS along the line OTRS. 
However, by examining the figure, the area enclosed by QTRSQ is much 
larger than the area enclosed by PTRSP. Therefore, to say that the 
resultant tire force acts along line OTRS and the magnitude of the force 
given by the deflection TS is inadequate. Hence, an alternate approach 
to improve the estimation of the magnitude of the tire force is 
required for dealing with sharp bumps. 
To better estimate the tire force involving a sharp bump, the 
load-deflection relationship of the tire found by using a rigid flat 
surface will form the basis of this analysis. Figure 3.14 shows the 
intersection of a circle (wheel) with a rigid flat surface. This is a 
theoretical representation of the case when the load-deflection 
relationship was determined experimentally in Chapter 2. From the 
figure, the area of the sector OACBO is 
where S is the arc length of ACB. The subtended angle K is given by 
Asc - % as (3.12) 
K = 2 cos ^  (^ )^ (3.13) 
Therefore, the arc length S is 
S = Rk = 2R cos ^  (^ )^ (3.14) 
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Figure 3.14. Mathematical representation of tire interacting 
with a rigid flat surface 
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which gives the area of the sector as 
S^C " (^ ) • (3.15) 
The area of the triangle OADBO is given by 
t^r = (R-Ô)>/R^  - (R-ô)^  . (3.16) 
Finally, the area of the segment (shaded region) ACBDA is 
d^ " -^ SC ~  ^(\^ ) - (^ ) Yl - ]• (3.17) 
The volume of the segment can easily be calculated by multiplying by 
the width of the tire, W^ , to give 
Vj = W^ Aj = W^ R^  [cos"^  (^ ) - (^ )7l - (^ )2 ]. (3.18) 
From Equations (3.17) or (3.18), the graph of Figure 2.2 in 
Chapter 2 can be transformed into a graph showing the approximate 
relationship of load versus deflected area (A^ ) or load versus 
deflected volume (V^ ). Therefore, for the case in Figure 3.13, if the 
deflected area or volume given by PTQSP is known, then either 
Equation (3.17) or (3.18) can be used to determine an equivalent 
deflection, 6^ . When 6^  is known. Figure 2.2 will give an estimate of 
the equivalent tire force generated by the interaction of the tire and 
the sharp bump. This equivalent tire force is assumed to act along a 
line connecting the centroid of the area PTQSP to the center of mass of 
the wheel at 0. Presently, this seems to be the best assumption to 
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locate the line of action of the resultant force. The task involved in 
finding the centroid of an arbitrary enclosed area like PTQSP is not 
simple. However, if the mathematical function of the profile is known 
and a set of reference axes is established, the centroid and the enclosed 
areas can be computed by using numerical integration. This technique may 
consume a little more execution time un the computer, but it is believed 
to be a better approximation of the tire deflection than the simplified 
technique discussed earlier. 
In order to prove that this method offers an improved estimation 
of the tire force for sharp bumps, experiments were performed as a check. 
The 22 X 11-8 Ohtsu tire, which was tested and discussed in Chapter 2, 
with inflation pressure of 2 psi was used to determine the load-deflection 
relationship using an obstacle having a cross-section as shown in 
Figure 3.15. It has a width of eight inches which is the same as the 
width of the tire. The result of the load-deflection relationship is 
shown in Figure 3.16. By selecting a few deflections along the 
horizontal axis of Figure 3.16, the actual loads on the tire are read off 
the graph. These loads will be used to compare with the equivalent loads 
to be estimated by using Equation (3.17) and Figure 3.17. Figure 3.17 
is the transformed load-deflection curve for 22 x 11-8 Ohtsu tire at 
2 psi inflation pressure from Figure 2.2. The horizontal axis has 
been transformed to represent deflected area instead of deflected 
volume because the width of the bump is equal to the width of the tire. 
As long as the width of the obstacle is not less than the width of the 
tire, the deflected area equation (Equation 3.17) will be used. 
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0,0211 m 
0.0832 m 
0.1016 m 0 .0  
Figure 3.15. Bump for finding load-deflection relationship 
and to evaluate equivalent loads 
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0 . 0 2  0.04 0.06 0 .08  0.10 
Maximum deflection, 6 (m) 
Figure 3.16. Load-deflection relationship of a 22 x 11-8 Ohtsu 
tire at 2 psi being compressed on the bump of 
Figure 3.15 
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Figure 3.17. Approximate load-deflected area relationship for 
a 22 X 11-8 Ohtsu tire at 2 psi compressed on 
a flat surface 
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Figure 3.18 shows the shaded area ABCDA to be calculated 
mathematically to approximate the actual deflected area. In fact, a 
better approximation of the area ABCDA is depicted in Figure 3.19. In 
this case, the curve on the top of the bump is extended down to the X-
axis. This allows for the void, which is caused by the curvature of the 
carcass (see Figure 3.18, areas ADEA and BFCB), to be approximated to a 
certain degree and to be Included in the total deflected area ABCDA. The 
curve portion of the bump was fitted with a quadratic polynomial and is 
given by 
f (x) = 3.30 + 0.8433X - 0.2108 x^ . (3.19) 
For a given deflection, 5, the shaded area ABCDA was calculated by 
numerical integration. For the given system of axes, in Figures 3.18 
and 3.19, the area ABHGA is 
A^BHGA = ' ' (3-20) 
-I  
=G 
where f^ /x) = b ->/R -(x-a) , y ^ —£ 
R = radius of wheel, 
a = abcissa of point 0, and 
b = ordinate of point 0. 
The area of the cross-section GHBCDAG is also computed numerically and 
is given by 
\HBCDAG~I > (3.21) 
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0 (a.b) 
X G H 
Figure 3.18. Tire interacting with the bump of Figure 3.15. 
Approximate deflected area is given by ABCDA 
0 (a,b) 
G H X 
Figure 3.19. Tire interacting with the bump of Figure 3.15. 
Approximate deflected area is given by ABCDA 
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where f^ Cx) is represented by Equation (3.19). Therefore, the 
approximated deflected area ABCDA becomes 
d^ " '^ GHBCDAG " ^ABHGA ' (3.22) 
Hence, from Figure 3.17, the calculated area A^  can be used to locate 
the equivalent force for the deflection, 5. From Figure 3.15, nine 
values of deflection were chosen and their corresponding nine actual 
loads were read from the graph and tabulated as shown in Table 3.1. Also 
included in Table 3.1 are the computed equivalent loads, which are 
associated with the nine values of deflection, based on the two 
approximations given in Figures 3.18 and 3.19. 
As indicated in Table 3.1, the actual and equivalent loads are 
identical in magnitudes for deflections ranging from 0.01 meter to 
0.04 meter. Beyond a deflection of 0.04 meter, the equivalent load 
based on Figure 3.18 decreases rapidly relative to the actual load, 
whereas, the equivalent load based on Figure 3.19 increases gradually 
relative to the actual load. This indicates that the case shown in 
Figure 3.18 underestimates the area and this is clearly obvious by 
looking at the figure. The voids - areas ADEA and BFCB - were excluded 
and thereby, yielding less area than expected. In the case of Figure 
3.19, the results compare reasonably well with the actual loads, but 
are overestimating the deflected area to a slight extent. This is 
simply because the extended curve from the top of the bump to the 
x-axis does not represent the exact curvature of the deformed carcass. 
To get the exact curvature of the deformed carcass is not easy; 
Table 3.1. Comparison of actual load and equivalent loads for cases shown in Figures 3,18 and 
3.19 
Deflection, 6 Actual load Equivalent loads (N) 
(m) (Figure 3.16) Simplified approx. Area approx. Area approx. 
(N) (Figure 2.2, curve D) (Figure 3.18) (Figure 3.19) 
0.01 110 210 110 110 
0.02 250 410 250 250 
0.03 360 630 360 360 
0.04 470 880 470 470 
0.05 580 1150 560 600 
0.06 710 1420 670 730 
0.07 820 1730 760 870 
0.08 960 2060 850 1020 
0.09 1110 2390 910 1180 
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the extension of the curve from the top of the bump to the 
x-axis is a reasonable assumption at present. A plot of load versus 
deflection using the results given in Table 3.1 is illustrated in 
Figure 3.20. Curve A is the case of the actual load and curves B 
and C are the cases of the equivalent load based on Figure 3.18 and 
Figure 3.19, respectively. Note that curve D, which uses the simplified 
technique, predicts nearly twice the actual load on the tire. 
Similar work has been done earlier by Davis [17 J in which he uses 
three different methods to find the equivalent deflection. First, the 
ratio method takes the ratio of the approximate deflected area to the 
displaced area (shown as shaded area in Figure 3.14), and the result is 
multiplied to the maximum deflection, Ô, of Figure 3.14 to give the 
equivalent deflection. The shaded area of Figure 3,14 can also be 
written as 
This ratio method was found to be the least accurate among the three. 
The second method is called the power series method in which the sin k 
term of Equation (3.23) was expanded up to the cubic term and 
substituted into Equation (3.23) and the deflected area was approximated 
as 
2 A, = 0.5 R (k - sin k) . d (3.23) 
(3.24) 
and the equivalent deflection is given by 
6^  = R {1 - cos [1.1447(A^ /R^ )^ ^^ ]} , (3.25) 
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Curve A - Actual (Fig. 3.16) 
Curve B - Equivalent (Fig. 3.18) 
Curve C - Equivalent (Fig. 3.19) 
Curve D - Equivalent (Fig. 2.2; D) 
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Deflection (m) 
Figure 3.20. Comparison of actual and equivalent loads which 
are calculated using Figures 3.18 and 3.19 
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where is the approximate deflected area. This method approximates 
the deflection better for small angle < because of the sine approximations 
used in finding A^ . Finally, the Chebyschev method [l7] uses a 
different approximation for the sin k term and the final equivalent 
deflection is found to be 
5g = R {1 - cos [1.1690 (A^ /R2)l/3]} . (3.26) 
This method gives good approximations as the angle < increases. 
3.6 Summary 
This chapter discussed the formulating assumptions and the number 
of degrees of freedom for Models A and B. It also discussed the 
principle that was used to formulate the equations of motions for both 
Models A and B. Finally, the tire modelling was discussed with the 
adaptive footprint model being chosen for this study because it 
represents the interaction of the wheel and the terrain surface in the 
most realistic manner. An analysis was done to find the equivalent 
force based on the approximate deflected area and the load-deflection 
relationship found experimentally for a tire being compressed on a flat 
surface. The analysis found that the force generated by a tire being 
compressed on a sharp bump can be estimated with reasonable accuracy 
using the area relationship. 
In the next chapter, Lagrange's form of d'Alembert's principle for 
deriving the equations of motion is applied to Model A and Model B. 
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4. EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
The dynamical equations are derived for both Models A and B using 
Lagrange's form of d'Alembert's principle. It has been shown by 
Kane and Levinson [l8] that Equation (3.1) generates the equations of 
motion which yields the least number of arithmetic operations as compared 
to the dynamical equations derived from the Lagrangian approach. Hence, 
this makes the equations of motion generated by Equation (3.1) 
favorable for use when numerical solutions are desired. This chapter 
presents the procedure involved in deriving the equations of motion 
using Equation (3.1) for the two models. Since a lot of steps are 
involved prior to obtaining the final set of dynamical equations, only 
some of the intermediate steps are presented along the way. In the case 
of Model B, most of the terms and variables are given in Appendix A. 
Finally, a discussion of how these equations of motion are solved is 
presented. 
4.1 Model A 
Model A was previously introduced and described in Section 3.3. 
This model represents a single rigid body vehicle/rider system with no 
suspension and having six degrees of freedom. In order to obtain the 
final set of dynamical equations, the kinematics of the system have to 
be determined first. 
Figure 4.1 shows a sketch of the mass center, C, the front, right 
rear and left rear wheels. A fixed set of mutually perpendicular axes 
X, Y and Z has its origin at point 0. Another set of axes X^ , and 
X(1) 
c/0 
Left wheel 
Y(j) 
Z(k) R'/C 
F'/C 
L/r 
Right wheel 
Front wheel 
,R/R, 
F/F 
Figure 4.1. Model A*s general orientation with respect to fixed reference axes X, Y and 
Z with position vectors r and the external forces F 
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is fixed at the mass center of the system. The position vector r^ ^^  
F* /C locates the position of C at all times. The position vectors, r , 
R » / r  T  '  / p  
r and r , locate the center of the front, right and left wheels, 
respectively, relative to the mass center of the system. Associated 
with the fixed reference axes X, Y and Z are unit vectors i, j and k, 
respectively. Similarly, unit vectors i^ , and are parallel to the 
system's axes X^ , and Z^ , respectively. 
The angular velocity of the system is found by initially aligning 
the moving set of axes X , Y and Z to coincide with the fixed reference 
s s s 
set of axes X, Y and Z. Then by performing three successive right-hand 
rotations of angles q^ , <^ 2 and q^  about axes X, Y' and Z", respectively 
(see Figure 3.4), the final orientation of the system's axes X^ , Y^  and 
Zg is obtained and the angular velocity of the system is represented 
vectorially as 
= q^ i + q,j' + q^ k" , (4.1) 
where, j' is a unit vector parallel to the Y' axis and k" is a unit 
vector parallel to the Z" axis. By transforming unit vectors j' and k" 
in terms of unit vectors i, j and k. Equation (4.1) can be rewritten as 
= w^ i + + (jJ^ k , (4.2) 
X- y- z-
where 
< = 4i + qgSg 
Wy = 42^ 1 " 
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By differentiating Equation (4.2) with respect to time, the angular 
acceleration of the system is obtained as 
a® = a®i + ajj + a\ , (4.3) 
where a^ , and are time derivatives of and respectively. X y z X y z'  ^
C/O Based upon the fixed reference axes, the position vector, r , becomes 
r^ °^ = q^ i + q^  ^+ q^ k , (4.4) 
where q^ , q^  and q^  are the x, y and z coordinates of the system's mass 
center, C, relative to the fixed reference origin, 0. Taking the time 
derivative of Equation (4.4), results in the velocity vector for the 
mass center, C, which is expressed as 
//O = = q^ i + q^ j + q^ k . (4.5) 
A second time derivative of Equation (4.4) gives the acceleration of 
the mass center as 
a^ /0 = r^ /O = q^ i + q^ j + q^ k . (4.6) 
Having procured the rotational and translational velocities, partial 
derivatives of Equations (4.2) and (4.5) are taken with respect to the 
velocities of the six generalized coordinates - q^ , q2, q^ , q^ , q^  and 
qg. The results of the partial differentiations of Equations (4.2) and 
(4.5) are called partial rate of change of orientation and position. 
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respectively. The partial rates of change of orientation for the system 
are 
s . s g 
\ \ ' gq - Sji - SjC,] + CjC^ k, 
(4.7) 
, .s s s oj- =0)» = w« = 0. 
—Q . —O —rt ' 
and the partial rates of change of posttic^  for the system are 
vf" .  ,9/° .  v".'" .  0. V^'O = 1. V?'® .  j, v9'° .  k . (4.8) 
-<!i -qj -q3 - -^5 i -q^ -
The forces acting on the system are moved to the mass center, C, thereby 
introducing a resultant force and couple system. From Figure 4.1, the 
resultant force acting at C is 
F*" = F^  + F^  + F^  + Mg k , (4.9) 
where F^ , F^  and F^  are the forces acting at the tire-terrain 
interface for the front, right and left tires, respectively, and Mg is 
the total weight of the system that always acts towards the center of 
the earth and is assumed parallel to the Z axis. Equation (4.9) can be 
expressed in terms of unit vectors i, j and k as 
F^  = F^ i + F^ j + F'^ k , (4.10) 
- X- y- z-
C C C 
where F , F and F are the resultant force components parallel to the 
x' y z 
X, Y and Z axes, respectively. The resultant torque about the center 
of mass, C, is 
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 ^^ F/C % pF + fR/C X  ^ , (4.11) 
F/C R/C L/C 
where r , r and r are position vectors between the mass center 
and the points F, R and L (see Figure 4.1) of the front, right and left 
wheels, respectively. Equation (4.11) can also be written as 
= T*^ i + T^ j + , (4.12) 
- X- yl 2-
where T^ , and are the resultant components of the torque parallel 
to the unit vectors i, j and k, respectively. The inertia force acting 
at the system's mass center is given by 
, (4.13) 
C/O 
where M is the total mass of the system and a is the acceleration 
of the mass center given by Equation (4.6). The inertia dyadic that 
is used in determining the inertia torque of the system is 
- j, j, 
where if, are the moments and products of inertia of the system about 
the X , Y and Z axes and n. and n, are unit vectors representing 
s s s -] -k 
n, = i , no = i and n, = k . The inertia torque is found by using the 
—1 -s —z _s —J —s 
following expression 
T^ * = (I® • 0)®) X u® - (I® - a®) , (4.15) 
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where I®, and a® are given by Equations (4.14), (4.2) and (4.3), 
respectively. In terms of unit vectors i, j and k. Equation (4.15) can 
also be represented as 
= f*i + Tj*j + T^ k , (4.16) 
c* c* c* 
where , T and are components of inertia torques parallel to the 
X, Y and Z axes. Appendix A gives the definition of these components. 
Finally, by combining Equations (4.8), (4.7), (4.10), (4.11), (4.13), 
(4.16), (3.2), (3.3) and (3.1) and performing some algebraic 
manipulations, the resulting six equations of motion are 
+ ^ 2^ 12 3^^ 13 "" ^ 1 ' 17) 
"^ 1°21 '^ 2^ 22 S3D23 = &2 ' (4.18) 
l^'^ 31 2^^ 32 3^^ 33 ~ ^ 3 ' (4.19) 
Mq^ = , (4.20) 
Mqg = Fy . (4.21) 
Mqg = , (4.22) 
where the variables and (i = j =1, 2, 3) are presented in 
Appendix A. Equations (4.17) through (4.19) are highly nonlinear 
equations. Analytical solutions are difficult, if not impossible, to 
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obtain and thus. Equations (4.17) through (4.22) are solved using 
numerical integration. 
4.2 Model B 
A description of this model was presented in Section 3.4. This 
model is composed of seven rigid bodies and has, in general, a total of 
thirteen degrees of freedom. The procedures for deriving the dynamical 
equations remain the same as before. However, the complexity increases 
as a result of seven rigid bodies and thirteen degrees of freedom. 
Before proceeding to determine the kinematics of each rigid body, the 
position vectors and the transformation matrices need to be defined. 
The fixed reference axes X, Y and Z and the system's axes X^ , and 
Zg of Model B are identical to those of Model A, as depicted in 
Figure 3.3. In Model A, the mass center of the rigid body coincides 
with the mass center of the system, C. For Model B, the mass center of 
R.B. 1 is assumed not coincident with the mass center of the system, C. 
Since R.B. 1 has the largest mass relative to the other six rigid 
bodies, circumstances may arise when the center of mass of R.B. 1 does 
coincide with the mass center of the system. The system of axes X^ , 
Y^  and Z, associated with R.B. 1 are parallel to the system's axes X , 
Y^  and Z^ . Therefore, the unit vectors i^ , and are also parallel 
to the unit vectors i^ , j^  and k^ . Consequently, Equation (3.10) can 
be used to relate i^ , and to i, j and k. 
The location of the mass center of the system, C, is given by the 
position vector 
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= x i + y j + z k .  ( 4 . 2 3 )  
The position vectors from the mass center of the system to the mass 
center of R.B. 1 through R.B. 7 are given by 
u^/C ^  + ry/Cjg + (u = 1,..., 7) (4.24) 
where u denotes the center of mass of R.B. u, and r^ ^^ , r^ ^^  and r"^  ^
X y z 
are physical dimensions based on axes X^ , and Z^ , respectively, and 
are measured from the mass center, C, to the mass center of R.B. u. By 
using Equation (3.10), Equation (4.24) can be written in terms of unit 
vectors i, j and k. 
The rest of the rigid bodies also have a set of axes X , Y and 
° u u 
(u = 2,..., 7) attached at their mass centers. Directed along these 
axes are unit vectors i , j and k (u = 2,..., 7). The unit vectors 
-u iu -u ' ' 
i , j and k are related to the unit vectors i, j and k through 
-u -u -u - _ -
transformation matrices which are presented next. 
Figure 4.2 shows a sketch of R.B. 2 and R.B. 5. Point A is fixed 
on the vehicle and does not move relative to mass center C. The 
distance from point A to the mass center of R.B. 2 is designated as 
9?"^ .^ The displacement of the suspension unit and the steering input 
are described by the generalized coordinates q^  and q^ ,^ respectively. 
The constant angle a defines the tilt of the steering assembly with 
respect to the Z^  axis. A set of axes X^ , Y2 and are fixed to 
the mass center of R.B. 2 so that Y2 is parallel to Y^  and Zg is directed 
along the steering frame. The set of axes can also rotate about Z^ . 
Figure 4.2. Rigid bodies 2 and 5 
Figure 4.3. Rigid bodies 3 and 6 
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Hence, the unit vectors i^ , 22 2^ related to i, j and k by way 
of the following transformation matrix. 
where n_ are given in Appendix A. For R.B. 5, a set of axes X^ , and 
Zg are attached to the mass center which is assumed to lie in the X^ -Z^  
plane. Because the brake assembly has considerable mass, the actual 
mass center of R.B. 5 may lie outside the X^ -Z^  plane. R.B. 5 spins 
about the axis through an angle For the unit vectors i^ , and 
k^  parallel to the X^ , Y^  and axes, the transformation matrix 
relating them to i, j and k is 
where e_ are defined in Appendix A, 
R.B. 3 and R.B. 6 are the suspension arm assembly and the rear 
right wheel, respectively, and are depicted in Figure 4.3. Located at 
the mass center of R.B. 3 are the X^ , and Z^  axes. The suspension arm 
is assumed to be a single rigid piece of beam or rod. The mass center 
of R.B. 3 is assumed to lie on the suspension arm. Point P is located 
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on R.B. 1 and does not move relative to the mass center, C. The 
3/P distance from point P to the mass center of R.B. 3 is given by I 
Points and are attachment points of the spring-damper unit. 
is also a fixed point on R.B. 1 and B^  is a fixed point on R.B. 3. 
The three points P, and B^  all lie in the same Y^ -Z^  plane. R.B. 3 
rotates about the axis only and the angular displacement is designated 
as qg. Hence, is parallel to X^  at all times. Furthermore, 
associated with the axes X^ , and are unit vectors i^ , and 
which are related to the unit vectors i, j and k through the following 
matrix: 
\l ^12 ^13 
hi h 2 ^23 
hi h2 ^33 
(4.27) 
where b_ are given in Appendix A. For R.B. 6, the mass center has a 
set of axes X^ , Y^  and Zg and again, it is assumed to lie in the plane 
of X,-Z, similar to R.B. 5. A rotation of R.B. 6 about the Y, axes is 
DO o 
noted by the generalized coordinate For the unit vectors ig, 
and kg which are associated with the axes X^ , Yg and Z^ , the unit 
vectors can be transformed into i, j and k using the following matrix: 
1^1 1^2 1^3 
2^1 2^2 2^3 
3^1 3^2 3^3 
(4.28) 
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where f „ are presented in Appendix A. 
R.B. 4 and R.B. 7 are illustrated in Figure 4.4. These two bodies 
are identical to R.B. 3 and R.B. 6, respectively. The only difference 
being that R.B. 4 and R.B. 7 are on the opposite side of X^ -Z^  plane. 
Similarly, the transformation matrices for the two sets of unit vectors 
are: 
and 
*^ 12 
= 
^21 ^22 *^23 
f31 ^32 ^33 
®11 ®12 ®13 
= §21 ^22 ®23 
§31 ®32 833 
(4.29) 
(4.30) 
where d.. and g.. are defined in Appendix A. ij 
Model B has seven rigid bodies and to determine and present the 
kinematics of each of the bodies here would be lengthy and repetitive. 
Therefore, only some of the intermediate steps are presented and the 
definitions of most of the variables are presented in Appendix A. The 
angular velocities and accelerations of the rigid bodies and the 
translational velocities and accelerations of the mass centers of the 
rigid bodies can be written, respectively, as 
«2 
Q4/C 
Figure 4.4. Rigid bodies 4 and 7 
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yBu = 0)®" i + 0)®" j + wB" k , (4.31) 
.Bu ^  ^ Bu J. ^ Bu Bu 
< k , (4.32) 
"x ± • -y J • ^2 - . 
u^/o ^  yu/o j.  ^^u/o  ^^u/o ^  (4.33) 
X - y 1 z -
u/o , ^u/0 . + ,u/o . + V./0 ^  (4.34) 
x - y l z -
where u = 1,..., 7 and the components of co , and a^ °^ are 
defined in Appendix A. The resultant force acting at the mass center 
of each rigid body can be expressed as 
yBu ^  pBu ^  ^  pBu j + pBu ^  (4.35) 
X - y 1 z -
and the resultant torque about the mass center for each rigid body is 
f = T®" i + T®" 1 + T»" k , (4.36) 
X - y - z -
where u = 1,..., 7 and the components of F®" and are the magnitudes 
of the force and torque parallel to the X, Y and Z reference axes. The 
inertia force acting at the mass center of each rigid body is given by 
= _ M a*/° , (4.37) 
— u — 
where u = 1,7, is the mass of the rigid body and a^ °^ is 
given by Equation (4.34). To describe the inertia torque of each 
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rigid body, the inertia dyadic of individual bodies is required and 
they are represented by the following expressions; 
1^ " = Z I I®" nj, u = 1,..., 7, (4.38) 
j=l k=l K 
where I?" are the moments and products of inertias of the rigid bodies 
about their X , Y and Z axes. The unit vectors nf (or n^ ) are parallel 
u' u u -] -k 
to the X , Y and Z axes. For example, R.B. 1 has = i^ , n^  = and 
u  u  u  - 1 - 1 - 2  1 1  
n^  = k, and so on. Finally, the inertia torque about the mass center 
— j —i 
of each rigid body can be written as 
f"* = (I®" . X - (f" • gS"), 
u = 1, .. ., 7, (4.39) 
which is also expressed in terms of i, j and k as 
T^u* = T»"* i + j + T*"* k , 
X - y _ z - ' 
u = 1, ..., 7, (4.40) 
where and are given by Equations (4.38), (4.31) and (4.32), 
respectively, and the components of associated with q^  (r = 1, 
..., 13) are expressed in Appendix A. 
Equations (4.31) and (4.33) are partially differentiated with 
respect to the thirteen generalized velocities, q^  (r = 1, ..., 13), 
Hence, the partial rates of change of orientation are given by 
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w.* = , u=l, 7; r=l, 13 , (4.41) 
-"r 34^  
and the partial rates of change of position are given by 
, av"/" 
vS'" = — , u « 1, 7; r - 1, 13 . (4.42) 
-"îr 34^  
Equations (4.41) and (4.42) can also be represented in terms of unit 
vectors i, j and k as 
(0?*^  = i + j + k , u = 1, ..., 7, (4.43) 
-9r 'Ir ~ " 
and 
i + j + k, u = 1, 7, (4.44) 
-qr - "Ir " 
where components of and are defined in Appendix A. 
-qr -Qr 
Finally, Equations (4.35), (4.36), (4.37), (4.40), (4,43), (4.44), 
(3.2), (3.3) and (3.1) are combined together to solve for the thirteen 
dynamical equations. By algebraically manipulating the equations of 
motion, they can be solved for q^  as functions of q.^  and q^  (r = 1, ..., 
13). Figure 4.5 shows Equation (4.45) presented in matrix form. The 
elements A_ and the RHS terms contain lengthy nonlinear expressions 
which are presented in Appendix A. It is apparent that the analytical 
solutions of Equation (4.45) are practically impossible to find. Hence, 
the solutions of Equation (4.45) are found by numerical integration. 
Note also that the matrix is symmetrical about the diagonal, i.e. 
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(i=j=l,...13) 
9l ®i 
2^ 
3^ ®3 
4^ 
5^ ®5 
6^ 
•^ 7 ®7 
8^ 
•^ 9 
:io 
1^1 "ll 
° 1 2  2^ 
1^3 1^3 
Figure 4.5. Equation (4.45) 
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A.. — A. . • 
The rear right suspension forces consist of a spring force and a 
damping force which are designated vectorially as and 
respectively. Similarly, the spring and damping forces for the rear 
left suspension are denoted vectorially as F^  and F^ , respectively. 
In order to determine the magnitudes of these forces, the displacements 
and velocities of points and as shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4, 
respectively, have to be computed by using the planar constraint 
equations. 
A three-dimensional representation of the suspension arm and the 
spring-damper unit of R.B, 3 and R.B. 4 are shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4, 
respectively. Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show the planar loops PB^ Q^ DP and 
PB^ Q4DP, respectively. As mentioned before, the suspension arm and the 
spring-damper unit of R.B. 3 and R.B. 4 lie in a plane parallel to the 
Yg-Zg plane. From Figures 4.6 and 4.7, the angles and measure 
the inclination of the spring-damper unit with respect to the axis Y^ . 
Q,/C Q^ /C Q3/C Q^ /C 
The dimensions r , r , r , r and r ' are algebraic y ' y z z z 
quantities which can be positive or negative based on the system's 
axes X^ , Y^  and Z^ . From Figure 4.6, the planar constraint equations 
are 
and 
B /P Q-/C 
I cos qg - r^  - (Sq2 + 9%)cos = 0, (4.46) 
Z Z o 
- (Sgg + q^ ) Sin = 0 , (4.47) 
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Figure 4.6. Planar constraint loop of R.B. 3 
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P/C Q4/C 
Figure 4.7. Planar constraint loop of R.B. 4 
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where is the unloaded length of the suspension unit and is 
the displacement of the suspension unit. There are three variables, 
qg, ^ 2 and q^  in Equations (4.46) and (4.47). By selecting qg to be 
the input variable, the other two variables can be expressed explicitly 
in terms of qg and the rest of the constants. Hence, Equations (4,46) 
and (4.47) become 
(Sqs + q^ ) cos Yg = & cos qg - r^  , (4.48) 
B3/P Q3/C 
and 
B g / F  v / C  
(So3 + V 3^ = * "^ 8 + 
Qo/c 
- r^  . (4.49) 
Squaring both Equations (4.48) and (4.49) and adding the resulting 
equations gives 
o B /P Q /C ^  
(So3 + SR) = ^8 - r? > 
,*3/? . . P/C Q3/C\2 
or 
+ (& sin qg + r^  - r^  ) , (4.50) 
B3/P Q3/C 2 
= [(£ cos qg - r^  ) 
B./P p/p Q3/C 2 h 
+ (£ sin qg + r^  - r^  ) ] - (4.51) 
Dividing Equation (4.48) into Equation (4.49) results in 
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sin - r 
3^ " OP Q77C • (4.52) 
5- cos qg - Ty 
Hence, the angle 
B_/P , Qg/C 
!L sin q 4-  ^
y, = tan-l ( ) . (4.53) 
2 cos qg -
By differentiating Equation (4.51) with respect to time gives the 
velocity of point B^  as 
. B /P Q /C , Q /C 
qg & [Ty sin qg + (r^  - ) cos qg] 
B./P Q./C 2 B /P , Q„/C . , 
[(£ cos qg - r^  ) + (& sin qg + r^  - r^  ) ] . 
(4.54) 
The same procedure applies for the suspension unit on R.B. 4. Following 
the procedure, the suspension travel is found to be 
q,^  = cos qg - sin q, + 
- So4 , (4.55) 
and the axial velocity of the suspension unit is 
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Q4/C 
P/C _  ^
) COS qg] 
(4.56) 
The angle ' • an by 
B^ /P Q4/C 
-1 
can (• 
- r 
B^ /P 
-I cos qg - Ty 
(4.57) 
Hence, knowing qg, q^ , qg and q^ . Equations (4.51), (4.54), (4.55) and 
(4.56) can be used to find the suspension travels and velocities so that 
the suspension forces can be determined. 
The solutions of Models A and B are computed from a DGEAR numerical 
integration routine of IMSL [l9]. This routine is available on the 
AS/6 computer system's library at Iowa State university. 
The solutions of the equations of motion can shift from nonstiff to 
stiff, and vice versa, depending on the parameter values which are used 
in the models. The user can detect the change by observing the step 
sizes that are used by the routine. The DGEAR routine Is chosen 
because it provides the flexibility of switching from nonstiff to stiff 
integration procedure, and vice versa, by changing an input variable. 
Hence, upon detection of the change in type of the ODEs by the user, 
the integration procedure in DGEAR can be set to suit the problem at hand. 
4.3 Numerical Integration 
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Also, the DGEAR routine is selected to integrate stiff ordinary 
differential equations because it has been found by Krinke and 
Huston [20] to be the most efficient among all the other stiff ODE 
integration routines. 
4.4 Summary 
The equations of motion for both Model A and Model B have been 
formulated using the Lagrange's form of d'Alembert's principle. Most 
of the lengthy expressions which result from the derivations, especially 
for the case of Model B, are presented in Appendix A. The IMSL's DGEAR 
routine, which integrates nonstiff and stiff first order ordinary 
differential equations, has been selected to compute the solutions of 
the equations of motion for both Model A and Model B. The dynamical 
equations for both models will be coded in FORTRAN language and they 
are discussed in the next chapter. 
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5. COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
The equations of motion for Models A and B are derived in Chapter 4. 
Two FORTRAN computer programs which are used for simulating the motions 
of these two models have been constructed. The structure of the computer 
programs for both models is identical; that is, both programs have the 
same subroutines and functions. The major difference between the 
computer programs of Model A and Model B is that the former has less 
FORTRAN statements than the latter. This is because Model A consists 
of a single rigid body and the dynamical equations associated with 
Model A are fewer and less complex than the dynamical equations of 
Model B, which consists of seven rigid bodies. The fact that the 
structure of both computer programs is identical makes it unnecessary 
to present two complete programs in the Appendix. Only the entire 
computer program of Model A is given in Appendix B. In Appendix C, the 
main routine and the FCNQ subroutine written for Model B are presented. 
Therefore, to use Model B, the main routine and the FCNQ subroutine of 
Model A are replaced by the two corresponding routines of Model B. The 
rest of the subroutines and functions remain unchanged. Also provided 
in Appendices B and C are sample input data statements for some 
simulation examples given in the next chapter. The following sections 
describe the subroutines and functions which are used in the computer 
program. 
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5.1 Description of Computer Programs 
Figure 5.1 shows a flowchart which represents the foundation of 
the computer programs written for Models A and B. The main routine of 
the program reads all the necessary input data such as parameter values, 
initial values and other pertinent information which are required by 
the computer program. The program echo s the data that are read in and 
this allows the user to check for invalid input data. The DGEAR 
subroutine is called to determine the solutions at given time increments. 
The DGEAR subroutine calls on other subroutines and functions to assist 
in integrating the differential equations. Figure 5.2 shows the 
subroutines and functions which are used by DGEAR. The choice of which 
output options to be printed is determined by the user. These options 
include the displacement, velocity and acceleration of each coordinate 
associated with the degree of freedom of the system, the absolute 
positions of the mass centers of the three wheels, the r.m.s. stepsize 
used at each time step, the r.m.s. tire and suspension forces, and the 
left and right rear suspension displacements. 
The program also allows the choice of plotting the vehicle/rider 
system's motion and/or the r.m.s. tire forces generated at the tire-
terrain interface. If one or both plots are requested by the user, 
the appropriate data are stored in arrays by calling subroutines STORV 
and STORF, as seen in Figure 5.1. 
As long as the time T is less than a specified finish time, T^ ^^  ^
the simulation continues and when the time, T, exceeds the finish time. 
Tend» the program terminates simulation. If plots have been requested. 
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Input 
Data 
Increment Time 
Call 
DGEAR (IMSL) 
Print NO Plot NO Plot 
YES YES YES 
Is 
Plot 
Tire 
Forces 
Plot 
Vehicle's 
 ^Motion 
NO NO NO 
end 
YES YES 
STOP 
Call 
STORE 
Call 
STORV 
Call 
FPLOT 
Call 
VPLOT 
Write Desired 
Solutions 
Figure 5.1. Simplified flowchart showing the basic outline 
for coding the computer programs 
Call 
FCNQ 
Call 
FCNJ 
Call 
EQDFLC 
Function 
ZEE 
Call 
LEQTIF (IMSL) 
Function 
FZW 
Call 
ZEROIN 
Call 
DEFLEC 
Functions 
FKT, FDS, FCSNL, ZEE 
Functions 
ZEE, FXZ, FZZ 
Figure 5.2. Levels of subroutines and functions us«.d when 
DGEAR is called 
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subroutines VPLOT and FPLOT are used, respectively, to plot the 
system's motion and the r.m.s. tire forces. Plots of the system's 
motion are presented in three two-dimensional views - top, side and rear. 
5.2 Description of Subroutines and Functions 
In the computer program of each model, there are a total of twelve 
simulation subroutines and seven real functions. The twelve subroutines 
are DGEAR, STORV, STORF, VPLOT, FPLOT, FCNQ, FCNJ, EQDFLC, LEQTIF, 
ZEROIN, DEFLEC and SIMP. The first five routines are used in the main 
routine of the computer program. FCNQ and FCNJ are called by the IMSL 
routine DGEAR. EQDFLC and LEQTIF are used by subroutine FCNQ. LEQTIF 
belongs to the IMSL library. EQDFLC calls ZEROIN and DEFLEC. Finally, 
SIMP is used by DEFLEC. 
The seven real functions are ZEE, FCSNL, FKT, FDS, FZW, FXZ and 
FZZ. The function ZEE is used in subroutines VPLOT, FCNQ, EQDFLC, 
DEFLEC and SIMP, and in functions FZW, FXZ and FZZ. Functions FCSNL, 
FKT and FDS are used in subroutine FCNQ. Subroutine EQDFLC also uses 
functions FZW, FXZ and FZZ. Function FZW is also found in subroutine 
ZEROIN. Finally, subroutine SIMP uses functions FXZ and FZZ. 
There are seven plotting subroutines - PLOTS, PLOT, AXIS, NEWPEN, 
LINE, SYMBOL and SCALE - which are used in connection with subroutines 
VPLOT and FPLOT. These subroutines are part of the Zeta plotting 
software [2l] of the NAS AS/6 computer system at Iowa State University. 
The following are brief descriptions of those subroutines and 
functions mentioned above: 
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i) DGEAR 
Subroutine DGEAR is the property of the IMSL [l9]. This routine 
is capable of solving stiff and nonstiff first order ordinary 
differential equations. For stiff ordinary differential equations, 
subroutine DGEAR can be selected to use the backward differentiation 
formula methods or Gear's stiff methods to determine the solutions. 
However, if the ordinary differential equations are nonstiff, the 
implicit Adams methods can be called upon in the routine to determine 
the solutions. The routine uses variable stepsize to determine the 
solutions for the stiff and nonstiff methods. The programs given in 
Appendix B can compute the r.m.s. stepsize that is used at each time 
step. The user can have this value printed out and it will serve as a 
guide to determine whether the ordinary differential equations are 
stiff or nonstiff. 
ii) STORV 
STORV is a subroutine which stores the x, y and z coordinates 
of the mass centers of the system, front wheel, right wheel and left 
wheel. It then separates the coordinates and stores them in arrays 
so that two-dimensional plots in the X-Y, Y-Z, and Z—X planes can be 
executed in subroutine VPLOT. 
iii) STORF 
Subroutine STORF is similar to STORV. STORF stores the 
Z-component of the r.m.s. forces computed for front, right and left 
tires. It also stores the X-component of the mass centers of the front, 
right and left wheels. These data are plotted as r.m.s. force versus 
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the X position of the wheel's mass center in subroutine FPLOT. 
iv) VPLOT 
VPLOT subroutine is called to plot the data gathered in 
subroutine STORV using the subroutines of Zeta plotting library on the 
AS/6 computer system at Iowa State University. This subroutine not 
only plots the top, side and rear views of the vehicle/rider system, 
but it can also plot the profile of the terrain and the prescribed 
path if they are required. The frame, axes, symbols and lines of the 
plots are drawn by using a combination of the Zeta plotting library 
subroutines - PLOTS, PLOT, AXIS, LINE, NEWPEN and SYMBOL. Four colored 
pens can be selected at will and they are black, blue, red and green. 
The current frame site in VPLOT is 8% x 11". This can be adjusted 
according to the need. 
v) FPLOT 
Subroutine FPLOT uses the data gathered in STORF to plot the 
Z-component r.m.s. forces of the front, right and left wheels versus 
the wheels' locations. It uses the subroutine SCALE in the Zeta 
plotting library to search through the data and determine the proper 
veitical scale. The horizontal scale can be set by the user because 
the length of the profile is known, however, there is no restriction 
to the length of the horizontal scale. 
vi) FCNQ 
FCNQ subroutine is utilized by DGEAR to obtain the time 
derivatives of the equivalent system of first order ordinary 
differential equations. In this subroutine, the forces at the tire-
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terrain interface and the torques acting on the rigid bodies are 
calculated. The suspension forces for the front and rear are also 
computed. The accelerations associated with the generalized coordinates 
are found by using the IMSL subroutine LEQTIF which solves a system of 
equations. These accelerations are then assigned to the time derivatives 
of the equivalent system of first order ordinary differential equations. 
vii) FCNJ 
Subroutine FCNJ is used by DGEAR when stiff ordinary 
differential equations are present. FCNJ contains the Jacobian of the 
system. For îfodels A and B, the Jacobians are too complex to obtain 
analytically, however, DGEAR provides the flexibility of computing the 
Jacobian numerically. Therefore, FCNJ is left as a dummy subroutine 
which must still exist. 
viii) LEQTIF 
LEQTIF is an IMSL subroutine which solves the set of linear 
equations Aq^  = B for q^  (r=l,...,N) where A is a N x N matrix and B is 
a N X 1 column matrix. This subroutine is unnecessary for equations 
of Model A because q^  can be found easily through algebraic 
manipulations. However, this is not the case for Model B. 
ix) EQDFLC 
The equivalent deflection of the tire based on the deflected 
area is determined by using subroutine EQDFLC. This subroutine calls 
upon other subroutines and functions to compute the equivalent 
deflection and also the centroid of the deflected area. So long as 
the terrain profile is represented by a continuous or piecewise 
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continuous mathematical function and the wheel is represented by a 
circle, subroutine EQDFLC remains valid to find the equivalent 
deflection and the centroid. The location of the centroid allows the 
determination of the line of action of the predicted tire force. 
x) ZEROIN 
ZEROIN subroutine is taken from Shampine and Allen [22]. This 
subroutine uses a combination of bisection and the secant rule to solve 
for the root of a nonlinear equation. It is used in the programs to 
calculate the intersection points between wheel (circle) and the terrain 
profile which is expressed as a continuous or piecewise continuous 
function. 
xi) DEFLEC 
Subroutine DEFLEC computes the deflected area and uses the 
power series and Chebyschev approximations of Davis [l7] to find the 
equivalent deflection. If the angle of contact of the wheel and the 
terrain profile are below 0.75 radian, the power series approximation 
is used. However, if the angle of contact eycaeds 0.75 radian, the 
Chebyschev approximation is used instead. This criterion is set up 
according to the plot of Davis which shows the percentage error of each 
approximation. From the criterion, the or is limited to about + 2.4%. 
This subroutine also computes the centroid of the deflected area which 
is used to find the angle between the line of action of the tire force 
and the horizontal axis, which is parallel to the fixed reference 
X axis. 
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xii) SIMP 
Subroutine SIMP is also taken from Shampine and Allen [22]. 
This is an integration subroutine based on Simpson's rule. It is used 
in conjunction with DEFLEC to determine the centroid of the deflected 
area. 
xiii) ZEE 
Function ZEE describes the terrain profile on which the 
vehicle/rider system traverses. The profile is described as a 
mathematical function which is continuous or piecewise continuous. A 
rectangular bump with vertical sides, i.e. a slope of infinity, is not 
permitted. However, the vertical sides can be rotated by a small 
amount so that instead of having an infinite slope, a straight line with 
large but finite siupz ?.p established. This converts the rectangular 
bump into a piecewise continuous function that can easily be handled 
by the computer programs. 
xiv) FCSNL 
FCSNL is a function that represents the cornering stiffness -
normal load relationship; that is, for a given normal load, the function 
FCSNL predicts the corresponding cornering stiffness. This is used in 
subroutine FCNQ to estimate the lateral force generated as a result 
of steering or yawing motion of the vehicle/rider system. The slip 
angle is calculated and multiplied by the cornering stiffness to give 
the approximate lateral force. 
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xv) FKT 
FKT is a function that describes the load-deflection relation­
ship of the tire. Once the equivalent deflection is found, this 
function is used to obtain the tire force. FKT can be altered at will, 
depending on the type of tires mounted on the vehicle/rider system. 
xvi) FDS 
Function FDS represents the relationship of the damping 
force of the suspension unit and the velocity due to the stretching of 
the suspension unit. The damping force due to the compression of the 
suspension unit is found to be linear and therefore, is not written in 
the form of a function. 
xvii) FZW 
FZW is a function which contains the combination of the 
equations of a circle and the terrain profile. This is used by 
subroutine ZEROIN to solve for the points of intersection of the wheel 
(circle) and the terrain profile. 
xviii) FXZ 
Function FXZ is used by subroutine SIMP to locate the 
X-component of the centroid of the enclosed area, which is bounded by 
the terrain profile, the fixed X axis and two vertical lines passing 
through the intersecting points of the wheel and profile. 
xix) FZZ 
FZZ function is also used by subroutine SIMP and it is used 
to find the z-component of the centroid of the same enclosed area 
which is defined in Section xviii above. 
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xx) PLOTS 
Subroutine PLOTS is called to initialize the plot file and 
variables in the COMMON statement and default values. 
xxi) PLOT 
PLOT subroutine is used to draw a straight line from the 
current pen position to the new position. 
xxii) AXIS 
Subroutine AXIS used PLOT to generate the vertical and 
horizontal axes with tie marks. 
xxiii) NEWPEN 
NEWPEN subroutine enables the selection of the four 
colored pens - black, blue, red and green. 
xxiv) LINE 
Subroutine LINE is called to plot the points which are 
stored in two arrays. 
xxv) SYMBOL 
Subroutine SYMBOL is used to label the vertical and 
horizontal axes and also to draw markers or symbols at points. 
xxvi) SCALE 
Subroutine SCALE is used to search through a given array 
to locate the and minimum values. Parameters are then set by 
the subroutine to fit the data in the array within a specified region. 
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5.3 Summary 
Descriptions of all the subroutines and functions that are 
associated with the computer programs of Models A and B were presented. 
The computer program listed in Appendix B is written for Model A. 
However, by replacing the main routine and FCNQ subroutine of Model A 
with the main routine and FCNQ subroutine of Model B listed in 
Appendix C, the complete computer program of Model B is obtained. 
Appendices B and C also show the structures of the input data for the 
computer programs of Models A and B, respectively. The format of the 
input data has been designed to allow the first thirty columns of the 
input card image to contain data and the rest of the columns to 
comment on what the preceding data represents. This permits the user 
to alter input data conveniently without having to refer to the main 
routine. Specific examples will be selected for simulation and an 
analysis of these results will be presented in Chapter 7. 
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6. VEHICLE PARAMETER VALUES 
The motions of a vehicle can be simulated by using the computer 
programs of Models A and B after the essential parameter values of the 
vehicle are determined. The computer program of Model A will be used 
to simulate the motions of two commercially available three-wheeled 
ATVs - 1980 Honda ATC llOD and 1980 Kawasaki KLT 200. Their masses, 
mass centers, and moments and products of inertias will be determined 
through measurements and calculations. Since three-wheeled ATVs with 
both front and rear independent suspensions are not available 
commercially, the parameter values for Model B will be approximated 
using educated engineering estimations based on the parameter values 
found for the two existing three-wheeled ATVs. The following sections 
describe the procedures involved in finding the ATVs' mass centers and 
their moments and products of inertias for Model A. The final results 
are tabulated along with the masses, the wheel bases, and the track 
vrf-dths. A discussion of the parameter values for Model B follows with 
the values tabulated. The vertical stiffnesses and cornering stiffnesses 
for the 22 x 11-8 Goodyear and 22 x 11-8 Ohtsu tires were already 
presented in Chapter 2. 
6.1 Parameter Values for Model A 
The parameter values to be used in the computer program of Model A 
were obtained for two different makes of three-wheeled ATVs with no 
suspension. The two vehicles have the same model year of 1980 and 
their makes are the Honda ATC llOD and Kawasaki KLT 200. There were no 
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specific technical or engineering reasons for using them in this study 
other than the fact that both vehicles have contrasting designs and 
constructions. The big difference in their masses can provide a general 
conclusion as to whether a heavier vehicle is better than a lighter 
vehicle or vice versa. 
The parameter values for both vehicles were determined at different 
times. In fact, the parameter values for the Honda ATC llOD were 
measured in Spring 1984 and those of the Kawasaki KLT 200 were measured 
in Summer 1982. At the time the Kawasaki KLT 200 data were gathered, it 
was thought that the product of inertia in the X^ -Z^  plane was 
insignificant relative to the moments of inertia. Therefore, the 
experiments to find the product of inertia were not conducted. However, 
the product of inertia for the Honda ATC llOD was found experimentally and 
the result substantiates the assumption that the product of inertia in 
the Xg-Zg plane was insignificant relative to the moments of inertia. 
Therefore, it is justified to neglect the product of inertia term. 
The products of inertia for the other two planes are considered to be 
zeroes because of the assumption that the vehicle is s^ Tsmetrical about 
the X -Z plane. The next two sections will discuss the experimental 
s s 
procedures involved in locating the mass center and finding the 
moments and products of inertias of a vehicle. 
6.1.1 Location of mass center 
The mass center of a vehicle is located by, first, finding the 
weight distributions at the front and rear wheels when the vehicle is 
horizontal. The weights are found by using two large floor scales. 
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The front wheel rests on one and both rear wheels rest on the other. 
This results in finding and which are the weights on the front 
wheel and both rear wheels, respectively. The sum of the two weights 
gives the total weight of the vehicle as W^ . With these three weights, 
the mass center location parallel to the vehicle/rider system's axis 
and measured from the rear axle can be determined and is given by 
Xqr , (6.1) 
where 2 is the wheel base of the vehicle. Figure 6.1 shows the setup 
that is used to locate the z-component of the mass center. In order 
to find the vehicle's front end is raised until the center of the 
front wheel is at a height, h^ . The height of the center of the rear 
wheels is also measured and given as h^ . Therefore, the difference 
in vertical height between the center of the front wheel and the center 
of the rear wheels is (h^  - h^ ) . The length, a, is calculated as 
. (6.2) 
T 
where is the weight on the front wheel in the raised position and 
is the horizontal component of the tilt wheel base which is 
computed as 
i' • . (6.3) S -  -  CVV 
The length, b, parallel to the wheel base, is computed as 
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W' 
Figure 6.1. Determination of 
Ill 
b '  (6-4) 
-1 ~ 
where ri = sin (—= ). Finally, the z-component of the mass center 
B 
is found to be 
(x - b) 
: m =  tZ n '  (*'5)  
and Equation (6.5) can be expressed in terms of Wp, W^ , £g, hp and 
\ as 
W - w; / 2% 2 
where is the weight on the front wheel when the vehicle is level, 
i.e. ri = 0. Therefore, the only measured variables in Equation (6.6) 
are W^ , h^  and h^ . The front wheel is raised through different 
heights and the corresponding is measured. Equation (6.6) is then 
used to find a number of and they are averaged to get the final 
value of z . 
6.1.2 Determination of vehicle's inertias 
Having located the mass center of the vehicle with respect to the 
rear axle, the next experiment is to find the moments and products 
of inertia of the vehicle about the X , Y and Z axes. 
s s s 
The moments of inertia of the system are approximated by treating 
the vehicle as a pendulum and allowing it to oscillate freely. This 
is done by attaching a rope to the vehicle and suspending it in the 
air from a fixed point. The vehicle is made to oscillate 
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through small angles and the corresponding time required to complete a 
set number of oscillations is recorded. By dividing the total time 
with the number of complete oscillations, an average angular velocity 
is found. From the theory of the simple harmonic motion of a pendulum, 
the natural frequency of oscillation in radians per second can be 
expressed as 
2 . 9S& . (6.7) 
" I 
o 
where M is the mass of the pendulum, g is the acceleration due to 
gravity, 2 is the distance between pivot point and the mass center of 
the pendulum, and is the moment of inertia of the pendulum about 
an axis which is perpendicular to the plane of oscillation and passes 
through the pivot point. Equation (6.7) is valid only when the angular 
displacement is small. Therefore, the experimentally found angular 
velocity can be substituted into Equation (6.7) and solved for as 
I = 9G& , (6.B) 
° co^  
or 
I = , (6.9) 
where f is the average experimental frequency in Hertz. Finally, the 
parallel axis theorem is employed to determine the moment of inertia 
about the centroidal axis and is given as 
I = I - . (6.10) 
cc o 
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The products of inertia for the vehicle can also be determined 
experimentally by employing a transformation equation analogous to the 
stress transformation equation of solid mechanics. Figure 6.2 shows 
the mass center of a rigid body which lies in the X^ -Z^  plane. The 
moment of inertia of the rigid body about the N-N axis can be found 
by using the following transformation equation; 
+ Iz^ sinfe^  - ZtxaSinG^ cosGx , (6.11) 
where I and I are the moments of inertia about the X and Z axes 
XX zz s s 
and I is the product of inertia about the X and Z axes. Figure 6.3 
xz s s 
shows the X^ -Z^  plane of a rigid body attached at three different 
points - P, and ?2 ~ suspended at the point 0. Point C is the 
mass center of the rigid body and it lies in the X^ -Z^  plane. The 
X^  and Zg axes are fixed at the mass center. From arrangement (i) of 
Figure 6.3, the moment of inertia about X^  can be found experimentally 
by making the X^ -Z^  plane of the rigid body oscillate about an axis 
through 0 parallel to X^  axis. Similarly, for the two other 
configurations of Figure 6.3, the moments of inertia about XI and X2 
can also be determined experimentally. Then, by using Equation (6.11), 
three simultaneous equations can be established and given as 
x^l = + \zS±n\ - 2 I^ c^ose^ sine^  , (6.13) 
x^2 = W°®^ ®2 +  ^IxzCosGzsinGz ' (6.14) 
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Figure 6.2. Moment of inertia about N-N axis can be found 
by using the transformation equation 
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Figure 6.3. Configurations used to find product of inertia 
I 
xz 
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where the angle used in Equation (6.12) is zero and therefore, the 
moment of inertia found about the axis is unchanged. Equations 
(6.13) and (6.14) are solved simultaneously for the moment of inertia 
and the product of inertia Note that the angle measured 
counterclockwise, with respect to the axis, is positive and clockwise 
is negative. This procedure can be repeated for the Y^ -Z^  plane and 
the X -Y plane to find the products of inertia I and I , 
s s yz xy' 
respectively. 
6.2 Results for Model A 
Table 6.1 shows the vehicles' mass center locations and their 
moments and products of inertias for the two commercially available 
all-terrain vehicles. The mass center locations are measured relative 
to a point, P, lying in the X^ -Z^  plane and located on the centroidal 
axis of the rear axle. As can be seen in Table 6.1, the magnitude of 
found for the Honda ATC llOD is relatively small compared to the 
moments of inertia. Therefore, it is justified to assume to be 
zero. The I and I are zeroes because of the assumption that the 
xy yz 
vehicle is symmetrical about the X^ -Z^  plane. It can also be seen 
in Table 6.1 that the I value of the Kawasaki vehicle is less than 
zz 
the I value of the Honda vehicle. One explanation for the difference 
zz 
in results is that most of the mass for the Kawasaki vehicle is in the 
vicinity of the mass center, whereas the mass for the Honda vehicle 
is more distributed over the length of the vehicle. Also, the fuel 
tank of the Kawasaki is located below the seat of the vehicle and not 
Table 6.1. Mass center and inertia values for Honda ATC HOD and Kawasaki KLT 200 
Make of Mass center location w.r.t. Inertias about the X , Y and Z axes 
vehicle point, P, on rear axle 2^  ^  ^
Year = 1980 m ) 
y z I I I I I I 
s s s XX yy zz xy yz zx 
Honda 0.3556 0.0 -0.1549 11.40 19.30 26.90 0.0 0.0 0,138 
ATC HOD 
Kawasaki 0.4115 0.0 -0.1881 17.70 29.50 22.20 0.0 0.0 0.0 
KLT 200 
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in the usual position, which is located in front of the seat and the 
rider like that of Honda. 
From Table 6.2, it is obvious that the Honda ATC llOD is lighter 
than the Kawasaki KLT 200. The wheel base and track width are shorter 
for the Honda as compared to the Kawasaki. 
6.3 Parameter Values for Model B 
There is no prototype or commercially available three-wheeled ATV 
with both front and rear independent suspensions for Model B to 
represent at the time of this investigation. Therefore, the parameter 
values for Model B can only be obtained through educated engineering 
estimations based on those parameter values found for Model A. 
The total mass of the vehicle is estimated to be 150 kg, which is 
obtained by assuming the vehicle to be of similar size as the 
Kawasaki KLT 200. Out of the 150 kg mass, it is~assxamed that a total 
of 26 kg mass is made up of a drive shaft, a differential, two suspension 
Table 6.2. Mass, wheel base and track width values for Honda ATC llOD 
and Kawasaki KLT 200 
Make of vehicle Mass Wheel base Track width 
(kg) (m) (m) 
Honda 111.0 1.016 0.6858 
ATC HOD 
Kawasaki 152.0 1.125 0.7176 
KLT 200 
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units and suspension arms, and two independent brakes for each rear 
wheel. There may be other components to be added to the vehicle 
depending on the engineering design. Better values can be used if, and 
when, the three-wheeled ATV manufacturers decide to build vehicles with 
both front and rear independent suspensions. The 26-kg mass is 
further broken down into a 3-kg shaft, a 10-kg differential, a 2.5-kg 
suspension unit and arm for each side and a 4-kg brake for each wheel. 
The front steering assembly, which includes the handle bar, column, 
headlights, mud guard and suspension units, is assumed to have a total 
mass of 8 kg. Each wheel, including the brake assembly, is assumed to 
have a mass of 14 kg. Finally, the mass of R.B. 1 is obtained by 
subtracting 150 kg from the masses of R.B. 2 through R,B. 7 and it is 
found to be 95 kg. Table 6.3 shows the masses of each rigid body. 
The location of the mass center of each rigid body is measured 
relative to a fixed point P (refer to Figure 4.3) located on R.B. 1. The 
locations of the mass centers of rigid bodies 2 and 5 are measured 
relative to point A (see Figure 4.2) by using resultant lengths given by 
2^ /^  and 9?^ ,^ respectively. Point A is measured relative to point P 
using vector components. The locations of the mass centers of rigid 
bodies 3, 4, 6 and 7 are measured relative to point P using the 
resultant lengths of and 9? , respectively. The lengths 
of and 9?are estimated to be 0.1651 m, 0.2159 m, 
5 /A 0.2159 m, 0.4318 m, and 0.4318 m, respectively. The length of 2 is a 
function of the front suspension displacement and is not a constant. The 
5 /A length of & is given by the sum of the unloaded length of the suspension 
Table 6.3. Mass center and inertia values for Model B 
2 Rigid Mass C.G. rel. to pt P (m) Moment of inertia (kg m ) 
h°dy (ks) 3^ 's % 'xx :yy 'zz 
1 95 0.4847 0.0 -0.2305 9.00 14.60 9.60 
2 8 0.955 0.0 -0.4535 0.280 0.280 0.1860 
3 2.5 0.0 0.2159 0.0 0.0388 0.0 0.0388 
4 2.5 0.0 -0.2159 0.0 0.0388 0.0 0.0388 
5 14 1.120 0.0 0.0 0.2733 0.5465 0.2733 
6 14 0.0 0.4318 0.0 0.2733 0.5465 0.2733 
7 14 0.0 -0.4318 0.0 0.2733 0.5465 0.2733 
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unit measured from point A and the algebraic quantity of the suspension 
displacement. The right rear suspension unit is attached to points 
and Q^ , and the left rear suspension unit is attached to points and 
Q^ . The points of B^ , B^ , and are shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. 
The points of and B^  are located on R.B. 3 and R.B. 4, respectively, 
Bo/p 
and their positions are given by the resultant lengths £ , which 
are estimated to be 0.2794 m for both. The points of and are 
located on R.B. 1 and their positions relative to point P are given by 
vector components. Table 6.3 gives the vector components of each mass 
center with respect to point P. Note that the mass center of R.B. 5 is 
a function of the generalized coordinate and the mass centers of 
rigid bodies 3 and 6 and rigid bodies 4 and 7 are functions of the 
generalized coordinates and q^ , respectively. The mass center 
locations given in Table 6.3 for rigid bodies 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 are 
calculated by assuming q^ , qg, and q^  to be zeroes initially. The 
track width of the vehicle with the suspension arm in the horizontal 
position is assumed to be 0.8636 m. The wheel base is assumed to be 
1.125 m when the front suspension is unloaded. 
The moments of inertias are approximated and their final values 
are listed in Table 5.3. Only the moments of inertias are given 
because the products of inertia are found to be insignificant in the 
previous sections and because the exact components of the rigid bodies 
are not available to obtain accurate values for the products of inertias. 
Table 6.4 shows the unloaded lengths and the maximum displacements 
of the front, right and left suspension units. The unloaded lengths 
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Table 6.4. Suspension data for Model B 
Unloaded length Max disp. Stiffness (N/m) Damping (Ns/m) 
(m) (m) tension comp. comp.® 
Front 0.6477 
Right 0.3048 
Left 0.3048 
0.1651 22092.0 
0.1651 11451.0 
0.1651 11451.0 
36100.0 588.6 
18050.0 294.3 
18050.0 294.3 
h^e tensile damping coefficient varies nonlinearly with the 
velocity. The nonlinear function has been coded into the computer 
program and appears as function IDS. 
of the front suspension unit are measured from point A and therefore, 
include part of the steering column. Also available in Table 6.4 are the 
suspension stiffnesses and damping coefficients which are found 
experimentally from the front suspension unit of the 1983 Honda ATC 185S. 
Note that the tensile damping coefficient is not listed in the table. 
This is because the tensile damping coefficient is found to be a 
nonlinear function of velocity. The data points have been fitted with 
a cubic polynomial and are given by 
= 0.503 + 883.4V + 1326.27^  + 323.2V^  , (6.15) 
a 
where F is the tensile damping force in Newtons and V is the velocity 
d 
in m/s. Equation (6.15) has been coded as function FDS in the computer 
program available in Appendix C. 
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6.4 Summary 
This chapter has listed the parameter values for two commercially 
available three-wheeled ATVs - 1980 Honda ATC llOD and 1980 Kawasaki 
KLT 200 - which do not have any spring-damper suspensions. The 
parameter values found are used for simulating the motions of these 
two vehicles using the computer program of Model A in Appendix B. 
Parameter values for Model B have to be approximated using the 
information found for Model A. This is especially true where the masses 
and dimensions are concerned. Better values can be obtained if, and 
when, three-wheeled ATVs with front and rear independent suspensions 
are commercially available. Until then, the educated engineering 
estimations will have to suffice for this initial investigation. The 
next chapter presents the analyses of these vehicles riding over bumps 
and their results are given and discussed. 
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7. SIMULATIONS - RESULTS AND ANALYSES 
The motions of three vehicles - Honda ATC llOD, Kawasaki KLT 200 
and Model B - are simulated using the parameter values given in 
Chapter 6. The following section presents a discussion of the 
simulation procedures which are undertaken to obtain the final 
simulation results. Next, the graphical representation of the results 
and discussions concerning the pitch, vertical and roll motions of 
the three vehicles are presented. Finally, a discussion of the effects 
of the type and length of bump profiles on the motions of the vehicles 
and the vertical forces on the tires are given. 
7.1 Description of Simulation Procedures 
The investigations of the ride and handling characteristics of the 
three-wheeled ATVs are accomplished by performing computer simulations 
of the three vehicles - Honda ATC llOD, Kawasaki KLT 200 and Model B. 
Before the simulations can begin, a number of different parameter values 
are determined. 
First, the properties of the rider are taken from Hanavan [23], 
who has mathematically modelled the human body and calculated its mass 
center location and the moments and products of inertias for a total of 
thirty-one positions, which include different kinds of standing and 
sitting postures. The closest position that resembles a rider sitting 
and holding the handlebar is that of position number 23. There are a 
total of five different size human bodies for each posture. They are 
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referred to as fifth, twenty-fifth, fiftieth, seventy-fifth and ninety-
fifth percentile human bodies, which are ranked according to the weight 
and height, with the higher percentile indicating a proportionately 
heavier and taller human body. For this investigation, a fiftieth 
percentile human body is chosen as the rider and it has a mass of about 
75 kilograms. The following are the moments and products of inertias and 
the mass center location of the fiftieth percentile human body of 
position number 23: 
5.65 kgm^ , 
lyy = 7.21 kgm^ , 
1^ 2 ~ 3.09 kgm^ , 
1 = -2.20 kgm^ , 
xz " 
x^y = V ^ 
X = 0.2024 m, and 
m 
z = 0.6807 m, 
m 
where x is measured relative to an axis which lies just in contact with 
m 
the outermost part of the back of the body, and is measured relative 
to an axis which lies just in contact with the highest point on the head. 
Each of the three vehicle/rider systems is mounted with two 
different sets of tires, a set of 22 x 11-8 Ohtsu tires and a set of 
22 X 11-8 Goodyear tires. All tires are assumed to have 2 psi 
inflation pressure. By using two different sets of tires, there are 
then a total of six different vehicle/rider systems. 
The referencing of these six vehicle/rider systems is simplified by 
using the following names: H500SU, H50GYR, K500ST], K50GYR, B500SU, and 
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B50GYR. The first alphanumeric symbol of the name indicates the type 
of vehicle, i.e. H is for Honda ATC llOD, K is for Kawasaki KLT 200 and 
B is for Model B. The next two digits denote the size of rider which is 
the fiftieth percentile human body. Finally, the last three alphabetic 
symbols indicate which set of tires is mounted on the system, with OSU 
representing Ohtsu and GYR representing Goodyear. 
Three different bump profiles are selected for the vehicle/rider 
systems to traverse. They have the shapes of a rectangle, parabola 
and half-sine, as shown in Figure 7.1. The maximum amplitudes for the 
three bump profiles are chosen to be of the magnitude equal to 
0.127 meter (5 inches). It is chosen simply because the author believes 
it is large enough to disturb the systems sufficiently so that 
significant results can be achieved from the simulations. The rectangular 
and parabolic bump profiles are given the same short base length of 
0.2794 meter (11 inches), compared to the longer base length of 
1.016 meter (40 inches) for the sinusoidal bump profile. The 
rectangular and parabolic bump profiles are chosen because the results 
of the simulations will provide a conclusion as to whether or not a 
rectangular bump profile excites the system more than a rounded 
parabolic bump profile or vice versa. The simulation results obtained 
by using the longer sinusoidal bump profile will indicate whether a 
smooth and long bump profile will cause more disturbances to the 
system as compared to the much shorter parabolic bump profile or vice 
versa. The dimensions are selected so that they are partially related 
to the dimensions of the vehicle. The base length of the rectangular 
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0.2630 m 
0.2794 m 
0.127 m 
(i) Rectangular 
0.127 m 
0.2794 m 
(ii) Parabolic 
0.127 m 
1.016 m 
(iii) Sinusoidal 
Figure 7.1. Bump profiles used as ground disturbances 
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and parabolic bump profiles is actually equal to the radius of the tire 
and the base length of the sinusoidal bump profile is equal to the 
wheel base of the Honda ATC llOD. 
The simulations of the motions of the six vehicle/rider systems 
are initiated by giving the systems a constant initial velocity of 
8.941 meters per second (20 miles per hour). The author's experience 
in riding one of these three-wheeled ATVs has led to the selection of 
this particular velocity. All simulations start at time, T = 0.0 second, 
and end at time, T = 2.0 seconds. 
The time increment used in the simulations is 0.10 second, which 
is also the time interval for printing the solutions. The reason for 
selecting a time increment of 0.10 second is to make sure that the 
variable integration stepsize used by the DGEAR routine is always less 
than the value of the time increment. For example, if a time step or 
time increment of 0.01 second is used and the solutions from the system 
of ordinary differential equations happen to be smooth, it is very 
likely that the integration stepsize used by the DGEAR routine can 
easily exceed 0.01 second. The user can still obtain the solutions 
at time, T = T + 0.01 seconds, through interpolation by the DGEAR routine. 
However, from past experience by the author, if the DGEAR integration 
stepsize exceeds the time increment frequently during the simulation, 
the validity of the resulting solutions is questionable. 
The initial position of the mass center of the vehicle/rider system 
is located five meters to the left of the fixed reference origin, i.e. 
at X = -5.0 meters. The bump profiles are arranged so that their 
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maximum amplitudes always occur at the origin of the X-axis, i.e. at 
X = 0.0 meter. This is done so that the mathematical definitions of 
the bump profiles are made slightly more convenient. 
Two different simulations are executed for each of the six vehicle/ 
rider systems. The first involves riding the system over the bumps so 
that the front wheel hits the bump first, then followed by the rear 
wheels hitting the bump simultaneously. Thus, each vehicle/rider system 
rides over three different bump profiles generating a total of eighteen 
simulations. The results obtained from these simulations are focused 
upon the pitch and vertical displacements of the vehicle/rider systems. 
The second set of simulations involves riding the system over the bumps 
so that only the right rear wheel hits the bumps, with the other two 
wheels riding on level ground. Again, there are a total of eighteen 
simulations with the results obtained focused upon the roll displacements 
of the vehicle/rider systems. 
The pitch, vertical and roll displacements from each set of the 
eighteen simulations are plotted versus time for each bump profile. 
Also plotted are the pitch, vertical and roll displacements versus time 
for each vehicle type with two different makes of tires. The former 
set of plots allows the analyses of how each of the six vehicle/rider 
systems compares with one another. The latter set of plots permits the 
analyses of how each of the three different bump profiles affects the 
response of each vehicle type with different sets of tires. All the 
plots are generated starting with time, T = 0.50 seconds, and ending 
with time, T = 1.40 seconds. That time interval is chosen because the 
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results before time, T = 0.50 second, and after time, T = 1.40 seconds, 
are of little significance. In the former case, the vehicle/rider 
system has not hit the bump and in the latter case, the vehicle/rider 
system has almost achieved equilibrium. 
From the graphical representations of the results, the analyses of 
the ride and handling characteristics can now be undertaken. In the 
analyses of the ride characteristics of the vehicle/rider systems, the 
pitch and vertical displacements are examined. If there are large 
variations in the magnitudes of the displacements, then the ride 
characteristics for the vehicle/rider system are considered poor. The 
optimum ride characteristics, which are preferred for a vehicle/rider 
system, are achieved when the system demonstrates little or no pitch 
and vertical displacement regardless of whether the system is receiving 
little or alot of ground level disturbances. Hence, to improve ride 
characteristics, the pitch and vertical displacements must be minimized. 
One of the handling characteristics of the vehicle/rider systems 
is analyzed by examining the roll displacements of the systems. When 
only one of the rear wheels impacts a bump, the vehicle/rider system 
will begin to roll. Obviously, the magnitude of the roll displacement 
is dependent on the velocity of the system, the maximum amplitude of 
the bump and the length of the bump. Poor handling characteristics are 
exhibited when relatively large roll displacements are experienced by 
the vehicle/rider systems. If these large roll displacements are 
caused by a relatively small bump, then for a larger bump, the roll 
displacements may grow to a point of instability. When this happens. 
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the rider has no control and cannot stabilize the vehicle resulting 
in the vehicle rolling over and crashing. 
The other handling characteristic of the vehicle/rider system 
involves steering maneuvers. It is essential to have all three wheels 
of the vehicle in contact with the ground at all times. The front 
wheel needs to be in contact with the ground so that in the event of an 
emergency, the vehicle can be steered to safety. If at the critical 
moment when steering is desired but the front wheel is off the ground, 
the rider will be unable to handle and control the vehicle, thereby, 
causing an accident. Also, if all three wheels are off the ground, the 
vehicle cannot be decelerated or stopped in event of an emergency and 
this may lead to an accident. Therefore, the optimum handling 
characteristics for a vehicle/rider system include having small roll 
displacements when riding over a wide range of bump sizes and having 
all three wheels in contact with the ground at all times. 
7.2 Discussion of Pitch and Vertical Motions 
Figures 7.2 through 7.4 show the pitch displacements which result 
from the simulations of the six vehicle/rider systems riding over the 
rectangular, parabolic and sinusoidal bump profiles. From Figures 7.2 
through 7.4, it is apparent that the variation of the pitch displacements 
are the largest for the lightest vehicle/rider systems, H500SU and 
H50GYR. This is expected because the H500SU and H50GYR both have the 
smallest pitch moment of inertia and mass, therefore, providing the 
least resistance to the disturbance and resulting in greatest 
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displacements. All three vehicles mounted with Goodyear tires yield 
the largest pitch displacements and this is true because of the much 
higher stiffness for the Goodyear tire compared to the Ohtsu tire. The 
Goodyear tires being stiffer generate more forces upon impact than the 
Ohtsu tires, thereby, giving the systems of H50GYR, K50GYR and B50GYR 
larger pitch displacements. When comparing the Honda and Kawasaki 
vehicles with the same type of tire, it is evident that the vehicle 
with the higher mass and larger pitch moment of inertia has the least 
pitch displacement. Finally, the vehicle with the spring-damper 
suspensions demonstrates the least pitch displacement fluctuations, 
with the only exception being vAien B500SU and B50GYR hit the parabolic 
bump. From Figure 7.3, it is clear that the K500SU vehicle/rider 
system has slightly less variation in pitch displacement than that of 
both the B500SU and the B50GYR. The Kawasaki vehicle is a heavy 
vehicle and when mounted on a set of less stiff tires like Ohtsu, the 
forces generated at the tire-parabolic bump interface are small. 
Consequently, the K500SU vehicle/rider system is disturbed less than 
the others. If this is true, then the B500SU vehicle/rider system must 
exhibit less pitch displacements. However, this is not the case 
because the sprung mass must have pitched more due to the suspensions 
and thus causing slightly larger pitch displacements. Note that the 
pitch displacements of B500SU and B50GYR are almost identical which 
indicates that the response of a vehicle with suspensions is practically 
independent of the Ohtsu and the Goodyear tires. When comparing the 
two other vehicles with no suspensions, the responses are drastically 
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different when the two different sets of tires are used. 
The vertical displacements of the mass centers of the vehicle/rider 
systems are shown in Figures 7.5 through 7.7. Undoubtedly, it is 
evident from these figures that H50GYR has the largest variation in the 
vertical displacements. In fact, all three vehicles mounted with the 
Goodyear tire demonstrate larger vertical displacements than with the 
less stiff Ohtsu tire. The B500SU and B50GYR show the smallest and 
smoothest variations in the vertical displacements. The vertical 
displacements of B500SU have larger algebraic magnitudes than the 
B50GYR because the less stiff Ohtsu tires require more deflection to 
generate the necessary tire forces to support the weight of vehicle/ 
rider system. 
7.3 Discussion of Roll Motions 
Figures 7.8 through 7.10 show the roll displacements of the six 
vehicle/rider systems. The roll displacements of H50GYR are the 
largest followed by those of K50GYR. Hence, the Goodyear tire provides 
the largest roll displacements for vehicles with no suspensions. As 
before, the types of tires do not affect the roll displacements of the 
B500SU and B50GYR systems significantly. Again, the magnitude 
variations for B500SU and B50GYR are relatively small compared to those 
of Honda and Kawasaki vehicles. In Figure 7.10, the roll angle of 
H50GYR reaches a value of nearly 0.50 radians at about 1.5 seconds. 
The vehicle/rider system returns to a stable position after 1.5 seconds. 
Nevertheless, this signifies the fact that if the amplitude of the bump 
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is bigger than 0.127 meter, the H50GYR system could easily be made to 
roll over. This shows that the H50GYR system has the worst roll 
handling characteristics. 
7.4 Discussion of Bump Profile Effects 
Figures 7.11 through 7.19 are plots of the pitch, vertical and 
roll displacements versus time. Each plot contains the displacements of 
the same vehicle with two different sets of tires and riding over the 
rectangular, parabolic and sinusoidal bump profiles. 
From all the nine figures, it is very evident that the sinusoidal 
bump profile disturbs all of the six vehicle/rider systems considerably 
and it forces the systems to have the largest displacements as compared 
to the other two bump profiles. This is because of the ramp-like 
profile which feeds the systems with the disturbances for a much longer 
period of time, as opposed to the other two shorter bump profiles which 
behave like impulsive disturbances. Therefore, the systems riding over 
the longer sinusoidal bump profile get a longer duration of 
disturbances and eventually, have more displacements. 
Also, from all the nine figures, it is seen that the parabolic 
bump profile provides the least displacements for the two shorter bump 
profiles. This is because the parabolic bump is more rounded and does 
not have the corners like that of the rectangular bump. Hence, on 
initial impact, it is obvious that the system will get more force from 
the rectangular bump than the parabolic bump. In fact, the parabolic 
bump is a reduced version of the rectangular bump in which the comers 
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have been removed. Therefore, the parabolic bump profile with a 
smaller cross-sectional area is expected to yield less force to the 
system than the rectangular bump profile. 
7.5 Discussion of Tire Forces 
The vertical tire force components acting on all three wheels for 
the HSOGYR, K50GYR and B50GYR riding over sinusoidal bumps are shown in 
Figure 7.20. The results are taken from the simulations of the pitch 
and vertical motions. This simulation case is chosen among the others 
because it demonstrates the worst disturbances and the results have 
the best illustration to substantiate the following discussion. From 
the figure, it is apparent that the wheels of the vehicle with no 
suspensions leave the ground frequently, whereas the vehicle with 
suspension is always in contact with the ground. Therefore, the H50GYR 
and the K50GYR vehicle/rider systems demonstrate poor handling 
characteristics in terms of steering and braking. Hence, these 
vehicle/rider systems present the riders with a higher risk of losing 
control of their vehicles than the B50GYR vehicle/rider systems. 
7.6 Summary 
A lot of useful information has been obtained from the simulations 
of the six vehicle/rider systems over three different bump profiles. 
The first set of simulations involves riding all six vehicle/rider 
systems perpendicularly into the bump profiles with the front wheel 
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hitting first and then followed by the rear wheels. The results obtained 
are for analyzing the pitch and vertical motions. The second set of 
simulations involves riding each of the six vehicle/rider systems into 
the bump profiles with only the right rear wheel hitting the bumps. The 
results from these simulations are used for analyzing the roll motions. 
Finally, plots from these two sets of simulations are generated and 
discussions are presented on the subjects of pitch, vertical and roll 
motions. Also included in the discussions are the effects of the types 
of bump profile on the vehicle/rider systems and a discussion of the 
tire forces for H50GYR, K50GYR and B50GYR travelling over a sinusoidal 
bump profile. The conclusions of the results obtained are presented 
next. 
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8. CONCLUSIONS 
The results and discussions of the simulations are accomplished in 
Chapter 7. In this chapter, a number of conclusions are drawn from 
the results given in Chapter 7. The first two conclusions given are 
restricted to the vehicle/rider systems with no suspensions. 
The first conclusion that can be drawn from the results is that, for 
a vehicle with no suspensions, a heavier vehicle is better than a lighter 
vehicle. As seen in the plots given in Chapter 7, the pitch, vertical 
and roll displacements for the lighter vehicle are indeed larger than 
those for the heavier vehicle. Therefore, the heavier vehicle system 
has better ride characteristics than the lighter vehicle system. 
The second conclusion relates to the two types of tires, the less 
stiff Ohtsu tire and the stiffer Goodyear tire. In fact, the Goodyear 
tire is about two and one-half times stiffer than the Ohtsu tire. From 
the results of Chapter 7, it can be concluded that the vehicle/rider 
systems mounted with the Goodyear tires have considerably larger 
responses than the systems with the Ohtsu tires. Again, this is true 
only for the systems with no suspensions. Therefore, a vehicle with no 
suspensions must have less stiff tires mounted on the vehicle so that 
small responses to ground level disturbances can be achieved. Hence, 
the ride characteristics of a vehicle/rider system are improved by using 
less stiff tires. 
The vehicle with suspensions has definitely provided the best 
overall ride and handling characteristics. The results in Chapter 7 
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have shown that in every category of the simulations, the B500SU and 
B50GYR have almost identical responses. This leads to the conclusion 
that the system's response is practically independent of the types of 
tires mounted on the vehicle. Regardless of whether the responses are 
compared to the lighter or heavier vehicles with no suspensions, the 
B500SU and B50GYR still demonstrate the smallest variation in responses. 
Also, the variations of the responses are smooth and gradual and not 
like those of the two vehicles with no suspensions in which the 
variations of their responses are highly fluctuating. Even with the 
worst kind of bump profile, i.e. the sinusoidal, the vehicle's responses 
are much smaller than the responses of the other two vehicles. This is 
especially true in the case of the roll displacements. The results have 
clearly demonstrated the fact that a vehicle with rear independent 
suspensions has improved dramatically the roll handling aspect of the 
vehicle as compared to those vehicles with no suspensions. It also has 
improved the steer and brake handling aspect of the vehicle which is 
clearly shown in the plot of tire forces versus time, as given in 
Chapter 7. From the plot, the vehicle's suspension system has kept the 
wheels on the ground at all times and therefore, provides the rider with 
much better control of the vehicle. Finally, the small responses from 
the pitch and vertical displacements of this vehicle have substantiated 
the fact that the ride characteristics have definitely improved as 
compared to the other two vehicles. Therefore, the vehicle with front 
and rear independent suspensions is> undoubtedly, the best vehicle to 
have as a three-wheeled ATV. Since this vehicle has shown that the 
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ride and handling characteristics have improved considerably, the safety 
of the rider has also improved proportionately. 
Finally, it can easily be concluded that the length of the bump 
profile has considerable effect on the disturbance of the vehicle/rider 
system. It is found from the results of the simulations that the longer 
sinusoidal bump profile provides the largest responses as compared to 
the other two shorter bump profiles. This is because the wheels are in 
contact with the sinusoidal bump profile for a longer period of time, 
thereby, imparting more disturbances to the system than the other two 
shorter bumps. With the two shorter bump profiles, the impacts are 
of shorter duration and, therefore, do not disturb the system as much. 
However, note that there probably exists an optimum base length versus 
amplitude ratio bump profile which imparts the most disturbance to the 
vehicle/rider system. That is, if the amplitude of a bump profile is 
kept constant and the base length is varied to infinity, then it is 
very likely that a bump profile of this nature will not cause large 
disturbances to the vehicle/rider system as compared to bump profiles 
which are used in this study. 
8.1 Recommendations for Future Work 
The simulations of the six vehicle/rider systems are conducted 
with the rider fixed on the seat. However, in reality, the rider 
frequently moves in different directions when maneuvering the vehicle. 
This is believed to affect the system's responses. Therefore, as a 
future study, a simple movement of the rider can be prescribed and 
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simulations can be performed. This can then be compared with the 
simulation results of the system with rigid rider. The effects of the 
rider's movement can then be analyzed. 
The forces generated by the tires are computed by using the two-
dimensional adaptive footprint model. However, the natural terrains 
are not two dimensional. Also, because the tires have significantly 
large width, the forces acting on the tires do not necessarily have to 
occur in the longitudinal planes of symmetry. That is, the forces can 
easily be located at the comers of the tires or somewhere in between 
the planes of symmetry and the corners of the tires. If this is so, the 
torques applied to the system become different. Hence, as a future 
investigation, the wheel can be modelled as a finite cylinder or a 
torus. The terrain profile is then defined by three-dimensional 
mathematical functions. As an initial study, a flat three-dimensional 
plane can be used instead of an undulating plane. The results from 
the simulations can then be compared with the results obtained by using the 
two-dimensional approach. If there are small differences, the easier 
two-dimensional approach can be kept, otherwise, the three-dimensional 
approach has to be used for better results. 
Of course, as in any research investigation, the theoretical 
results must be verified with the aid of experiments. Hence, experiments 
can be conducted as a continuation of this investigation by obtaining 
a 1980 Honda ATC llOL and a 1980 Kawasaki KLT 200 and using an 
anthropomorphic dummy as the rider. If a human rider is used, the rider 
will definitely not remain motionless with respect to the vehicle as soon 
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as the vehicle hits the bump and this may make the experimental results 
different from the theoretical results. However, for small disturbances, 
the results may have negligible differences. With some modifications, the 
two vehicles can be remotely controlled so that the vehicles can be made 
to ride over the bumps. Unfortunately, there is still no prototype or 
commercially available three-wheeled ATV with front and rear independent 
suspensions. Until a vehicle of this type is available, there will be no 
experimental results to verify the theoretical results obtained thus far. 
However, with proper financial assistance, tools, equipment and a 
qualified mechanic, a researcher could modify any one of those 
coiiHuercially available three-wheeled ATV s with only front suspension into 
a vehicle with both front and rear independent suspensions. Of course, 
this is not a small task, but if this could be accomplished, the 
verification of the theoretical independent suspension results could 
also be accomplished. 
Finally, using Model A and Model B, a lot of theoretical information 
can still be generated. The following briefly describes a variety of 
simulations which can be undertaken as future work. 
1) Variation of vehicle parameter values: So far, Model B 
represents a vehicle/rider system of approximately the same size as the 
Kawasaki KLT 200. Further simulations of Model B can be executed by 
using parameter values which are approximately similar to the Honda ATC 
llOD. The resulting motions will indicate whether or not a heavier 
fully suspended vehicle/rider system is better than a lighter fully 
suspended vehicle/rider system. Also, the parameter values of Model A 
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such as the wheelbase and the track width can be varied to see how these 
changes can affect the motions of the system. Finally, the fifth and 
the ninety-fifth percentile humans given by Hanavan can be used to ride 
the same type of vehicle. The results will indicate whether the lighter 
or the heavier rider will have a bigger effect on the motions of the 
system. 
2) Series of bump profiles; Both models can be used to simulate 
the motions of the systems over a series of bump profiles instead of a 
single bump profile. A lot of variations can be made with a series of 
bump profiles and they include a different combination of bump profile 
types, a different combination of base lengths and a different 
combination of peak amplitudes, just to name a few. Hence, the choices 
are infinite. However, with some intuitions and insights, the researcher 
can logically reduce the choices down to the cases which are most 
practical. 
3) Steering maneuver: Using Model A, the vehicle/rider system can 
be steered by supplying a steer angle as input. With Model B, the 
vehicle/rider system can be steered by a steering torque as input. As 
for Model B, steering of the system can be performed with or without 
the axial rotations of the wheels. The resulting steering responses 
of the simulation of Model A and the simulation of Model B with no 
axial rotation of wheels can be compared to see how the castor angle of 
the steering assembly affects the steering. Also, the effects of the 
axial rotation of the wheels on steering maneuver can be analyzed by 
comparing both simulation results of Model B with and without axial 
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rotation of the wheels. 
4) Acceleration: If the relationship between the torque delivered 
to the rear wheels and the engine is known, simulations can be performed, 
using Model B, to investigate the ease of the vehicle/rider system 
raising its front wheel up in the air when accelerating from a 
stationary position. Using the motorcycle jargon, this action is commonly 
referred to as a "wheelie". 
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11. APPENDIX A: VARIABLE EXPRESSIONS 
In Chapter 4, the derivations of the dynamical equations for 
Models A and B are expressed in terms of undefined variables representing 
lengthy expressions. These variables are used to reduce the amount of 
tedious writing and are expressed explicitly for both models here in 
this Appendix. All the variables which are used in Model A and 
Model B are specified in Sections 11.1 and 11.2, respectively. Besides 
those variables used in Chapter 4, some new variables are also generated 
when there is a need to reduce the rewriting of the same lengthy 
expressions. 
11.1 Variables Expressions Associated with Model A 
The following are the variable expressions that are generated in the 
process of developing the equations of motion for Model A which appears 
in Section 4.1: 
* 
.0X0 T I 
z zz 
^0X0 s, ,w , -r^ , \ 
:yy = Wx(*13lxx + + *33lzz) - '^ z^ l^l^ x + ^ 21V *3llzz) ' 
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+*2i<^+*3i::z) - w:(*i2i:x+*22:;^+*32:::) 
+ ""12^ + *13"!) ' 
^^(°21< + "^22"^ + '"23'"z) ' 
Izz(*3iW% + *yw"^ + *33"^) ' 
I^ %(*11*% + +*13"z) ' 
Ixx(™21^ x •*" ™22^ y """ *22^ 2^  ' 
+ '=32°'y + '°33°'I) ' 
x^x™ll™ll "*" \y™21™21 "*• z^z™31™31  ^^ xy™11^ 21 
- -yz-21"31 - -zx-31-11 » 
x^x™ll™12 •*" y^y^ 21™22 '"' z^z™3l"32 x^y^ ™ll®22 "'" ™21™12^  
'^yz(™21™32 ™31™22^  z^x^ '^ 31™l2 ™11™32^  ' 
x^x™ll™13 "*• y^y™21™23 •*" z^z™31™33 x^y^ ™ll™23 ™2l"l3^  
\z^ ™2l"""33 *31*23) •*" z^x(™31*13 "*• "11*33) ' 
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1^4 x^x™12™12 y^y™22™22 z^z®32™32  ^^ xy™12™22 
 ^^ y2™22®32  ^^ zx™32®12 ' 
°15 x^x™12"l3 •*" y^y™22™23 z^z™32™33 "'" x^y^ ™12"23 ™22™13^  
y^z^ ™22™33 ™32™23^  z^x^ ™32™13 ™12™33^  ' 
1^6 x^x"l3™13 "*" y^y™23™23 z^z™33™33 """  ^^ xy™13^ 23 
~ ^ yz™23™33 "*"  ^^ zx™33™13 ' 
°21 *"1^ 12 "*• 1^^ 13 ' 
°22 ~ ^ 1®14 1^^ 15 ' 
°23 S°15 1^°16 ' 
°31 ~ ^ 2^ 11 ~ ^ l'"2®12 "*• '"1^ 2^ 13 ' 
°32 2^°12 l^S®14 '"1^ 2°15 ' 
3^3 ~ ^ 2°13 1^^ 2°15 •*' 1^*^ 2^ 16 ' 
"l • < + C - "lA - »12Gy - »13F: ' 
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*2 = Cl(<; + <:) + Sl(T: + - OziOx - »22°V - »23(4 . 
*3 = :2(T: + - SlC2(Ty + + ClCzt?: + 
~ ^ 3l"x " °32"y " °33"z ' 
*x = qsfsf? ' 
ot 1^*^ 2^ 1 "'" 2^^ 3^ 1^ 2 ~ ^i'^ 3^ l^ 2 ' 
°^ z - ^ 2^ 3'"i^ 2 i^q^ s^ Cg 
Variables which are used above and not expressed explicitly are found 
in Section 4.1. The dots appearing above the variables denote time 
derivatives. 
11.2 Variable Expressions Associated with Model B 
The following are expressions of the variables used previously 
during the development of the equations of motion for Model B (see 
Section 4.2): 
""ll = *llClO=°sc + ®21^ 10 - mSlClQSinc , 
n^ 2 = mijCioCoso + m^ zS^ Q - aggCioSino , 
1^3 ^  ™13^ 10^ °sO + m23^ 10 ~ *33^ 10^ *^^  ' 
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- *llSl0C°s* + *21^ 10 + 
- "22^ 10 *32^ 10^ *^^  
- mi3Sl0=°sO + + m^ S^ioSina 
m^ s^inO + m^ c^oscr , 
m^ gSinO + m^2^^osO , 
m^ gSinO + m^ gCosO , 
cos q^ Q . 
sin q^ Q , 
mil ' 
*12 
™13 
™21^ 8 "*" ™31^ 8 ' 
2^2^ 8 ™32^ 8 ' 
2^3 ™23^ 8 *33^ 8 ' 
3^1 " ~ ™21^ 8 ™31^ 8 ' 
3^2 ~ ®22^ 8 "*" ^ 32^ 8 ' 
3^3 " " ™23^ 8 "*" *33^ 8 ' 
Cg = cos qg , 
S = sin qo , 
q » 
1^1 ™11 ' 
1^2 ™12 ' 
1^3 ™13 ' 
2^1 " ®21^ 9 "*" ^ '31^ 9 ' 
"^ 22 " ™22S ™32^ 9 ' 
2^3 ^  ™23S ™33^ 9 ' 
Si = " *2lS9 + *31^ 9 
3^2 *22^ 9 *32^ 9 ' 
3^3 ^  ~ ™23^ 9 *33^ 9 ' 
Cg = cos qg , 
Sg = sin qg , 
®11 " *11^ 11 " *31^ 11 ' 
®12 ^  *12^ 11 " ^ 3^2^ 11 ' 
®13 ^  *13^ 11 " "33S11 ' 
®21 " ^21 ' 
®22 ^  "22 ' 
®23 ^  ^ 23 ' 
®31 " *11^ 11 "*• *31^ 11 
®32 " *12^ 11 •*• *32^ 11 
®33 " ^'13^ 11 ••" *33^ 11 
' UTS = 
' ^^ b S03 = 2^ 3 
ZtgZEo^  _j_ ZlgZIyj _ Z £ j  
^ Zlglljjj _ ICj 
« CZ^ jj _ Z Z j  
' 
' ^Zjii _ IZj 
ZtgEC^ _ ZTgET^ _ £Tj 
ZlgZ^ m _ ZTgZT^  _ ZTj 
ZtgXEoj _ ZT^ TTjjj _ TTj 
« T^-b UTS = 
'  ^^b SOD = ^^0 
" *11^ 13 " ^31^ 13 
Hi " *12^ 13 ~ ^ 32^ 13 
®13 " *13^ 13 ~ *33^ 13 
®21 ™21 ' 
§22 = ^ 22 ' 
®23 ^  ®23 ' 
3^1 ^  ®11^ 13 3^1^ 13 
§32 " *12^ 13 •*• ™32^ 13 
®33 ®13^ 13 ™23^ 13 
1^3 = 1^3 ' 
Si3 = sin q^3 , 
0)® = qi + qgSg , 
"y = 92^ 1 - ^ 3^ 1^ 2 ' 
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% " 43C1C2 » 
" "x •*" *31^ 10 ' 
= Wy + *32^ 10 ' 
+ *33^ 10 ' 
= oj® + ™ii^ 8 ' 
Wy^  = Wy + m-j_2^ 8 ' 
•R9 s • 
Wg = Wg + ^ 13% ' 
= w% + *li*9 ' 
= oiy + ^ 12^ 9 ' 
= w% + ^ 13^ 9 ' 
174 
, B5 ,.B2 ^  
"x = + *21^ 11 
B5 B2 
Wy = Wy + *22411 
B5 B2 ^  
*2 = Wy + *23911 
B6 B3 ^  , • 
"x = "x + ^21912 ' 
B6 B3 , . 
Wy = Wy + tggqiz , 
B6 B3 ,  ^ . 
Wz = *2 + ^ 23412 ' 
B7 B4 , j -
Wx = Wx + 421413 ' 
B7 B4 ^  . 
Wy = Wy + <22413 
cf? = wB4 
z z 
„l/0 
X  <4 "y(*13-x 
S, 1/C ^ 1/C  ^ 1/C, 
- Wz(*12=x + *22ry + *32?% ) 
f^ /O = q; + w:(*iir^ /' + "^ 21":^  ^+ *31?%'^ ) 
s, 1/C 1/C ^  1/C. 
+ mg^ Ty + ) . 
175 
= 46 + + *32=2^ )^ 
2^/0 ^  //O + &2/A(n33wf - ri^2\), 
X  
Vy'° = - "sa^ ) . 
"T - t'° * - '31<) ' 
v /^o . 
X  4^ + w?(*13ix 
Wz(*12:x' 
+ *23'^ '^ + =33:,'') 
ft ' + *22r3^ ' + *32:,'') ' 
= ^ 5 + 4- m 
'2lS 31 z 
- w ^(*12fx'' + *23=$'^  + in '33^ z 
A/C ) . 
22 y 32 z 
s, A/C . A/C , _ _A/C. 
- WyCmiir^  T mzify + ==31"z  ^' 
,3/0 . ^/O , , 
,3/0 . ,P/0 , ,3/P,,^ „^B3 . ,^ „^B3, _ 
,3/0 . ,P/0 + _ 
176 
= q/, + 
4^ ^  y""l3 X "23"? 33 z 
P/Cv 
- Wz(*12:x'^  + *22fy'^  ^+ *32^ 2'") ' 
v!^ ° = q. + + ™2lS^  ^+ *31^ ^^ ) 
"21 y 
- '"x(='l34^  ^+ *23%?/^  + 11133//^ ) , 
= 96 + Wx(*12rl'^ ' + *22:?'^  + *32=:/^  ^
- w^ fllZx'' + *2iry'' + "31=1'') ' 
4^/0 = ,IV0 + %4/P(,^ ^^ wf4 _ dzzuft) , 
v4/0 = yP/O + A4/P(a uf4 
y y ZI Z ^23"^' • 
v4/° . v"° + 
Z  Z  Z Z  X  "ai"?'' • 
5^/0 . //O + - njjuf ) + n^ q^, . 
v5/0 ^  yA/0 ^  &5/A(n wB2 _  ^ + n_„q, , B2^  
y y 31 z 33 X 32^ 7 
+ *33°, . 
,6/0 . //O + _ 
177 
vJ/° . f/0 + ."^ 3^3.- - . 
,7/0 . ,P/0 + _ 
vy° = _ v^ y j + k, 
—n_ n_ — —Q _ — 
;l/° = V?-^  i + j + k , 
-q. 2^ " "^ 2 -
yl/O = ylx i 4- j + vî"^  k , 
-^ 3 3^ 3^ - 3^ " 
yl/O = i 
-4/. 
vl/° = j 
-s -
vl/o = 
-q, k , 
yl/O = yl/O = yl/O = V^O 
-Qi -9; -Qc -q 
= vl/o = vl/0 = vl/o 
10 
-q 11 -q 12 -q 
= 0 , 
13 
= - v^ y j + k , 
-q-i qi - qi -
178 
i + j + k , 
-q q? - q? - q? -
= V?^  i + V?^  j + k , 
-q 
^^ 3 " 3^ - 3^ " 
vf/o = i , 
-^ A -
ii' ' i ' 
v?/" . k 
-q^  
-q-
-qc -qc -q 
= vf/o 
10 -q 11 
= v?/o 
-^ 12 
V?/° = - V?y j + k , 
-q qi - q^  -
V?/° = V?* i + j + k , 
—n. n — n.— n. — '  
vV'^  = i + i + k , 
-q. 3^ - q^  q-î -
V?/° = i 
-^ 4 -
V.'^  ^= k , 
-^ 6 -
^ 3 / 0  ^  y3/0 ^  y3/0  ^^ 3/0  ^v,3/0  ^^ 3/0 
•q? "^ 9 '^ IC "^ 11 "^ 12 1^3 
179 
V 
-q 
3/0 = i + v^ y j + k , 
8^ " "^ 8 -
v4/0 = _ vt? j + vf: k . 
-n G o_ -
vV® = i + vt^ j + k , 
"^ 2 "^ 2 ' "^ 2 " "^ 2 " 
vf/O = v4x i + yty  +  y4z % ,  
_q3 " - - " -°-3 - 3^ 3^ " 
v!/o = i , 
-<14 -
4f = 1. 
,!/« . k , 
-"6 -
v«/o . ,yo 
-q-
-Sc 
v!/o 
"^ 10 
= vt/O = v4/0 = vt/O 
-q 11 -q 12 -q 13 
i + j + k , 
—n _ n. —  ^ 0^  — 
v!/o = - v^ y 1 + v!= k 
-n n_ *• a_ — 
yS/O = i + v!? j + k , 
-q. 9% q? - q? -
vy° = i + i + k , 
- ^ 3  ^ 3  -  ^ ^ 3  -  " ^ 3  -
vf/0 = i , 
-94 -
180 
yV" = 1, 
4 : = ^  •  
— =  ^ 3 1  i  +  " 3 2  1  +  * 3 3  h  ,  
-q 
v5/0 = v5/0 = v5/0 = v?/0 = vf/O = V?/0 = 0 , 
-9g -^ 9 -910 -9ll -412 -9l3 
v!/0 = - vfy j + v!= k , 
-q qi - -
V*/0 = v!= i + v!? j + V*: k , 
-q 2^ " "^ 2 " 2^ ~ 
V*/0 = V*= i + v!? j + V*: k , 
-9] 3^ - 93 - 3^ -
v!/o = i 
-q/. 
= !  •  
ç6/0 
-"6 
v!/° . vV 
-q-
-qc 
= V 6/0 
-q 10 
= vf/O = v6/0 = ^6/0 
"^ 11 "^ 12 ~^13 
= 0 , 
vf/0 = vfx i + v!? j + V*z k , 
-q Sg - 48 - q« -
v?/o 
-Si 
- j + v7^  k , 
1^ - 1^ -
181 
v7/0 ^  ^ 7x  ^^7y j + ^ 7= % 
-qz 9% - 2^ - 2^ -
vV^  = v!^  i + v!^  j + k , 
-^ 3 3^ - 3^ - 3^ • 
vY/0 = i , 
-9/, 
v7/0 
-^ 5 
= 2 , 
v?/* = k , 
-^ 6 -
v7/0 = ^7/0 = v7/0 
-q? -9; -q 
= vf/o = v?/* = vZ/o 
10 -q 11 -q 12 -q 
= 0 , 
13 
7^/0 ^  y7x ^  7^y j ^  y7z ^  ^ 
-qg qg - qg - qg -
v t : - i i r r + = 2 i r r + * 3 i r r .  
6^^  = + *23=?'^  ^+ *33?%'^  ' 
= *12^ /^^  ^+ *22=y'^  + *32^ 2^  ^
= c - s , 
q-) 1 qi 1 qi 
,4^ = s^vt* . 
2^  ^^ 1 
'f, • - • 
182 
< • - - SS'J' • 
n; = «zi; + • 
i' • + "'31'^ '^  + "31"^ "^  • 
i' • »13'x"^  + "23'y"^  + "33?!/^  + "33%^ '^  ' 
" "u'î"^  + ®22'y"^  + =32=2^  ^+ "32%^ '^' ' 
V?* - C V?y - s.v?^  , 
"2 1 ''1  ^"1 
i: ' 'it ' 
V?^  = - , 
qz 1 Qi 
t - - =isi^ - ''I'^i't ' 
t • =isi: - =2^ • 
i; • ^2^1 * • 
V?^  = + b_.& P/C P/C P/C ,3/P 
q^  "ll'x ' 21 y 31 2 21 
183 
+ -32':'" + ^2/'' 
= C V?y - s v?= , 
q-) 1 q-, 1 Si 
i; - vT, • 
V 3z 
- - • 
t ' - - ^<=2^' • 
% ' Vzil - =2^; • 
i: • h'ï * ' 
ô^g  ^^  (^ *12^ 23 "13^ 22^  ' 
v/ - 2. '' (mi3b2i - ^ 11^ 23^  ' 
'ig " ' '"ll''22 " ' 
1^' • + =2l'y'^  * "31^ "^  + ''21^ '"' 
184 
= m, + dU_& P/C ^  P/C P/C ,4/P 
q^  13 X 23 y "33 z 23 
vt* = CLv!? - S/vtz 
2^  ^ 1 qi 
i : = •  
i: = - :it ' 
% - - hvt - • 
. c c.v?" - s.v!? . 
qj 1 2 q^  2 q^  
= SLV^ z + SiC.vt* , 
'2'q^  12'q^  
- A  ^(*12^ 23 *13^ 22^  ' 
V.^ ' - (^ 3^^ 21 °11^ 23^  ' 
- S-  ^ ^^ 11^ 2^2 " *12^ 21^  ' 
i: ' -ii-y'+ + - a i -y'+-31^ ''' 
185 
V q^  13 X 23"y 33 z 33 
+ '"324^  ^+ 
= c v^y - , 
q-, 1 q 1 q-, 
i:='it ' 
i : = -  •  
= - s C V^ y - C , 
q„ 1 2 q 1 2 q 
vfy = C C.V^ * - S v!? , 
qg 1 2 q^  2 q^  
i: - vt * 'I'zil ' 
i; = .zi4'' + -zii'" + -sf:'' + 
t = -134'' + -ZS-r + »33^'' ^ 
t - "I2'k"^ + »224"^ + "32'^^ * • 
- C,V^ y - S,(!= , 
"2 1 "l 1 "l 
186 
i:='it ' 
i; = G,c,v^ ;_s,v|y, 
q^g ~ ^  ^  (*12^ 23 ™13^ 22^  ' 
V^ g - & ^ (™13^ 21 " °11^ 23^  ' 
q^g it ^ "^^ 11^ 22 ~ "^ 12^ 21^  ' 
33"z 
vl^  = m, _r''^ '^  + m_,,r^ '^  + Tn_~r ' + P/C P/C P/C ,7/P 
q, " "*12 X "^ 22 y 32 iz 22 
vl* = C v!^  - s,v!^  , 
qo 1 qi 1 
% - vX • 
187 
i: • - v'i ' 
"Z • - hvZ - • 
- "li' + • 
V^  & ^  ("1^ 2^ 23 "13^ 22) ' 
V.^  S.  ^ , 
V. & ("*11^ 22 ®12*^ 2l' * 
(0?^  = i , 
-qi 
•Dl 
*42 = Ci i + Si k . 
B1 
- S^  i - S^ Cg j + C^ Cg k , 
= ca?^  = 03?^  = to?^  = = 0)?^  = 0)?^  = oj?^  = cj?^  = co?^  
-94 -"^5 '"^6 '"^7 ""^ 8 "^ 9^ -SlO -Sll -4l2 -^ 13 
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DO 
= s, i - S^ Cg i + C^ Cg k , 
B2 B2 B2 B2 B2 B2 B2 B2 B2 „ to. = CO. = W. =10. = w. = w. = to. = to. = w. = 0 
-"Is '"^7 "^8 "^ 9 -^ 11 -Sl2- -4l3 
B2 
-q^ Q 3^1 i + ^ 32 1 ^  ^33 - ' 
s" - i . 
to?^  = C, i + S, k 
~^ 2 
•DO 
= Sg i  - S^Cg j  +  CiCg k  ,  
B3 B3 B3 B3 B3 B3 B3 B3 ,B3 to. = to. = to. = to. = (0. = to. = to. = CO. = to. 
-9c -q^  -qy qg -q^ o -«in -^ 12 -^ 13 
B3 to. = T i + ni,^  j + , k , 
—Qg J.JL — Xi. — J—' — 
to?^  = i , 
-qi -
to?^ =  Ct i  + S, k  
-^2 ^ ^  -
- ^ 2 - l^'"2 i *"1^ 2 - ' 
to B4 = w?'^ =w!'^ =w?'^  = w^ =w?4  ^
-9^  -96 -9? -98 -^ 10 "^ 1^1 -9i2 -913 
B4 
= ®1I i + ®12 i + "^ 3 ' 
189 
wP = i , 
-qi -
B5 
w. = j + s, k , 
-^ 2 1 1 -
i?" • ^2 i - SjCj i + k , 
B5 B5 B5 B5 ,B5 ,B5 U). = W. = W. =0). =0). = w. 
-"Ig "^ 9 
-^ 4 "% '^ 7 
=w?5 =w!5 
-^ 12 -^ 13 
B5 
= ^ 31 i + "32 1 + "33 . 
B5 
• "21 i + "22 i + "23 b ' 
oj?^  = C, j + S, k , 
-^2 ^ ~ ^ ~ 
ïïf = ®2 i - ^<^2 1 + ClS Ï 
B6 _ , B6 _ , B6 _ , B6 _ , B6 _ , B6 (i)* — uO* — W* — Uj* ~wO* " Cu» 
-^ 4 -^ 5^ -^ 6 "^ 7 "'Ig "^ 10 
B6 B6 CO • = to. 
•'Ill -^ 113 
'\ = "'ll i ^  =^ 12 i + ^13 b ' 
\2 " ^21 i + ^22 i + ^ 23 ^  ' 
B7 
190 
-q^  2^ i ~ ^ 1^ 2 i •*" ^1^2 - ' 
B7 B7 B7 B7 B7 B7 B7 B7 03. = W. = 0). = 00. = 03. = 03. = 03. = 03. = 0 , 
-'^ 4 "^5 '"^7 -^ 8 -"^ 10 "^ l^l -"112 
4g ^  ^ 11 i + =12 i + "13 ' 
"^ 21 i •*" *^ 22 i •*• 2^3 - ' 
1^.1 = j, + 
^1.2 = -j, + + 
,^3 ' i K^-
Bux . _ B^uxi 
4.4 = ° • 
A. _ = - Z M V .uy 1,5 
u=l  ^^ 1 
1,6 ix ' 
191 
1^,7 ~ ^ 33^ ^^  ' 
At „ = Mo(- + V-^ V'^ ) + M,(-
1,8 3 q^  qg q]_ qg 6 q^  Qg qg 
+ + 4'") + + "13(4'" + 4'") ' 
A Q = M, (- vt^ v^ y + V^ V^-^ ) + M-(- vZ^ vY^  + vZ^ vZ^ ) 
1,9 4 q^  qg q^  7 q^  q^  q^  qg 
+ ^ l(4'" + 4'") + "I2(i'" + + 4'") ' 
\,10 = ^ 3^1(4'" + 4'") + :^ 32(f " + f ") + ::33(4'" + 4'") ' 
. _ .B5x B5x B5x 
1,11 "21 X 22 y 23 z 
4,i2=vr+wr+^23e 
\,i3=^2ie+'^22f'+wr. 
B, = Z + w?".f " + M + 3""=) 
1 -q^ -  -q^ -  u q^ z  q^  x  q^^ y  
- + a""")] 
qi X q y q 
BuCtBux ^  ^Buc^ BUX ^  ^Buc^ Bux _ B^ux } 
XX y y z z  c  
192 
4,2 = - vii'+ 
+ + =l«l'=r^ + =l'r'> • 
2.3 - j, «1^ 2% - CiC,vY^ ) + VV^ (C,C,V^  - S^ vVp 
+ %^vii * »iG2i;)] 
+ s « 2 ^ r  -  \ - 2 ' r +  
+ S^ (S,t»- - + C,c,tf^ )} , 
'2.^ ' jl ' 
'2.5=j, v-; • 
7 U 2  
'2.^ • jl -2 ' 
2^,7 •*" 3^2^  ^ ^^ 33^ 2^  ' 
193 
2,8 3 q^  qg q^  qg q^  qg 6^  q, q^  q^  q^  q, q/ 2 ^ 8 2^ ^ 8 2^ ^ 8 
+ GlSlC:' + 4'") + »12(tf'' + ^5^=') + „ ,3(tf' + tf,] 
+ S^ [.,l(tf ^ + tf^ ) + . .^ 3(tf^  + tf-,], 
+<>:) + "7(^%+i;i; + % A<«J  ^ M/ \ V * V* » V # V* * V» V* 2,9 4 q^  qg q^  'Ig 'Ig 
+ + tf=') + + tf", + + tf^ ,] 
+ Si[»u<tf ^ + tf ^) + + tf^ )]. 
4.10 • + 4'") + + f') + + 4'')] 
+ S,C„3,(tf- + tf^ ) + + tf + n33(tf^  + 
4.11 - <=1<»2I4"' + 424'" + -23^ f=') 
+ =l(°2l'f' + "22'^' + "23'f'' • 
4.12 = - + b,3tf^ ) 
+ «lAzi^'' + "22'^ + "23'^'> • 
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Z - M [vy"(d="vYy - + a"':) 
_, -a^  - -. - U q, y q., z q., x 
=1 
+ vyy(a^ "\Y'' - + a"") + - c®"V + a"') 
q2 z q^ X q l  y "  -r ^  q2 ^ ^1 y z 
~ + «Buc^ Buy ^  ^Buc^ Buy _ Buy 
i x x  y  y  z z c  
Buc^ Buz B^uc^ Buz Buc Buz _ B^uz^  ^
1 X X y y zz c ' 
- v«V) + S,t«- - + C,C,t»-] . 
u=l - 1^ ^ 3 1^ ^ 3 
7 
z 
U=1 
Ï ,  (VOvZ-vD+vYW-v; ; , ]  
Si'=2«:i'=r''++'=i<=2<'=i'r''+• 
7 
Z 
u=l 
z {M [vY^ C-S^ C.v'f^  - C,C„vY^ ) + vV^ (C C„vV^  - S„vV^ ) 
u q.  1 2 q -L 2 q q 1 2 q 2 q 
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I M , 
u=l " ^3 
I M , 
u=l  ^^ 3 
"5<"3ii3 + "azi' + • 
3 93 Ag qg 98 93 qg 6 q^  qg q^  qg q^  qg 
- + t®^') 
+ »13(tf'' + tf=')] + CjCjUj^ Ctf ^ 
+ -12C:'"' + '> + ' + ':'")] . 
M, (v!V' + + v!V5 + M,(V?'V?'' + V?-\!!' + V^ V?^ ) 
'  ^3  q ,  9 ;  9 ;  I 3  I 9  ^  , 3  q ,  9 )  9 ;  ^ 3  %  
* S^ l^(tf- 4. tf") + - + ««"5 + H. tf")] 
-  ^ 1 = 2 ^ 1 ( 4 " ' + + 4 ' ' )  
196 
- 4. t«55 + + tf'<) + „33(tf'' + .f-,] 3,10 •'2'-"31^ X 
- + 'f''> + °32<'f'' + 'f") 
+ »33(tf' + tfJ-)] + CjC2[m3,(tf ^ + f') 
+ »32<^f ' + -> '> + "33<^f' + . 
3^.11 = =2<°2l'r + -22^  ^+ "23'f"> 
- =lC2("2l4'' + "22^ " + -23'^ ) 
+ V2<"2l'"' + -22="' + °23'f'' • 
4,12 - S2<"21=f'' + "22^'' + ^23'^') 
- \<=2('=2l'f'' + "22'^^=' + ''23'^f'> 
+ <^ 1=2 «-21'^ ' + "22'®'' + hs'f ' . 
4.13 - »2(l2l4'" + '»22'f " + "234"') 
- ®l'=2<'i2l'="'' + "22':^ '' + '^ 23^ ) 
197 
B, = Z {vV/°.F^" + " - M [vV*(a^"W - + a"":) 
u=l -^3 -  -^3 -  u q3 y q^ z c^ x 
+ vr(o!"Sr - + aY'')] 
q3 z q^ X q^ 3^  ^ 1^ y 1^ z 
2 xx y y z z c 
+ + a^ uc^ Buy + ^Buc^ Buy _ B^uy^  
1 2 ^  X X  y  y  z  z  c  
- c,c,(a°"'=t®"' + , 
1 2 ^  X X  y  y  z  z  c  
\,i " ° • 
,ux 
.^2 • j, Vq, • 
.ux 
'4,3 = ji V4, . 
\,4 - \ "u ' 
' U=1 
\,5 ° '  
h,6 ~ ° ' 
\,7 5^^ 31 ' 
198 
\.8- "Al * vf 8 
\.9 - vti * "yi; 
\,10 - ° 
\,11 ° ' 
\,12 ° ' 
\,13 ° ' 
B, = z + w!" - M 
"^ 1  ^ u=l ""*^ 4 -^ 4 - u 
s.l=- J, MI • 
5^.2 • j, . 
199 
5^,7 5^^ 32 ' 
S.8 • "3^3 " ' 
S.9- + «4^^ ' 
S,10 ° ' 
^5,11 ° ' 
•^ 5,12 ° • 
S, 13 ° ' 
B, = z 
 ^ u=l -95 -
- M 4. a''':)] . 
-^ 5 - u z q^  X q^  y ' 
^.2 - j, V-; • 
'3 ' 
6^,4 - ° ' 
H,5 ° ' 
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H,1 5^^ 33 ' 
*6.8 - +"eig • 
- "4<; + ' 
" s . i o  ~  "  '  
"6,11 " ° • 
'^6,12 " " • 
4,13 - ° • 
B, » Î [VY'°-F®" + M?"-!®" - M - a®"'=vV* + a'"=)] , 
 ^ U=1 ""6 ' -qg -  u X y  X 
7^,1 ~ ^ 5^ 3^3^ q^  ~ ^ 32^ qp ' 
^,2 = ^5("3li2 " "32^^ + ^^33^^) ' 
7^,3 3^2^ q^  3^3^ ' 
7^,4 5^^ 31 ' 
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h,5 5^^ 32 ' 
7^,6 5^^ 33 ' 
7^,7 5^^ 3^1^ 31 ^^ 32^ 32 '*' ^ 33^ 33^  ' 
7^,8 ° ' 
7^,9 ° ' 
7^,10 ° ' 
7^,11 ° ' 
7^,12 ° ' 
S, 13 ~ ^  ' 
B, = Z (vV^ °.F^ " 4- 03?"-T®") + N_[n_. 1 "-. -^ 7 - -q? - 3 JX y q. qi X 
'32 q^  % q 33^ X q^ y q^ z 
«^.1 ' - % 
+ =11(4'" + 'f'> + + •="") + »13<'f' + 'f'> • 
202 
.^2 - +ilii++%%+i;i;' 
+ + 4'') + -nC:''' + 4'^ ) + -13(4'' + <"')] . 
A, , = M,(V?'S7?" + V?V>' + V^ V?') + M^ CvS^" + + v!'v!') 
8,3 3 qj qg ïg 1;  ^ I3 9g 3^ qg 9) Ig 
+ + 4'") + "uCf" + 
-  + 4 ' " ) + " + < ' " ) + » i 3 < ' f ' +  
+ ClCzCmilC"" + 4'') + -12(f' + f + =13(4'" + 4'"):. 
4.7 " ° • 
203 
• ".<« • « • % • • « • % 
+ "il i^ '"ii<*f'' + 4^ '') + "uc"" ++ t!h] 13^ z 
+ «13 [-11(4'" + 4'") + "nC"' + + »i3<'f ' + f')]. 
8^,9 ^ ' 
8^,10 ° ' 
\,11 ° ' 
+ «13^ 214'' + "22':°'' + hs'f ' • 
8^,13 ° ' 
204 
z ") - + ^ 3c 
_  - n  —  - n  .  —  1  * -  n .  ^  v  n  7 .  n  v '  
u=l *^ 8 3 qg y z q^  X 
+ V. + a^ )^] q g  z  q ^  X q^  y qg % q^ y  q ^  z  
6 qg y q^  Z  q ^  X  
qg z  q ^  X  q^  y qg X  q^  ^  ^ 1  ^  
- + «BSc^BSx B6c^B6x + ^B6c^B6x 
1 1  ^ x x  y  y  z z  x x  y  y  
B6c B6x _ ^B3x _ ^B6X) _ .^BSc^BSy ^B3c^B3y 
zz c c 12 XX y y 
+ + a 6^c^ B6y g B^6c^ B6y B^6c^ B6y _ B^3y _ B^6y 
zz XX y y zz c c 
, B3c B3z ^  B3c B3z ^  B3c B3z , B6c B6z 
"=x +°y S *\ "z *\ "=x 
, B6c.B6z , B6c B6z B3z B6z. 
+  a  t  + a  t  - t  - t  ) ,  
y y z z c c 
= M. + N (-vZ^vZ^ + vZ^vI^) 
L  ^  q ^  q g  q g  ?  q - .  q -  q .  q ^  i g ^ g 
= M, (vt V + vt^ vty + vt + tLCvZV'' + + v^ v^ ) 
^  q g  q g  q - )  q o  q ^  q o  7  q ,  q ^  q ,  q ^  q ,  q ^ .  12 Mg 92 99 12 Mg i2 ^ g 12 ^ g 
205 
^ + 4'') + '13C::"' + f')] . 
- +«)+''7(i;i;+i;i;+% 
+ =2Kl(4'" + 4'") + + <'") + -13(4'" + 4'")] 
* Vl "llf'f' + 4'') + -12 -13(4"' + 
' +v|; ' 
= M.V?^  + M,v!^  , 
4 qg 7 qg 
= . 
= 0 , 
= 0 , 
= M 
^  t i : + + « r c i ? : + i M : + i : i : ]  
•^ 9 9g 1g Qg 9^ I9 
+ »iiKi<C + 4'") + -la'^r + 4'") + »13<C + 4'')] 
+ m„[„„(tf>' + tf') + + tfy, + + t^ 'y,] 
IZ"- 11^  X 12" y 
206 
9^,10 ° 
9,11 
= 0 
Ag^l2 - 0 , 
. ,, B^7x  ^, B^7x B7x. 
9,13 ~ ™ll^ '^ 21^ x 22 y 23 z  ^
+ :"l3(Vr + ''22f + <^23^^) ' 
9 -q» - -qg - 4"- qg y q^   ^ 1^  ^
4x/^ Blc,,4y _ Blc,,4z ^  _4c. 
 ^ u=l 9^ 
+ - oBlc^ 4y 4^c^  ^  ^4z^ B^lc^ 4z _ B^lc^ 4x 
qg z q]^  X q qg X q^  y q^  z 
- M^ CvZ'' 7 qg y q^  z q^  x 
+ + a^ '') + 4- a^ 5] 
qg z q^ X q^ y qg X q^ y q^ 
- + (,B4c^ B4x _ B^4x + ^B7c^ B7x 
11^  XX y y z z c x x 
207 
1 2  X X  y  y  z  z  c  
+ a:7c,B7y ^  ^B7c^ B7y ^  ^B7c^ B7y _ B^7y 
X X  y  y  z  z  c  
- 4- + ^B4c^ B4z _ B^4z 
1 3  X X  y  y  z  z  c  
X X  y  y  2  z  c  
4o.i • "31(4'" + 4'") + + f") + -33<4'" + 'f"' • 
^0.2 • + e') + "32(4'' + 4'') + "33<'f' + 4'')] 
+ S,[n3,(tf ^ + t f h  + + tf^ )] 
40.3 = =2^31(4'' + 4") + "32(4 + 4 ' + "33(4" + 4"): 
- ^1^2C"3i(4''' + 4'") + "32(4'' + 4''' 
+ "33(4'' + 4^')] + <=lS "3i(4" + 4^'> 
+ "32(4" + 4'') + "33(4" + 4''>1 • 
0^,4 - ° ' 
208 
4o,6 - ® ' 
4ïO,7= 0' 
^10,8 ° ' 
^10,9 ° ' 
40.10 = + 4'") + :^ 32(f " + f + *33(t:'* 
+ "32[=3l(t:'" + + *32(t;^ " + + *33(t:^  
*10,11 - *3l(*2lt^ *^ + *22^ ? *23^ 2 ) 
+ nggCngit*^ ? + *22^ ^^  ^ *23^ 2 
'33(*2lt%^  ^+ *22"^ ^^  -'23^ z ' 
*10,12 ° ' 
*10,13 ° ' 
209 
EL. = Z (Vy/°.F*" + w?" .f") - n,/a®2^ B2x + ^ B2c B2x 
u=l -9lO - -^ 10 - 31 X X y y 
+ a®2c^ B2x _ B^2x ^  ^ B^Sc^ BSx ^  g B^5c^ B5y + ^ .BSc^ BSx _ B^5x^  
zz c XX y y zz c 
- + 0*2Ct»2y + aBZCtBZ? - t*?? 
32^ XX y  y  z z c 
+ of5CcB5y + aB5C;B5y + aB5c,.B5y _ B^Sy) 
XX y  y  z z c 
- n„(c»^ '=t»22 + ^B2c B2z ^  B2c B2z _ ,B2z 
33 X X y y z z c 
+ a®5c^ B5z ^  ^BSc^ BSz ^  ^B5c^ B5z _ B^5z 
XX y y z z c 
B5x B5x , B5x 
1^,1 *2ltx 2^2^  *23^ 2 
4l,2 = Cl(*2lt:''+*22tr + *23tr) 
+ + *22t^ =^ + *23%:'=) ' 
All,3 = S2(*2ltx^ + *22ty'* + *23:,'") 
= SlC2(=2i<'' + "22tr + »23f') 
+ CiC2(n2it%5: + + ,^ ,^35:) , 
All,4 = 0 ' 
210 
hi,5 ° ' 
1^1,6 = ° > 
4l,7 = 0 
1^1,8 ° ' 
1^1,9 ° ' 
. B^5x , .B5x .B5%\ 
11,10 *31^ *21 X *22 y *23 z  ^
, / .B5z , B5z .B5z. 
"33(^ 21 X 22 y 23 z  ^' 
. B^5x B5x .B5x. 
11,11 *21^ *21 X 22V 23 z  ^
+ -22<"2l'f' + -22^ ' + '23::'') 
+ •>23(°2l'f  + -22^ ' + "23^ "') ' 
^11,12 ° ' 
*11,13 ° ' 
211 
B„ . I (vV'^ -F®" + u?" -T®") 
" u-l -Sll - -«11 -
+ - tB5X) 
z  z  c  
- nu,(of5Ct*5y + ofSCtBSy + 
2 2  X X  y y  z z  
- i.,,(c>®5S«5z ^  „B5c^ B5z ^  „B5C^ B5Z 
2 3  X X  y  y  z  z  
Al2,l = b2ltr + b22:r + wr . 
4 2 , 2 = w r + t 2 2 t r + w r )  
+ SlCtzit**: + bzzCy*: + t23t:*=) ' 
Al2.3 = S2(b2lCx** + b22Cy** + 
_SiC,(b2it:sy + b„t»sy + b„t:sy) 
+ ClC2(t2lt!^ = + t22t^ *= + , 
*12,4 - 0 ' 
*12,5 ° ' 
*12,6 ° ' 
212 
*12,7 ° ' 
Al2,8 = *ll(t2lt!^ * + ^22%^ =^ + ^23%'**) 
+ *12(^ 21^ !^  ^+ b22ty*^  + 
+ *13(b2lt!^ ' + t22Cy*' + ^23%:*') ' 
*12,9 ° ' 
*12,10 ° ' 
*12,11 ~ ° ' 
*12,12 = b2l(t2ltx** + b22ty** + 
'•23">21^ f ' + "22*"' + >23':'') ' 
*12,13 ° ' 
12 
= Z (vY/o.pB" + w?" .TB") 
u=l ~^ 12 - q  12 
- biT(aBGCtB*= + oBGCtB** + af^ CcBex 
2 1 ^  X X  y  y  z z 
213 
- b,^ (aB6CcB6y + Bec^ BSy + B6c B6y _ B6y 
22 X X  y  y  z 2  c 
- + ofGCtB*: + ofGCtBG: _ tf*:) , 
2 3  X X  y  y  z z  c ' '  
ll3,l = + <22%*'" + 423%*'* 
*13,2 = Cl(d2ltx^ ^^  + 422%*?? + 
+ Sl(42ltx'' + , 
Al3.3 = S2(42ltx'* + 422%*'* + 423%:'*) 
- SiCzCdzit»?? + + d,,:^ "?) 
+ ClC2(42lC^ "= + dzzt»?: + d,,!:^ ":) , 
1^3,4 ° ' 
*13,5 ° ' 
*13,5 ° ' 
*13,7 ° ' 
*13,8 ° ' 
214 
*13,9 = *11(421:^^* + 4 22ty^ * + 4 ^23^ =) 
+ *12(d2ltx^  ^+ + dggcBTy) 
+ *13(d2ltx'= + 4,2:"'= + dzstz'") 
^13,10 ' 
^13,11 ° 
^13,12 ° ' 
Al3,13 = d2l(d2ltx'= + d22Cy'* + 
+ ^ 22«'2X4"' + ^ 22^ '' + "23':'') 
+ "23<'^21>=f ' + + ^23'^'' 
B,,. Z (vY/G-pSu + w!* .T»") 
u-1 ''13 -q 13 
- d„(a^ ''=t®"' + + o*7=cB7% 
21 XX y y z z 
dL,(aB7CtB7y + aB7CtB7y + 
22^ X X y y z z 
+ a*7CcB7z + 
23 XX y y z z 
215 
°ll™ll^ xx ™21™21^ yy ™31™31^ zz  ^™ll™21^ xy 
+ 2 m21™31^ yz  ^™31™ll^ zx ' 
B^2 ^  -B2 , tB2 , o _B2 
*11*11 x% *21*21 yy 31*31 zz *11*21 xy 
K9 R2 
+ 2 + 2 , 
l^l^ ll^ xx 2^1^ 21^ yy 3^1^ 31^ zz  ^^ 11^ 21^ xy 
•D O 
+ 2 + 2 , 
l^l^ ll^ xx '^ 2l'^ 21^ yy 3^1^ 31^ zz  ^'^ ll'^ 21^ xy 
 ^^ 2l'^ 31^ yz •*"  ^^ 31*^ 11^ zx ' 
®ll^ ll^ xx ®21®21^ yy ®31®31^ zz " ^ ll®21^ xy 
•••  ^®21®31^ yz  ^®31®ll^ zx ' 
l^l^ ll^ xx 2^1^ 2lVy 3^iSI^ Z2  ^^ 11^ 21^ xy 
+ 2 f2l^ 31^ yz  ^-31^ 11^ zx ' 
216 
B7x _  ^ tB7 . „ „ tB7 , „ „ t27 ^  - ,B7 
®ll^ ll^ xx 2^1®21 yy ®31^ 31 zz ®11®21 xy 
 ^o „ tS7 , o „ .57 
2^1^ 31 yz ®31®11 zx ' 
B^ly _ B^1 _B1 , T^ l ^  o T^ l 
y^ ™12™12^ xx *22*22 yy ™32™32 zz Ï^2™22^ xy 
+ 2 m22m22lyz  ^™32™12^ zx ' 
B2y _ tB2 ^  „ tB2 . „ B^2 . . ^  ^ _B2 
"^ y ^^ 12 12^ xx 22^ 22^ yy 32"32^ zz "l2'^ 22^ xy 
B2 B2 
+ 2 ^ 22^ 32\Z "*"  ^^ 32^ 12^ zx ' 
\ ^ 1^2^ l2^ xx 2^2^ 22^ yy 3^2^ 32^ zz  ^^ 12^ 22^ xy 
+ 2 b22f32^ yz '*'  ^^ 32^ 12^ zx ' 
- '^ 12^ 12^ xx 2^2'^ 22^ yy "*" '^ 32^ 32^ zz "'"  ^'^ 12'^ 22^ xy 
+ 2 d22(i32ly2  ^^ 32'^ 12^ zx ' 
-y^  ^" ®12®12^ xx '*' ®22®22Vy ®32®32^ zz  ^®12®22\y 
 ^®22®32^ yz  ^®32®12^ zx ' 
217 
1^2^ 12^ xx 2^2^ 22Vy 3^2^ 32^ 22  ^^ 12^ 22^ xy 
 ^^ 22^ 32^ 2  ^^ 32^ 12^ zx ' 
212212^ x1 2^2®22^ yJ Ssi^ SZ^ zz ^  ^  ®12®22^ xy 
 ^o tB7 .  ^„ ,67 
%2®32 yz ®32®12^ zx 
B^1 ^  _B1 , B^l , _ ,B1 
IS^ lS^ xx ™23™23^ yy ™33™33^ Z2 ®13™23 xy 
J. O J. -7 yBl 
+ 2 m23™33lyz 33™13^zx ' 
B2 B2 B2 B2 
1^3^ 13^ xx *23*23lyy "33*33^ 22 '*' ^  '^ 13'^ 23^ xy 
B2 B2 
+ 2 n23"33^ y2  ^"33^ 13^ 2x ' 
1^3^ 13^ x1 ^  ^23^ 23^ 7? 3^3^ 33^ 22 ~ ^ 13^ 23^ xy 
+ 2 2 bggbislzx ' 
*^ 13*^ 13^  ^ 423*23^ 7? 3^3^ 33^ 22  ^'^ 13'^ 23^ xy 
+ 2 dg^ dgglyg + 2 , 
218 
®13®13^ xx ®23®23^ yy ®33®33^ zz "*"  ^®13®23^ xy 
+ 2 ^ 23^ 33^ yz  ^®33®13^ zx ' 
i^3^ i3~xx 2^3^ 23^ yy 3^3^ 33^ zz  ^^ 13^ 23^ xy 
+ 2 f23^ 3^ Iyz ••"  ^^ 33^ 13^ zx ' 
B^7 ^  _B7 , tB7 , „ ,B7 
1^3^ 13 XX 823823 yy 3^3^ 33 zz 1^3^ 23 xy 
+ 2 + 2 ggggiglgx ' 
B^ly _ T-BI yBl , ,B1 
x^ '"ll™12^ xx "21°22^ yy ™31 32^ zz 
+ (^ 21^ 22 ™21™12^ x^y ™^21™32 """ ™31™22^ y^z 
Bl 
+ (^ 22^ 12 ™ll™32)^ zx ' 
B^2y ,B2 ^  B^2 , „ „ _B2 
X "ll"l2^ xx 2^l"22^ yy 31 32^ zz 
B2 B2 
+ (^ ^^ 2^2 •"" ™^ l*12)^ xy (*21*32 *31*22^ z^ 
B2 
+ (^ 2^ 11^ 2 + *11*32^ z^x ' 
" ^ll^ lZ^ xx 2^1^ 22^  3^l''32^ zz 
219 
"DO T5 «3 
""" ^^ 11^ 22 2^1^ 12^ x^y ^^ 21^ 32 3^1^ 22^ y^z 
B3 
(^ 31^ 12 1^1^ 32^ z^x ' 
4^  ^= '^ ll^ U^  ^+ '^ 21'^ 22^ 5J + SI^ 32^ !z  
+ (diidgg + '^ ai'^ U^ x^y """ (^ "21^ 32 *^ 31^ 22^  \z 
B4 
*^^ 31*^ 12 1^1^ 32)^ zx ' 
= =11*121%^  ^+ =21*22l^ !^ + =31=32:zz 
+ ^ ^11^22 ^ ®21®12^ S^ ^  ^®21®32 ®31®22^  V 
'•®31®12 1^1^ 32^ z^x ' 
c**' = fiifi2:%!: + f2if22:^  ^+ fsifsifzz 
+ (.^^1^22 2^1^ 12^ x^y "*" ^^ 21^ 32 3^1^ 22^  ^yz 
+ ((31^ 12 1^1^ 32^ z^x ' 
B 7 y  tS7 _u „ „ tS7 , „ „ ,B7 
^x ®11®12 XX ®21®22 yy ^31®32^zz 
+ (811=22 "zi^ iz^ x^y ( = 21832 ^ 3 1 ^ 2 2 ^ \ r z  
220 
B7 
+ (§31^ 12 "ll^ 32^ x^x ' 
Biz B^1 _B1 B1 
=% = *ll*13lxx + *21*23lyy + *31*33122 
+ + ™21®13^ x^y *^21*33 "*" ™31™23^ \z 
,  /  ,  n t BI 
(*yi™13 ""'ll"33^  zx ' 
.B2z B^2 ^  tB2 , „ ,B2 
x^ *11*13 XX *21*23^ yy 31*33^ zz 
B2 B2 
+ (0^ 0^22 + ^ 21*13^  ^xy (*21*33 *31*23^  ^yz 
,  /  ,  n t B2 
(*31*13 *11*33) zx ' 
•DO D 2 
"•• (^ 11^ 23 •'• ^ 21^ 13)Ixy ^^ 21^ 33 3^1^ 23)^ yz 
B3 
+ (bgibis + ^11^ 33) ^zx ' 
" ^ 11^ 13!^ ! ^  d^ l^ ZS^ yy 3^l'^ 33^ zz 
+ (^ 11^ 23 + '^ 2l'^ 13)^ xy ^^ 21^ 3 '^ 31^ 23)^ 2 
B4 
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^^ 11®23 •"" 2^1^ 13^ x^y "*" ®^21®23 "*" ®31®23^ y^z 
+ (63^ 6^ 2 + ®ll®33^ z^x ' 
tx*= = fllfl3l%!: + f2lf23:yy + 
"'" (^ 11^ 23 2^1^ 13^  ^xy "*" ^^ 21^ 33 3^1^ 23^ ^^  
+ (^21^13 "*• 1^1^ 33^ z^x 
hlz _ ^B7 „ TB7 . „ „ T-B? 
X ®11®13 XX ^21^23 yy ®31®33 zz 
+ (Siig23 •*• 821813) ^xy (G2I&33 831^ 23) ^yz 
(B31813 + 811833) ^zx ' 
Blz 3^1 ,B1 , _ _ t-BI 
V = ® i 2^ 13^ x x  + "^ 22"'23V *32*33lzz 
+ (m^ 2™23 •*• "22^ 13) ^xy ™^22™23 3^2^ 23^  ^ z 
+ (^ 22*13 ™12™33)^ zx ' 
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B2z ^B2 ^  ^B2 ^  ^B2 
V 1^2*13 XX *22*23 yy *32*33 zz 
B2 B2 
(*12*23 *22*13^  ^xy *^22*33 *32*23^  ^yz 
B2 
•*" (*32*13 *12*33^  ^zx ' 
+ (b^ 2^ 23 "*• 2^2^ 13) ^xy ^^ 22^ 33 3^2*^ 23^ y^z 
B3 
(^ 32^ 13 •*" ^ 12^ 33^ z^x ' 
ty^  ^= + 432433!^ % 
+ + d22<ii3)^ xy ^^ 22^ 33 3^2^ 2^3^ ;^ yz 
B4 
"*• (^ 2*^ 13 dl2^ 33)Izx ' 
y^^  ^- ®12®13^ x ^  ®22®23\y 3^2®33^ zz 
+ (e^2®23 ®22®13^^xy (®22®33 ^32^23^ ^yz 
B5 
(^ 32^ 13 "*" ®12®33^ z^x ' 
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= fl2fl3:5!: + f22f23l3^: + 232^331,: 
+ (^12^23 ^22-13^^X7 """ ^^22^33 "*" ^32^23^^72 
+ (232^13 ^12^33)^2X ' 
B7z _ TB7 , „ ,B7 ^ _ ,B7 
V 812G13 XX 822823 yy 832833 zz 
+ (812823 822813)^x7 "*" (822833 + 832^23)^72 
B7 
+ (832813 + 812833)12% 
<%: - . u. 1.....7 . 
C C •  
, u = 1,...,7 , 
, u = 1,...,7 , 
(I®"-co^")-k , u = 1,...,7 , 
y qi z q 
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ufvi* - wSyiy , 
z q]_ X 
x q i  
wSvl* 
y q^ 
y 11 
- wS»?: 
z q. 
- wS»2y 
z q^ X q^ 
- w^V?* , 
X qjL y q  ^
Vq^ + - it • 
qoV!? + ufv!* - ofv!? 9 q 2 q X q 
^1
- < t - • 
V 3 1 -  " z i '  .  
' tCuOTb + =0 = =0 
• • 313 3za 
• • • • • • 3%g 
^ - Zs^S^b^b + tgZbJb _ = v 
•  •  •  •  •  •  ^ l H 
• - ,-tâ° 
' ' 2f»s" + 
' - Xiîs" + - 4" 
z ^b A g X 
ù'is" - Ki'Ss" + ? = Of' 
^B A ^B X ^B G Z 
x^ »:" - Z9«s" + Z9'> • • 39* 
^b X ^b 2 ®b g. X 
iiis" - x4»s" + Agi^  - =9® 
^B 2 ^B X ®B G X 
29»s" - Xç^ s" + x,^  -
• x i^" - - =s° 
' x^> - IM" + - 4' 
ÇZZ 
,B2c Blc ^ • • 
S ' S + 410^ 32 
"f" • ° + 5io"33 
a' 
B3c 
X X a * qg«ii 
° + 48-12 
<,B3c . ^Blc . . . 
qgmis 
a 
BAc Blc , . . 
X + qg*!! 
B4c Blc , • • 
V = % + V12 
B4c Blc , • • 
"z " % " 19»13 
° ° °f " + ''ll"21 
B5c B2c , . 
»y • Oy + 
B5c B2c , • 
"z • "z + Sll"23 
B6c B3C . • / 
"x - "x + 1l2t21 
+ '12^ 22 
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f • "f" + '13^ 21 • 
B7c B4c , ' \ , 
*y = *y + ^IZ^ZZ ' 
gf7c = aB4c + . 
Those variables that are presented above and not explicitly defined 
have been defined previously in Chapter 4. The dots appearing above 
the variables indicate time derivative. 
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12. APPENDIX B: COMPUTER PROGRAMS OF MODEL A 
Appendix B contains the computer programs and input data in the 
following order: 
1) Main program (Model A), 
2) Subroutine FCNQ (Model A), 
3) Subroutine FCNJ (Models A and B), 
4) Subroutine EQDFLC (Models A and B), 
5) Subroutine ZEROIN (Models A and B), 
6) Subroutine DEFLEC (Models A and B), 
7) Subroutine SIMP (Models A and B), 
8) Function ZEE (Models A and B), 
9) Function FZW (Models A and B), 
10) Function FXZ (Models A and B), 
11) Function FZZ (Models A and B), 
12) Function FCSNL (Models A and B), 
13) Function FXT (Models A and B), 
14) Subroutine STORV (Models A and B), 
15) Subroutine STORE (Models A and B), 
16) Subroutine VPLOT (Models A and B), 
17) Subroutine FPLOT (Models A and B), and 
18) Input data (Model A) . 
The model name appearing in parentheses indicates that the computer 
programs are suitable for use by that particular model. For instance, 
subroutine DEFLEC can be used by both Models A and B without any 
modifications. Therefore, to obtain the complete programs for Model B, 
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simply replace the main program, the subroutine FCNQ and the input 
data with the programs given in Appendix C. 
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C" 
C-- MAIN PROGRAM 
C-" 
C-" (MODEL A) 
C" " 
C--- PURPOSE; TO READ AND ECHO PRINT INPUT DATA WHICH ARE 
C:': USED IN THE SIMULATION. IT ALSO OUTPUTS THE 
C" SOLUTIONS OF THE DYNAMICAL EQUATIONS AT THE 
C-'- END OF EACH TIME STEP SPECIFIED BY THE USER. 
C" " 
C 
C 
C 
EXTERNAL FCNQ.FCNJ 
DIMENSION Q(12),DQ(12),C(24),PFFZ(1000),PFLZ(1000),PFRZ(1000) , 
1 CFZ(IOOO),CLZ(1000),CRZ(1000),WK(450) 
COMMON /ACC/ DQ 
COMMON /ERROR/RELERR,ABSERR 
COMMON /XFLR/ XOF,X1F,X0L,X1L,X0R,X1R 
COMMON /PARAM/ XT,YT,ZT,XO,X1,DELMX,DSTEER,CGH 
COMMON /PROF/ NWAVE,NDEG,NPTYPE,AMP(5),AL1(5),B(11) 
COMMON /RMS/ SFFZ, SFLZ, SFRZ, SFFY, SFLY, SFRY, SFFX, SFLX, SFRX,HRMS, 
1 IRMS,TST 
COMMON /VAR/ TSTIFF,TDCOEF,RTIRE,MSYS,IXXS,IYYS,IZZS,IXYS, 
1 IYZS , IXZS, GRVTY, RXFS , RYFS , RZFS, RXRS, RYRS,RZRS,RXLS, RYLS , RZLS 
REAL IXXS,lYYS,IZZS,M11,M12,M13,M21,M22,M23,M31,M32,M33 
REAL MSYS,MMAN,MVEH,IXXM,lYYM,IZZM,IXXV,lYYV,IZZV, 
1 IXYM,lYZM,IXZM,IXYV,lYZV,IXZV,IXYS,lYZS,IXZS 
INTEGER TITLE1(20),TITLE2(20),ANSX, ANSY,ANSZ,AHRMS,AXYZ, 
1 ANSG,ANSF,ANSP,IWK(12),IPOS(6),QNAME(6) 
DATA IANS/' Y'/ 
DATA QNAME/' PHI','TETA',' PSi',' X Y Z '/ 
RELERR=1.0E-04 
ABSERR=1.0E-04 
PI=1.571 
C. . . 
C READ INPUT DATA. 
C. . . 
READ (5,500) (TITLEl(I),1=1,20) 
READ (5,500) (TITLE2(I),1=1,20) 
READ (5,520) NRUN 
DO 200 JJ=1,NRUN' 
READ (5,520) N 
NW=12 
GRVTY=9.81 
READ (5,510) ANSP 
READ (5,520) NCOORD 
READ (5,540) (IPOS(I),1=1,NCOORD) 
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READ (5,510) AXYZ 
READ (5,510) AHRMS 
READ (5,510) ANSX,ANSY,ANSZ 
READ (5,510) ANSG 
READ (5,530) XSIZE,YSIZE 
READ (5,530) XSF,YSF 
READ (5,530) XMIN,YMIN 
READ (5,520) ITINT 
READ (5,510) ANSF 
READ (5,520) IARRAY 
READ (5,520) JLIHIT 
READ (5,530) XFSIZE,YFSIZE 
READ (5,530) XFSF,YFSF 
READ (5,530) XFMIN,YFMIN 
READ (5,530) MSYS 
READ (5,530) MMAN,MVEH 
READ (5,530) IXXM,lYYM,IZZM 
READ (5,530) IXYN,lYZM,IXZM 
READ (5,530) IXXV,lYYV,IZZV 
READ (5,530) IXYV,IYZV,IXZV 
READ (5,530) RXMP,RYMP,RZMP 
READ (5,530) RXVP,RYVP,RZVP 
READ (5,530) RXFP,RYFP,RZFP 
READ (5,530) RXRP,RYRP,RZRP 
READ (5,530) RXLP,RYLP,RZLP 
READ (5,530) DELMX 
READ (5,530) DSTEER 
READ (5,530) TSTIFF,TDCOEF 
READ (5,530) (Q(I),I=1,N) 
READ (5,530) X0F,X1F 
READ (5,530) X0L,X1L 
READ (5,530) X0R,X1R 
READ (5,520) NPTYPE 
READ (5,520) NVAVE 
READ (5,530) (AMP(I),1=1,NVAVE) 
READ (5,530) (ALl(I),1=1,NWAVE) 
READ (5,520) NDEG 
NDEG1=NDEG+1 
READ (5,530) (B(I),1=1,NDEG1) 
READ (5,530) RTIRE 
READ (5,530) CGH 
READ (5,530) HSS 
READ (5,520) METH 
READ (5,520) MITER 
READ (5,530) T,TOL 
READ (5,530) TINC.TSTOP 
C. . . 
C CALCULATE VEHICLE/RIDER SYSTEM'S C.G. AND MOMENTS AND 
C PRODUCTS OF INERTIAS. 
C. . . 
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RXSP= (RXMP--MMAN+RXVP-MVEH ) /MSYS 
RYSP= ( RYMP^'-MMAN+RYVP" MVEH ) / MSYS 
RZSP= (RZMP-"-MMAN+RZVP'WEH) /MSYS 
IXXS=IXXM+IXXV+MMAN-^-(RZMP-RZSP)--'-2+HVEH---(RZVP-RZSP)-'-->2 
IYYS=IYYM+IYYV+MMAN^-((RZMP-RZSP)-"'-2+(RXNP-RXSP)-~'-2)+MVEH--
1 ( (RZVP-RZSP)-'~'-2+(RXVP-RXSP)""2) 
IZZS=IZZM+IZZV+MMAN-- (RXNP-RXSP) — 2+MVEH--^(RXVP-RXSP)•"•2 
I XYS=IXYM+1XYV+MMAN:': (RXMP-RXSP)"-- (RYMP-RYSP)+MVEH^-- (RXVP-RXSP)^-" 
1 (RYVP-RYSP) 
IYZS=IYZM+IYZV+MMAN-"(RYMP-RYSP)"(RZMP-RZSP)+MVEH-'KRYVP-RYSP)" 
1 (RZVP-RZSP) 
IXZS=IXZM+IXZV+MMAN"(RZMP-RZSP)"(RXMP-RXSP)+MVEH-"-(RZVP-RZSP)----
1 (RXVP-RXSP) 
RXFS=RXFP-RXSP 
RYFS=RYFP-RYSP 
RZFS=RZFP-RZSP 
RXRS=RXRP-RXSP 
RYRS=RYRP-RYSP 
RZRS=RZRP-RZSP 
RXLS=RXLP-RXSP 
RYLS=RYLP-RYSP 
RZLS=RZLP-RZSP 
C. . . 
C CALCULATE THE ABSOLUTE COORDINATES OF THE THREE WHEELS. 
C. . . 
C1=C0S(Q(1)) 
C2=C0S(Q(2)) 
C3=C0S(Q(3)) 
S1=SIN(Q(1)) 
S2=SIN(Q(2)) 
S3=SIN(Q(3)) 
M11=C2*C3 
M12=C1*S3+S1*S2*C3 
M13=S l--'-S3-Cl"S2''-C3 
M21=-C2"S3 
M2 2=C1"C 3-S1"S 2"S 3 
M23=S l-"-C3+Cl"S2-'-S3 
M31=S2 
M32=-S1-"C2 
M33=C1"C2 
XF=Q ( 4 ) +M1 l-'-RXFS+M21 "-RYFS+MS 1*RZFS 
YF=Q (5 )+M12"RXFS+M22"-RYFS+M32"RZFS 
ZF=Q(6)+M13*RXFS+M23*RYFS+M33*RZFS 
XR=Q ( 4 ) +M11RXRS+M21 RYRS+M31'-'-RZRS 
YR=Q ( 5 ) +M12 "RXRS+M22-'-RYRS+M3 2-'-RZRS 
ZR=Q ( 6 ) +M13" RXRS+M23-'-RYRS+M3 3 " RZRS 
XL=Q ( 4 )+M 11*RXLS+M21*RYLS+M31RZLS 
YL=Q (5 )+M12--RXLS+M22''^RYLS+M32--RZLS 
ZL=Q ( 6 ) +M13-'-RXLS+M2 3-'-RYLS+M 33*RZLS 
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C PRINT INPUT DATA AND OTHER ESSENTIAL INFORMATION OF THE 
C VEHICLE/RIDER SYSTEM. 
C. . . 
WRITE (6,1000) (TITLE1(I),I=I,20),(TITLE2(I),I=1,20) 
WRITE (6,1010) NRUN 
WRITE (6,1020) ANSX,ANSY,ANSZ,ANSG,ANSF,ANSP,AHRMS,AXYZ 
WRITE (6,1030) NCOORD,(IPOS(I),I=1,NCOORD) 
WRITE (6,1040) MSYS,MMAN,MVEH 
WRITE (6,1050) IXXH,LYYM,IZZM,IXYM,LYZM,IXZM 
WRITE (6,1060) IXXV,lYYV,IZZV,IXYV,lYZV,IXZV,IXXS,lYYS,IZZS, 
1 IXYS,IYZS,IXZS 
WRITE (6,1070) RXMP,RYMP,RZMP,RXVP,RYVP,RZVP 
WRITE (6,1080) RXSP,RYSP,RZSP 
WRITE (6,1090) DELMX,DSTEER 
WRITE (6,1100) TDCOEF,RTIRE 
WRITE (6,1110) CGH 
WRITE (6,1120) X0F,X1F,X0R,X1R,X0L,X1L 
WRITE (6,1130) NWAVE,NPTYPE,(AMP(I),I=1,NWAVE) 
WRITE (6,1135) (ALL(I),I=1,NWAVE) 
WRITE (6,1140) NDEG,(B(I),I=1,NDEG1) 
WRITE (6,1150) T,TINC,TSTOP,HSS 
WRITE (6,1160) TOL,N,METH,MITER 
C. . . 
C INITIALIZE COUNTERS AND VARIABLES. 
C. .. 
JC0UNT=1 
JNUM=0 
IEND=0 
NUMPLT=0 
IC0UNT=1 
TEND=TINC 
INDEX=1 
IST0P=0 
C. . . 
C PRINT THE INITIAL VALUES OF THE VEHICLE/RIDER SYSTEM AND 
C THE THREE WHEELS' ABSOLUTE COORDINATES. 
c. . . 
WRITE (6,2000) 
WRITE (6,2010) 
WRITE (6,2020) T,QNAME(1),Q(1),Q(7) 
DO 10 1=2,6 
WRITE (6,2030) QNAME(I),Q(I),Q(I+6) 
10 CONTINUE 
WRITE (6,2040) XF,YF,ZF,XR,YR,ZR,XL,YL,ZL 
IF (ANSP.EQ.IANS) WRITE (6,2050) 
20 IF (TEND.GT.TSTOP) GO TO 100 
C. . . 
C INITIALIZE VARIABLES FOR COMPUTING THE R.M.S. TIRE FORCES 
C AND THE INTEGRATION STEPSIZE. 
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IRMS=0 
HRMS=0.0 
TST=T 
SFFZ=0.0 
SFLZ=0.0 
SFRZ=0.0 
SFFY=0.0 
SFLY=0.0 
SFRY=0.0 
SFFX=0.0 
SFLX=0.0 
SFRX=0.0 
C. . . 
C CALL IMSL'S DGEAR ROUTINE TO SOLVE FOR SOLUTION AT TIME 
C T=TEND. 
C. . . 
CALL DGEAR (N,FCNQ,FCNJ,T,HSS,Q,TEND,TOL, 
1 METH,MITER,INDEX,IWK,WK,1ER) 
C. . . 
C CALCULATE THE R.M.S. TIRE FORCES AND INTEGRATION STEPSIZE 
C IF THE COUNTER, IRMS, IS NOT EQUAL TO ZERO. 
C. . . 
IF (IRMS.EQ.O) GO TO 25 
SFFZ=SQRT(SFFZ/FLOAT(IRMS)) 
SFLZ=SQRT(SFLZ/FLOAT(IRMS)) 
SFRZ=SQRT(SFRZ/FLOAT(IRMS)) 
SFFY=SQRTCSFFY/FLOAT(IRMS)) 
SFLY=SQRT(SFLY/FLOAT(IRMS)) 
SFRY=SQRT(SFRY/FLOAT(IRMS)) 
SFFX=SQRT(SFFX/FLOAT(IRMS)) 
SFLX=SQRT(SFLX/FLOAT(IRMS)) 
SFRX=SQRT(SFRX/FLOAT(IRMS)) 
HRMS=SQRT(HRMS/FLOAT(IRMS)) 
C. . . 
C RECOMPUTE THE THREE WHEELS' ABSOLUTE COORDINATES. 
C. . . 
25 C1=C0S(Q(1)) 
C2=C0S(Q(2)) 
C3=C0S(Q(3)) 
S1=SIN(Q(1)) 
S2=SIN(Q(2)) 
S3=SIN(Q(3)) 
M11=C2---C3 
M12=C 1" S3+S1 " S2-'-C3 
M13=S 1 "S 3 - C1 S2 " C 3 
M21=-C2*S3 
M22=C 1"C 3 - S I" S 2 ••S 3 
M23=Sl-'-C3+Cl"S2"S3 
M31=S2 
M32=-Sl-'-C2 
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M33=C1"C2 
XF=Q (4 ) +M1 l-"-RXFS+M21 •••RYFS+M31*RZFS 
YF=Q ( 5 ) +M12-'^RXFS+M22-'-RYFS+M3 2"RZFS 
ZF=Q ( 6 ) +M13 •••RXFS+M23-*-RYFS+M33-"RZFS 
XR=Q (4 ) +M11*RXRS+M21'-'-RYRS+MS 1*RZRS 
YR=Q ( 5 ) +M12 •••RXRS+M22 " RYRS+M32--RZRS 
ZR=Q ( 6 ) +M13---RXRS+M2 3-• RYRS+M3 3 " RZKS 
XL=Q ( 4 ) +M11*RXLS+M21*RYLS+M31-• RZLS 
YL=Q( 5 )+M12-'-RXLS+M22-'-RYLS+M32"RZLS 
ZL=Q (6 )+M13---RXLS+M23^'-RYLS+M33"RZLS 
C. . . 
C CHECK IF PLOTS OF VEHICLE MOTION AND TIRE FORCES ARE 
C REQUIRED. IF SO, STORE DATA POINTS FOR PLOTTING AFTER 
C SIMULATION HAS TERMINATED. 
C. . . 
IF (ITINT.EQ.ICOUNT.AND.ANSG.EQ.IANS) CALL STORV(ICOUNT,Q,N, 
1 XL,YL,ZL,XF,YF,ZF,XR,YR,ZR,lEND,NUHPLT) 
IF (JCOUNT.EQ.JLIMIT.AND.ANSF.EQ.IANS) CALL STORF(JCOUNT,JNUM, 
1 IARRAY,SFFZ,SFLZ,SFRZ,PFFZ,PFLZ,PFRZ,CFZ,CLZ,CRZ,XF,XL,XR) 
C. . . 
C CHECK IF SOLUTIONS, R.M.S. TIRE FORCES AND R.M.S. INTEGRATION 
C STEPSIZE ARE TO BE PRINTED. IF SO, PRINT THEM ACCORDING 
C TO THE USER'S SPECIFICATIONS. 
C. . . 
IF (ANSP.NE.IANS) GO TO 40 
WRITE (6,2090) T,QNAME(IPOS( 1) ) ,Q(IPOSf 1)) ,Q(IPOS(D+é) , 
1 DQ(IP0S(l)+6) 
DO 30 I=2,NCOORD 
WRITE (6,2100) QNAME(IP0S(I)),Q(IP0S(I)),Q(IP0S(I)+6), 
1 DQ(IP0S(I)+6) 
30 CONTINUE 
40 IF (AXYZ.EO.IANS) WRITE (6,2040) XF,YF,ZF,XR,YR,ZR,XL,YL,ZL 
IF (AHRMS.EQ.IANS) WRITE (6,2110) HRMS 
IF (ANSZ.EQ.IANS) WRITE (6,2060) SFLZ,SFFZ,SFRZ,IRMS 
IF (ANSY.EQ.IANS) WRITE (6,2070) SFLY,SFFY,SFRY,IRMS 
IF (ANSX.EQ.IANS) WRITE (6,2080) SFLX,SFFX,SFRX,IRMS 
C.. . 
C INCREMENT SIMULATION TIME AND COUNTERS. 
C. . . 
TEND=TEND+TINC 
IC0UNT=IC0UNT+1 
JCOUNT=JCOUNT+1 
C. . . 
C IF THE PITCH OR ROLL ANGLE IS GREATER THAN 90 DEGREES, 
C SET IST0P=1. AND IF IC0UNT=1, GO TO 100 TO CHECK IF 
C PLOTS OF VEHICLE MOTION AND TIRE FORCES ARE NEEDED. IF 
C (ICOUNT.NE.l), CONTINUE THE SIMULATION UNTIL ALL DATA 
C POINTS HAVE BEEN STORED SO THAT THE VEHICLE'S POSITION 
C SHOWING THE PITCH OR ROLL ANGLE GREATER THAN 90 DEGREES 
C IS PLOTTED. 
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C... 
IF (ABS(Q(1)).GT.PI.0R.ABS(Q(2)).GT.PI) IST0P=1 
IF (ICOUNT.EQ.l.AND.ISTOP.EQ.l) GO TO 100 
C. . . 
C IF THE VARIABLE, 1ER, FROM DGEAR ROUTINE IS LESS THAN 
C OR EQUAL TO ZERO, CONTINUE SIMULATION. OTHERWISE, PRINT 
C WARNING ERROR AND STOP SIMULATION. 
C. . . 
IF (1ER.LE.0) GO TO 20 
IF (1ER.GT.128) GO TO 50 
WRITE (6,2120) 1ER 
GO TO 20 
50 WRITE (6,2130) 1ER 
WRITE (6,2140) TOL 
WRITE (6,2150) N 
WRITE (6,2160) (Q(I),I=1,N) 
WRITE (6,2170) TEND 
C. . . 
C PLOT VEHICLE'S MOTION AND/OR R.M.S. TIRE FORCES IF 
C THEY ARE REQUESTED FOR BY THE USER. IF (ISTOP.EQ.1), INFORM 
C THE USER THAT EITHER THE PITCH OR ROLL ANGLE HAS EXCEEDED 
C 90 DEGREES AND CRASH OF VEHICLE/RIDER SYSTEM IS 
C ANTICIPATED. 
C. . . 
100 IF (ANSG.EQ.IANS) CALL VPLOT(NUMPLT,XSIZE,YSIZE,XSF,YSF, 
1 XMIN,YMIN,XOF) 
IF (ANSF.EQ.IANS) CALL FPLOT(JNUM,IARRAY,XFSIZE,YFSI2E,XFSF,YFSF, 
1 XFMIN,YFMIN,PFFZ,PFLZ,PFRZ,CFZ,CLZ,CRZ) 
IF (ISTOP.EQ.1) WRITE (6,2180) 
STOP 
200 CONTINUE 
C. . . 
C FORMAT STATEMENTS FOR READING DATA AND PRINTING DATA. 
C. . . 
500 FORMAT (20AA) 
510 FORMAT (3A4) 
520 FORMAT (15) 
530 FORMAT (3G10.9) 
540 FORMAT (615) 
1000 FORMAT ('1',20A4,/,IX,20A4,/) 
1010 FORMATCO','THE NUMBER OF DATA PROFILES^', 1X,I2,/) 
1020 FORMAT ('O','OUTPUT RMS LONGITUDINAL(X) FORCES :-',4X,A4,/, 
1 IX,'OUTPUT RMS LATERAL(Y) FORCES :-',9X,A4,/, 
2 IX,'OUTPUT RMS NOR.MAL(Z) FORCES : - ' , 10X,A4, /, 
3 IX,'PLOT OF X-Y , Y-Z , AND X-Z GRAPHS ;-',3X,A4,/, 
4 IX,'PLOT OF NORMAL FORCES (L-F-R) VS TIME :-',A4,/, 
5 IX,'OUTPUT OF SOLUTION :,19X,A4,/, 
6 IX,'OUTPUT OF RMS STEPSIZE :-',15X,A4,/, 
7 IX,'OUTPUT OF WHEELS" COORDS. : -',12X,A4,/) 
1030 FORMAT ('0','THE NUMBER OF COORDS. SELECTED FOR OUTPUT ',13, 
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1 /,1X,'THE COORDINATE NUMBERS ARE ',/,6X,6(T5),/) 
1040 FORMAT C'Cr,'THE SYSTEM"S, RIDER"S AND VEHICLE"S MASSES 
1 1X,3(F10.5,5X),'(KG)',/) 
1050 FORMAT ('0','THE MOMENTS (IXX,lYY,IZZ) AND PRODUCTS (IXY=IYX,', 
1 'IYZ=IZY,IZX=IXZ)',/,lX,'OF INERTIAS FOR THE RIDER, THE 
2 'VEHICLE AND 'THE COMBINED RIDER AND VEHICLE ARE 
3 6X,6(F10.5,5X),• (KG*M*M)') 
1060 FORMAT (2(6X,6(F10.5,5X),' (KG*M*M)',/)) 
1070 FORMAT ('0','THE COMPONENTS OF POSITION VECTORS RELATIVE TO 
1 /,1X,'A POINT, P, FIXED ON THE REAR AXLE ARE : ',/,6X, 
2 'C.G. OF RIDER ,2X,3(FIO.5,5X),'(M)',/,6X, 
3 'C.G. OF VEHICLE ',3(FIO.5,5X),'(M)') 
1080 FORMAT (6X,'C.G. OF SYSTEM ',IX,3(FIG.5,5X),'(M)', / ) 
1090 FORMAT ('O','STEER ANGLE MAGNITUDE (COULD INDICATE MAXIMUM 
1 /,IX,'ALLOWABLE INPUT STEER ANGLE ) ',4X,F10.5,' (RAD)', 
2 /,IX,'DISTANCE TO BEGIN STEERING ACTION ',F10.5,' (M)',/) 
1100 FORMAT ('0','TIRE DAMPING COEFFICIENT ',F10.5,' (N-S/M)',/, 
1 IX,'TIRE RADIUS ',13X,F10.5,' (M)',/) 
1110 FORMAT ('0','HEIGHT OF FIXED REFERENCE AXES FROM GROUND 
1 FIO.5,' (M)',/) 
1120 FORMAT ('O','START AND END POSITIONS (X-COORDS.) OF USER-', 
1 'DEFINED FUNCTION FOR THE PROFILE ',/,6X,'FOR THE 
2 'FRONT WHEEL ',2(F10.5,5X),' (M)',/,6X,'FOR THE RIGHT 
3 'WHEEL ',2(F10.5,5X),' (M)',/,6X,'FOR THE LEFT WHEEL ', 
4 2(F10.5,5X),' (M)',/) 
1130 FORMAT ('O','NUMBER OF DIFFERENT PROFILE FUNCTION USED 
1 13,/,IX,'PROFILE TYPE ',29X,I3,' (1=RECT.; 2=PARA.; 
1 '3=SINU.; 4=P0LY.)',/,1X, 
1 'THE MAX. AMPLITUDE OF THE BUMP PROFILE 
2 5(F10.5,5X),' (M)') 
1135 FORMAT (IX,'THE BASE WIDTH OF THE BUMP PROFILE 
3 4X,5(F10.5,5X),' (M)',/) 
1140 FORMAT ('0','F0R POLYNOMIAL BUMP PROFILE, THE DEGREE OF THE 
1 'POLYNOMIAL IS ',13,/,IX,'THE COEFFICIENTS (AO,A1,A2, 
2 ' ARE ,/,10(39X,lPE10.3,/)) 
1150 FORMAT ('O','SIMULATION START TIME ',11X,F10.5,' (S)',/, 
1 IX,'SIMULATION INCREMENT TIME ',7X,F10.5,' (S)',/,1X, 
2 'SIMULATION END TIME ',13X,F10.5,' (S)',/,1X, 
3 'INITIAL STEPSIZE FOR INTEGRATION ',F10.5,' (S)',/) 
1160 FORMAT ('O','INTEGRATION TOLERANCE ',9X,F10.5,/,IX, 
1 'NUMBER OF FIRST ORDER O.D.E."S ',13,/,IX, 
2 'INTEGRATION METHOD ; - ',12X,12,' (1=ADAMS; 2=GEAR)',/,IX, 
3 'JACOBIAN FUNCTION ',13X,I2,' (0=NOT REQUIRED (DUMMY FCNJ 
4 'MAY BE USED))',/,38X,'(1=USER DEFINED)',/,38X, 
5 '(2,3=INTERNALLY CALCULATED (DUMMY FCNJ MAY BE USED))',/) 
2000 FORMAT ('l',5X,'THE FOLLOWING ARE THE INITIAL VALUES OF THE', 
1 ' DISPLACEMENT AND VELOCITY ; ',//) 
2010 FORMAT ('0',5X,'TIME',5X,'COORD. NAME',6X,'DISPLACEMENT',9X, 
1 'VELOCITY',/) 
2020 FORMAT (' ',4X,F6.2,7X,A4,9X,2(1PE14.7,5X)) 
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2030 FORMAT (' ',17X,A4,9X,2(1PE14.7,5X)) 
2040 FORMAT ('O',17X,'ABSOLUTE COORD. OF FRONT WHEEL (X,Y,Z) ;',3F10.5, 
1 /,18X,'ABSOLUTE COORD. OF RIGHT WHEEL (X,Y,Z) :',3F10.5,/, 
2 18X,'ABSOLUTE COORD. OF LEFT WHEEL (X,Y,Z) :',3F10.5,/) 
2050 FORMAT ('l',5X,'THE FOLLOWING ARE THE DISPLACEMENT, VELOCITY, 
1 /,6X,'AND ACCELERATION OF THE COORDINATES REQUESTED FOR 
2 'OUTPUT ,//,'0' ,5X,'TIME',5X,'COORD. NAME',6X,'DISPLACEMENT', 
3 9X,'VELOCITY',9X,'ACCELERATION',/) 
2060 FORMAT ('O',17X,'THE RMS NORMAL(Z) FORCES (L,F,R) :',6X, 
1 3(1PE14.7,2X),13) 
2070 FORMAT ('O',17X,'THE RMS LATERAL(Y) FORCES (L,F,R) :',5X, 
1 3(1PE14.7,2X),13) 
2080 FORMAT ('O',17X,'THE RMS LONGITUDINAL(X) FORCES (L,F,R) 
1 3(1PE14.7,2X),I3) 
2090 FORMAT ('O',4X,F6.2,7X,A4,9X,3(1PE14.7,5X)) 
2100 FORMAT (' ',17X,A4,9X,3(1PE14.7,5X)) 
2110 FORMAT ('O',17X,'RMS STEPSIZE :',1PE14.7) 
2120 FORMAT (///,6X,'WARNING ERROR # ',13,' HAS BEEN ISSUED.',//) 
2130 F0RMAT(2X,'IER=',15) 
2140 F0RMAT(2X,'TOL=',G12.5) 
2150 F0RMAT(2X,'N=',15) 
2160 FORMAT(2X,'Y3',4(G12.5,2X)) 
2170 F0RMAT(2X,'TEND',G12.5) 
2180 FORMAT (//,6X,'VEHICLE"S PITCH OR ROLL ANGLES HAVE EXCEEDED 
1 '90 DEGREES.',//,6X,'CRASH OF VEHICLE ANTICIPATED AND 
2 'SIMULATION TERMINATED.',//) 
END 
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C* 
C "  S U B R O U T I N E  F C N Q  
C" 
C "  ( M O D E L  A )  
C-
C" PURPOSE: THIS SUBROUTINE IS CALLED BY DGEAR 
C-'- SUBROUTINE TO OBTAIN THE SECOND TIME 
C-'- DERIVATIVE OF THE SYSTEMS OF EQUATIONS. 
C-'- BECAUSE OF THE LENGTHY NONLINEAR DYNAMICAL 
C^-- EQUATIONS FOR THE VEHICLE/RIDER SYSTEM OF 
C-'- MODEL A, THE VALUES OF THE SECOND 
C* TIME DERIVATIVES ARE OBTAINED BY USING 
C--- THE LINEAR EQUATION SOLVER, LEQTIF. THE 
C-" EQUATIONS OF MOTION OF MODEL A 
C^- HAVE BEEN ALGEBRAICALLY MANIPULATED TO HAVE 
C" THE FORM OF CM](Q) = (R), WHERE M IS A MATRIX, 
C^> Q IS A VECTOR OF THE SECOND TIME DERIVATIVES, 
C-" AND R IS THE RIGHT-HAND SIDE VECTOR. 
C" THIS SUBROUTINE ALSO COMPUTES THE TIRE FORCES 
C:': AND THEY ACT AS EXTERNAL DISTURBANCES OF THE 
C-'- VEHICLE/RIDER SYSTEM. 
C-:T 
c 
c 
c 
SUBROUTINE FCNQ (N,T,Q,DQ) 
COMMON /ACC/ DQP(12) 
COMMON /XFLR/ X0F,X1F,X0L,X1L,X0R,X1R 
COMMON /PARAM/ XT,YT,ZT,XO,X1,DELMX,DSTEER,CGH 
COMMON /RMS/ SFFZ,SFLZ,SFRZ,SFFY,SFLY,SFRY,SFFX,SFLX,SFRX, 
1 HRMS,IRMS,TST 
COMMON /VAR/ TSTIFF,TDCOEF,RTIRE,MSYS,IXXS,IYYS,IZZS,IXYS, 
1 lYZS,IXZS,GRVTY,RXFS,RYFS,RZFS,RXRS,RYRS,RZRS,RXLS,RYLS,RZLS 
REAL Q(N),DQ(N),WKAREA(9),MSYS 
REAL A(3,3),RHS(3),M11,M12,M13,M21,M22,M23,M31,M32,M33 
REAL MOMGl,M0MG2,M0MG3,MINTXi,MINTX2,MINTX3,MINTY1,MINTY2, 
1 MINTY3,MINTZ1,MINTZ2,MINTZ3,lOMX,lOMY,lOMZ,IXXS,lYYS,IZZS, 
2 IXYS,IYZS,IXZS 
C. . . 
C INITIALIZE TIRE FORCE AND SLIP ANGLE VARIABLES. 
C. . . 
FFX=0.0 
FFY=0.0 
FFZ=0.0 
FLX=0.0 
FLY=0.0 
FLZ=0.0 
FRX=0.0 
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FRY=0.0 
FRZ=0.0 
FFYN=0.0 
FLYN=0.0 
FRYN=0.0 
ALPHAF=0.0 
ALPHAL=0.0 
ALPHAR=0.0 
DELTAS=0.0 
CALCULATE THE ABSOLUTE COORDINATES OF THE THREE WHEELS. 
C1=C0S(Q(1)) 
C2=C0S(Q(2)) 
C3=C0S(Q(3)) 
S1=SIN(Q(1)) 
S2=SIN(Q(2)) 
S3=SIN(Q(3)) 
M11=C2"C3 
M12=C 1--S3+S 1*S2*C3 
M13=S1*S3-C1*S2*C3 
M21=-C2"S3 
M22=C1"C3-S l-'-S2-'-S3 
M23=S 1--C3+C1" S2-S3 
M31=S2 
M32=-S1"C2 
M33=C1*C2 
PXFS=M11"RXFS+M2r--RYFS+M31*RZFS 
PYFS=M12*RXFS+M22*RYFS+M32*RZFS 
PZFS=M13---RXFS+M23--RYFS+M33-'-RZFS 
PXRS=M 11 •• RXRS+M21-'^RYRS+M31*RZRS 
PYRS=M12"RXRS+M22-'-RYRS+M32"RZRS 
PZRS=M13*RXRS+M23*RYRS+M33*RZRS 
PXLS=M11--RXLS+M2 l-'-RYLS+MS l-'-RZLS 
PYLS=M12"-RXLS+M22"RYLS+M32''-RZLS 
PZLS=M13"RXLS+K2 3*RYLS+M33*RZLS 
XF=Q(4)+PXFS 
YF=Q(5)+PYFS 
Z"=Q(6)+PZFS 
XR=Q(4)+PXRS 
YR=Q(5)+PYRS 
ZR=Q(6)+PZRS 
XL=Q(4)+PXLS 
YL=Q(5)+PYLS 
ZL=Q(6)+PZLS 
.COMPUTE THE SYSTEM'S ABSOLUTE ANGULAR VELOCITY COMPONENTS. 
0MXS=Q(7)+Q(9)*M31 
OMYS=Q ( 8 ) ::C 1+Q ( 9 )*M32 
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C. 
C. 
c. 
c. 
c. 
c. 
c. 
c. 
c. 
c. 
c. 
c. 
c. 
c. 
c. 
c. 
c. 
c. 
c. 
c. 
c. 
c. 
c. 
c. 
OMZS=Q ( 8 ) -• s 1+Q ( 9 ) *M33 
•COMPUTE ABSOLUTE VELOCITY COMPONENTS OF THE THREE WHEELS. 
VXF=Q(10)+0MYS 
VYF=Q(11)+0MZS 
VZF=Q(12)+0MXS 
VXL=Q(10)+OMYS 
VYL=Q(11)+0MZS 
VZL=Q(12)+0MXS 
VXR=Q(10)+OMYS 
VYR=Q(11)+0MZS 
VZR=Q(12)+0MXS 
•DEFINE EXTREME POINTS OF THE WHEELS. 
PZFS -OMZS PYFS 
PXFS -OMXS PZFS 
PYFS -OMYS PXFS 
PZLS -OMZS PYLS 
PXLS -OMXS PZLS 
PYLS -OMYS PXLS 
PZRS -OMZS PYRS 
PXRS -OMXS PZRS 
PYRS -OMYS PXRS 
XFPR: 
XFMR: 
XRPR: 
XRMR: 
XLPR: 
XLMR: 
ZFPR: 
ZRPR: 
ZLPR: 
=XF+RTIRE 
=XF-RTIRE 
=XR+RTIRE 
=XR-RTIRE 
=XL+RTIRE 
=XL-RTIRE 
=ZF+RTIRE 
=ZR+RTIRE 
=ZL+RTIRE 
•FORCE CALCULATIONS FOR FRONT WHEEL. 
.IF THE FRONT WHEEL IS WITHIN THE BUMP PROFILE, 
.SUBROUTINE EQDFLC WILL BE CALLED TO FIND THE EQUIVALENT 
.TIRE DEFLECTION AND THE LINE OF ACTION OF THE RESULTING 
.TIRE FORCE. IF THE WHEEL IS NOT IN CONTACT WITH THE BUMP 
.PROFILE, A DEFLECTION OF ZERO IS GIVEN. IF THE WHEEL IS 
.NOT WITHIN THE BUMP PROFILE, THEN THE WHEEL IS ASSUMED 
.TO BE RIDING ON LEVEL TERRAIN. WHEN THE MAGNITUDE 
.OF THE TIRE FORCE IS OBTAINED, IT IS RESOLVED INTO COMPONENTS 
.PARALLEL TO THE FIXED REFERENCE AXES. LATERAL FORCE ON THE 
.TIRE IS GENERATED, BASED ON THE CLASSICAL SLIP LAW, 
.WHENEVER THE VEHICLE/RIDER SYSTEM IS EXPERIENCING YAW AND/ 
.OR LATERAL MOTION. IF THIS LATERAL FORCE EXCEEDS THE 
.FRACTIONAL FORCE AT THE TIRE-TERRAIN INTERFACE, SLIDING IS 
.ASSUMED TO HAVE TAKEN PLACE. THE ABOVE PROCEDURES 
.ARE THE SAME FOR THE TWO REAR WHEELS. 
IF (XFPR.LE.XOF.OR.XFMR.GE.XIF) GO TO 6 
XO=XOF 
X1=X1F 
XT=XF 
YT=YF 
ZT=ZF 
CALL EQDFLC (DEQF,FA.NGLE,XT,ZT,RTIRE,XO) 
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GO TO 7 
6 DEQF=RTIRE+ZF-CGH 
FANGLE=1.570796327 
7 IF (DEQF.LE.0.0) GO TO 15 
VXFP=VXF+OMYS"RTIRE"SIN(FANGLE) 
VYFP=VYF+RTIRE*(OMZS*COSCFANGLE)-OMXS*SIN(FANGLE)) 
VZFP=VZF-OMYS*RTIRE*COS(FANGLE) 
RvEL=VXFP"COS(FANGLE)+VZFP"SIN(FANGLE) 
FKTS=FKT(DEQF)+TDCOEF*RVEL 
FFZ=FFZ -FKTS---SIN (FANGLE ) 
FFX=FFX-FKTS-'-COS (FANGLE) 
C. . . 
C LATERAL FORCE CALCULATION USING CLASSICAL SLIP LAW. 
C (FRONT WHEEL). 
C. . . 
ALPHAF=ATAN((M21*VXFP+M22*VYFP+M23*VZFP)/ 
1 (Ml l'-VXFP+M12-'-VYFP+M13''-VZFP)  -DELTAS 
FFYN=FFYN-FCSNL(SQRT(FFZ"FFZ+FFX"FFX))"ALPHAF 
FFZN=0.60--SQRT(FF2-'-FFZ+FFX''-FFX) 
IF (ABS(FFYN).GT.ABS(FFZN)) GO TO 9 
FFY=FFY+FFYN-'-COS (DELTAS+Q (3)) 
FFX=FFX-FFYN*SIN(DELTAS+Q(3)) 
GO TO 15 
9 FFZN=0.55'-SQRT (FFZ-'-FFZ+FFX-FFX) •''SIGN (1.0, FFYN) 
FFY=FFY+FFZN*COS(DELTAS+Q(3)) 
FFX=FFX-FFZN*SIN(DELTAS+Q(3)) 
C. .. 
C FORCE CALCULATIONS FOR THE REAR LEFT WHEEL. 
C. . . 
15 IF (XLPR.LE.XOL.OR.XLMR.GE.XIL) GO TO 16 
XO=XOL 
X1=X1L 
XT=XL 
YT=YL 
2T=ZL 
CALL EQDFLC (DEQL,FANGLE,XT,ZT,RTIRE,XO) 
GO TO 17 
16 DEQL=RTIRE+ZL-CGH 
FANGLE=1.570796327 
17 IF (DEQL.LE.0.0) GO TO 25 
VXLP=VXL+OMYS-'-RTIRE-'-S IN (FANGLE ) 
VYLP=VYL+RTIRE"(OMZS-COS(FANGLE)-OMXS*SIN(FANGLE)) 
VZLP=VZL-OMYS-'--RTIRE-'-COS (FANGLE) 
RVEL=VXLP*COS(FANGLE)+VZLP"SIN(FANGLE) 
FKTS=FKT(DEQL)+TDCOEF*RVEL 
FLZ=FLZ-FKTS*SIN(FANGLE) 
FLX=FLX-FKTS"COS(FANGLE) 
C.. . 
C LATERAL FORCE CALCULATION USING CLASSICAL SLIP LAW. 
C (REAR LEFT WHEEL) . 
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C. . . 
ALPHAL=ATAN((M21"-VXLP+M22-'-VYLP+M23"VZLP)/ 
1 (Mll-'-VXLP+M12"VYLP+M13"VZLP) ) 
FLYN=FLYN -FCSNL ( SQRT (FLZ-FLZ+FLX-FLX) )--ALPKAL 
FLZN=0.60--''SQRT(FLZ-'-FLZ+FLX"FLX) 
IF (ABS(FLYN).GT.ABS(FLZN)) GO TO 19 
FLY=FLY+FLYN--C3 
FLX=FLX-FLYN--S3 
GO TO 25 
19 FLZN=0.5 5 " SQRT ( FLZ-FLZ+FLX-'-FLX ) -• SIGN ( 1.0, FLYN ) 
FLY=FLY+FLZN"C3 
FLX=FLX-FLZN--S3 
C.. . 
C FORCE CALCULATIONS FOR THE REAR RIGHT WHEEL. 
C.. . 
25 IF (XRPR.LE.XOR.OR.XRMR.GE.XIR) GO TO 26 
XO=XOR 
X1=X1R 
XT=XR 
YT=YR 
ZT=ZR 
CALL EQDFLC (DEQR,FANGLE,XT,ZT,RTIRE,XO) 
GO TO 27 
26 DEQR=RTIRE+ZR-CGH 
FANGLE=1.570796327 
27 IF (DEQR.LE.0.0) GO TO 35 
VXRP=VXR+OMYS"RTIRE"SIN(FANGLE) 
VYRP=VYR+RTIRE-'-(OMZS-COS (FANGLE) -OMXS^-'SIN (FANGLE)  
VZRP=VZR-OMYS--RTIRE--COS (FANGLE ) 
RVEL=VXRP*COS(FANGLE)+VZRP*SIN(FANGLE) 
FKTS=FKT(DEQR)+TDCOEF*RVEL 
FRZ=FRZ -FKTS S IN (FANGLE ) 
FRX=FRX-FKTS"COS(FANGLE) 
C. . . 
C LATERAL FORCE CALCULATION USING CLASSICAL SLIP LAW. 
C (REAR RIGHT WHEEL). 
C. . . 
ALPHAR=ATAN((M21*VXRP+M22*VYRP+M23*VZRP)/ 
1 (Mll''-VXRP+M12---VYRP+M13-'-VZRP)  
FRYN=FRYN-FCSNL(SQRT(FRZ-FRZ+FRX-FRX) )ALPHAR 
FRZN=0.60*SQRT(FRZ*FRZ+FRX*FRX) 
IF (ABS(FRYN).GT.ABS(FRZN)) GO TO 29 
FRY=FRY+FRYN"C3 
FRX=FRX-FRYN"S3 
GO TO 35 
29 FRZN=0.55''-SQRT(FRZ"FRZ+FRX"FRX) ••SIGN( 1.0 ,FRYN) 
FRY=FRY+FRZN"C3 
FRX=FRX-FRZN--S3 
C. . . 
C COMPUTE THE SQUARES OF THE COMPONENTS OF THE TIRE FORCES 
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C AND THE INTEGRATION STEPSIZE. ALSO INCREMENT COUNTER, IRMS, 
C BY 1. 
35 SFFZ=SFFZ+FFZ-'-FFZ 
SFLZ=SFLZ+FLZ"FLZ 
SFRZ=SFRZ+FRZ"FRZ 
SFFY=SFFY+FFY"FFY 
SFLY=SFLY+FLY"FLY 
SFRY=SFRY+FRY"FRY 
SFFX=SFFX+FFX"FFX 
SFLX=SFLX+FLX"FLX 
SFRX=SFRX+FRX"FRX 
HRMS=HRMS+(T-TST)*(T-TST) 
TST=T 
IRMS=IRMS+1 
C. . . 
C COMPUTE THE INTERMEDIATE VARIABLES WHICH ARE EVENTUALLY 
C USED IN CALCULATING THE SECOND TIME DERIVATIVE OF THE 
C VEHICLE/RIDER SYSTEM. 
C. . . 
TXX=M 11-'-M1 l-'-IXXS+M21"M21- I YYS+M31*M31 -1ZZS+2.0'-'-M 11*M31*IXZS 
TYX=M11*M12*IXXS+M21*M22*IYYS+M31*M32*IZZS+ 
1 (M11*M32+M12*M31)*IXZS 
TZX=Mll-'-H13"IXXS+M21"M23''-IYYS+M31-'-M33"IZZS+ 
1 (M11*M33+M31*M13)*IXZS 
TYY=M12*M12*IXXS+M22*M22*rYYS+M32*M32*IZZS+2.0*M12*M32*IXZS 
TZY=M 12 •• M13-'- IXXS+M22-•M23 " IYYS+M3 2'-M3 3 " IZ ZS+ 
1 (M12"M33+M13"M32)"IXZS 
TZZ=M13-'-M13--IXXS+M23"M23-'-IYYS+M33-'-M33-'-IZZS+2.0--M13-'-M33"IXZS 
MOMG1=M11*0MXS+M12*0MYS+M13*0MZS 
M0MG2=M21-'-0MXS+M22-'-0MYS+M23-'-0MZS 
M0MG3=M31*0M%S+M32*0MYS+M33*0MZS 
MINTX1=M11*IXXS+M21*IXYS+M31-'-IXZS 
MINTX2=M11*IXYS+M21*IYYS+M31*IYZS 
MINTX3=M11*IXZS+M21*IYZS+M31*IZZS 
MINTY1=M12*IXXS+M22*IXYS+M32*IXZS 
MINTY2=M12"IXYS+M22*IYYS+M32"IYZS 
MINTY3=M12*IXZS+M22*IYZS+M32*IZZS 
MINTZ1=M13*IXXS+M23*IXYS+M33*IXZS 
MINTZ2=M13-"IXYS+M23-"IYYS+M33"IYZS 
MINTZ3=M13*IXZS+M23*IYZS+M33*IZZS 
I0MX=MINTXl^'-M0MGl+MINTX2*M0MG2+MINTX3-'-M0MG3 
I0MY=MINTY1*M0MG1+NINTY2*M0MG2+MINTY3*M0MG3 
I0MZ=MINTZ1*M0MG1+NINTZ2*M0MG2+MINTZ3*M0MG3 
TXC=OMZS*IOMY-OMYS*IOMZ 
TYC=OMXS*IOMZ-OMZS*IOMX 
TZC=OMYS-'-IOMX-OMXS-'-IOMY 
ALXC=Q(8)--Q(9)^-C2 
ALYC=-Q ( 7 ) •••-Q (8 )--S1+Q ( 8)*Q(9)*S 1*S2-Q ( 7)*Q(9)*M33 
ALZC=Q ( 7 ) •• Q ( 8 ) " C1 -Q ( 8 ) •• Q ( 9 ) C l-S 2+Q ( 7 ) -• Q ( 9 )*M32 
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C. . . 
C COMPUTE THE EXTERNAL TORQUES AND FORCES ACTING ON THE SYSTEM. 
C. . . 
TXS=FFZ" PYFS -FFY-'-PZFS+FLZ-'-PYLS -FLY-'PZLS+FRZ-'-PYRS -FRY-'-PZRS 
TYS=FFX-'-PZFS -FFZ^^PXTS+FLX-PZLS -FLZ-PXLS+FRX'-'-PZRS -FRZ*PXRS 
TZS=FFY" PXFS -FFX*PYFS+FLY*PXLS -FLX*PYLS+FRY*PXRS -FRX'-'-PYRS 
FSYSX=FFX+FRX+FLX 
FSYSY=FFY+FRY+FLY 
FSYSZ=FFZ+FRZ+FLZ+MSYS--'-GRVTY 
C.. . 
C ASSIGN THE MATRIX A WITH THE CALCULATED VARIABLES SO THAT 
C THE SECOND TIME DERIVATIVE FOR THE ROTATIONAL MOTIONS CAN 
C BE FOUND BY USING THE IMSL ROUTINE, LEQTIF. 
C. . . 
A(1,1)=TXX 
A ( 1,2)=C1*TYX+S1 "TZX 
A ( 1,3 ) =M3 l-'-TXX+M3 2*TYX+M33*TZX 
A(2,1)=A(1,2) 
A ( 2,2 ) =C 1---C l-'-TYY+S 1 •• S l*TZZ+2.0--S l-'-C 1*TZY 
A(2,3) =M31 " (C1^-TYX+S 1*TZX) +M32-'- (C 1*TYY+S 1 TZY) +M33-(C1 TZY+S1 •-•TZZ) 
A(3,1)=A(1,3) 
A(3,2)=A(2,3) 
A(3,3)=M31* (M31-'-TXX+M32--TYX+M33''-TZX)+M32-- (M31--TYX+M32---TYY+M33^-TZY) 
1 +M33--(M31*TZX+M32*TZY+M33*TZZ) 
RHS ( 1 )=TXS+TXC- (ALXC-'-TXX+ALYC"TYX+ALZC"TZX) 
RHS (2)=C1*CTYS+TYC-(ALXC*TYX+ALYC*TYY+ALZC*TZY)) + 
1 S1 " (Tzs+Tzc - ÙLXC-TZX+ALYC-'-TZY+ALZC-'-TZZ ) ) 
RHS(3)=M31* CTXS+TXC- (ALXC^'^TXX+ALYC^-'TYX+ALZC^^TZX) )+ 
1 M32-- (TYS+TYC-(ALXC*TYX+ALYC*TYY+ALZC*TZY)) + 
2 M33-'- (TZS+TZC- (ALXC*TZX+ALYC*TZY*ALZC*TZZ) ) 
DO 100 1=1,6 
DQ(I)=Q(6+I) 
100 CONTINUE 
C. . . 
C CALL IMSL'S LEQTIF SUBROUTINE TO SOLVE FOR THE SECOND 
C TIME DERIVATIVE. 
C. . . 
CALL LEQTIF (A,1,3,3,RHS,0,WKAREA,lERL) 
IF (IERL.NE.129) GO TO 130 
WRITE (6,120) lERL 
120 FORMAT (///,'OMOX,'ERROR: MATRIX A IS SINGULAR. 1ER = ',13,//) 
STOP 
C. . . 
C ASSIGN THE COMPUTED SECOND TIME DERIVATIVE OF THE ROTATIONAL 
C MOTIONS TO THE ARRAY DQ. 
C. .. 
130 DQ(7)=RHS(1) 
DQ(8)=RHS(2) 
DQ(9)=RHS(3) 
DQ(10)=FSYSX/MSYS 
DQ(11)=FSYSY/MSYS 
DQC12)=FSYSZ/MSYS 
DO 140 1=1,12 
DQP(I)=DQ(I) 
140 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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C-v 
C *  S U B R O U T I N E  F C N J  
C-v 
C" PURPOSE: TO CALCULATE THE JACOBIAN OF THE SYSTEMS 
C" OF EQUATIONS. MODELS A & B HAVE LENGTHY 
C" NONLINEAR EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND THEIR 
C" ANALYTICAL JACOBIAN CANNOT BE EVALUATED 
C" EASILY. THEREFORE, IF THERE IS A NEED FOR 
C" THE JACOBIANS, THEY WILL BE CALCULATED 
C-: NUMERICALLY BY THE DGEAR ROUTINE. HENCE, 
C-^  THIS IS A DUMMY FCNJ SUBROUTINE. 
C" 
C 
c 
c 
SUBROUTINE FCNJ (N,T,Q,PQ) 
INTEGER N 
REAL Q(N),PQ(N,N),T 
RETURN 
END 
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C" 
C-'- SUBROUTINE E 0 D F L C •• 
C" ••• 
C* PURPOSE; THIS SUBROUTINE IS CALLED TO COMPUTE THE •• 
C:- EQUIVALENT DEFLECTION OF THE TIRE UPON -
C:- HITTING A BUMP PROFILE WHICH IS DEFINED 
C-" BY SOME CONTINUOUS OR PIECEWISE CONTINUOUS 
C-" TWO-DIMENSIONAL FUNCTION. IT FIRST COMPUTES -
C-'- THE INTERSECTION POINTS BETWEEN THE WHEEL 
C^ '-- (CIRCLE) AND THE BUMP PROFILE. IF NO 
C--' INTERSECTION POINTS ARE FOUND, THEN THE 
C-" WHEEL IS OFF THE GROUND. OTHERWISE, THE 
C-"^  AREA ENCLOSED BETWEEN THE CIRCLE AND THE 
C-" BUMP PROFILE IS COMPUTED NUMERICALLY USING 
C:': SUBROUTINE SIMP. FINALLY, THE CENTROID OF 
C" THE ENCLOSED AREA IS ALSO LOCATED 
C" NUMERICALLY. -
C" 
c 
c 
c 
SUBROUTINE EQDFLC (DEQ,ANGLE,XT,ZT,RTIRE,XO) 
REAL XCRD(5),ZCRD(5) 
EXTERNAL FZW,ZEE 
DEQ=0.0 
N=2 
10 XINCR=2.1*RTIRE/FL0AT(N) 
IC=1 
XS=XT - 1.05-RTIRE 
DO 30 1=1,N 
XE=XS + XINCR 
XB=XS 
XC=XE 
CALL ZEROIN (FZW,XB,XC,XT,ZT,RTIRE,XO,IFLAG) 
IF (IFLAG.GT.2) GO TO 20 
XCRD(IC)=XB 
ZCRD(IC)=ZEE(XB,XO) 
IC=IC+1 
IF (IC.EQ.3) GO TO 40 
20 XS=XE 
30 CONTINUE 
40 IC=IC-1 
IF (IC.LT.L) RETURN 
IF (IC.EQ.2) GO TO 50 
N=N+1 
IF (N.LE.IO) GO TO 10 
RETURN 
50 CALL DEFLEC (XCRD,ZCRD,DEQ,ANGLE.IC,XT,ZT,RTIRE,XO) 
RETURN 
END 
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C" 
C "  S U B R O U T I N E  Z  E  R  0  I  N  
C" 
C'- PURPOSE; THIS SUBROUTINE IS OBTAINED FROM THE TEXT 
OF SHAMPINE AND ALLEN [22]. IT USES A 
C--' COMBINATION OF BISECTION AND THE SECANT 
C--- RULE TO SOLVE FOR THE ROOT OF A NONLINEAR 
C" EQUATION. THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED TO LOCATE 
C:': THE INTERSECTION POINTS BETWEEN THE WHEEL 
C--- (CIRCLE) AND THE BUMP PROFILE. 
c-'-
C 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE 2ER0IN (F,B,C,XT,ZT,RTIRE,XO,IFLAG) 
COMMON /ERROR/RELERR.ABSERR 
U=9.0E-07 
RE=AMAX1(RELERR,U) 
IC=0 
ACBS=ABS(B-C) 
A=C 
FA=F(A.XT,ZT,RTIRE,XO) 
FB=F(B,XT,ZT,RTIRE,XO) 
FC=FA 
K0UNT=2 
FX=AMAX1(ABS(FB),ABS(FC)) 
1 IF (ABS(FC).GE.ABS(FB)) GO TO 2 
A=B 
FA=FB 
B=C 
FB=FC 
C=A 
FC=FA, 
2 CMB=0.5-'-(C-B) 
ACMB=ABS(CMB) 
TOL=RE"ABS(B) + ABSERR 
IF (ACMB.LE.TOL) GO TO 8 
IF (K0UNT.GE.500) GO TO 12 
P=(B-A)"FB 
Q=FA-FB 
IF (P.GE.0.0) GO TO 3 
P=-P 
Q=-Q 
3 A=B 
FA=FB 
IC=IC + 1 
IF (IC.LT.4) GO TO 4 
IF (8.0-ACMB.GE.ACBS) GO TO 6 
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IC=0 
ACBS=ACMB 
A IF (P.GT.ABS(Q)-"TOL) GO TO 5 
B=B+SIGN(TOL,CMB) 
GO TO 7 
5 IF (P.GE.CMB*Q) GO TO 6 
B=B+ P/Q 
GO TO 7 
6 B=0.5*(C+B) 
7 FB=F(B,XT,ZT,RTIRE,XO) 
IF (FB.EQ.0.0) GO TO 9 
KOUNT=KOUNT + 1 
IF (SIGN(1.0,FB).NE.SIGN(1.0,FC)) GO TO 1 
C=A 
FC=FA 
GO TO 1 
8 IF (SIGN(1.0,FB).EQ.SIGN(1.0,FC)) GO TO 11 
IF (ABS(FB).GT.FX) GO TO 10 
IFLAG=1 
RETURN 
9 IFLAG=2 
RETURN 
10 IFLAG=3 
RETURN 
11 IFLAG=4 
RETURN 
12 IFLAG=5 
RETURN 
END 
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C" 
C "  S U B R O U T I N E  D E F L E C  • ' •  
C" " 
C" PURPOSE: THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED BY SUBROUTINE 
C" EQDFLC TO COMPUTE THE EQUIVALENT TIRE 
C" DEFLECTION AND LOCATE THE LINE OF ACTION 
C" FOR THE TIRE FORCE TO ACT ALONG. 
C" " 
C 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE DEFLEC (XCRD,ZCRD,DEQ,ANGLE,IC,XT,ZT,RTIRE,X0) 
REAL XCRD(5),ZCRD(5) 
EXTERNAL ZEE,FXZ,FZZ 
XL=XCRD(1) 
XR=XCRD(IC) 
ZL=ZCRD(1) 
ZR=ZCRD(IC) 
RT2=RTIRE-'-RTIRE 
ZMIN=AMIN1(ZL,ZR) 
HX=XR-XL 
HZ=ABS(ZR-ZL) 
XRT=XR-XT 
XLT=XL-XT 
SLOPE=(ZR-ZL)/HX 
CONST=(XR-"ZL-XL---ZR) /HX 
C. . . 
C CALCULATE ENCLOSED AREA(OR DEFLECTED AREA). 
C. . . 
CLNTH=0.5--SQRT(HZ"HZ+HX"-HX) 
TETA=ARSIN(CLNTH/RTIRE) 
AS=RT2 "TETA - CLNTH'-RTIRE-'COS (TETA ) 
AC=ZMIN"HX+0.5-'-HX-"HZ+AS 
CALL SIMP (ZEE,XL,XR,1.0E-5,AP,XT,ZT,RTIRE,X0,IFLAG) 
AE=AC-AP 
C. . . 
C CALCULATE THE CENTROID OF THE ENCLOSED AREA. 
C. . . 
BETA=ATAN2((XR-XL).(ZL-ZR)) 
TL=( (RT2-XLT^ '^ XLT)•">1.5-(RT2-XRT*XRT)**1.5)/3.0 
TR=0.5*(XRT*SQRT(RT2-XRT*XRT)+RT2*ARSIN(XRT/RTIRE)) 
TL=0.5*(XLT*SQRT(RT2-XLT*XLT)+RT2*ARSIN(XLT/RTIRE)) 
ASXS=T1+XT-" (TR-TL)+0.5" (ZT-CONST)••• (XR*XR-XL*XL) -
1 SLOPE" (XR**3 -XL-'-'^ 3 ) / 3.0 
IF (ABS(SLOPE).LT.L.OE-20) ASZS=0.5*((RT2+ZT*ZT)*HX+ 
1 (XLT-—3-XRT**3)/3.0 
2 +2.0-ZR- (TR-TL)-CONST*CONST*HX) 
IF (ABS(SLOPE).GE.1.OE-20) ASZS=0.5*((RT2+ZT*ZT)*HX+ 
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1 (XLT**3-XRT**3)/3.0 
2 +2.0-'-ZT-" (TR-TL) - ( (SLOPE-XR+CONST) — 3- (SLOPE-XL+CONST) •'••'•3 ) / 
3 3.0/SLOPE) 
ACXC=0.5--ZMIN--HX--(XL+XR)+0. S-HZ-HX-- (XL+HX/3.0)+ASXS 
ACZC=0.5*ZNIN*HX*ZMIN+0.5*HZ*HX*(ZMIN+HZ/3.0)+ASZS 
CALL SIMP (FXZ,XL,XR,1.0E-5,APX,XT,ZT,RTIRE,X0,IFLAG) 
CALL SIMP (FZZ,XL,XR,1.0E-5,APZ,XT,ZT,RTIRE,X0,IFLAG) 
XBE=(ACXC-APX)/AE 
ZBE=(ACZC-0.5--APZ)/AE 
C. . . 
C FIND THE ANGLE OF THE LINE THAT PASSES THROUGH THE CG OF WHEEL 
C AND THE CENTROID OF AREA WITH RESPECT TO THE HORIZONTAL AXIS 
C WHICH IS PARALLEL TO THE FIXED REFERENCE X-AXIS. 
C. . . 
XDIFF=XBE-XT 
IF (ABS(XDIFF).LT.L.OE-10) XDIFF=S1GN(1.OE-10,XDIFF) 
ANGLE=ATAN2((ZBE-ZT),XDIFF) 
C. . . 
C NEXT FIND THE EQUIVALENT DEFLECTION USING THE POWER SERIES OR 
C THE CHEBYSCHEV. IF THE CONTACT ANGLE IS .GE. TO 0.0 AND .LE. 
C 0.75 RADIANS, THE POWER SERIES IS USED. IF THE CONTACT 
C ANGLE IS .GT. 0.75 RADIANS, THE CHEBYSCHEV IS USED. 
C... 
ASUB=2.0-'-TETA 
IF (ASUB.GE.0.0.AND.ASUB.LE.0.75) DEQ=RTIRE"(1.0-COS(1.1447* 
1 (AE/RT2) "-"0.333333)) 
IF (ASUB.GT.0.75) DEQ=RTIRE*(1.0-COS(1.169*(AE/RT2)**0.333333)) 
RETURN 
END 
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C" •'• 
C "  S U B R O U T I N E  S I M P  
C" " 
C" PURPOSE: THIS SUBROUTINE IS ALSO OBTAINED FROM THE 
C-- TEXT OF SHAMPINE AND ALLEN [22]. IT USES 
C" SIMPSON'S RULE TO INTEGRATE A GIVEN FUNCTION. 
C-" IT IS USED HERE TO INTEGRATE AND DETERMINE 
NVR THE AREA ENCLOSED BETWEEN THE WHEEL AND THE 
C" BUMP PROFILE. IT IS ALSO USED TO DETERMINE (1) 
C" THE AREA ENCLOSED BY THE 3UMP PROFILE, THE 
C:'^  INTERSECTING POINTS OF THE WHEEL AND THE 
C" BUMP PROFILE, AND THE FIXED HORIZONTAL 
C": REFERENCE X-AXIS AND (2) THE AREA ENCLOSED 
C^ '-- BY THE WHEEL, THE INTERSECTING POINTS OF THE 
C-"- WHEEL AND THE BUMP PROFILE, AND THE FIXED 
C-'- HORIZONTAL REFERENCE X-AXIS. 
C" 
C 
c 
c 
SUBROUTINE SIMP (F,A,B,ACC,ANS,XT,ZT,RTIRE,X0,IFLAG) 
DIMENSION FV(5),LORR(39),F1T(30),F2T(30),F3T(30),DAT(30), 
1 ARESTT(30),ESTT(30),EPST(30),PSUM(30) 
U=9.0E-7 
F0URU=4.0"U 
IFLAG=1 
EPS=ACC 
ERR0R=0.0 
LVL=1 
L0RR(LVL)=1 
PSUM(LVL)=0.0 
ALPHA=A 
DA=B-A 
AREA=0.0 
AREST=0.0 
FV(1)=F(ALPHA,XO) 
FV(3)=F((ALPHA+0.5-'-DA) ,X0) 
FV(5)=F((ALPHA+DA),X0) 
K0UNT=3 
WT=DA/6.0 
EST=WT^ > (FV ( 1 ) +4. 0*FV(3) +FV(5 ) ) 
1 DX=0.5-••DA 
FV (2)=F ( (ALPHA+0. S-'-DX) ,XO) 
FV(4)=F((ALPHA+1.5-DX),X0) 
K0UNT=K0UNT+2 
WT=DX/6.0 
E STL=WT--'- ( FV ( 1 ) +4.0-'^ F V ( 2 ) +FV ( 3 ) ) 
E STR=WR'^  (FV ( 3 ) +4. 0*FV ( 4 ) +FV ( 5 ) ) 
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SUM=ESTL+ESTR 
ARESTL=WT*(ABS(FV(1))+ABS(4.0-FV(2))+ABS(FV(3))) 
ARESTR=W'D':(ABS(FV(3) )+ABS(4. 0*FV(4) )+ABS (FV(5) ) ) 
AREA=AREA+((ARESTL+ARESTR)-AREST) 
DIFF=EST-SUM 
IF (ABS(DIFF).LE.EPS"ABS(AREA)) GO TO 2 
IF (ABS(DX).LE.FOURU-ABS(ALPHA)) GO TO 5 
IF (LVL.GE.30) GO TO 5 
IF (KOUNT.GE.2000) GO TO 6 
LVL=LVL+1 
LORR(LVL)=0 
F1T(LVL)=FV(3) 
F2T(LVL)=FV(4) 
F3T(LVL)=FV(5) 
DA=DX 
DAT(LVL)=DX 
AREST=ARESTL 
ARESTT(LVL)=ARESTR 
EST=ESTL 
ESTT(LVL)=ESTR 
EPS=EPS/1.4 
EPST(LVL)=EPS 
FV(5)=FV(3) 
FV(3)=FV(2) 
GO TO 1 
2 ERR0R=ERROR+DIFF/15.0 
3 IF (LORRCLVL).EQ.O) GO TO 4 
SUM=PSUM(LVL)+SUM 
LVL=LVL-1 
IF (LVL.GT.L) GO TO 3 
ANS=SUM 
RETURN 
4 PSUM(LVL)=SUM 
L0RR(LVL)=1 
ALPHA=ALPHA+DA 
DA=DAT(LVL) 
FV(1)=F1T(LVL) 
FV(3)=F2T(LVL) 
FV(5)=F3T(LVL) 
AREST=ARESTT(LVL) 
EST=ESTT(LVL) 
EPS=EPST(LVL) 
GO TO 1 
5 IFLAG=2 
GO TO 2 
6 IFLAG=3 
GO TO 2 
END 
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c-"-
C:': 
C--'-
C-.v 
C" 
c-"-
C" 
C" 
C" 
C" 
C" 
C" 
C--
C" 
C-.V 
C-'-
C--' 
C-.V 
C^ r 
C" 
F U N C T I O N  Z E E  
PURPOSE: THIS FUNCTION DEFINES THE TYPE OF BUMP 
PROFILE WHICH ARE USED AS GROUND LEVEL 
DISTURBANCES TO EXCITE THE VEHICLE/RIDER 
SYSTEM. PRESENTLY, THIS FUNCTION HAS FOUR 
GENERAL TYPES OF BUMP PROFILE WHICH A USER 
CAN SELECT BY SPECIFYING THE INTEGER 
VARIABLE, NPTYPE. IF (NPTYPE=1, 2, 3, OR 4), 
THEN THE CORRESPONDING BUMP PROFILES ARE 
RECTANGULAR, PARABOLIC, SINUSOIDAL, OR 
POLYNOMIAL IN SHAPES. THE COEFFICIENTS OF 
THE POLYNOMIAL BUMP PROFILE HAVE TO BE 
SUPPLIED BY THE USER. NOTE THAT FOR A 
RECTANGULAR BUMP PROFILE, THE SIDES MUST 
NOT BE VERTICAL! IN FACT, THE SIDES OF THE 
RECTANGULAR BUMP PROFILE MUST HAVE A LARGE 
BUT FINITE MAGNITUDE AS A SLOPE. 
-'r 
V,-
-.V 
î'r 
v.-
C 
C 
C 
REAL FUNCTION ZEE(X,XX) 
COMMON /PARAM/ XT,YT,ZT,X0,X1,DELTA,DSTEER,CGH 
COMMON /PROF/ NWAVE,NDEG,NPTYPE,AMP(5),AL1(5),B(11) 
IF (NPTYPE.EQ.l) GO TO 30 
IF (NPTYPE.EQ.2) GO TO 20 
IF (NPTYPE.EQ.3) GO TO 10 
C (NPTYPE=4) POLYNOMIAL FUNCTION PROFILE USED. 
C. . . 
ZEE=CGH 
IF (X.LE.XO.OR.X.GE.Xl) RETURN 
SUMT=B(1) 
DO 5 I=1,NDEG 
SUMT=SUMT+B(I+l)"(X-XO)**I 
5 CONTINUE 
ZEE=CGH-SUMT 
RETURN 
C. . . 
C (NPTYPE=3) SINUSOIDAL BUMP IN USED. 
C. . . 
10 ZEE=C&H-
PI=3.141592654 
IF (X.GT.AH(1).AND.X.LT.AL1(2)) ZEE=CGH-AMP(1)* 
1 SIN(PI*(X+ALl(l))/2.0/ALl(l)) 
RETURN 
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C. . . 
C (NPTYPE=2) PARABOLIC BUMP IN USED. 
C. . . 
20 ZEE=CGH 
IF (X.GT.ALl(1).AND.X.LT.ALl(2)) ZEE=CGH-AMP(1)-(1.0-X*X/AL1(2) 
1 /AL1(2)) 
RETURN 
C. . . 
C u-iPTYPE=l) RECTANGULAR BUMP IN USED. 
C. . . 
30 ZEE=CGH 
IF (X.GT.AL1(1).AND.X.LT.AL1(2)) ZEE=AMP(1)*(X-AL1(1))/ 
1 (AL1(1)-AL1(2))+CGH 
IF (X.GT.AL1(3).AND.X.LT.AL1(4)) ZEE=AMP(l)*(X-ALl(4))/ 
1 (AL1(4)-AL1(3))+CGH 
IF (X.GE.AL1(2).AND.X.LE.AL1(3)) ZEE=CGH-AMP(1) 
RETURN 
END 
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C-;r 
C* F U N C T I O N  F Z W  
C" 
C "  F U N C T I O N  F X Z  
C" 
C "  F U N C T I O N  F Z Z  
C" 
C" PURPOSE: FUNCTION FZW IS USED BY SUBROUTINE ZEROIN 
C" TO COMPUTE THE INTERSECTION POINTS OF THE 
C" WHEEL(CIRCLE) AND THE BUMP PROFILE. FUNCTIONS 
C-- FXZ AND FZZ ARE USED BY SUBROUTINE SIMP FOR 
C" INTEGRATION PURPOSES. 
C-.v 
c 
c 
c 
REAL FUNCTION FZW(X,XT,ZT,RTIRE,XO) 
FZW=(X-XT)*(X-XT)4-(ZEE(X,XO)-ZT)*RZEE(X,XO)-ZT)-RTIRE*RTIRE 
RETURN 
END 
C 
C 
c 
c 
c 
REAL FUNCTION FXZ(X,XO) 
FXZ=X*ZEE(X,XO) 
RETURN 
END 
REAL FUNCTION FZZ(X,XO) 
FZZ=ZEE(X,X0)----2 
RETURN 
END 
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F U N C T I O N  F C S N L  
F U N C T I O N  F K T  
PURPOSE: FUNCTION FCSNL IS USED TO DETERMINE THE 
CORNERING STIFFNESS FOR A GIVEN NORMAL LOAD 
ON THE TIRE. 
FUNCTION FKT IS USED TO DETERMINE THE 
MAGNITUDE OF THE TIRE FORCE FOR A GIVEN 
DEFLECTION. 
c 
c 
c 
REAL FUNCTION FCSNL(X) 
C.. . 
C THIS CORNERING STIFFNESS VS NORMAL LOAD FUNCTION IS BASED ON 
C EXPERIMENTAL DATA GATHERED FOR 22X11-8 OHTSU TIRE AT 2 PSI 
C TIRE INFLATION PRESSURE. 
C. . . 
IF (X.LT.1275.0) FCSNL=5.49*X 
IF (X.GE.1275.0.AND.X.LE.2831.0) FCSNL=-7400.0+18.41*X 
1 -0.00558--X---X 
IF (X.GT.2831.0) FCSNL=0.0 
RETURN 
END 
C 
C 
C 
REAL FUNCTION FKT(X) 
C. . . 
C THIS FUNCTION RELATES THE TIRE DEFLECTION TO THE NORMAL LOAD 
C BASED ON THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA GATHERED FOR 22X11-8 OHTSU TIRE 
C AT 2 PSI TIRE INFLATION PRESSURE. 
C. . . 
IF (X.LT.0.107) FKT=16.78+18100.0-'-X+91851.82-'-X"X 
IF (X.GE.0.107) FKT=3002.0+222400.0"(X-0.107) 
RETURN 
END 
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C-.V 
C"- SUBROUTINE STORV 
C" " 
C-'- PURPOSE: THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED TO STORE THE 
C-- ABSOLUTE COORDINATES OF THE CENTER OF 
C-'- THE THREE WHEELS AND THE ABSOLUTE 
C-"- COORDINATES OF THE MASS CENTER OF THE 
C-"- VEHICLE/RIDER SYSTEM. THE STORED DATA ARE 
C-"- USED LATER BY SUBROUTINE VPLOT TO PLOT 
C-"- THE SYSTEM'S SIMULATED MOTION. 
C-.'r 
c 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE STORV (ICOUNT,Q,N,XL,YL,ZL,XF,YF,ZF,XR,YR,ZR, 
1 IEND,.NUMPLT) 
COMMON /PLT/ YXPY(390),YXPX(390),ZXPZ(390),ZYPY(390) 
REAL Q(N) 
YXPX(IEND+1)=XR 
YXPX(IEND+2)=XL 
YXPX(IEND+3)=XF 
YXPX(IEND+4)=XF 
YXPX(IE.N'D+5)=Q(4) 
YXPX(IEND+6)=XL 
YXPX(IEND+7)=Q(4) 
YXPX(IEND+8)=XR 
YXPX(IEND+9)=XF 
ZXPZ(IEND+1)=-ZR 
ZXPZ(IEND+2)=-ZL 
ZXPZ(IEN'D+3)=-ZF 
ZXPZ(IEND+4)=-ZF 
ZXPZ(IEND+5)=-Q(6) 
ZXPZ(IEND+6)=-ZL 
ZXPZ(IEND+7)=-Q(6) 
ZXPZ(IEND+8)=-ZR 
ZXPZ(IEND+9)=-ZF 
YXPY(IEND+1)=10.0-YR 
YXPY(IEND+2)=10.0-YL 
YXPY(JEND+3)=10.0-YF 
Y.XPY(IEND+4)=10.0-YF 
YXPY(IEND+5)=10.0-Q(5) 
YXPY(IEND+6)=10.0-YL 
YXPY(IEND+7)=10.0-QC5) 
YXPY(IEND+8)=10.0-YR 
YXPY(IEND+9)=10.0-YF 
EXT=Q(4)-Q(5) 
ZYPY(IEND+1)=EXT+YR 
ZYPY(IEND+2)=EXT+YL 
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ZYPY(IEND+3)=EXT+YF 
ZYPY(IEND+4)=EXT+YF 
ZYPY(IEND+5)=EXT+Q(5) 
ZYPY(IEND+6)=EXT+YL 
ZYPY(IEND+7)=EXT+Q(5) 
ZYPY(IEND+8)=EXT+YR 
ZYPY(IEND+9)=EXT+YF 
NUMPLT=NUMPLT+1 
TEND=IEND+9 
ICOUNT=0 
RETURN 
END 
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C-:-
C "  S U B R O U T I N E  S T O R F  
C-.v 
C-- PURPOSE: THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED TO STORE THE R.M.S. 
C" TIRE FORCES FOR USED LATER BY THE SUBROUTINE 
C-"- FPLOT. PRESENTLY, THIS SUBROUTINE IS WRITTEN 
C-" TO STORE THE Z-COMPONENT TIRE FORCES. IF 
C-'- THE OTHER COMPONENTS OF TIRE FORCES ARE 
C" REQUIRED, THIS SUBROUTINE CAN EASILY BE 
C-" MODIFIED FOR THOSE PURPOSES. 
C-.v 
c 
c 
c 
SUBROUTINE STORF(JCOUNT,JNUM,IARRAY,SFFZ,SFLZ,SFRZ,PFFZ, 
1 PFLZ,PFRZ,CFZ,CLZ,CRZ,XF,XL,XR) 
REAL PFFZ(IARRAY),PFLZ(IARRAY),PFRZ(IARRAY),CFZ(IARRAY) , 
1 CLZ(IARRAY),CRZ(IARRAY) 
JNUM=JNUM+1 
PFFZ(JNUM)=SFFZ 
PFLZ(JNUM)=SFLZ 
PFRZ(JNUM)=SFRZ 
CFZ(JNUM)=XF 
CLZ(JNUM)=XL 
CRZ(JNUM)=XR 
JC0UNT=0 
RETURN 
END 
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C" 
C *  S U B R O U T I N E  V P L O T  
C" 
C" PURPOSE: THIS SUBROUTINE USES THE ZETA PLOTTING 
C" SOFTWARE PACKAGE AVAILABLE IN THE NAS AS/6 
C" COMPUTER SYSTEM AT IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY 
C" TO PLOT THE SIMULATED MOTION OF THE 
C" VEHICLE/RIDER SYSTEM. CURRENTLY, THE FRAME 
C" SIZE OF THE PLOT IS SET AT 8.5X11.0 INCHES. 
C" THE SIZE CAN BE ALTERED ACCORDING TO THE 
C" USER'S NEEDS. 
C" 
c 
c 
c 
SUBROUTINE VPLOT(NUMPLT,XSIZE,YSIZE,XSF,YSF,XMIN,YMIN,XOX) 
COMMON /PUT/ YXPY(390),YXPX(390),ZXPZ(390),ZYPY(390) 
COMMON /PARAM/ XT,YT,ZT,XO,XI,DELMX,DSTEER,CGH 
REAL XP(5),YP(5),XPT(1600),ZPT(1600) 
INTEGER NUMB(3),IP(3),IPEN(3) 
NUMB(1)=3 
NU.MB(2)=3 
NUMB(3)=3 
IP(1)=1 
IP(2)=3 
IP(3)=4 
IPEN(1)=3 
IPEN(2)=4 
IPEN(3)=2 
IT=0 
XIMC=0.0254 
XSUM=XOX 
YT=0.0 
NPT=IFIX (XS IZE----XSF/XÎNC ) 
DO 5 K=1,NPT 
XPT(K)=XSUM 
ZPT(K)=-ZEE(XSUM,XO) 
XSUM=XSUM+XINC 
5 CONTINUE 
CALL PLOTS (0,0,31) 
XPT(NPT+1)=0.0 
ZPT(NPT+1)=-12.0 
XPT(NPT+2)=4.0 
ZPT(NPT+2)=4.0 
CALL PLOT (0.5,0.5,-3) 
CALL PLOT(0.0,8.5,2) 
CALL PL0T(11.0,8.5,2) 
CALL PLOT(11.0,0.0,2) 
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CALL PLOT(0.0,0.0,2) 
CALL AXIS(0.5,0.5,'X - LONG. DISP. (M)',-19,XSIZE,0.0,0.0,4.0) 
CALL AXIS(0.5,0.5,'Y-Z DISP. (M)13,YSIZE,90.0,-12.0,4.0) 
CALL PLOT (0.5,0.5,-3) 
CALL LINE (XPT,ZPT,NPT,1,0,2) 
XP(4)=0.0 
XP(5)=4.0 
YP(4)=-12.0 
YP(5)=4.0 
DO 30 J=l,3 
IEND=J--NUMB(J) 
IS=(IEND+1)-NUMB(J) 
CALL NEWPEN(IPEN(J)) 
DO 20 K=1,NUMPLT 
DO 10 I=IS,IEND 
IT=IT+1 
XP(IT)=YXPX(I) 
YP(IT)=ZXPZ(I) 
10 CONTINUE 
CALL LINE (XP,YP,NUMBCJ),1,1,IP(J)) 
IS=IS+9 
IEND=IEND+9 
IT=0 
20 CONTINUE 
30 CONTINUE 
DO 60 J=l,3 
IEND=J"NUMB(J) 
IS=(IEND+1)-NUMB(J) 
CALL NEWPEN(IPEN(J)) 
DO 50 K=1,NUMPLT 
DO 40 I=IS,IEND 
IT=IT+1 
XP(IT)=YXPX(I) 
YP(IT)=YXPY(I) 
40 CONTINUE 
CALL LINE (XP,YP,NUMB(J),1,1,IP(J)) 
IS=IS+9 
IEND=IEND+9 
IT=0 
50 CONTINUE 
60 CONTINUE 
NPT=0 
N9=NUMPLT-"9 
DO 65 1=1,N9 
ZXPZ(I)=ZXPZ(I)-8.0 
65 CONTINUE 
DO 90 J=l,3 
IEND=J"NUMB(J) 
IS=(IEND+1)-NUMB(J) 
CALL NEWPEN(IPEN(J)) 
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DO 80 K=1,NUMPLT 
DO 70 1=IS,IEND 
IT=IT+1 
XP(IT)=ZYPY(I) 
YP(IT)=ZXPZ(I) 
70 CONTINUE 
CALL LINE (XP,YP,NUMB(J),1,1,IP(J)) 
IS=IS+9 
IEND=TEND+9 
IT=0 
80 CONTINUE 
90 CONTINUE 
CALL NEVPEN (1) 
CALL SYMBOL (7.9,7.0,0.15,'NOTION OF VEHICLE',0.0,17) 
CALL PLOTCll.0,0.0,999) 
RETURN 
END 
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C" •" 
C "  S U B R O U T I N E  F P L O T  
C" 
C--^  PURPOSE: THIS SUBROUTINE ALSO USES THE SAME PLOTTING 
C--'^  SOFTWARE, WHICH IS USED BY SUBROUTINE VPLOT, 
C--^  TO PLOT THE R.M.S. TIRE FORCES. THE DATA 
C* USED BY THIS SUBROUTINE IS OBTAINED FROM 
C" THE DATA GATHERED BY SUBROUTINE STORF. 
C" ALSO, THE CURRENT FRAME SIZE IS SET AT •• 
C" 8.5X11.0 INCHES. THE USER CAN ALTER THE 
C--- FRAME SIZE AND THE HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL -
C-"- SCALES TO SUIT HIS/HER NEEDS. 
C" " 
C 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE FPLOT(JNUM,lARRAY,XFSIZE,YFSIZE,XFSF,YFSF,XFMIN,YFMIN. 
1 PFFZ,PFLZ,PFRZ,CFZ,CLZ,CRZ) 
REAL PFFZ(IARRAY),PFLZ(lARRAY),PFRZ(IARRAY),CFZ(IARRAY), 
1 CLZ(IARRAY),CRZ(IARRAY),DUMX(3000),DUMY(3000) 
CALL PLOTS (0,0,31) 
J1=JNUM+1 
J2=JNUM+2 
N2=JNUM-'-2 
N3=JNUM"3 
DO 10 1=1,JNUM 
DUMX(I)=CFZ(I) 
DUMY(I)=PFFZ(I) 
10 CONTINUE 
11=0 
DO 20 I=J1,N2 
11=11+1 
DUMX(I)=CLZ(II) 
DUMY(I)=PFLZ(II) 
20 CONTINUE 
J1=N2+1 
11=0 
DO 30 I=J1,N3 
11=11+1 
DUMX(I)=CRZ(II) 
DUMY(I)=PFRZ(II) 
30 CONTINUE 
CALL SCALE (DUMX,XFSIZE,N3,1) 
CALL SCALE (DUMY,YFSIZE,N3,1) 
XMN=DUMX(N3+1) 
XFT=DUMX(N3+2) 
YMN=DUMY(N3+1) 
YFT=DUMY(N3+2) 
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PFFZ(J1)=YMN 
PFFZ(J2)=YFT 
PFLZ(J1)=YMN 
PFLZ(J2)=YFT 
PFRZ(J1)=YMN 
PFRZ(J2)=YFT 
CFZ(J1)=XMN 
CFZ(J2)=XFT 
CLZ(J1)=XMN 
CLZ(J2)=XFT 
CRZ(J1)=XMN 
CRZ(J2)=XFT 
CALL PLOT (2.0,-0.5,-3) 
CALL PLOT (0.0,8.5,2) 
CALL PLOT (11.0,8.5,2) 
CALL PLOT (11.0,0.0,2) 
CALL PLOT (0.0,0.0,2) 
CALL AXIS (0.5,0.5,'DISTANCE (METERS)',-17,.XFSIZE,0.0,XMN.XFT) 
CALL AXIS (0.5,0.5,'FORCE (NEWTONS)',15,YFSIZE,90.0,YMN,YFT) 
CALL PLOT (0.5,0.5,-3) 
CALL NEWPEN (4) 
CALL LINE (CFZ,PFFZ,JNUM,1,1,3) 
CALL NEWPEN (3) 
CALL LINE (CLZ,PFLZ,JNUM,1,1,4) 
CALL NEWPEN (2) 
CALL LINE (CRZ,PFRZ,JNUM,1,1,11) 
CALL NEWPEN (1) 
CALL SYMBOL (0.5,7.0,0.15,'THE RMS NORMAL FORCES OF',0.0,24) 
CALL NEWPEN (4) 
CALL SYMBOL (0.5,6.65,0.15,3,0.0,-1) 
CALL SYMBOL (0.6,6.65,0.15,' - FRONT WHEEL',0.0,14) 
CALL NEWPEN (3) 
CALL SYMBOL (0.5,6.3,0.15,4,0.0,-1) 
CALL SYMBOL (0.6,6.3,0.15,' - LEFT WHEEL',0.0,13) 
CALL NEWPEN (2) 
CALL SYMBOL (0.5,5.95,0.15,11,0.0,-1) 
CALL SYMBOL (0.6,5.95,0.15,' - RIGHT WHEEL',0.0,14) 
CALL NEWPEN (1) 
CALL PLOT (XFSIZE,-0.5,999) 
RETURN 
END 
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C-v 
C "  I N P U T  D A T A  
C" •• 
C* 
C" 
C" 
C" 
C" 
C" 
( M O D E L  A )  
THE FOLLOWING IS A SAMPLE INPUT DATA FOR MODEL A. 
NOTE THAT ONLY THE FIRST 30 COLUMNS ARE USED FOR 
DATA INPUT AND THE REMAINING 50 COLUMNS ARE FOR 
COMMENTS AS TO WHAT THE INPUT DATA REPRESENT. 
C 
C 
C 
SIMULATION OF VEHICLE OVER RECT., PARA., 
VEHICLE USED IS HONDA ATC HOD WITH 50% 
SINU., OR POLY. BUMP PROFILE. 
HANAVAN MAN AND GOODYEAR TIRE. 
1 /TOTAL NUMBER OF RUNS. 
12 /NUMBER OF 1ST ORDER ODES. 
Y /OUTPUT OF SOLUTION. (Y=YES;N=NO) 
6 /NUMBER OF COORDS. TO BE PRINTED. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 /COORDINATE NUMBER : Q(I). 
Y /OUTPUT OF WHEEL'S COORDS. 
Y /OUTPUT OF RMS STEPSIZE. 
Y Y Y /OUTPUT OF RMS X,Y,Z FORCES. 
N /PLOT OF X-Y, X-Z AND Y-Z MOTION. 
10.00 7.00 /LENGTH OF X- AND Y-AXES FOR PLOTTING. 
4.0 4.0 /SCALE FOR X- AND Y-AXES (UNITS/INCH). 
0.0 -12.0 /VALUE OF X AND Y AT ORIGIN. 
1 
N 
/CYCLE TO PLOT VEHICLE MOTION. 
/PLOT OF NORMAL FORCES (L-F-R) VS DiST. 
213 /TOTAL OF TIRE FORCES PLTD. PER WHEEL 
2 /PERIOD OF STRG. TIRE FORCES FOR PLTG. 
10.00 7.00 /LENGTH OF X- AND Y-AXES FOR PLOTTING. 
0.0 0.0 /SCALE FOR X- AND Y-AXES (UNITS/INCH). 
0.0 0.0 /VALUE OF X AND Y AT ORIGIN. 
186.00 /MASS OF SYSTEM. (KG.) 
75.0 111.00 /MASS OF RIDER AND VEHICLE. (KG.) 
5.65 7.21 3. 09 /(IXXM,IYYM,IZZM). (KG*M*M). 
0.0 0.0 -2 .20 /(IXYM,lYZM,IX2M). (KG-M-M). 
11.40 19.27 26 .93 /(IXXV,IYYV,IZZV). (KG*M*M). 
0.0 0.0 0. 138 /(IXYV,lYZV,IXZV). (KG*M*M). 
0.3167 0.0 -0 .6274 /(RXMP,RYMP,RZMP). (M). 
0.3556 0.0 -0 .1549 /(RXVP,RYVP,RZVP). (M). 
1.016 0.0 0. 0 /(RXFP,RYFP,RZFP). (M). 
0.0 0.3430 0. 0 /(RXRP,RYRP,RZRP). (M). 
0.0 -0.3430 0. 0 /(RXLP,RYLP,RZLP). (M). 
0.000 /STEER ANGLE. (RADIAN) 
100.0 /DISTANCE TO START STEERING. (M) 
18100.0 422.00 /TIRE K(FUNCTIONS) ; DAMP. CONST. 
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0.00 0.000 0.0000 /I.e. PHI,THETA,PSI. Q(l,2,3). 
-5.0000 0.0000 0.0000 /I.e. X,Y,Z. Q(4,5,6). 
0.000 0.0000 0.0000 /I.e. VEL. OF PHI,THETA,PSI. Q(7,8,9). 
8.941 0.00 0.0000 /I.e. VEL. OF X,Y,Z. Q(10,ll,12). 
-0.1397 0.1397 /X0F;X1F--START & END OF PROFILE.(M) 
-0.1397 0.1397 /X0L;X1L--START & END OF PROFILE.(M) 
-0.1397 0.1397 /XOR;X1R--START & END OF PROFILE.(M) 
1 /PROF. TYPE (l=Re.; 2=PR.; 3=SN.; 4=PL.) 
4 /NUMBER OF WAVE FORM. 
0.1270 0.0 0.0 /AMPLITUDE OF WAVEFORM.(M) 
0.0 
-0.1397 -0.1315 0.1315 /LENGTH OF BUMP PROFILE.(M) 
0.1397 
6 /DEC. OF POLY. TO APPROX. PROFILE. 
0.0 2.8075E-3 7.6645E-3 /COEFF. OF X--'(0,1,2). 
-5.9876E-4 1.2117E-5 3.1305E-8 /+eOEFF. OF X""(3,4,5). 
-2.3419E-9 /+eOEFF. OF X**(6). 
0.2794 /TIRE RADIUS. (M) 
0.61482 /e.G. HEIGHT.(M) 
0.00001 /STEPSIZE.(S) 
2 /1=ADAMS ; 2=GEAR 
3 /0=NFCNJ ; l=UFeNJ ; 2,3=DFCNJ 
0.0 0.001 /START TIME ; TOLERANCE. 
0.10 2.00 /TIME INCREMENT ; STOP TIME. 
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13. APPENDIX C: COMPUTER PROGRAMS OF MODEL B 
Appendix C contains the computer programs in the following order: 
1) Main program (Model B), 
2) Subroutine FCNQ (Model B), 
3) Function T^DS (Model B) , and 
4) Input data (Model B). 
Note that the programs in this appendix are entirely for Model B. The 
complete computer programs for Model B are constructed by replacing 
those programs appearing in Appendix B and which belong only to 
Model A, with the programs in this appendix. 
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c^ .-
C--- MAIN PROGRAM 
C" 
C--- (MODEL B) 
C" 
C--- PURPOSE: TO READ AND ECHO PRINT INPUT DATA WHICH ARE 
C-'^  USED IN THE SIMULATION. IT ALSO COMPUTES 
C--- SOME OTHER ESSENTIAL INFORMATION WHICH ARE 
C" ALSO USED IN THE SIMULATION. IT OUTPUTS THE 
C" SOLUTIONS OF THE DYNAMICAL EQUATIONS AT THE 
C" END OF EACH TIME STEP AS SPECIFIED BY THE 
C" USER. IT CONTROLS THE FINAL PLOTTING OF THE 
C:': VEHICLE/RIDER SYSTEM'S MOTION AND THE R.M.S. 
C--- VERTICAL TIRE FORCES. 
c---
c 
c 
c 
EXTERNAL FCNQ,FCNJ 
DIMENSION Q(26),DQ(26),PFFZ(1000),PFLZ(1000),PFRZ(1000), 
1 CFZ(IOOO),CLZ(1000),CRZ(1000),WK(1150) 
COMMON /DACC/ DQ 
COMMON /ERROR/RELERR,ABSERR 
COMMON /DEPTH/ N2,N2P1,NWRITE 
COMMON /XFLR/ X0F,X1F,X0L,X1L,X0R,X1R 
COMMON /PROF/ NWAVE,NDEG,NPTYPE,AMP(5),AL1(5),B(11) 
COMMON /RMS/ SFFS,SFRS,SFLS,SFFZ,SFLZ,SFRZ,SFFY,SFLY,SFRY, 
1 SFFX,SFLX,SFRX,HRMS,IRMS,TST 
COMMON /PARAM/ XT,YT,ZT,XO,X1,DELMX,DSTEER,CGH 
COMMON /SUSP/ PI,PI2,STMXF,STMXR,STMXL,SLORGF,SLORGR,SLORGL 
COMMON /VAR/ TDCOEF,RTIRE,MSYS,MASS,IXXl,lYYl,IZZl,IXZl, 
1 IXX2,IYY2,IZZ2,IXZ2,IXX3,IYY3,IZZ3,IYZ3,IXX4,IYY4,IZZ4,IYZ4, 
2 IXX5,IYY5,IZZ5,IXX6,IYY6,IZZ6,IXX7,IYY7,IZZ7,GRVTY, 
3 IXYl,lYZ1,IXY2,IYZ2,IXY3,IXZ3,IXY4,IXZ4,IXY5,IYZ5,IXZ5, 
4 IXY6,IYZ6,IXZ6,IXY7,IYZ7,IXZ7 
COMMON /VARl/ RX1P,RY1P,RZ1P,RXAP,RYAP,RZAP, 
1 RX2P,RY2P,RZ2P,RY5 P,RX3P,RXB3P,RX4P,RXB4P,RXQ3P,RYQ3P,RZQ3P, 
2 RXQ4P,RYQ4P,RZQ4P,RX6P,RX7P,L2A,L6P,L7P,L3P,L4P,LB3P,LB4P, 
3 KFST,KFSC,KRST,KRSC,KLST,KLSC,CRDT,CROC,CLDT,CLDC,CFDT,CFDC, 
4 CSG,SSG,SIGMA,LB33,LB44,RXQ31,RYQ31,RZQ31,RXQ41,RYQ41,RZQ41 
REAL M11,M12,M13,M21,M22,M23,M31,M32,M33 
REAL N11,N12,N13,N21,N22,N23,N31,N32,N33 
REAL MSYS,MASS(7),KFST,KFSC,KLST,KLSC,KRST,KRSC, 
1 L2A,L6P,L7P,L3P,LB3P,L4P,LB4P,L5A,LB33,LB44 
REAL IXXl,lYYl,IZZl,IXZl,IXX2,IYY2,IZZ2,IXZ2,IXX3,IYY3,IZZ3, 
1 IYZ3,IXX4,IYY4,IZZ4,IYZ4,IXX5,IYY5,IZZ5,IXÏ5,IYZ5,IXZ5, 
2 IXX6,IYY6,IZZ6,IXY6,IYZ6,IXZ6,IXX7,IYY7,IZZ7,IXY7,IYZ7,IXZ7, 
3 IXYl,lYZ1,IXY2,IYZ2,IXY3,IXZ3,IXY4,IXZ4,IXXM,lYYM,IZZM, 
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4 IXYM,IYZM,IXZM,IXXSM,lYYSM,IZZSM,IXYSM,lYZSM,IXZSM,MMAN,MMSM 
INTEGER TITLE1(20),TITLE2(20),ANSX,ANSY,ANSZ,ANSG,ANSF,ANSP, 
1 ANSS,AHRMS,AXYZ,IWK(26),IPOS(13),QNAME(13) 
DATA IANS/' Y'/ 
DATA QNAME/' PHI','TETA',' PSI',' X Y Z ', 
1 'FTVL','RBTA','LBTA','DSTR','OMGF','OMGR','OMGL'/ 
C. . . 
C INITIALIZE THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES. 
C. . . 
RELERR=1.0E-04 
ABSERR=1.0E-04 
PI=3.141592654 
PI2=1.570796327 
NRB=7 
GRVTY=9.81 
C. . . 
C READ INPUT DATA. 
C. . . 
READ (5,500) (TITLEl(I),1=1,20) 
READ (5,500) (TITLE2(I),1=1,20) 
READ (5,520) NRUN 
DO 100 JJ=1,NRUN 
READ (5,520) N 
N2=N/2 
N2P1=N2+1 
READ (5,510) ANSP 
READ (5,520) NWRITE 
READ (5,520) NCOORD 
READ (5,540) (IPOS(I),1=1,NCOORD) 
READ (5,510) AXYZ 
READ (5,510) AHRMS 
READ (5,510) ANSS 
READ (5,510) ANSX,ANSY,ANSZ 
READ (5,510) ANSG 
READ (5,530) XSIZE,YSIZE 
READ (5,530) XSF,YSF 
READ (5,530) XMIN,YMIN 
READ (5,520) ITINT 
READ (5,510) ANSF 
READ (5,520) IARRAY 
READ (5,520) JLIMIT 
READ (5,530) XFSIZE,YFSIZE 
READ (5,530) MSYS 
READ (5,530) MMAN 
READ (5,530) (MASS(I),1=1,NRB) 
READ (5,530) IXXM,lYYM,IZZM 
READ (5,530) IXYM,lYZM,IXZM 
READ (5,530) IXXSM,IYYSM,IZZSM 
READ (5,530) IXYSM,lYZSM,IXZSM 
READ (5,530) IXX2,IYY2,IZZ2 
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READ (5,530) IXY2,IYZ2,TXZ2 
READ (5,530) IXX3,IYY3,IZZ3 
READ (5,530) IXY3,IYZ3,IXZ3 
READ (5,530) IXX4,IYY4,IZZ4 
READ (5,530) IXY4,IYZ4,IXZ4 
READ (5,530) IXX5,IYY5,IZZ5 
READ (5,530) IXY5,IYZ5,IXZ5 
READ (5,530) IXX6,IYY6,IZZ6 
READ (5,530) IXY6,IYZ6,IXZ6 
READ (5,530) IXX7,IYY7,IZZ7 
READ (5,530) IXY7,IYZ7,IXZ7 
READ (5,530) KFST,KRST,KLST 
READ (5,530) KFSC,KRSC,KLSC 
READ (5,530) CFDT,CRDT,CLDT 
READ (5,530) CFDC,CRDC,CLDC 
READ (5,530) STMXF,STMXR,STMXL 
READ (5,530) SLORGF,SLORGR,SLORGL 
READ (5,530) RXMP,RYMP,RZMP 
READ (5,530) RXSMP,RYSMP,RZSMP 
READ (5,530) RXAP,RYAP,RZAP 
READ (5,530) RXQ3P,RYQ3P,RZQ3P 
READ (5,530) RXQ4P,RYQ4P,RZQ4P 
READ (5,530) L2A 
READ (5,530) L3P,LB3P,L6P 
READ (5,530) L4P,LB4P,L7P 
READ (5,530) DELMX 
READ (5,530) DSTEER 
READ (5,530) SIGMA 
READ (5,530) TDCOEF 
READ (5,530) (Q(I),1=1,N2) 
READ (5,530) (Q(I),I=N2P1,N) 
READ (5.530) X0F,X1F 
READ (5,530) X0L,X1L 
READ (5,530) X0R,X1R 
READ (5,520) NPTYPE 
READ (5,520) NWAVE 
READ (5,530) (AMP(T),1=1,NWAVE) 
READ (5,530) (ALl(I),1=1,NWAVE) 
READ (5,520) NDEG 
NDEG1=NDEG+1 
READ (5,530) (B(I),1=1,NDEG1) 
READ (5,530) RTIRE 
READ (5,530) CGH 
READ (5,530) H 
READ (5,520) METH 
READ (5,520) MITER 
READ (5,530) T,TOL 
READ (5,530) TINC,TSTOP 
-CALCULATE THE MASS CENTER AND THE MOMENTS AND PRODUCTS OF 
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C INERTIAS OF THE COMBINED RIDER AND THE SPRUNG MASS. 
C ALSO COMPUTE THE COMPONENTS OF THE POSITION VECTORS OF 
C EACH RIGID BODY W.R.T. A FIXED REFERENCE POINT, P, ON 
C THE VEHICLE. THEN CALCULATE THE MASS CENTER OF THE 
C VEHICLE/RIDER SYSTEM. FINALLY, THE COMPONENTS OF THE 
C POSITION VECTORS OF POINT A AND THE MASS CENTERS OF R.B.  
C 1, 5, 6, AND 7 W.R.T. THE MASS CENTER OF THE SYSTEM AND 
C OTHERS ARE COMPUTED. 
C. . . 
CSG=COS(SIGMA) 
SSG=SIN(SIGMA) 
LB33=LB3P-L3P 
LB44=L4P-LB4P 
L5A=SL0RGF+Q(7) 
C8=C0S(Q(8)) 
C9=C0S(Q(9)) 
S8=SIN(Q(8)) 
S9=SIN(Q(9)) 
MMSM=MMAN+MASS(1) 
RX1P=(MMAN*RXMP+MASS(1)*RXSMP)/MMSM 
RY1P=(MMAN-RYMP+MASS(1)-RYSMP)/MMSM 
RZ 1P= (MMAN--RZMP+MASS ( 1 ) "RZSMP ) /MMSM 
RXM1=RXMP-RX1P 
RYMI=RYMP-RY1P 
RZM1=RZMP-RZ1P 
RXSM1=RXSMP-RX1P 
RYSM1=RYSMP-RY1P 
RZSM1=RZSMP-R7.1P 
IXX1=IXXM+IXXSM+MMAN*RZM1*RZM1+MASS(1)*RZSM1*RZSM1 
lYY 1=IYYM+IYYSM+MMAN*(RZM1*RZM 1+RXM1--RXM1 ) + 
1 MASS( l)---(RZSMl-'-RZSMl+RXSMl"RXSMl) 
IZ Z 1=1 ZZM+1Z ZSM+MMAN-'-RXM 1*RXM 1+MASS ( 1 ) RXSM 1*RXSM 1 
IXYl=IXYM+IXYSM+MMAN''-RXMl-'-RYMl+MASS ( 1)"RXSM1"RYSM1 
IYZl=IYZM+IYZSM+MMAN"RYMl--RZMl+MASS(l)-''RYSMl-'-RZSMl 
IXZ1=IXZM+IXZSM4-MMAN*RXM1*RZM1+MASS(1)*RXSM1*RZSM1 
MASS(1)=MMSM 
RX2P=RXAP+L2A-'-SSG 
RY2P=RYAP 
RZ2P=RZAP+L2A---CSG 
RX3P=0.0 
RY3P=L3P-'-C8 
RZ3P=L3P--"-S8 
RXB3P=0.0 
RYB3P=LB3P-'-C8 
RZB3P=LB3P-'-S8 
RX4P=0.0 
RY4P=-L4P-'-C9 
RZ4P=-L4P---S9 
RXB4P=0.0 
RYB4P=-LB4P*C9 
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RZB4P=-LB4P-"-S9 
RX5P=RXAP+L5A-'-SSG 
RY5P=RYAP 
RZ5P=RZAP+L5A*CSG 
RX6P=0.0 
RY6P=L6P->C8 
RZ6P=L6P--S8 
RX7P=0.0 
RY7P=-L7P---C9 
RZ7P=-L7P-'-S9 
RXCP=(MASS(1)*RX1P+MASS(2)*RX2P+MASS (5 )"-RX5P) /MSYS 
RYCP= (MASS ( 1 )-'-RY IP+MASS (2)*RY2P+MASS ( 3)*RY3P+MASS (4)*RY4P+ 
1 MASS (5 )-"RY5P+MASS ( 6 )--RY6P+MASS ( 7)*RY7P) /MSYS 
RZCP=(MASS(1)*RZ1P+MASS(2)*RZ2P+NASS(3)*RZ3P+MASS(4)*RZ4P+ 
1 MASS(5)"RZ5P+MASS(6)^-RZ6P+MASS(7)---RZ7P)/MSYS 
RXQ31=RXQ3P-RX1P 
RYQ31=RYQ3P-RY1P 
RZQ31=RZQ3P-RZ1P 
RXQ41=RXQ4P-RX1P 
RYQ41=RYQ4P-RY1P 
RZQ41=RZQ4P-RZ1P 
RXPC=-RXCP 
RYPC=-RYCP 
RZPC=-RZCP 
RX1C=RX1P+RXPC 
RY1C=RY1P+RYPC 
RZ1C=RZ1P+RZPC 
RXAC=RXAP+RXPC 
RYAC=RYAP+RYPC 
RZAC=RZAP+RZPC 
RX5C=RX5P+RXPC 
RY5C=RY5P+RYPC 
RZ5C=RZ5P+RZPC 
RX6C=RX6P+RXPC 
RY6C=RY6P+RYPC 
RZÔC=RZ6P+RZPC 
RX7C=RX7P+RXPC 
RY7C=RY7P+RYPC 
RZ7C=RZ7P+RZPC 
C. . . 
C CALCULATE THE SINES AND COSINES OF THE ROLL, PITCH AND YAW 
C ANGLES, THE ELEMENTS OF THE TRANSFORMATION MATRIX, AND 
C THE ABSOLUTE COORDINATES OF THE CENTER OF THE THREE WHEELS. 
C. . . 
C1=C0S(Q(1)) 
C2=C0S(Q(2)) 
C3=C0S(Q(3)) 
S1=SIN(Q(1)) 
S2=SIN(Q(2)) 
S3=SIN(Q(3)) 
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M11=C2"C3 
M12=C I-"-S3+S 1*S2*C3 
M13=S1*S3-C1*S2*C3 
M21=-C2"S3 
M22=C l-'-C3 -S1 " S2"S3 
M23=S 1"-C3+C1"S2--S3 
M31=S2 
M32=-S1*C2 
M33=C1*C2 
XF=Q (4)4M11V.-RX5C+M21*RY5C+M3 l-'-RZSC 
YF=Q ( 5 ) +M12" RX5 C+M2 2 •• RY5 C+M3 2 RZ 5 C 
ZF=Q ( 6 )+M13'-RX5C+M23"RY5C+M33-'-RZ5C 
XR=Q (4 ) +M11---RX6C+M21 •'•RY6C+M31*RZ6C 
YR=Q ( 5 ) +M 12-'-RX6C+M22"RY6C+M32-'-RZ6C 
ZR=Q ( 6 ) +M13 •• RX6C+M2 3*RY6C+M33*RZ6C 
XL=Q (4) +M1 l-'-RX7C+M21*RY7C+M31 •'•RZ7C 
YL=Q(5)+M12*RX7C+M22*RY7C+M32*RZ7C 
ZL=Q ( 6) +M 13-'-RX7C+M23-'-RY7C+M33-"RZ7C 
C. . . 
C ECHO PRINT THE INPUT DATA AND ALSO PRINT THE OTHER CALCULATED 
C RELEVANT INFORMATION FOR USE BY THE VEHICLE/RIDER SYSTEM. 
C. . . 
WRITE (6,1000) (TITLE1(I),I=1,20),(TITLE2(I),I=1,20) 
WRITE (6,1010) NRUN 
WRITE (6,1020) ANSX,ANSY,ANSZ,ANSG,ANSF,ANSP,ANSS,AHRMS,AXYZ 
WRITE (6,1030) NC00RD,(IP0S(I),I=1,NC00RD) 
WRITE (6,1040) MSYS,MMAN 
WRITE (6,1050) (MASS(I),I=1,7) 
WRITE (6,1060) IXXM,IYYM,IZZM,IXYM,IYZM,IXZM 
WRITE (6,1070) IXXSM,IYYSM,IZZSM,IXYSM,IYZSM,IXZSM 
WRITE (6,1070) IXX1,IYY1,IZZ1,IXY1,IYZ1,IXZ1 
WRITE (6,1070) IXX2,IYY2,IZZ2,IXY2,IYZ2,IXZ2 
WRITE (6,1070) IXX3,IYY3,IZZ3,IXY3,IYZ3,IXZ3 
WRITE (6,1070) IXX4,IYY4,IZZ4,IXY4,IYZ4,IXZ4 
WRITE (6,1070) IXX5,IYY5,IZZ5,IXY5,IYZ5,IXZ5 
WRITE (6,1070) IXX6,IYY6,IZZ6,IXY6,IYZ6,IXZ6 
WRITE (6,1070) IXX7,IYY7,IZZ7,IXY7,IYZ7,IXZ7 
WRITE (6,1080) KFST,KRST,KLST,KFSC,KRSC,KLSC 
WRITE (6,1090) CFDT,CRDT,CLDT,CFDC,CRDC,CLDC 
WRITE (6,1100) SLORGF,STMXF,SLORGR,STMXR,SLORGL,STMXL 
WRITE (6,1110) RXMP,RYMP,RZMP,RXSMP,RYSMP,RZSMP 
WRITE (6,1120) RXAP,RYAP,RZAP 
WRITE (6,1130) RXQ3P,RYQ3P,RZQ3P,RXQ4P,RYQ4P,RZQ4P 
WRITE (6,1140) RX1P,RY1P,RZ1P 
WRITE (6,1150) RXCP,RYCP,RZCP 
WRITE (6,1160) L2A,L3P,LB3P,L6P,L4P,LB4P,L7P 
WRITE (6,1170) DELMX,DSTEER,SIGMA 
WRITE (6,1180) TDCOEF.RTIRE 
WRITE (6,1190) CGH 
WRITE (6,1200) XOF,X1F,XOR,X1R,XOL,X1L 
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WRITE (6,1210) NWAVE,NPTYPE,(AMP(I),I=1,NWAVE) 
WRITE (6,1215) (AL1(I),I=1,NWAVE) 
WRITE (6,1220) NDEG,(B(I),I=1,NDEG1) 
WRITE (6,1230) T,TINC,TSTOP,H 
WRITE (6,1240) TOL,N,METH,MITER 
C. . . 
C INITIALIZE COUNTERS AND OTHER VARIABLES WHICH ARE TO 
C BE USED LATER WHEN THE SIMULATION BEGINS. 
C. . . 
JC0UNT=1 
IC0UNT=1 
INDEX=1 
JNUM=0 
ISTOP=0 
IEND=0 
NUMPLT=0 
TEND=TINC 
C. . . 
C PRINT THE INITIAL VALUES OF THE VEHICLE/RIDER SYSTEM 
C AND THE ABSOLUTE COORDINATES OF THE CENTERS OF THE THREE 
C WHEELS. 
C. . . 
WRITE (6,2000) 
WRITE (6,2010) 
WRITE (6,2020) T,QNAME(1),Q(1),Q(1+N2) 
DO 10 1=2,N2 
WRITE (6,2030) QNAME(I),Q(I),Q(I+N2) 
10 CONTINUE 
WRITE (6,2040) XF,YF,ZF,XR,YR,ZR,XL,YL,ZL 
IF (ANSP.EQ.IANS) WRITE (6,2050) 
20 IF (TEND.GT.TSTOP) GO TO 100 
C. . . 
C INITIALIZE VARIABLES USED IN COMPUTING THE R.M.S. TIRE 
C FORCES AND THE R.M.S. INTEGRATION STEPSIZE. 
C. . . 
IRMS=0 
TST=T 
HRMS=0.0 
SFFS=0.0 
SFRS=0.0 
SFLS=0.0 
SFFZ=0.0 
SFLZ=0.0 
SFRZ=0.0 
SFFY=0.0 
SFLY=0.0 
SFRY=0.0 
SFFX=0.0 
SFLX=0.0 
SFRX=0.0 
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C... 
C CALL IMSL'S DGEAR SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE THE SOLUTIONS OF 
C THE DYNAMICAL EQUATIONS AT TIME T=TEND. 
C. . . 
CALL DGEAR (iN,FCNQ,FCNJ,T,H,Q,TEND,TOL, 
1 METH,MITER,INDEX,IWK,WK,1ER) 
C. . . 
C IF THE COUNTER, IRMS, IS NOT EQUAL TO ZERO, COMPUTE 
C THE R.M.S. TIRE FORCES AND THE R.M.S. INTEGRATION STEPSIZE. 
C. . . 
IF (IRMS.EQ.O) GO TO 25 
SFFS=SQRT(SFFS/FLOAT(IRMS)) 
SFRS=SQRT(SFRS/FLOAT(IRMS)) 
SFLS=SQRT(SFLS/FLOAT(IRMS)) 
SFFZ=SQRT(SFFZ/FLOAT(IRMS)) 
SFLZ=SQRT(SFLZ/FLOAT(IRMS)) 
SFRZ=SQRT(SFRZ/FLOAT(IRMS)) 
SFFY=SQRT(SFFY/FLOAT(IRMS)) 
SFLY=SQRT(SFLY/FLOAT(IRMS)) 
SFRY=SQRT(SFRY/FLOAT(IRMS)) 
SFFX=SQRT(SFFX/FLOAT(IRMS)) 
SFLX=SQRT(SFLX/FLOAT(IRMS)) 
SFRX=SQRT(SFRX/FLOAT(IRMS)) 
HRMS=SQRT(HRMS/FLOAT(IRMS)) 
C. . . 
C RECOMPUTE THE MASS CENTER OF THE VEHICLE/RIDER SYSTEM 
C AND SOME OTHER ESSENTIAL COMPONENTS OF THE POSITION 
C VECTORS W.R.T. TO THE MASS CENTER OF THE SYSTEM. ALSO 
C CALCULATE THE ABSOLUTE COORDINATES OF THE WHEEL CENTERS. 
C. . . 
25 C1=C0S(Q(1)) 
C2=C0S(Q(2)) 
C3=C0S(Q(3)) 
S1=SIN(Q(1)) 
S2=SIN(Q(2)) 
S3=SIN(Q(3)) 
C8=C0S(Q(8)) 
C9=C0S(Q(9)) 
S8=SIN(Q(8)) 
S9=SIN(Q(9)) 
L5A=SL0RGF+Q(7) 
M11=C2*C3 
M12=C1"S3+S1--S2--C3 
M 13=S 1 S3 - C1-•S2--C3 
M21=-C2-'-S3 
M22=C 1 C3 - S l-'-S2--S3 
M23=S 1-'-C 3+C l-'-S 2-'-S 3 
M31=S2 
M32=-Sl-'-C2 
M33=Cl-"-C2 
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RY3P=L3P--C8 
RZ3P=L3P"S8 
RY4P=-L4P*C9 
RZ4P=-L4P*S9 
RX5P=RXAP+L5A*SSG 
RZ5P=RZAP+L5A--CSG 
RY6P=L6P*C8 
RZ6P=L6P*S8 
RY7P=-L7P-"-C9 
RZ7P=-L7P---S9 
RXCP=(MASS(1)*RX1P+MASS(2)*RX2P+MASS(5)--RX5P)/MSYS 
RYCP=(MASS ( 1)"RY1P+MASS (2)-'-RY2P+MASS (3) "RYSP+MASS (4)*RY4P+ 
1 MASS (5 ) "FY5P+MASS (6) "RY6P+MASS (7 ) •••-RY7P) /MSYS 
RZCP=(MASS(1)*RZ1P+MASS(2)*RZ2P+MASS(3)*RZ3P+MASS(4)*RZ4P+ 
1 MASS(5)"RZ5P+MASS(6)--^RZ6P+MASS(7)---RZ7P)/MSYS 
RXPC=-RXCP 
RYPC=-RYCP 
R2PC=-RZCP 
RX5C=RX5P+RXPC 
RY5C=RY5P+RYPC 
RZ5C=RZ5P+RZPC 
RX6C=RX6P+RXPC 
RY6C=RY6P+RYPC 
RZ6C=RZ6P+RZPC 
RX7C=RX7P+RXPC 
RY7C=RY7P+RYPC 
RZ7C=RZ7P+RZPC 
XF=Q (4 ) +M11--RX5C+M21*RY5C+M31 "RZ5C 
YF=Q(5)+M12*RX5C+N22*RY5C+M32*RZ5C 
ZF=Q(6)+M13-'-RX5C+M23"RY5C+M33-'-RZ5C 
XR=Q(4)+M11*RX6C+M21*RY6C+M31*RZ6C 
YR=Q(5)+M12*RX6C+M22*RY6C+M32*RZ6C 
ZR=Q ( 6 )+M13^'-RX6C+M2 3" RY6C+M3 3---RZ6C 
XL=Q ( 4 ) +H11---RX7 C+M21 •• RY 7 C+M31-'-RZ 7 C 
YL=Q(5)+M12*RX7C+M22*RY7C+M32*RZ7C 
ZL=Q(6)+M13*RX7C+M23*RY7C+M33*RZ7C 
C. . . 
C IF THE MOTION OF THE VEHICLE/RIDER SYSTEM AND/OR THE R.M.S 
C TIRE FORCES ARE REQUIRED, THEN CALL SUBROUTINES STORV AND 
C STORF TO STORE DATA POINTS. 
C. . . 
IF (ITINT.EQ.ICOUNT.AND.ANSG.EQ.IANS) CALL STORV(ICOUNT,Q,N, 
1 XL,YL,ZL,XF,YF,ZF,XR,YR,ZR,IEND,NUMPLT) 
IF (JCOUNT.EQ.JLIMIT.AND.ANSF.EQ.lANS) CALL STORF(JCOUNT,JNUM, 
1 IARRAY,SFFZ,SFLZ,SFRZ,PFFZ,PFLZ,PFRZ,CFZ,CLZ,CRZ,XF,XL,XR) 
C. . . 
C IF PRINTED SOLUTIONS ARE REQUESTED BY THE USER, PRINT THE 
C SOLUTIONS OF THE DYNAMICAL EQUATIONS, THE ABSOLUTE 
C COORDINATES OF THE WHEEL CENTERS, THE R.M.S. TIRE FORCES, 
C AND/OR THE R.M.S. INTEGRATION STEPSIZE ACCORDING TO THE 
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C USER'S SPECIFICATIONS. 
C. .. 
IF (ANSP.NE.IANS) GO TO 40 
WRITE (6,2100) T,QNAME(IP0S(1)),Q(IP0S(1)),Q(IP0S(1)+N2), 
1 DQ(IP0S(1)+N2) 
DO 30 I=2,NC00RD 
WRITE (6,2110) QNAME(IP0S(I)),Q(IP0S(I)),Q(IP0S(I)+N2), 
1 DQ(IP0S(I)+N2) 
30 CONTINUE 
40 IF (AXYZ.EQ.IANS) WRITE (6,2040) XF,YF,ZF,XR,YR,ZR,XL,YL,ZL 
IF (AHRMS.EQ.IANS) WRITE (6,2120) HRMS 
IF (ANSS.EQ.IANS) WRITE (6,2060) SFLS,SFFS,SFRS,IRMS 
IF (ANSZ.EQ.IANS) WRITE (6,2070) SFLZ,SFFZ,SFRZ,IRMS 
IF (ANSY.EQ.IANS) WRITE (6,2080) SFLY,SFFY,SFRY,IRMS 
IF (ANSX.EQ.IANS) WRITE (6,2090) SFLX,SFFX,SFRX,IRMS 
C. . . 
C INCREMENT SIMULATION TIME AND COUNTERS. 
C. . . 
TEND=TEND+TINC 
IC0UNT=IC0UNT+1 
JCOUNT=JCOUNT+1 
C. . . 
C IF EITHER THE ROLL OR THE PITCH ANGLE OF THE VEHICLE/RIDER 
C SYSTEM HAS EXCEEDED 90 DEGREES, SET IST0P=1. AND IF THE 
C COUNTER, IC0UNT=1, PROCEED TO STMT. 100 TO CHECK IF PLOTS 
C ARE REQUESTED. IF NOT, PRINT MESSAGE THAT ONE OF THE TWO 
C ANGLES HAS EXCEEDED 90 DEGREES AND STOP SIMULATION. 
C OTHERWISE, IF THE COUNTER, IC0UNT<>1, CONTINUE SIMULATION 
C UNTIL IC0UNT=1. THE REASON FOR DOING THIS IS TO MAKE 
C CERTAIN THAT IF A PLOT OF THE MOTION OF THE VEHICLE/ 
C RIDER SYSTEM IS REQUESTED, THE FINAL PLOT WILL INCLUDE 
C THE POSITION WHEN THE SYSTEM HAS EITHER THE ROLL OR THE 
C PITCH ANGLE GREATER THAN 90 DEGREES. 
C. . . 
IF (ABS(Q(1)).GT.PI2.0R.ABS(Q(2)).GT.PI2) IST0P=1 
IF (ICOUNT.EQ.l.AND.ISTOP.EQ.l) GO TO 100 
C. . . 
C IF DGEAR RETURNS WITH (1ER.LE.0), CONTINUE SIMULATION. 
C OTHERWISE, INFORM THE USER OF THE ERROR AND PRINT THE 
C NECESSARY INFORMATION FOR DEBUGGING. 
C. . . 
IF (1ER.LE.0) GO TO 20 
IF (1ER.GT.128) GO TO 50 
WRITE (6,2130) 1ER 
GO TO 20 
50 WRITE (6,2140) 1ER 
WRITE (6,2150) TOL 
WRITE (6,2160) N 
WRITE (6,2170) (Q(I),I=1,N) 
WRITE (6,2180) TEND 
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C.. . 
C IF PLOT OF VEHICLE/RIDER SYSTEM'S MOTION AND/OR PLOT OF 
C R.M.S. TIRE FORCES ARE REQUESTED, CALL SUBROUTINES 
C VPLOT AND/OR FPLOT TO GENERATE THE NECESSARY PLOTS. 
C... 
100 IF (ANSG.EQ.IAN'S) CALL VPLOT(NUMPLT,XSIZE,YSIZE,XSF,YSF, 
1 XMIN,YMIN,CGH,XOF) 
IF (ANSF.EQ.IANS) CALL FPLOT(JNUM,IARRAY,XFSIZE,YFSIZE, 
1 PFFZ,PFLZ,PFRZ,CFZ,CLZ,CRZ) 
IF (ISTOP.EQ.l) WRITE (6,2190) 
STOP 
C. . . 
C FORMAT STATEMENTS USED IN READING AND PRINTING. 
C. . . 
500 FORMAT (20A4) 
510 FORMAT (3A4) 
520 FORMAT (IS) 
530 FORMAT (3G10.9) 
540 FORMAT (615) 
1000 FORMAT ('l',20A4,/,1X,20A4,/) 
1010 FORMATCO','THE NUMBER OF DATA PROFILES=',IX, 12,/) 
1020 FORMAT ('O','OUTPUT RMS LONGITUDINAL(X) FORCES :-',4X,A4,/, 
1 IX,'OUTPUT RMS LATERAL(Y) FORCES :-',9X,A4,/, 
2 IX,'OUTPUT RMS NORMAL(Z) FORCES : -',10X,A4,/, 
3 IX,'PLOT OF X-Y , Y-Z , AND X-Z GRAPHS :-',3X,A4,/, 
4 IX,'PLOT OF NORMAL FORCES (L-F-R) VS TIME ;-',A4,/, 
5 IX,'OUTPUT OF SOLUTION : -',19X,A4,/, 
6 IX,'OUTPUT OF RMS SUSPENSION FORCE :-',7X,A4,/, 
7 IX,'OUTPUT OF RMS STEPSIZE :-',15X,A4,/, 
8 IX,'OUTPUT OF WHEELS" COORDS. (X,Y,Z) :-',4X,A4,/) 
1030 FORMAT ('0','THE NUMBER OF COORDS. SELECTED FOR OUTPUT :',I3,/, 
1 IX,'THE COORDINATE NUMBERS ARE : ' ,/,13(31X,15,/)) 
1040 FORMAT ('0','THE SYSTEM" S AND RIDER" S MASSES ARE : ', 
1 2(F10.5,5X),'(KG)',/) 
1050 FORMAT ('0','THE MASS OF R.B. (1,2,3,4,5,6,7) : ',/, 
1 7(36X,F10.5,' (KG)',/)) 
1060 FORMAT ('0','THE MOMENTS (IXX,lYY,IZZ) AND PRODUCTS (IXY=IYX,', 
1 'IYZ=IZY,IZX=IXZ) OF INERTIAS FOR ',/,lX, 
1 'THE RIDER, THE SPRUNG MASS, THE COMBINED RIDER AND SPRUNG 
2 'MASS,',/,IX,'AND THE REMAINING 6 RIGID BODIES ARE : ',/,6X, 
3 6(F10.5,5X),' (KG*M*M)') 
1070 FORMAT (6X,6(F10.5,5X),' (KG*M*M)') 
1080 FORMAT ('0SUSPENSION DATA ',/,6X, 
1 'TENSILE SPRING CONSTANT (FRONT) IS ',G12.5,' (N/M)',/,6X, 
1 'TENSILE SPRING CONSTANT (RIGHT) IS ',G12.5,' (N/M)',/,6X, 
2 'TENSILE SPRING CONSTANT ( LEFT) IS ',G12.5,' (N/M)',/,6X, 
3 'COMP. SPRING CONSTANT (FRONT) IS ',2X,G12.5,' (N/M)',/,6X, 
4 'COMP. SPRING CONSTANT (RIGHT) IS ',2X,G12.5,' (N/M)',/,6X, 
5 'COMP. SPRING CONSTANT ( LEFT) IS ',2X,G12.5,' (N/M)') 
1090 FORMAT (6X,'TENSILE DAMP. CONSTANT (FRONT) IS ',G12.5,' (N/M)', 
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1 /,6X/TENSILE DAMP. CONSTANT (RIGHT) IS ',G12.5,' (N/M)',/,6X, 
2 'TENSILE DAMP. CONSTANT ( LEFT) IS ',G12.5,' (N/M)',/,6X, 
3 'COMP. DAMP. CONSTANT (FRONT) IS ',2X,G12.5,' (N/M)',/,6X, 
4 'COMP. DAMP. CONSTANT (RIGHT) IS ',2X,G12.5,' (N/M)',/,6X, 
5 'COMP. DAMP. CONSTANT ( LEFT) IS ',2X,G12.5,' (N/M)') 
1100 FORMAT Co','THE UNLOADED LENGTH AND MAXIMUM DISPLACEMENTS OF 
1 /,1X,'THE FRONT, RIGHT, AND LEFT SUSPENSION UNITS ARE ; ',/, 
2 6X,'FRONT : ,5X,2(F10.5,5X),' (M)',/,6X, 
2 'RIGHT ; ',5X,2(F10.5,5X),' (M)', 
3 /,6X,'LEFT : ',5X,2(FIO.5,5X),' (M)',/) 
1110 FORMAT Co','THE (X,Y,Z) COMPONENTS OF THE POSITION VECTORS 
1 'RELATIVE',/,IX,'TO A POINT, P, FIXED ON THE REAR AXLE ARE : ',/, 
2 6X,'C.G. OF RIDER ',23X,3(FIO.5,5X),'(M)',/,6X,'C.G. OF 
3 'SPRUNG MASS ',17X,3(FID.5,5X),'(M)') 
1120 FORMAT (6X,'FIXED PT., A, ON R.B. 1 ',13X,3(F10.5,5X),'(M)') 
1130 FORMAT (6X,'FIXED PT., Q3, ON R.B. 1 FOR ATTACHMENT ',/,9X, 
1 'OF RIGHT SUSPENSION UNIT ,9X,3(FIO.5,5X),'(M)',/,6X, 
2 'FIXED PT., Q4, ON R.B. 1 FOR ATTACHMENT ',/,9X, 
3 'OF LEFT SUSPENSION UNIT ,10X,3(F10.5,5X),'(M)') 
1140 FORMAT (6X,'C.G. OF COMBINED RIDER AND ',/,9XSPRUNG MASS 
1 22X,3(F10.5,5X),'(M)') 
1150 FORMAT (6X,'C.G. OF THE SYSTEM ',ISX,3(FIO.5,5X),'(M)',/) 
1160 FORMAT ('0','THE FOLLOWING ARE MAGNITUDES OF LENGTH MEASURED 
1 'FROM : ',/,6X,'POINT A TO C.G. OF R.B. 2 ',6X,F10.5,' (M)', 
2 /,6X,'POINT P TO C.G. OF R.B. 3 ',6X,F10.5,' (M)',/,6X, 
3 'POINT P TO POINT B3 ',12X,F10.5,' (M)6X,'POINT P TO 
4 'C.G. OF R.B. 6 ',6X,F10.5,' (M)',/,6X,'POINT P TO C.G. OF 
5 'R.B. 4 ',6X,F10.5,' (M)',/,6X,'POINT P TO POINT B4 : - ', 
6 12X,F10.5,' (M)',/,6X,'POINT P TO C.G. OF R.B. 7 ',6X, 
7 FIO.5,' (M)',/) 
1170 FORMAT ('O','STEER ANGLE MAGNITUDE (COULD INDICATE MAXIMUM 
1 /,4X,'ALLOWABLE INPUT STEER ANGLE ',11X,F10.5,' (RAD)',/, 
2 IX,'DISTANCE TO BEGIN STEERING ACTION ',8X,F10.5,' (M)',/, 
3 IX,'TILT OF FRONT STEERING ASSEMBLY WRT VERTICAL',/,4X, 
4 'AXIS (PI/2 MINUS CASTOR ANGLE) ',8X,F10.5,' (RAD)',/) 
1180 FORMAT ('0','TIRE DAMPING COEFFICIENT ',F10.5,' (N*S/M)',/, 
1 IX,'TIRE RADIUS ,13X,F10.5,' (M)',/) 
1190 FORMAT ('O','HEIGHT OF FIXED REFERENCE AXES WRT THE GROUND 
1 IX,FIO.5,' (M)',/) 
1200 FORMAT ('O','START AND END POSITIONS (X-COORDS.) OF ',/, 
1 IX,'USER-DEFINED FUNCTION FOR THE PROFILE :',/,6X, 
2 'FOR THE FRONT WHEEL (XOF.XIF) ',2(F10.5,5X),'(M)',/,6X, 
3 'FOR THE RIGHT WHEEL (X0R,X1R) ',2(F10.5,5X),'(M)',/,6X, 
4 'FOR THE LEFT WHEEL (X0L,X1L) ',2(F10.5,5X),'(M)',/) 
1210 FORMAT ('O','NUMBER OF DIFFERENT PROFILE FUNCTION USED 
1 13,/,IX,'THE TYPE OF BUMP PROFILE USED ',13X,12,lOX, 
2 '(1=RECTANGULAR; 2=PARAB0LIC; 3=SINUS0ID; 4=P0LYN0MIAL)',/, 
3 IX,'THE MAXIMUM AMPLITUDE OF THE BUMP PROFILE ',5(FIO.5,5X), 
4 ' (M)') 
1215 FORMAT (IX,'THE BASE WIDTH OF THE BUMP PROFILE ',7X, 
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1 5(F10.5,5X),' (M)',/) 
1220 FORMAT ('0','F0R A POLYNOMIAL PROFILE, THE DEGREE OF THE 
1 'POLYNOMIAL IS ',13,/,IX,'THE COEFFICIENTS (AO,A1,A2, 
2 ' ARE ',/,10(39X,lPE10.3,/)) 
1230 FORMAT ('0SIMULATION START TIME ,lOX,F10.5,' (S)',/,1X, 
1 'SIMULATION INCREMENT TIME ',6X,F10.5,' (S)',/,1X, 
2 'SIMULATION END TIME ',12X,F1D.5,' (S)',/,1X, 
3 'INITIAL INTEGRATION STEPSIZE ',3X,F10.5,' (S)',/) 
1240 FORMAT ('O','INTEGRATION TOLERANCE ',10X,F10.5,/,IX, 
1 'NUMBER OF FIRST ORDER O.D.E."S ' , 3X, 13, / , IX, 
2 'INTEGRATION METHOD : - ',15X,13,5X,'(1=ADAMS; 2=GEAR)',/,IX, 
3 'JACOBIAN FUNCTION ',16X,I3,5X,'(0=NOT REQUIRED (DUMMY 
4 'FCNJ MAY BE USED.))',/,46X,'(1=USER-DEFINED FCNJ)',/,46X, 
5 '(2,3=INTERNALLY CALCULATED (DUMMY FCNJ MAY BE USED.))',/) 
2000 FORMAT ('l','THE FOLLOWING ARE THE INITIAL VALUES OF THE', 
1 ' DISPLACEMENT AND VELOCITY : ',//) 
2010 FORMAT ('0',5X,'TIME',5X,'COORD. NAME',6X,'DISPLACEMENT',9X, 
1 'VELOCITY',/) 
2020 FORMAT (' ',4X,F6.2,7X,A4,9X,2(1PE14.7,5X)) 
2030 FORMAT (' ',17X,A4,9X,2(1PL14.7,5X)) 
2040 FORMAT ('0',17X,'ABSOLUTE COORD. OF FRONT WHEEL (X,Y,Z) :',3F10.5, 
1 /,!SX,'ABSOLUTE COORD. OF RIGHT WHEEL (X,Y,Z) :',3F10.5,/,18X, 
2 'ABSOLUTE COORD. OF LEFT WHEEL (X,Y,Z) :',3F10.5,/) 
2050 FORMAT ('l','THE FOLLOWING ARE THE DISPLACEMENT, VELOCITY, 
1 'AND ACCELERATION',/,IX,'OF THE COORDINATES REQUESTED FOR 
2 'OUTPUT :',//,'0',5X,'TIME',5X,'COORD. NAME',6X,'DISPLACEMENT', 
3 9X,'VELOCITY',9X,'ACCELERATION',/) 
2060 FORMAT ('0',17X,'THE RMS SUSPENSION FORCES (L,F,R) :',5X, 
1 3(1PE14.7,2X),13) 
2070 FORMAT ('0',17X,'THE RMS NORMAL(Z) FORCES (L,F,R) ;',6X, 
1 3(1PE14.7,2X),I3) 
2080 FORMAT ('0',17X,'THE RMS LATERAL(Y) FORCES (L,F,R) :',5X, 
1 3(1PE14.7,2X),I3) 
2090 FORMAT ( ' 0 ' , 17X,'THE RMS LONGITUDI.NAL(X) FORCES (L,F,R) :', 
1 3(1PE14.7,2X),I3) 
2100 FORMAT ('O',4X,F6.2,7X,A4,9X,3(1PE14.7,5X)) 
2110 FORMAT (' ',17X,A4,9X,3(1PE14.7,5X)) 
2120 FORMAT ('0',17X,'THE RMS STEPSIZE : ',1PE14.7) 
2130 FORMAT (///,6X,'WARNING ERROR # ',13,' HAS BEEN ISSUED.',//) 
2140 FORMAT(2X,'IER=',I5) 
2150 F0RMAT(2X,'TOL=',G12.5) 
2160 FORMAT(2X,'N=',15) 
2170 F0RMAT(2X,'Y3',4(G12.5,2X)) 
2180 F0RMAT(2X,'TEND',G12.5) 
2190 FORMAT ('0','VEHICLE" S PITCH OR ROLL ANGLES HAVE EXCEEDED 
1 '90 DEGREES.',/,IX,'CRASH OF VEHICLE ANTICIPATED AND 
2 'SIMULATION TERMINATED ',////) 
END 
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C" -• 
C-'- SUBROUTINE F C N Q 
C-.v Vr 
C--- (MODELE) 
C-.v 
C:': PURPOSE; THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED BY THE IMSL ROUTINE 
C--- DGEAR TO OBTAIN THE SECOND TIME DERIVATIVES 
C-v OF THE SYSTEMS OF EQUATIONS. MODEL B HAS 
C--V EXTREMELY LENGTHY EQUATIONS OF MOTIONS ( A -
C-'- TOTAL OF 26 FIRST ORDER ODES) AND THE SECOND 
C---- TIME DERIVATIVES ARE DETERMINED BY SOLVING 
C^ -- A SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS OF THE FORM 
C-.': [M](Q) = (B), WHERE M IS THE MASS-INERTIA 
C--V MATRIX, Q IS A VECTOR CONTAINING THE SECOND 
C-'- TIME DERIVATIVES, AND B IS THE RIGHT-HAND 
C-'- SIDE VECTOR. THE IMSL ROUTINE OF LEQTIF IS 
C-'- USED TO SOLVE THE SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS. 
C-'- THIS SUBROUTINE ALSO COMPUTES THE TIRE FORCES 
C:': WHICH ACT AS EXTERNAL DISTURBANCES OF THE 
C--> VEHICLE/RIDER SYSTEM. 
C" " 
C 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE FCNQ(N,T,Q,DQ) 
COMMON /DACC/ DQP(26) 
COMMON /DEPTH/ N2,N2P1,NWRITE 
COMMON /XFLR/ XOF,X1F,XOL,X1L,XOR,X1R 
COMMON /RMS/ SFFS,SFRS,SFLS,SFFTZ,SFLTZ,SFRTZ,SFFTY,SFLTY,SFRTY, 
1 SFFTX,SFLTX,SFRTX,HRMS,IRMS,TST 
COMMON /PARAM/ XT,YT,ZT,X0,X1,DELMX,DSTEER,CGH 
COMMON /SUSP/ PI,PI2,STMXF,STMXR,STMXL,SL0RGF,SL0RGR,SL0RGL 
COMMON /VAR/ TDCOEF,RTIRE,MSYS,MASS,IXXl,lYYl,IZZl,IXZl, 
1 IXX2,IYY2,IZZ2,IXZ2,IXX3,IYY3,IZZ3,IYZ3, IXX4,IYY4,IZZ4,IYZ4, 
2 IXX5,IYY5,IZZ5,IXX6,IYY6,IZZ6,IXX7,IYY7,IZZ7,GRVTY, 
3 IXYl,lYZl,IXY2,IYZ2,IXY3,IXZ3,IXY4,IXZ4,IXY5,IYZ5,IXZ5, 
4 IXY6,IYZ6,IXZ6,IXY7,IYZ7,IXZ7 
COMMON /VARl; 1X1P,RYIP,RZ1P,RXAP,RYAP,RZAP, 
1 RX2P,RY2P,RZ2P,RY5P,RX3P,RXB3P,RX4P,RXB4P,RXQ3P,RYQ3P,RZQ3P, 
2 RXQ4P,RYQ4P,RZQ4P,RX6P,RX7P,L2A,L6P,L7P,L3P,L4P,LB3P, LB4P, 
3 KFST,KFSC,KRST,KRSC,KLST,KLSC,CRDT,CRDC,CLDT,CLDC,CFDT,CFDC, 
4 CSG,SSG,SIGMA,LB33,LB44,RXQ31,RYQ31,RZQ31,RXQ41,RYQ41,RZQ41 
REAL Mil,M12,M13,M21,M22,M23,M31,M32,M33 
REAL Nil,N12,N13,N21,N22,N23,N31,N32,N33 
REAL A(13,13),RHS(13),Q(N),DQ(N),WKAREA(169) 
REAL MD11,MD12,MD13,MD21,MD22,MD23,MD31,MD32,MD33 
REAL ND11,ND12,ND13,ND21,ND22,ND23,ND31,ND32,ND33 
REAL KFST,KFSC,KRST,KRSC,KLST,KLSC,L2A,L6P,L7P,L3P,L4P, 
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1 LB3P,LB4P,L5A,LB33,LB44 
REAL TXX(7),TYY(7),TZZ(7),TYX(7),TZX(7),TZY(7),VQ1X(7),VQ1Y(7), 
1 VQ1Z(7),AXC(7),AYC(7),AZC(7),ALXC(7),ALYC(7),ALZC(7) 
REAL MSYS.MASS(7),IXXl,lYYl,IZZl,IXZl,IXX2,IYY2,IZZ2,IXZ2, 
1 IXX3,IYY3,IZZ3,IYZ3,IXX4,IYY4,IZZ4,IYZ4,IXX5,IYY5,IZZ5, 
2 IXX6,IYY6,IZZ6,IXX7,IYY7,IZZ7, 
3 IXYl,lYZl,IXY2,IYZ2,IXY3,IXZ3,IXY4,IXZ4,IXY5,IYZ5,IXZ5, 
4 IXY6,IYZ6,IXZ6,IXY7,IYZ7,IXZ7 
REAL MOMGl,M0MG2,M0MG3,N0MG1,N0MG2,N0MG3,MINTX1,MINTX2,MINTX3, 
1 MINTYl,MINTY2,MINTY3.MINTZl,MINTZ2,MINTZ3,NINTX1,N-INTX2,MINTX3, 
2 NINTY1,NINTY2,NINTY3,NINTZ1,NINTZ2,NINTZ3,0MX(7),0MY(7),0MZ(7), 
3 IOMX(7),:ûr.i(7),IOMZ(7),TXC(7),TYC(7),TZC(7),FBX(7),FBY(7), 
4 FBZ(7),TBX(7),TBY(7),TBZ(7),VQ2X(7),VQ2Y(7),VQ2Z(7),VQ3X(7), 
5 VQ3Y(7),VQ3Z(7) 
C. . . 
C INITIALIZE THE TTRE FORCE VARIABLES, THE EXTERNAL FORCE 
C AND TORQUE VARIABLES, THE SUSPENSION FORCE VARIABLES AND 
C THE SLIP ANGLE VARIABLES. NOTE THAT TSTR, TBRKF, TBRKL 
C TBRKR, TPWRR, AND TPWRL ARE, RESPECTIVELY, THE EXTERNALLY 
C APPLIED STEERING TORQUE, THE BRAKING TORQUE OF THE FRONT 
C WHEEL, THE BRAKING TORQUE OF THE LEFT WHEEL, THE BRAKING 
C TORQUE OF THE RIGHT WHEEL, THE ENGINE TORQUE APPLIED TO 
C THE RIGHT WHEEL, AND THE ENGINE TORQUE APPLIED TO THE 
C LEFT WHEEL. THESE VARIABLES ARE SET TO ZEROES BECAUSE 
C THE SIMULATED RESULTS ARE TO BE COMPARED TO MODEL A, WHICH 
C DO NOT HAVE THESE EXTERNALLY APPLIED TORQUES MODELLED INTO 
C IT. IF THESE TORQUES WERE USED IN MODEL B, THEN THE 
C SIMULATIONS OF BOTH MODELS WOULD HAVE BEEN DIFFERENT AND 
C THE RESULTS WOULD NOT PARALLEL EACH OTHER. THESE TORQUES 
C CAN BE USED IN FUTURE INVESTIGATIONS OF MODEL B. 
C. . . 
TSTR=0.0 
TBRKF=0.0 
TBRKR=0.C 
TBRKL=0.0 
TPWRR=0.0 
TPWRL=0.0 
FFTX=0.0 
FFTY=0.0 
FFTZ=0.0 
FLTX=0.0 
FLTY=0.0 
FLTZ=0.0 
FRTX=0.0 
FRTY=0.0 
FRTZ=0.0 
DO 100 1=1,7 
FBX(I)=0.0 
FBY(I)=0.0 
FBZ(I)=0.0 
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TBX(I)=0.0 
TBY(I)=0.0 
TBZ(I)=0.0 
100 CONTINUE 
DO 120 1=1,13 
RHS(I)=0.0 
DO 110 J=l,13 
A(I,J)=0.0 
110 CONTINUE 
120 CONTINUE 
FFS=0.0 
FRS=0.0 
FLS=0.0 
FFSX=0.0 
FFSY=0.0 
FFSZ=0.0 
FRSX=0.0 
FRSY=0.0 
FRSZ=0.0 
FLSX=0.0 
FLSY=0.0 
FLSZ=0.0 
FFTYN=0.0 
FLTYN=0.0 
FRTYN=0.0 
ALPHAF=0.0 
ALPHAL=0.0 
ALPHAR=0.0 
C. . . 
C THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES COMPUTED ARE THE ELEMENTS OF THE 
C TRANSFORMATION MATRICES BETWEEN THE UNIT VECTORS ASSOCIATED 
C WITH EACH OF THE SEVEN RIGID BODIES AND THE UNIT VECTORS 
C ASSOCIATED WITH THE FIXED REFERENCE X, Y AND Z AXES. 
C ALSO COMPUTED ARE TIME DERIVATIVES OF SOME OF THE ELEMENTS 
C OF THE MATRICES. 
C. . . 
C1=CQS(Q(1)) 
C2=C0S(Q(2)) 
C3=C0S(Q(3)) 
S1=SINCQ(1)) 
S2=SIN(Q(2)) 
S3=SIN(Q(3)) 
C8=C0S(Q(8)) 
S8=SIN(Q(8)) 
C9=C0S(Q(9)) 
S9=SIN(Q(9)) 
C10=COS(Q(10)) 
S10=SIN(Q(10)) 
C11=C0S(Q(11)) 
S11=SIN(Q(11)) 
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C12=C0S(Q(12)) 
S12=SIN(Q(12)) 
C13=C0S(Q(13)) 
S13=SIN(Q(13)) 
M11=C2--C3 
M12=C l-'-S3+S 1*S2*C3 
M13=S l-'-S3 -C1--S2---C3 
M21=-C2"S3 
M22=C1*C3-S1*S2*S3 
M23=S l-'-C3+C l-'-S2--S3 
M31=S2 
M32=-Sl-'-C2 
N33=Cl-'-C2 
MDl1=-Q(15)"C3"M31+Q(16)*M21 
MD 12= - Q ( 14 ) •••• M 13+Q(15)*S1*M11+Q(16) *M22 
MD 13=Q ( 14 ) -"-M12 - Q ( 15 ) *C 1*M11+Q(16) *M23 
MD21=Q(15)*S3*M31-Q(16)-M11 
MD22=-Q(14)*M23+Q(15)-S1*M21-Q(16)*M12 
MD23=Q ( 14)*M22-Q( 15)*C1*M21-Q ( 16 ) "1113 
MD31=Q(15)"C2 
MD32=-Q ( 14 ) ••-M33+Q (15) *S 1*M31 
MD33=Q(14)->M32-Q(15)-'-Cl--M31 
C10CSG=C10"CSG 
C10SSG=C10*SSG 
S10CSG=S10*CSG 
S10SSG=S10--SSG 
N11=M1 l-"-C 10CSG+M21*S10-N31*C10SSG 
N12=M12*C10CSG+M22*S10-M32*C10SSG 
N13=M13*C10CSG+M23*S10-M33*C10SSG 
N21=-Mll--S10CSG+M21-'-C10+M31-'-S10SSG 
N22=-M12-'-S10CSG+M22"C10+M32-'-S10SSG 
N'23=-K13"S10CSG+M23-'-C10+K33"S10SSG 
N31=M11*SSG+M31*CSG 
N32=M12*SSG+M32*CSG 
N33=M13-'-SSG+M33-'-CSG 
ND11=MD11*C10CSG+MD21*S10-MD31*C10SSG+Q(23)*N21 
ND 12=MB 12 •••-C 10CSG+MD22*S 10-MD32*C 1 OSSG+Q (23) *N22 
ND13=MD13*C10CSG+MD23*S10-MD33*C10SSG+Q(23)*N23 
ND21=-MDll-'-S10CSG+MD21-'-C10+MD31"S10SSG-Q(23)-'-Nll 
ND22=-MD12-"S10CSG+MD22--C10+MD32<-S10SSG-Q(23)--N12 
ND23=-MD13"S10CSG+MD23"C10+MD33"S10SSG-Q(23)-'-N13 
ND31=MD 11--SSG+MD31*CSG 
ND32=MD12''-SSG+MD32-'-CSG 
ND33=MD 13--SSG+MD33-CSG 
B11=M11 
B12=M12 
B13=M13 
B21=M21"C8+M31---S8 
B22=M22*C8+M32*S8 
B 2 3=M23 C8+M3 3^ -S 8 
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B 31=-M2 l-'-S8+M31--C8 
B32=-M22-'-S8+M32"C8 
B33=-M23"S8+M33"C8 
D11=M11 
D12=M12 
D13=M13 
D21=M21-"-C9+M31-'-S9 
D22=M22"C9+M32"S9 
D23=M23-'-C9+M33-'-S9 
D31=-M2 l''-S9+M31*C9 
D 3 2= - M2 2-'-S 9 +M 3 2-C 9 
D33=-M23-'-S9+M33-'--C9 
E11=N11*C11-N31*S11 
E12=N 12---C11-N3 2--S11 
E13=N 13*C 11-N3 3-'-S 11 
E21=N21 
E22=N22 
E23=N23 
E31=N 1 l'"-S 11+N3 l-'-C 11 
E32=N12-'-Sl 1+N32-C11 
E33=N13-'-S 11+N33--C11 
F11=B 1 l-'-C 12 -B31---S12 
F12=B12-'-C12-B32-'-S12 
F13=B13-'-C12-B33"S12 
F21=B21 
F22=B22 
F23=B23 
F31=B 11-'-S12+B3 l-'-C 12 
F 3 2=B 12-'-S 12+B 3 2-'-Cl 2 
F3 3=B13"S12+B3 3"C12 
Gll=Dll-'-C13-D31-'-S13 
G12=D 12-'-C13 -D32--S13 
G13=D13-'-C13-D33--S13 
G21=D21 
G22=D22 
G23=D23 
G31=D11*S13+D31*C13 
G32=D 12-'-S 13+D32--'-C 13 
G33=D13"S13+D33-'-C13 
BD21=MD2 l-'-C8+MD3 l-'-SS+Q ( 21 ) "B31 
BD22=MD22-'-C8+MD32-'-S8+Q(21)"B32 
BD23=MD23--'-C8+MD33-'-S8+Q(21)'-B33 
DD21=MD21"C9+MD31"S9+Q (22)-'-D31 
DD22=MD22-'-C9+MD32-'-S9+Q(22)"D32 
DD23=MD23-'-C9+MD33-'-S9+Q(22)-'-D33 
C. . . 
C THE FOLLOWING ARRAYS REPRESENT COMPONENTS OF INTERMEDIATE 
C VARIABLES ASSOCIATED WITH THE INERTIA TORQUES OF THE 
C VEHICLE/RIDER SYSTEM. THEY ARE USED LATER IN THE COMPUTATION 
C OF OTHER INTERMEDIATE VARIABLES WHICH ARE THEN USED LATER 
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.TO SOLVE FOR THE SECOND TIME DERIVATIVES. 
TXX ( 1 )=M11--M11" IXX1+M21 ••M21-1YY1+M31*M31*IZZ 1+2.0 
TXX(2 )=N1 l-Nll-'-IXX2+N21---N21-1YY2+N31*N3 l*IZZ2+2.0 
TXX(3)=Bll*Bll*IXX3+B21*B21*IYY3+B31*B31*IZZ3+2.0 
TXX (4)=D11"D 11---IXX4+D21-•D21*IYY4+D31*D3 l*IZZ4+2.0 
TXX(5)=E11*E11*IXX5+E21*E21*IYY5+E31*E31*IZZ5 
TXX ( 6 ) =F11 "F11" IXX6+F21*F21-'-IYY6+F31*F31*IZZ6 
TXX(7)=G11*G11*IXX7+G21*G21*IYY7+G31*G31*IZZ7 
TYX(1)=M11"M12"IXX1+M21*M22*IYY1+N31*M32*IZZ1+ 
1 (M11*M32+M12*M31)*IXZ1 
TYX(2)=N11*N12*IXX2+N21*N22*IYY2+N31*N32*IZZ2+ 
1 CN11--M32+N12---N31)*IXZ2 
TYX(3)=Bll"B12-'aXX3+B21"B22-'-IYY3+B31"B32-'-IZZ3+ 
1 (B21-'-B32+B22-'-B31)-'-IYZ3 
TYX(4)=D11*D12*IXX4+D21*D22*IYY4+D31*D32*IZZ4+ 
1 (D21*D32+D22*D31)*IYZ4 
TYX(5)=E11*E12*IXX5+E21*E22*IYY5+E31*E32*IZZ5 
TYX (6 )=F11-"F12---IXX6+F21*F22*IYY6+F31-F32-'-1ZZ6 
TYX (7)=G11*G12 IXX7+G21*G22* IYY7+G31*G32*IZZ7 
TZX(1)=M11"M13*IXX1+M21*M23*IYY1+M31*M33*IZ Z1+ 
1 (M11*M33+M31*M13)*IXZ1 
TZX ( 2 ) =N 11--N13*IXX2+N21*N23*IYY2+N 31*N33* IZZ2+ 
1 (N11*N33+N13*N31)*IXZ2 
TZX(3)=Bll"B13-'aXX3+B21-'-B23"IYY3+B31-"B33"IZZ3+ 
1 (B2r--B33+B31--B23)"IYZ3 
TZX ( 4 ) =D 11" D13 •• IXX4+D21-• D2 3 •• IYY4+D 31-D 3 3 •• IZZ4+ 
1 (D21*D33+D31*D23)*IYZ4 
TZX ( 5 ) =E 11 "E13 •• IXX5+E 21 
M11*M31 
N11-N31 
B21-B31 
D21--D31 
IXZl 
IXZ2 
IYZ3 
IYZ4 
TZX ( 6 ) =F 11 •• F13-" IXX6+F21 
TZX(7)=G11*G13*IXX7+G21 
TYY(1)=M12*M12*IXX1+M22 
TYY ( 2 ) =Ni 12*N 12 •• IXX2+N2 2 
TYY(3)=B12*B12*IXX3+B22 
TYY(4)=D12*D12*IXX4+D22 
TYY(5)=E12*E12*IXX5+E22 
TYY ( 6 ) =F 12"-F12--TXX6+F22 
TYYC7 )=G12---G12---IXX7+G22 
TZY(1)=M12*M13*IXX1+M22 
E23 
F23 
G23 
M22 
N22 
B22 
D22 
E22 
F22 
G22 
N23 
IYY5+E31*E33*IZZ5 
IYY6+F31*F33*IZZ6 
IYY7+G31*G33*IZZ7 
IYYl+M32*M32*IZZl+2.0*M12*M32*IXZ1 
IYY2+N32-'-N32"IZZ2+2. 0*N12*N32*IXZ2 
IYY3+B32-'-B32"IZZ3+2. 0*B22*B32*IYZ3 
IYY4+D32*D32*IZZ4+2.0*D22*D32*IYZ4 
IYY5+E32*E32*IZZ5 
IYY6+F32-F32--IZZ6 
IYY7+G32---G32--IZZ7 
IYY1+M32*M33*IZZ1+ 
1 (M12"M33+M13-'-M32)-'-IXZl 
TZY(2)=N12*N13*IXX2+N22*N23*IYY2+N32*N33*iZZ2+ 
1 (N12"N3 3+N13*N32)*IXZ2 
TZY(3)=B12*B13*IXX3+B22*B23*IYY3+B32*B33*IZZ3+ 
1 (B22"B33+B23"B32)--IYZ3 
TZY(4)=D12*D13*IXX4+D22*D23*IYY4+D32*D33*IZZ4+ 
1 (D22-'-D33+D23"D32)-'-IYZ4 
TZ Y ( 5 ) =E 12-'^ E13-• IXX5+E 2 2 •• E 2 3-a YY5+E 3 2 ••-£ 3 3 
TZY(6)=F12*F13*IXX6+F22*F23*IYY6+F32*F33 
TZY(7)=G12-'-G13--IXX7+G22-'-G23"IYY~+G32-"G33 
TZZ(1)=M13*M13*IXX1+N23*M23*IYY1+M33*M33 
IZZ5 
IZZ6 
IZZ7 
IZZ1+2.0*M13*M33*IXZ1 
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TZZ(2) =N13 N13--••IXX2+N23-•-N23 IYY2+N33 N33 IZZ2+2 0--•-N13-•N33--•-IXZ2 
TZZ(3) =B13 B13-••IXX3+B23-•B23 IYY3+B33 B33 IZZ3+2 0-•B23-•-B33-•-IYZ3 
TZZ(4) =D13 D13--•-IXX4+D23--•D23 IYY4+D33 D33 IZZ4+2 O-•D23-•03 3-•-IYZ4 
TZZ(5) =E13 E13--••IXX5+E23-•-E23 IYY5+E33 E33 IZZ5 
TZZ(6) =F13 F13-•-IXX6+F23--F23 IYY6+F33 F33 IZZ6 
TZZ(7) =G13 G13--IXX7+G23-•G23 IYY7+G33 G33 IZZ7 
C. .. 
C COMPUTE THE COMPONENTS OF THE POSITION VECTOR OF THE MASS 
C CENTER OF THE VEHICLE/RIDER SYSTEM W.R.T. THE POINT, P, 
C WHICH IS FIXED ON THE SPRUNG MASS. ALSO COMMUTED ARE SOME 
C OF THE COMPONENTS OF THE POSITION VECTORS W.R.T. THE MASS 
C CENTER OF THE SYSTEM. 
C. . . 
L5A=SL0RGF+Q(7) 
RY3P=L3P-'-C8 
RZ3P=L3P"S8 
RYB3P=LB3P"C8 
RZB3P=LB3P"S8 
RY4P=-L4P-'-C9 
RZ4P=-L4P---S9 
RYB4P=-LB4P-'-C9 
RZB4P=-LB4P-'-S9 
RX5P=RXAP+L5A"SSG 
RZ5P=RZAP+L5A-'-CSG 
RY6P=L6P-"C8 
RZ6P=L6P"S8 
RY7?=-L7P"C9 
RZ7P=-L7P*S9 
RXCP=(MASS(1)"RXIP+MASS(2)"RX2P+MASS(5)*RX5P)/MSYS 
RYCP= (MASS ( 1) "RY IP+MASS (2 )-•-RY2P+MASS (3 )-'"RYSP+MASS (4) •'•RY4P+ 
1 MAS S ( 5 ) ••• RY5 P+MAS S ( 6 ) *RY 6 P+MAS S ( 7 ) *RY7P ) / MS YS 
RZCP= (MASS ( 1 ) "-RZ 1P+>LASS (2) "RZ2P+MASS (3)"RZ3P+MASS (4)*RZ4P+ 
1 MASS(5)"RZ5 P+MASS(6)*RZ6P+MASS(7)*RZ7P)/MSYS 
RXPC=-RXCP 
RYPC=-RYCP 
RZPC=-RZCP 
RX1C=RX1P+RXPC 
RY1C=RY1P+RYPC 
RZ1C=RZ1P+RZPC 
RXAC=RXAP+RXPC 
RYAC=RYAP+RYPC 
RZAC=RZAP+RZPC 
RX5C=RX5P+RXPC 
RY5C=RY5P+RYPC 
RZ5C=RZ5P+RZPC 
RX6C=RX6P+RXPC 
RY6C=RY6P+RYPC 
RZ6C=RZ6P+RZPC 
RX7C=RX7P+RXPC 
RY7C=RY7P+RYPC 
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RZ7C=RZ7P+RZPC 
PXQ31=M 11 ••-RXQ31+M21*RYQ31+M31*RZQ31 
PYQ31=M12*RXQ31+M22"RYQ31+M3 2*RZQ31 
PZQ31=M13-RXQ31+M23-'-RYQ31+M3 3*RZQ31 
PXQ41=M11*RXQ41+M21*RYQ41+M31-RZQ41 
PYQ41=M 12---RXQ4 l+M22-'-RYQ41+M32-RZQ41 
P ^Q41=M 13 •• RXQ41+M23*RYQ41+M3 3 "RZQ41 
C. . . 
C THE FOLLOWING ARE THE COMPONENTS OF THE PARTIAL RATE OF 
C CHANGE OF POSITION WHICH ARE USED IN THE CALCULATION OF 
C OTHER VARIABLES LATER ON. ALL THE PARTIAL RATES OF 
C CHANGE OF POSITION FOUND IN THE DERIVATION OF THE DYNAMICAL 
C EQUATIONS OF MODEL B ARE CODED HERE. ALSO COMPUTED ARE THE 
C TIME DERIVATIVES OF SOME OF THE PARTIAL RATES OF CHANGE 
C OF POSITION. NOT ALL THE TIME DERIVATIVES OF THE PARTIAL 
C RATES OF CHANGE OF POSITION ARE COMPUTED HERE BECAUSE 
C NOT ALL OF THEM ARE USED. 
C. . . 
VQ1PCX=M11"RXPC+M31"RZPC 
VQ1PCY=M13''-RXPC+M33---RZPC 
VQ1 PCZ=M12'-RXPC+M3 2---RZPC 
DQ8ML=Q (21 )--KMASS (3)*L3P+MASS (6)*L6P ) 
DQ9ML=Q(22)-"-(MASS(4)^ '-L4P+MASS(7)-'-L7P) 
DRXPC=-MASS(5)*Q(20)-SSG/MSYS 
DRYPC=(S8-'-DQ8ML-S9-'-DQ9ML)/MSYS 
DRZPC=(-C8--DQ8ML+C9"DQ9ML-MASS(5)^ '^ Q(20)"CSG)/MSYS 
DR13X=M1 l-'-DRXPC+M31-'-DRZPC 
DR13Y=M13*DRXPC+M33*DRZPC 
DR 13 Z=M 12-"DRXPC+M32-'-DRZPC 
DRPCMX=DR 13X+M2 l-'-DRYPC 
DRPCMY=DR 13 Y+M2 3-• DRYPC 
DRPCHZ=DR13 Z+M22"DRYPC 
DVQ1X=MD11*RXPC+MD31*RZPC+DR13X 
DVQ1 Y=MD 13 •-RXPC+MD3 3 RZPC+DR13 Y 
DVQ1Z=MD12*RXPC+MD32*RZPC+DR13Z 
VQIX ( 1)=M11*RX1C+M21*RY1C+M31*RZIC 
VQ IX ( 2 ) =M 11 "-RXAC+MS1-•-RZ AC+N31 •• L2A 
VQIX(3)=VQ1PCX+B 21"L3 P 
VQ1X(4)=VQ1PCX-L4P*D21 
VQIX ( 5 )=M11*RXAC+M31'-RZAC+LS A-'-NS 1 
VQ1X(6)=VQ1PCX+L6P*B21 
VQ1X(7)=VQ1PCX-L7P*D21 
VQIY ( 1 )=M13-'-RXlC+M23-'-RYlC+M33''-RZlC 
VQ1Y(2)=M13"RXAC+M3 3"RZAC+N3 3*L2A 
VQlY(3)=VQ1PCY+B23*L3P 
VQlY(4)=VQlPCY-L4P-'-D23 
VQ 1Y ( 5 ) =M 13-"-RXAC+MS 3-" RZAC+L5 A-N3 3 
VQ 1Y ( 6 ) =vn 1 PC Y+L6 P-"B 2 3 
VQ1Y(7)=VQ1PCY-L7P*D23 
VQIZ ( 1 )=M12-'-RXlC+M22-'-RYlC+M32-"RZlC 
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VQ 1Z ( 2 ) =M 12 " RXAC+M32--RZAC+N3 2-"'L2A 
VQ1Z(3)=VQ1P^ Z+B22*L3P 
VQ1Z(4)=VQ1PCZ-L4P'-D22 
VQIZ(5)=M12"RXAC+M32^ RZAC+L5A"N32 
VQ1Z(6)=VQ1PCZ+L6P"B22 
VQIZ ( 7 )=VQ IPCZ -L7P---D22 
VQS 3X=L3 P--^  (M12*B23-M13*B22) 
VQ8 3 Y=L3P-'- (M13*8 21-M11*B23) 
VQ83Z=L3P-'-(Mll--B22-M12->B21) 
VQ94X=-L4P*(M12*D23-M13*D22) 
VQ94Y=-L4P-" (M13--D21 -Ml 1---D23) 
VQ94Z=-L4P*(M11*D22-M12*D21) 
VQ86X=L6P---VQ83X/L3P 
VQ86Y=L6P-'-Vq83Y/L3P 
VQ86Z=L6P"VQ83Z/L3P 
VQ97X=L7P---VQ94X/L4P 
VQ97Y=L7P*VQ94Y/L4P 
VQ9 7 Z=L7P*VQ94Z/L4P 
DO 200 1=1,7 
VQ2X ( I ) =C 1" VQ 1Y ( I ) - S I---VQ 1Z ( I ) 
VQ2Y(I)=S1*VQ1X(I) 
VQ2Z(I)=-C1*VQ1X(I) 
VQ3X(I)=M32*VQ1Y(I)-M33*VQ1Z(I) 
VQ3Y(I)=M33*VQIX(I)-M31"VQIY(I) 
VQ3 Z ( I ) =M31-WQ1Z ( I ) -M32" VQ IX ( I ) 
200 CONTINUE 
DVQ 11X=ND 11*RX1C+MD2 l-'-RY 1C+MD3 l-RZ IC+DRPCMX 
DVQ11Y=MD13*RX1C+MD23*RY1C+MD33*RZ1C+DRPCMY 
DVQllZ=MD12-'-RXlC+MD22-'-RYlC+MD32---RZlC+DRPCMZ 
DVQ12X=MDH-"-RXAC+MD31'--RZAC+ND31-"L2A+DRPCMX 
DVQ 12Y=ND 13 •••••RXAC+MD 3 3 •'•RZAC+ND 3 3 •^ L2 A+DRPCMY 
DVQ12Z=MD12*RXAC+MD32*RZAC+ND32*L2A+DRPCMZ 
DVQ13X=DVQ1X+BD21*L3P 
DVQ13Y=DVQ1Y+BD23*L3P 
DVQ13Z=DVQ1Z+BD22*L3P 
DVQ83X=L3P*(MD12*B23+M12*BD23-MD13*B22-M13*BD22) 
DVQ83Y=L3P*(MD13*B21+M13*BD21-M011*B23-M11*BD23) 
DVQ83Z=L3P*(MD11"B22+M11*BD22-MD12*B21-M12*BD21) 
DVQ14X=DVQIX-L4P*DD21 
DVQ14Y=DVQ1Y-L4P*DD23 
DVQ14Z=DVQ1Z-L4P*DD22 
DVQ94X=-L4P--F(MD12-'-D23+M12-'-DD23-MD13-'-D22-M13-'-DD22) 
DVQ94Y=-L4P*(MD13*D21+M13*DD21-MD11*D23-M11*DD23) 
DVQ94Z=-L4P*(MD11*D22+M11*DD22-MD12*D21-M12*DD21) 
DVQ15X=MDll-'--RXAC+MD31-'-R2AC+L5A-'-ND31+Q(20)"N31+DR13X 
DVQ15Y=MD13--'-RXAC+MD33-'-RZAC+L5A-'-ND33+Q (20 )-'='N33+DR13Y 
DVQ15Z=MD12*RXAC+MD32*RZAC+L5A*ND32+Q(20)*N32+DR13Z 
DVQ16X=DVQ1X+L6P*BD21 
DVQ16Y=DVQ1Y+L6P--BD23 
DVQ16Z=DVQ1Z+L6P"BD22 
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DVQ86X=L6P--'^ DVQ83X/L3P 
DvQ86Y=L6P^ '-DVQ83Y/L3P 
DVQ86Z=L6P--DVQ83Z/L3P 
DVQ17X=DVQ1X-L7P^ --DD21 
DVQ17Y=DVQ1Y-L7P"DD23 
DVQ17 Z=DVQIZ-L7P*DD22 
DVQ9 7X=L7 P---DVQ9 4X/ L4P 
DVQ97Y=L7P*DVQ94Y/L4P 
DVQ97Z=L7P---DVQ94Z/L4P 
COMPUTE THE ABSOLUTE ANGULAR VELOCITIES OF THE SYSTEM AND 
THE SEVEN RIGID BODIES. 
0MXS=Q(14)+Q(16)*M31 
OMYS=Q(15)"Cl+Q(16)*M32 
OMZS=Q ( 15 ) -"-S1+Q ( 16 )*M33 
0MX(1)=0MXS 
OMX ( 2 ) =OMX ( 1 ) +N 31-"-Q ( 2 3 ) 
OMX ( 3 ) =OMX (1 ) +M11Q (21) 
OMX ( 4 ) =OMX ( 1 ) +M11---Q ( 2 2 ) 
OMX(5)=OMX(2)+N21*Q(24) 
OMX(6)=OMX(3)+B 2l-Q(25) 
OMX(7)=OMX(4)+D21*Q(26) 
0MY(1)=0MYS 
OMY ( 2 ) =0M Y ( 1) +N 3 2 ••• Q ( 2 3 ) 
0MY(3)=0MY(1)+M12*Q(21) 
OMY(4)=0MY(1)+N12*Q(22) 
OMY(5)=OMY(2)+N22*Q(24) 
OMY(6)=OMY(3)+B22*Q(25) 
OMY ( 7 ) =OMY ( 4 ) +D 2 2---Q ( 26 ) 
0MZ(1)=0MZS 
Om2(2)=OMZ(1)+N33*Q(23) 
OMZ(3)=OMZ(1)+M13*Q(21) 
OMZ(4)=OMZ(1)+M13*Q(22) 
OMZ ( 5 ) =OMZ ( 2 ) +N2 3---Q (24) 
OMZ ( 6 ) =OMZ ( 3 ) +B 2 3-'-Q ( 2 5 ) 
0MZ(7)=0MZ(4)+D23*Q(26) 
.THE FOLLOWING ARE INTERMEDIATE VARIABLES USED TO SHORTEN 
.THE LENGTHY EXPRESSIONS IN ORDER TO CALCULATE THE TERMS 
•WHICH ARE ASSOCIATED WITH THE INERTIA TORQUES OF THE SYSTEM 
.AND THEY DO NOT CONTAIN THE ACCELERATION (SECOND TIME 
.DERIVATIVE) VARIABLES OF THE SYSTEM. THEY ONLY CONTAIN 
.THE VELOCITIES OF THE SYSTEM. 
MOMG1=M11*0MX(1)+M12*0MY(1)+M13*0MZ(1) 
M0MG2=M21*0MX(1)+M22*0MY(1)+M23*0MZ(1) 
M0MG3=M31"0MX(1)+M32*0MY(1)+M33*0MZ(1) 
NOMG1=N11-• OMX(2)+N12*0MY(2)+N13*0MZ(2) 
N0MG2=N2 l--'-0MX ( 2 ) +N22*0MY ( 2 ) +N23*0MZ ( 2 ) 
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N0MG3=N31 •••OMX (2)+N32*0MY ( 2 ) +N33*0MZ ( 2 ) 
BOMG 1=B 11---OMX ( 3 ) +B12OHY ( 3 ) +B13 ••"OMZ ( 3 ) 
B0MG2=B2 l-'-OMX ( 3 ) +B22*0MY ( 3 ) +B23*0MZ ( 3 ) 
B0MG3=B 31*0MX(3)+B 3 2*0MY(3)+B 3 3*0NZ(3) 
DOMG1=D11*0MX(4)+D12*0MY(4)+D13*0MZ(4) 
D0MG2=D2 l-'-OMX (4 ) +D22*0MY ( 4 ) +D2 S-'-OMZ ( 4 ) 
D0MG3=D31---0MX (4)+D32*0MY(4)+D33*0MZ (4 ) 
EOMG1=E11*0MX(5)+E12*0MY(5)+E13*0MZ(5) 
E0MG2=E21*0MX(5)+E22*0MY(5)+E23*0MZ(5) 
E0MG3=E31*0MX(5)+E32*0MY(5)+E33*0MZ(5) 
FOMG 1=F 11--OMX ( 6 ) +F12*0NY ( 6 ) +F13*0MZ ( 6 ) 
F0MG2=F2 l-'-OMX ( 6 ) +F22*0MY ( 6 ) +F23*0MZ ( 6 ) 
F0MG3=F31*0MX(6)+F32*0MY(6)+F33*0MZ(6) 
GOMG 1=G 1 l-'-OMX ( 7 ) +G12*0MY ( 7 ) +G13*0MZ ( 7 ) 
G0MG2=G21*0MX(7)+G22*0MY(7)+G23*0MZ(7) 
G0MG3=G 3 l-'-OMX ( 7 ) +G32*0MY ( 7 ) +G33*0MZ ( 7 ) 
MINTX 1=M ll--'--IXX 1+M2 l-'-IXYl+M31-'aXZ 1 
MINTX2=M 11*IXY 1+M2 l-'-IYY 1+M31"'^  lYZ 1 
MINTX3=M11*IXZ1+M21*IYZ1+M31*IZZ1 
MINTY1 =M 12-'-1XX1+M2 2--IXY1+M32*IXZ1 
MINTY2=M12*IXY1+M22*IYY1+M3 2"IYZ1 
MINTY3=M12*IXZ1+M22*IYZ1+M32*IZZ1 
MINTZ1=M13*IXX1+M23*IXY1+M33*IXZ1 
MINTZ2=M13*IXY1+M23*IYY1+M33*IYZ1 
MINTZ3=M13*IXZ1+N23*IYZ1+M33*IZZ1 
NINTX1=N11*IXX2+N21*IXY2+N31*IXZ2 
NINTX2=N11*IXY2+N21*IYY2+N31*IYZ2 
NINTX3=N11*IXZ2+N21*IYZ2+N31-'-IZZ2 
NINTYl=N12*IXX2+K22-'-IXY2+N32''-IXZ2 
NINTY2=N12-'aXY2+N22-'-IYY2+N32-'-IYZ2 
NINTY3=N12*IXZ2+N22*IYZ2+N32*IZZ2 
NINTZ 1=N 13-aXX2+N23-'-IXY2+N33-'-IXZ2 
NINTZ2=N13"IXY2+N23-'--IYY2+N33''-IYZ2 
NINTZ3=N13--IXZ2+N23-'-IYZ2+N33--'-IZZ2 
BINTX1=B11*IXX3+B21*IXY3+B31*IXZ3 
BINTX2=B11*IXY3+B21*IYY3+B31*IYZ3 
BINTX 3=B11*IXZ3+B21*IYZ3+B31*IZZ3 
BINTYl=B12-'-IXX3+B22-'-IXY3+B32-'-IXZ3 
BINTY2=B12-'-IXY3+B22-'-IYY3+B32"IYZ3 
BI NTY 3=B 12- -1X Z 3+B 2 2-" IY Z 3+B 3 2--'-1Z Z 3 
BINTZ1=B13*IXX3+B23*IXY3+B33*IXZ3 
BINTZ2=B13-'^ IXY3+B23-"-IYY3-+B33"IYZ3 
BINTZ3=B13-'-IXZ3+B23"IYZ3+B33-'-IZZ3 
DINTX1=D1 l-'-IXX4+D21*IXY4+D31*IXZ4 
DINTX2=Dir--IXY4+D21-'-IYY4+D31-'-IYZ4 
DINTX3=Dll-"^ IXZ4+D21-'-IYZ4+D31-'-IZZ4 
DINTY1=D12*IXX4+D22*IXY4+D32*IXZ4 
DINTY2=D12-'-IXY4-fD22"IYY4+D32-'-IYZ4 
DINTY3=D12*IXZ4+D22*IYZ4+D32*IZZ4 
DINTZ1=D13*IXX4+D23*IXY4+D33*IXZ4 
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DINTZ2=D13"IXY4+D23-'-IYY4+D33-"aYZ4 
DINTZ3=D13-"-IXZ4+D23--IYZ4+D33-'-IZZ4 
EINTX1=E11"IXX5+E21'':IXY5+E3D':IXZ5 
EINTX2=E11---IXY5+E21---IYY5+E31*IYZ5 
EINTX3=E11*IXZ5+E21*IYZ5+E31*IZZ5 
EINTY1=E12*IXX5+E22*IXY5+E32*IXZ5 
EINTY2=E12---IXY5+E22---IYY5+E32-'-IYZ5 
EINTY3=E12-"-IXZ5+E22-'-IYZ5+E32--aZZ5 
EINTZl=E13-'-IXX5+E23---IXY5+E33-'-IXZ5 
EINTZ2=E13*IXY5+E23*IYY5+E33*IYZ5 
EINTZ3=E13*IXZ5+E23*IYZ5+E33*IZZ5 
FI NTX 1=F 11--- IXX6+F2 !'• IXY6+F31*IXZ6 
FI NTX2=F 11'"-1XY6+F21'"-1YY6+F31*IYZ6 
FTNTX3=F11*IXZ6+F21*IYZ6+F31*IZZ6 
FINTY1=F12*IXX6+F22*IXY6+F32*IXZ6 
FINTY2=F12*IXY6+F22*IYY6+F32*IYZ6 
FINTY3=F12*IXZ6+F22*IYZ6+F32*IZZ6 
FINTZ1=F13*IXX6+F23*IXY6+F33*IXZ6 
FINTZ2=F13*IXY6+F23*rYY6+F33*IYZ6 
FTNTZ3=F13*IXZ6+F23*IYZ6+F33*IZZ6 
GINTX1=G11*IXX7+G21*IXY7+G31*IXZ7 
GINTX2=G11*IXY7+G21*IYY7+G31*IYZ7 
GINTX3=Gll*IXZ7+G21*rYZ7+G31*IZZ7 
GINTY1=G12*IXX7+G22*IXY7+G32*IXZ7 
GINTY2=G12"IXY7+G22"IYY7+G32"IYZ7 
GINTY3=G12*IXZ7+G22*IYZ7+G32*IZZ7 
GINTZ1=G13*IXX7+G23*IXY7+G33*IXZ7 
GINTZ2=G13*IXY7+G23*rYY7+G33*IYZ7 
GINTZ3=G13"IXZ7+G23-"IYZ7+G33''-IZZ7 
lOMX ( 1)=MINTX1 "M0MGl+MINTX2-'-M0MG2+MINTX3-'-M0MG3 
I OMX ( 2 ) =N I NTX l-'-NOMG 1+NI NTX2*N0MG2+N I NTX3*N0MG 3 
I OMX ( 3 ) =B INTX1-'-BOMG1+BI NTX2*B0MG2+B INTX3 •• B0MG3 
I OMX ( 4 ) =D I NTX l-DOMG 1+DINTX2*D0MG2+DINTX3*D0MG3 
I OMX ( 5 ) =E I NTX 1-'-E OMG 1+E I NTX2'^E 0MG2+EI NTX3*E0MG3 
lOMX ( 6 )=FINTXl-'-FOMG 1+FINTX2*F0MG2+FINTX3*F0MG3 
IOMX(7)=GINTX1*GOMG1+GINTX2*GOMG2+GINTX3*GOMG3 
I0MY(1)=MINTY1"M0MG1+MINTY2*M0MG2+MINTY3-"M0MG3 
IOMY(2)=NINTYl^ -NOMGl+NINTY2-'-NOMG2+NINTY3-'-NOMG3 
I0MY(3)=BINTY1*B0MG1+BINTY2*B0MG2+BINTY3*B0MG3 
I OMY (4 ) =D I NTY 1*D0MG 1+DINTY2*D0MG2+DINTY3*D0MG3 
lOMY (5)=EINT: 1*E0KG1+EINTY2*E0MG2+EINTY3*E0NG3 
I0MY(6)=FINTYl-'-F0MGl+FINTY2''-F0MG2+FINTY3-'-F0MG3 
I OMY ( 7 ) =GINTY 1*G0MG 1+GINTY2*G0MG2+GINTY3*G0MG3 
lOMZ ( 1)=MINTZ1*M0MG1+MINTZ2*M0MG2+MINTZ3*N0MG3 
lOMZ (2)=NINTZ1*N0MG1+NINTZ2"N0MG2+NINTZ3"N0HG3 
I0MZ(3)=BINTZ1*B0MG1+BINTZ2*B 0MG2+BI NTZ 3 •• B OMG 3 
I OMZ (4 ) =D I NTZ 1 "DOMG1+DINTZ 2" D0MG2+DI NTZ 3 "D0MG3 
I OMZ ( 5 ) =E INTZ 1*E0MG 1+E INTZ2 E0MG2+EI NTZ3*E0MG3 
I0MZ(6)=FINTZ1*F0MG1+FINTZ2*F0MG2+FINTZ3*F0MG3 
I OMZ ( 7 )=GINTZ l--G0MGl+GINTZ2''-G0MG2+GINTZ3-'-G0MG3 
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DO 300 1=1,7 
TXC(I)=OMZ(I)*I0MY(I)-OMY(I)*IOMZ(I) 
TYC(I)=OMX(I)*IOMZ(I)-OMZ(I)*IOMX(I) 
TZC(I)=OMY(i)*IOMX(I)-OMX(I)*IOMY(I) 
300 CONTINUE 
C. . . 
C THE FOLLOWING ARE THE VARIABLES WHICH ARE PART OF THE 
C TRANSLATIONAL ACCELERATIONS OF THE SYSTEM BUT THEY DO 
C NOT CONTAIN THE ACCELERATION (SECOND TIME DERIVATIVE) 
C VARIABLES. THEY ONLY HAVE VELOCITY VARIABLES. 
C. . . 
AXC(1)= =OMYS DVQllY-OMZS DVQllZ 
AXC(2) = OMYS DVQ12Y-OMZS DVQ12Z 
AXC(3) = OMYS DVQ13Y-OMZS DVQ13Z+Q(21)f -DVQ83X 
AXC(4) = OMYS DVQ14Y-OMZS DVQ14Z+Q(22)f -DVQ94X 
AXC(5) = OMYS DVQ15Y-OMZS DVQ15Z+Q(20)-'•ND31 
AXC(6) = OMYS DVQ16Y-•OMZS DVQ16Z+Q(21)---DVQ86X 
AXC(7): =OMYS DVQ17Y--OMZS DVQ17Z+Q(22)--DVQ97X 
AYC(l): =OMZS DVQllX-OMXS DVQllY 
AYC(2): =OMZS DVQ12X-•OMXS DVQ12Y 
AYC(3)-=OMZS DVQ13X--OMXS DVQ13Y+Q(21)--•-DVQ83Y 
AYC(4) =OMZS DVQ14X--OMXS DVQ14Y+Q(22)--•-DVQ94Y 
AYC(5) =OMZS DVQ15X-0MXS DVQ15Y+Q(20)-•ND32 
AYC(6) =OMZS DVQ16X--OMXS DVQ16Y+Q(21)-'-DVQ86Y 
AYC(7) =OMZS DVQ17X -OMXS DVQ17Y+Q(22)-•-DVQ97Y 
AZC(l) =OMXS DVQllZ -OMYS DVQllX 
AZC(2) =OMXS DVQ12Z -OMYS DVQ12X 
AZC(3) =OMXS DVQ13Z -OMYS DVQ13X+Q(21) ••DVQ83Z 
AZC(4) =OMXS DVQ14Z -OMYS DVQ14X+Q(22) *DVQ94Z 
AZC(5) =OMXS DVQ15Z -OMYS DVQ15X+Q(20) *ND33 
AZC(6) =OMXS DVQ16Z -OMYS DVQ16X+Q(21) "DVQ86Z 
ÂZC(7) =OMXS DVQ17Z -OMYS DVQ17X+Q(22) •'-DVQ97Z 
C. .. 
C THE FOLLOWING ARE THE VARIABLES WHICH ARE PART OF THE 
C ROTATIONAL (ANGULAR) ACCELERATIONS OF THE SYSTEM BUT THEY 
C DO NOT CONTAIN THE ACCELERATION (SECOND TIME DERIVATIVE) 
C VARIABLES. THEY ONLY HAVE VELOCITY VARIABLES. 
C. . . 
ALXC(1)=Q(15)"Q(16)-^C2 
ALXC (2 )=ALXC ( 1 )+Q ( 23)-"NDS1 
ALXC(3)=ALXC(1)+Q(21)*MD11 
ALXC(4)=ALXC(1)+Q(22)*MD11 
ALXC(5)=ALXC(2)+Q(24)*ND21 
ALXC(6)=ALXC(3)+Q(25)*BD21 
ALXC ( 7 ) =ALXC (4 ) +Q ( 26 ) ->DD21 
ALYC(1)=-Q(14)*Q(15)*S1+Q(15)*Q(16)*S1*S2-Q(14)*Q(16)*M33 
ALYC(2)=ALYC(1)+Q(23)*ND32 
ALYC(3)=ALYC(1)+Q(21)"-MD12 
ALYC ( 4 ) =ALYC ( 1 ) +Q ( 22 ) ^'^MD12 
ALYC(5)=ALYC(2)+Q(24)*ND22 
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ALYC(6)=ALYC(3)+Q(25)*BD22 
ALYC(7)=ALYC(4)+Q(2 6)"DD2 2 
ALZC(l)=Q(14)->Q(15)"Cl-Q(15)"Q(16)-"Cl-'-S2+Q(14)--^ Q(16)"M32 
ALZC ( 2 ) =ALZC ( 1 )+Q ( 23 ) •• ND3 3 
ALZC(3)=ALZC(1)+Q(21)--MD13 
ALZC(4)=ALZC(1)+Q(22)*MD13 
ALZC(5)=ALZC(2)+Q(24)---ND23 
ALZC ( 6 ) =ALZC ( 3 ) +Q ( 25 ) BD23 
ALZC(7)=ALZC(4)+Q(26)'-DD23 
XF=Q ( 4 ) +RX5 CM11+R Y5 C •• M21+RZ 5 C*M 31 
YF=Q(5)+RX5C*M12+RY5C*M22+RZ5C*M32 
ZF=Q(6)+RX5C*M13+RY5C*M23+RZ5C*M33 
XR=Q(4)+RX6C*M11+RY6C*M21+RZ6C*M31 
YR=Q (5 ) +RX6C^ '-M12+RY6C"M22+RZ6C"M32 
ZR=Q(6)+RX6C"-M13+RY6C^ '-M23+RZ6C"M33 
XL=Q ( 4 ) +RX 7 C-'-M 11+RY7C*M21+RZ 7 C*M31 
YL=Q (5 )+RX7C-'^ M12+RY7C"M22+RZ7C-'-M32 
ZL=Q ( 6 ) +RX7 C--'-M13+RY7 C"M23+RZ 7 C*M33 
XFPR=XF+RTIRE 
XFMR=XF-RTIRE 
XRPR=XR+RTIRE 
XRMR=XR-RTIRE 
XLPR=XL+RTIRE 
XLMR=XL-RTIRE 
ZFPR=ZF+RTIRE 
ZRPR=ZR+RTIRE 
ZLPR=ZL+RTIRE 
C.. . 
C FORCE CALCULATIONS FOR THE FRONT WHEEL. 
C IF THE FRONT WHEEL IS WITHIN THE BUMP PROFILE, 
C SUBROUTINE EQDFLC IS CALLED TO FIND THE EQUIVALENT TIRE 
C DEFLECTION AND THE LINE OF ACTION OF THE RESULTING TIRE 
C FORCE. IF THE WHEEL IS NOT IN CONTACT WITH THE BUMP 
C PROFILE, A DEFLECTION OF ZERO IS GIVEN. IF THE WHEEL IS 
C NOT WITHIN THE BUMP PROFILE, THEN THE WHEEL IS ASSUMED 
C TO BE RIDING ON LEVEL TERRAIN. WHEN THE MAGNITUDE 
C OF THE TIRE FORCE IS OBTAINED, IT IS RESOLVED INTO 
C COMPONENTS PARALLEL TO THE FIXED REFERENCE X, Y AND Z AXES. 
C LATERAL FORCE ON THE TIRE IS GENERATED, USING THE CLASSICAL 
C SLIP LAW, WHENEVER THE VEHICLE/RIDER SYSTEM IS EXPERIENCING 
C YAW AND/OR LATERAL MOTIONS. IF THIS LATERAL FORCE EXCEEDS THE 
C FRT.CTIONAL FORCE AT THE TIRE-TERRAIN INTERFACE, SLIDING IS 
C ASSUMED TO HAVE TAKEN PLACE. THE ABOVE PROCEDURES ARE THE 
C SAME FOR THE TWO REAR WHEELS. 
C.. . 
C. . . 
5 IF (XFPR.LE.XOF.OR.XFMR.GE.XIF) GO TO 6 
XO=XOF 
X1=X1F 
XT=XF 
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ZT=ZF 
CALL EQDFLC (DEQF,FANGLE,XT,ZT,RTIRE,XO) 
GO TO 7 
6 DEQF=RTIRE+ZF-CGH 
FANGLE=PI2 
7 IF (DEQF.LE.0.0) GO TO 15 
VFX=Q (17) +ONYS-VQ i Y ( 5 ) -OMZS - VOIZ ( 5 )+N31-• Q (20)+ 
1 Q(24)*RTIRE*E22*SIN(FANGLE) 
VFY=Q(18)+OMZS*VQIX(5)-OMXS-VQ1Y(5)+N32*Q(20)+ 
1 Q ( 24 )-"RTIRE-'^  (E23---COS (FANGLE) -E21 •• SIN (FANGLE ) ) 
VFZ=Q ( 19 )+OMXS---VQlZ (5 ) -0MYS*VQ1X(5)+N33*Q(20)-
1 Q(24)*RTIRE*E22*C0S(FANGLE) 
RVEL=VFX---CQS (FANGLE ) +VFZ*SIN (FANGLE ) 
FKTS=FKT(DEQF)+TDCOEF"RVEL 
FFTZ=FFTZ-FKTS*SIN(FANGLE) 
FFTX=FFTX-FKTS*COS(FANGLE) 
C. .. 
C LATERAL FORCE CALCULATION USING CORNERING STIFFNESS. 
C (FRONT WHEEL). 
C. .. 
ALPHAF=ATAN( (M21-'-VFX+M22---VFY+M23"VFZ)/(M11-VFX+M12--VFY 
1 +M13*VFZ))-N33*Q(10) 
FFNORM=SQRT(FFTZ"FFTZ+FFTX-'-FFTX) 
FFTYN=FFTYN - FC SNL ( FFNORM ) •• ALPHAF 
FFTZN=0.60-FFNORM 
IF (ABS(FFTYN).GT.ABS(FFTZN)) GO TO 8 
FFTY=FFTY+FFTYN---COS (N3 3- Q ( 10 ) +Q ( 3 ) ) 
FFTX=FFTX -FFTYN"'- SIN(N33*Q(10)+Q(3)) 
GO TO 15 
8 FFTZN=0.55*SIGN(FFNORM,FFTYN) 
FFTY=FFTY+FFTZN-'-COS (N33*Q(10)+Q(3)) 
FFTX=FFTX-FFTZN-^ SIN (N33-'-Q ( 10 )+Q ( 3 ) ) 
C.. . 
C FORCE CALCULATIONS FOR THE REAR LEFT WHEEL. 
C.. . 
15 IF (XLPR.LE.XOL.OR.XLMR.GE.XIL) GO TO 16 
XO=XOL 
X1=X1L 
XT=XL 
ZT=ZL 
CALL EQDFLC (DEQL,FANGLE,XT,ZT,RTIRE,XO) 
GO TO 17 
16 DEQL=RTIRE+ZL-CGH 
FANGLE=PI2 
17 IF (DEQL.LE.0.0) GO TO 25 
VLX=Q(17) +OMYS••-VQlY (7 ) -OMZS-VQIZ (7 ) +VQ97X*Q(22)+ 
1 Q ( 26 )"RTIRE"G22''-SIN (FANGLE ) 
VLY=Q(18)+OMZS*VQIX(7)-OMXS-VQIY(7)+VQ9 7Y"Q(22)+ 
1 Q(26)*RTIRE*(G23*C0S(FANGLE)-G21*SIN(FANGLE)) 
VLZ=Q (19) +0MXS VQ 1Z ( 7 ) -OMYS-• VQ IX ( 7 ) +VQ9 7 Z*Q (22)-
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1 Q ( 26 ) -'-RTIRF.-'-G22" COS (FANGLE ) 
RVEL=VLX*COS(FANGLE)+VLZ*SIN(FANGLE) 
FKTS=FKT (DEQL) +TDCOEF--RVEL 
FLTZ=FLTZ-FKTS--SIN (FANGLE) 
FLTX=FLTX-FKTS'^ COS (FANGLE ) 
C. . . 
C LATERAL FORCE CALCULATION USING CORNERING STIFFNESS. 
C (REAR LEFT WHEEL). 
C. . . 
ALPHAL=ATAN( (M21--VLX+M22-VLY+M23--VLZ) / (Mll''^ VLX+M12-'-VLY 
1 +M13-VLZ)) 
FLNORM=SQRT ( FLTZ •• FLTZ+FLTX-FLTX ) 
FLTYN=FLTyN-FCSNL(FLNORM)"ALPHAL 
FLÏZN=0.60"FLN0RM 
IF (ABS(FLTYN).GT.ABS(FLTZN)) GO TO 18 
FLTY=FLTY+FLTYN''-C3 
FLTX=FLTX-FLTYN-'--S3 
GO TO 25 
18 FLTZN=0.55---SIGN(FLNORM,FLTYN) 
FLTY=FLTY+FLTZN-"C3 
FLTX=FLTX-FLTZN"S3 
C.. . 
C FORCE CALCULATIONS FOR THE REAR RIGHT WHEEL. 
C... 
25 IF (XRPR.LE.XOR.OR.XRMR.GE.XIR) GO TO 26 
XO=XOR 
X1=X1R 
XT=XR 
ZT=ZR 
CALL EQDFLC (DEQR,FANGLE,XT,ZT,RTIRE,XO) 
GO TO 27 
26 DEQR=RTIRE+ZR-CGH 
FANGLE=PI2 
27 IF (DEQR.LE.0.0) GO TO 35 
VRX=Q (17) +OMYS---VQ 1Y(6)-0MZS*VQ1Z(6)+VQ86X*Q(21)+ 
1 Q ( 25 ) --RTI RE •-F22''-S IN (FANGLE ) 
VRY=Q (18) +OMZS*VQIX (6 ) -OMXS-VQlY (6 ) +VQ86Y-'-Q ( 21 ) + 
1 Q(25)*RTIRE*(F23*C0S(FANGLE)-F21*SIN(FANGLE)) 
VRZ=Q ( 19 ) +OMXS-'-VQl Z ( 6 ) - 0MYS*VQ1X ( 6 )+VQ8 6 Z •• Q ( 21 ) -
1 Q(25 ):':RTIRE"F22*C0S (FANGLE) 
RVEL=VRX--COS (FANGLE ) +VRZ*S IN (FANGLE ) 
FKTS=FKT(DEQR)+TDCOEF''-RVEL 
FRTZ=FRTZ-FKTS*SIN(FANGLE) 
FRTX=FRTX -FKTS^ '^ COS (FANGLE ) 
C. . . 
C LATERAL FORCE CALCULATION USING CORNERING STIFFNESS. 
C (REAR RIGHT WHEEL). 
C... 
ALPHAR=ATAN((M21-"VRX+M22---VRY+M23^ '-VRZ)/(M11''-VRX+M12''-VRY 
1 +M13-'-VRZ)) 
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FRNORM=SQRT(FRTZ"FRTZ+FRTX-'-FRTX) 
FRTYN=FRTYN-FCSNL(FRNORM)-'-ALPHAR 
FRTZN=0.60*FRN0RM 
IF (ABS(FRTYN).GT.ABS(FRTZN)) GO TO 28 
FRTY=FRTY+FRTYN"C3 
FRTX=FRTX-FRTYN"S3 
GO TO 35 
28 FRTZN=0.55"SIGN(FRN0RM,FRTYN) 
FRTY=FRTY+FRTZN--C3 
FRTX=FRTX -FRTZN-'-'S 3 
C. . . 
C CALCULATE GAMMA3, GAMMA4, RIGHT AND LEFT SUSPENSION TRAVELS AND 
C RIGHT AND LEFT SUSPENSION VELOCITIES FROM PLANAR LOOP EQNS. 
C. . . 
35 GAMMA3=ATAN2( (LB3P--'S8-RZQ3P) , (LB3P*C8-RYQ3P) ) 
GAMMA4=ATAN2((-RZQ4P-LB4P*S9),(RYQ4P+LB4P*C9)) 
QSRl=SQRT((LB3P"C8-RYQ3P)''-''-2+(LB3P-'-S8-RZQ3P)--"2) 
QSLl=SQRT((RYQ4P+LB4P-'-C9)-'"'-2+(RZQ4P+LB4P-'-S9)""2) 
QSR=QSR1-SL0RGR 
QSL=QSL1-SL0RGL 
QDSR=Q(21)---LB3P---(RYQ3P"S8-RZQ3P-'-C8)/QSRl 
QDSL=Q ( 22 ) •• LB4P-'- (RZQ4P*C9 -RYQ4P-'-S9 ) / QSLl 
CG3=C0S(GAMMA3) 
SG3=SIN(GAMMA3) 
CG4=-C0S(GAMMA4) 
SG4=SIN(GAMMA4) 
C. . . 
C CALCULATE MAGNITUDES OF THE SUSPENSION FORCES FOR THE 
C FRONT, RIGHT AND LEFT SUSPENSION UNITS. 
C. .. 
CFDT=2. O-'-FDS (Q(20) ) 
CRDT=FDS(QDSR) 
CLDT=FDS(QDSL) 
IF (Q(7).GE.0.0.AND.Q(20).GE.0.0) FFS=KFST*Q(7)+SIGN(CFDT,Q(20)) 
IF (Q(7).GE.0.0.AND.Q(20).LT.0.0) FFS=KFST*Q(7)+CFDC*Q(20) 
IF (Q(7).LT.0.0.AND.Q(20) .GE.0.0) FFS=KFSC---Q(7)+SIGN(CFDT,Q(20)) 
IF (Q(7).LT.0.0.AND.Q(20).LT.0.0) FFS=KFSC*Q(7)+CFDC*Q(20) 
IF (QSR.GE.0.0.AND.QDSR.GE.0.0) FRS=KRST*QSR+SIGN(CRDT,QDSR) 
IF (QSR.GE.0.0.AND.QDSR.LT.0.0) FRS=KRST*QSR+CRDC*QDSR 
IF (QSR.LT.0.0.AND.QDSR.GE.0.0) FRS=KRSC"QSR+SIGN(CRDT,QDSR) 
IF (QSR.LT.0.0.AND.QDSR.LT.0.0) FRS=KRSC*QSR+CRDC*QDSR 
IF (QSL.GE.0.0.AND.QDSL.GE.0.0) FLS=KLST*QSL+SIGN(CLDT,QDSL) 
IF (QSL.GE.0.0.AND.QDSL.LT.0.0) FLS=KLST*QSL+CLDC*QDSL 
IF (QSL.LT.0.0.AND.QDSL.GE.0.0) FLS=KLSC*QSL+SIGN(CLDT,QDSL) 
IF (QSL.LT.0.0.AND.QDSL.LT.0.0) FLS=KLSC*QSL+CLDC*QDSL 
C. . . 
C RESOLVE THE COMPONENTS OF THE SUSPENSION FORCES FOR THE 
C FRONT, RIGHT AND LEFT SUSPENSION UNITS TO BE PARALLEL 
C TO THE FIXED REFERENCE AXES. 
C. .. 
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FFSX=FFS"N31 
FFSY=FFS*N32 
FFSZ=FFS-'-N33 
FRSX=FRS--- ( CG3--'-M21+SG3*M31 ) 
FRSY=FRS*(CG3*M22+SG3*M32) 
FRSZ=FRS"(CG3"M23+SG3-'-M33) 
FLSX=FLS*(CG4*M21+SG4*M31) 
FLSY=FLS*(CG4*M22+SG4*M32) 
FLSZ=FLS" (CG4---M23+SG4---M33) 
C. . . 
C SUM THE SQUARES OF THE MAGNITUDES OF THE SUSPENSION FORCES, 
C THE COMPONENTS OF THE TIRE FORCES AND THE INTEGRATION 
C STEPSIZE. THESE ARE THEN USED LATER TO COMPUTE THE R.M.S. 
C VALUES. 
C. . . 
SFFS=SFFS+FFS-"FFS 
SFRS=SFRS+FRS-"FRS 
SFLS=SFLS+FLS"FLS 
SFFTZ=SFFTZ+FFTZ*FFTZ 
SFLTZ=SFLTZ+FLTZ---FLTZ 
SFRTZ=SFRTZ+FRTZ"-FRTZ 
SFFTY=SFFTY+FFTY-'-FFTY 
SFLTY=SFLTY+FLTY--FLTY 
SFRTY=SFRTY+FRTY*FRTY 
SFFTX=SFFTX+FFTX"FFTX 
SFLTX=SFLTX+FLTX*FLTX 
SFRTX=SFRTX+FRTX-"-FRTX 
HRMS=HRMS+(T-TST)--(T-TST) 
C. . . 
C ASSIGN THE EXTERNAL FORCES ACTING ON EACH OF THE RIGID 
C BODIES INTO AN ARRAY. 
C. . . 
FBX(1)=FRSX+FLSX 
FBY(1)=FRSY+FLSY 
FEZ ( 1 )=FRSZ+FLSZ+MASS ( 1 )--'GRVTY 
FBX(2)=FFSX 
FBY(2)=FFSY 
FB Z ( 2 ) =FFS Z+MAS S ( 2 )''• GRVTY 
FBX(3)=-FRSX 
FBY(3)=-FRSY 
FBZ ( 3 )=-FRSZ+MASS ( 3 )-'GRVTY 
FBX(4)=-FLSX 
FBY(4)=-FLSY 
FBZ(4)=-FLS Z+MAS S(4)*GRVTY 
FBX(5)=-FFSX+FFTX 
FBY(5)=-FFSY+FFTY 
FBZ (5 )=-FFSZ+FFTZ+MASS (5 )-'-GRVTY 
FBX(6)=FRTX 
FBY(6)=FRTY 
FB Z(6)=FRTZ+MAS S(6)*GRVTY 
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FBX(7)=FLTX 
FBY(7)=FLTY 
FB Z ( 7 ) =FLTZ+MAS S ( 7 ) •'•GRVTY 
C. . . 
C ASSIGN THE EXTERNAL TORQUES ACTING ON EACH OF THE RIGID 
C BODIES INTO AN ARRAY. 
C. . . 
TBX ( 1 )=PYQ31--FRSZ -PZQ31*FRSY+PYQ41*FLSZ-PZQ41--FLSY 
TBY(1)=PZQ31-FRSX-PXQ31*FRSZ+PZQ41*FLSX-PXQ41*FLSZ 
TBZ(1)=PXQ31"FRSY-PYQ31*FRSX+PXQ41*FLSY-PYQ41*FLSX 
TBX(2)=N31---TSTR 
TBY(2)=N32*TSTR 
TBZ(2)=N33---TSTR 
TBX ( 3 )=- LB 3 3-• ( B 2 2-'-FRS Z - B 2 3''-FRS Y ) 
TB Y ( 3 )=- LB 3 3 " ( B 2 3''-FRSX - B 21" FRS Z ) 
TBZ(3)=-LB33*(B21*FRSY-B22*FRSX) 
TBX(4)=-LB44*(D22*FLSZ-D23*FLSY) 
TBY(4)=-LB44*(D23*FLSX-D21*FLSZ) 
TBZ(4)=-LB44*(D21*FLSY-D22*FLSX) 
TBX(5)=E2r'-TBRKF 
TBY(5)=E22---TBRKF 
TBZ(5)=E23-'-TBRKF 
TBX ( 6 ) =F21 •'• ( TPWRR+TBRKR ) 
TBY ( 6 ) =F22-'- (TPWRR+TBRKR ) 
TBZ (6)=F23-"- (TPWRR+TBRKR) 
TBX( 7 )=G2 !--> (TPWRL+TBRKL) 
TBY(7)=G22"(TPWRL+TBRKL) 
TBZ(7)=G23"(TPWRL+TBRKL) 
C. . . 
C THIS SEGMENT OF THE PROGRAM IS USED FOR PRINTING 
C VALUES OF VARIABLES OF INTEREST TO THE USER AT 
C STEPSIZE TAKEN BY THE DGEAR ROUTINE. THE USER SPECIFY 
C AN INTEGER VALUE ON INPUT AND IS ASSIGNED TO THE INTEGER 
C VARIABLE, NWRITE. THIS INTEGER VALUE DETERMINES THE 
C NUMBER OF TIMES TO OUTPUT THE DESIRED VARIABLES. THE 
C LIMIT IS CONTROLLED BY THE NUMBER OF TIMES DGEAR CALLS 
C SUBROUTINE FCNQ FOR A PARTICULAR TIME STEP. 
C. . . 
C. . . 
IF (IRMS.GT.NWRITE) GO TO 40 
WRITE (6,1000) T 
1000 FORMAT ('0','THE TIME, T, IS :',2X,F10.5,//) 
WRITE (6,1010) Q(7),Q(20),QSR,QDSR,QSL,QDSL,GAMMA3,GAMMA4 
1010 FORMAT (' ','Q(7,20),QSR,QDSR,QSL,QDSL,GAMMA3,GAMMA4 :',//,6X, 
1 6(1PE14.7,2X),/,6X,2(1PE14.7,2X),/) 
WRITE (6,1020) 
WRITE (6,1030) FFS,FFSX,FFSY.FFSZ 
WRITE (6,1030) FRS,FRSX,FRSY,FRSZ 
WRITE (6,1030) FLS,FLSX,FLSY,FLSZ 
1020 FORMAT (' ','THE SUSPENSION FORCES (MAGNITUDE & X, Y', 
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1 Z-COMPONENTS)(F;R;L) :',//) 
1030 FORMAT (' ',6X,4(1PE14.7,2X)) 
WRITE (6,1050) 
DO 1040 1=1,7 
WRITE (6,1060) I,FBX(I),FBY(I),FBZ(I) 
WRITE (6,1070) TBX(I),TBY(I),TBZ(I) 
1040 CONTINUE 
1050 FORMAT ('O','FORCE AND TORQUE COMPONENTS ACTING ON R.B. # :',//) 
1060 FORMAT (' ',5X,I2,3X,3(1PE14.7,2X)) 
1070 FORMAT (' ',10X,3(1PE14.7,2X),/) 
C. . . 
C INCREMENT COUNTER. 
C. . . 
40 IRMS=IRMS+1 
C. . . 
C THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS ASSIGN THE MATRIX, A, OF SIZE 
C (13 X 13) AND THE RIGHT-HAND SIDE VECTOR WITH NUMERICAL 
C VALUES. THIS INERTIA MATRIX AND THE RIGHT-HAND SIDE VECTOR 
C IS THEN USED BY IMSL ROUTINE, LEQTIF, TO SOLVE FOR THE 
C ACCELERATIONS (SECOND TIME DERIVATIVES) OF THE SYSTEM. 
C. . . 
DO 500 1=1,7 
A(1,1)=A(1,1)+MASS(I)*(VQ1Y(I)*VQ1Y(I)+VQ1Z(I)*VQ1Z(I))+ 
1 TXX(I) 
A(1,2)=A(1,2)-MASS(I)*VQ1X(I)*(S1*VQ1Y(I)+C1*VQ1Z(I))+ 
1 C1---TYX(I)+S1"TZX(I) 
A(1,3)=A(1,3)+MASS(I)*(VQ1Z(I)*VQ3Z(I)-VQ1Y(I)*VQ3Y(I)) 
1 +M31"TXX(I)+M32*TYX(I)+M33"TZX(I) 
A(1,5)=A(1,5)-MASS(I)*VQ1Y(I) 
A(1,6)=A(1,6)+MASS(I)*VQ1Z(I) 
RHS ( 1 )=RHS ( 1 )+VQlZ ( I)*FBZ (I ) -VQIY ( I )-'•FBY ( I )+TBX ( I )+MASS (I)* 
( VQ 1Y(I)*(ALZC(1) *VQ IX ( I ) - ALXC ( 1 ) *VQ lY ( I ) +AYC ( I ) ) -
2 VQ1Z(I)*(ALXC(1)*VQ1Z(I)-ALYC(1)*VQ1X(I)+AZC(I)))-
3 (ALXC(I) *TXX(I)+ALYC(I)*TYX(I)+ALZC(I)*TZX(I)-TXC(I)) 
A(2,2)=A(2,2)+MASS(I)*(VQ2X(I)*VQ2X(I)+VQ1X(I)*VQ1X(I))+ 
1 C1*C 1*TYY ( I ) +S i"S l''-TZZ ( I )+2. 0*S 1-C1 "TZY ( I ) 
A(2,3)=A(2,3)+MASS(I)*(VQ2X(I)*VQ3X(I)+VQ2Y(I)*VQ3Y(I )+ 
1 VQ2Z (I ) "VQ3Z ( I ) )+C I-'- (M31-TYX ( I )+M32"TYY ( I )+M33*TZY ( I ) 
2 )+S 1^ ': (M31-TZX ( I)+M32*TZY ( I )+M33*TZZ (I)) 
A(2,4)=A(2,4)+MASS(I)*VQ2X(I) 
A(2,5)=A(2,5)+MASS(I)*VQ2Y(I) 
A(2,6)=A(2,6)+MASS(I)*VQ2Z(I) 
RHS ( 2 ) =RHS ( 2 ) +VQ2X ( I ) *FBX ( I ) +VQ2Y ( I ) •'^ FB Y ( I ) +VQ2Z ( I ) •• FBZ ( I )+ 
1 C1*TBY(I)+S1*TBZ(I)-MASS(I)*(VQ2X(I)* 
2 (ALYC(1)*VQ1Y(I)-ALZC(1)*VQ1Z(I)+AXC(I))+VQ2Y(I)* 
3 (ALZC(1)*VQ1X(I)-ALXC(1)*VQ1Y(I)+AYC(I))+VQ2Z(I)* 
4 (ALXC(1)*VQ1Z(I)-ALYC(1)*VQ1X(I)+AZC(I)))-C1* 
5 (ALXC ( I)*TYX ( I )+ALYC ( I)*TYY ( I )+ALZC ( I)*TZY ( I ) -TYC (I)) 
6 -SI*(ALXC(I)*TZX(I)+ALYC(I)-TZY(I)+ALZC(I)*TZZ(I)-
7 TZC(I)) 
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A(3,3)=A(3,3)+MASS(I)*(VQ3X(I)*VQ3X(I)+VQ3Y(I)*VQ3Y(1)+ 
1 VQ3 Z ( I ) •-VQ3 Z ( I ) ) +M31( M31 -TXX ( I ) +M3 2-TYX ( I )+M3 3" 
2 TZX(I))+M32*(M3l-TYX(I)+M32*TYY(I)+M33*TZY(I))+ 
3 M33*(M31"TZX(I)+M32*TZY(I)+M33"TZZ(I)) 
A(3,4)=A(3,4)+MSS(I)"VQ3X(I) 
A(3,5)=A(3,5)+HASS(I)*VQ3Y(I) 
A(3,6)=A(3,6)+MASS(I)'WQ3Z(I) 
RHS(3)=RHS(3)+VQ3X(I)*FBX(I)+VQ3Y(I)*FBY(I)+VQ3Z(I)"FBZ(I)+ 
1 M31-TBX ( I )+N32*TBY ( I )+M33*TBZ ( I ) -MASS ( I )-•- (VQ3X ( I )-
2 (ALYC(1)*VQ1Y(I)-ALZC(1)*VQ1Z(I)+AXC(I))+VQ3Y(I)* 
3 ( ALZC ( 1) --WQIX ( I) - ALXC (1)*VQ1Y(I)+AYC(I))+VQ3Z(I)* 
4 (ALXC(1)*VQ1Z(I) - ALYC( 1 )'WQ1X(I)+AZC(I) ) )-M3 
5 (ALXC(I)*TXX(I) +ALYC(I)*TYX(I) +ALZC(I)••"TZX(I) -TXC(I) ) 
6 - M32* (ALXC (I) *TYX ( I ) +ALYC ( I ) *TYY ( I) +ALZC ( I ) "TZ Y ( I ) -
7 TYC ( I ) ) -M33:': (ALXC ( I )*TZX ( I)+ALYC(I)*TZY ( I )+ALZC ( I )•-
8 TZZ(I)-TZC(I)) 
RHS(4)=RHS(4)+FBX(I)-MASS(I)*(ALYC(1)*VQ1Y(I)-ALZC(1)* 
1 VQ1Z(I)+AXC(I)) 
RHS(5)=RHS(5)+FBY(I)-MASS(I)*(ALZC(1)*VQ1X(I)-ALXC(1)* 
1 VQ1Y(I)+AYC(I)) 
RHS(6)=RHS(6)+FBZ(I)-MASS(I)*(ALXC(1)*VQ1Z(I)-ALYC(1)* 
1 VQ1X(I)+AZC(I)) 
500 CONTINUE 
A(1,7 )=-MASS(5)"(N32*VQ1Y(5)-N33*VQ1Z(5)) 
A ( 1,8 ) =MAS S ( 3 ) •"• ( - VQ1Y ( 3 ) "VQ8 3 Y+VQ1Z ( 3 ) VQ8 3 Z ) +MAS S ( 6 ) 
1 ( -VQ lY ( 6 ) *VQ86Y+VQ1Z ( 6 )-'• VQ86Z ) +M11 (TXX ( 3 ) +TXX ( 6 ) ) + 
2 Ml2-'^ (TYX(3) +TYX(6)  +M13'- (TZX(3) +TZX(6) ) 
A(1,9)=MASS(4)*(-VQ1Y(4)*VQ94Y+VQ1Z(4)*VQ94Z)+MASS(7)* 
1 ( - VQ lY ( 7 ) *VQ9 7 Y+VQ 1Z ( 7 )•'• VQ9 7 Z ) +M11 - (TXX ( 4 ) +TXX (7))+ 
2 Ml2* (TYX(4) +TYX(7) ) +M13*(TZX() +TZX(7 ) ) 
A ( 1,10 ) =N31-"- (TXX ( 2 ) +TXX (5 ) ) +N32* (TYX ( 2 ) +TYX ( 5 ) ) +N33* (TZX ( 2 )+ 
1 TZX(5)) 
A ( 1,11 ) =N21*TXX ( 5 ) +N22'-TYX ( 5 ) +N2 S-'-TZX ( 5 ) 
A ( 1,12 ) =B21-'-TXX ( 6 ) +B 22-TYX ( 6 ) +B 2 S-'-TZX ( 6 ) 
A(l,13)=D21*TXX(7)+D22*TYX(7)+D23*TZX(7) 
A(2,7)=MASS(5)*(N31*VQ2X(5)+N32*VQ2Y(5)+N33*VQ2Z(5)) 
A(2,8)=MASS(3)*(VQ2X(3)-VQ8 3X+VQ2Y(3)-VQ8 3Y+VQ2 Z(3)*VQ83Z) + 
1 MASS ( 6 ) " ( VQ2X ( 6 ) •'-VQ86X+VQ2Y ( 6 )-'• VQ86Y+VQ2Z ( 6 ) -'-VQ86Z )+ 
2 C1*(N11*(TYX(3)+TYX(6))+N12*(TYY(3)+TYY(6))+M13* 
3 (TZY ( 3 ) +TZY ( 6 ) ) ) +S1-KM 11- (TZX ( 3 ) +TZX ( 6 ) ) +M12-'- (TZY (3)+ 
4 TZY(6))+M13*(TZZ(3)+TZZ(6))) 
A(2,9)=MASS(4)*(VQ2X(4)*VQ94X+VQ2Y(4)*VQ94Y+VQ2Z(4)*VQ94Z)+ 
1 MAS S ( 7 ) '•• ( VQ2X ( 7 ) *VQ9 7X+VQ2Y ( 7 ) *VQ9 7 Y+VQ2Z ( 7 ) *VQ9 7 Z ) + 
2 C1 (Mil*(TYX(4) +TY>:(7) ) +M12- (TYY(4) +TYY(7)  +M1S"'-
3 ( TZ Y ( 4 ) +TZ Y ( 7 ) ) ) +S 1^ 'KM 11 (TZX ( 4 ) +TZX ( 7 ) ) +M12-'- (TZ Y ( 4 )+ 
4 TZY ( 7 ) ) +M13 (TZZ (4 ) +TZZ ( 7 ) ) ) 
A(2,10)=Cl-'-(N31*(TYX(2)+TYX(5))+N32'-(TYY(2)+TYY(5))+N33" 
1 (TZY(2)*TZY(5)))+S1*(N31*(TZX(2)+TZX(5))+N32* 
2 (TZY(2)+TZY(5))+N33^ -(TZZ(2)+TZZ(5))) 
A ( 2,11 ) =C 1 ••• (N2 l-'-TYX ( 5 ) +N22 - TYY ( 5 ) +N23-TZY (5))+Sl* 
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1 (N21--TZX (5 )+N22"TZY (5 )+N23-'^ T2Z ( 5 ) ) 
A ( 2,12 ) =C I" ( B21 "TYX ( 6 ) 4B22*TYY ( 6 ) +B 2 S"--TZ Y ( 6 ) ) +S l"--
1 (B21*TZX(6)+B22*TZY(6)+B23*TZZ(6)) 
A(2,13)=C1"(D21"TYX(7)+D22*TYY(7)+D23"TZY(7))+S1-
1 (D21*TZX ( 7 )+D22--TZY ( 7)+D23*TZZ ( 7 ) ) 
A(3,7)=MASS(5)*(N3 i*VQ3X(5)+N32*VQ3Y(5)+N33*VQ3Z(5)) 
A ( 3,8 ) =MASS ( 3 ) '•• ( VQ3X ( 3 ) *VQ83X+VQ3Y ( 3 ) *VQ8 3Y+VQ3Z ( 3 ) *VQ83Z )+ 
1 MASS ( 6 ) •'• ( VQ3X ( 6 ) •WQ86X+VQ3 Y ( 6 ) *VQ86Y+VQ3Z ( 6 ) -WQ8 6 Z )+ 
2 M31 " (M11 •-(TXX(3) +TXX(6)) +H12- (TYX(3) +TYX(6))+M13* 
3 (TZX(3)+TZX(6)))+ 
4 M32" (M11 " (TYX(3) +TYX(6) ) +M12^ >(TYY(3) +TYY(6))+M13* 
5 (TZY(3)+TZY(6)))+M33*(M11*(TZX(3)+TZX(6))+M12*(TZY(3)+ 
6 TZY(6))+M13"(TZZ(3)+TZZ(6))) 
A(3,9)=MASS(4)*(VQ3X(4)*VQ94X+VQ3Y(4)"VQ94Y+VQ3Z(4)*VQ94Z)+ 
1 MASS(7)(VQ3X(7)-VQ97X+VQ3Y(7)*VQ97Y+VQ3Z(7)*VQ97Z) + 
2 M 31-"- ( M11 -•- ( TXX ( 4 ) +TXX (7))+M12*(TYX(4)+TYX(7))+M13* 
3 (TZX(4)+TZX(7;))+ 
4 M32-:= (M11 •-(TYX(4) +TYX(7) ) +M1T-'(TYY(4) +TYY(7))+M13* 
5 (TZY (4) +TZY ( 7 ) ) ) +M33-'- (M11(TZX(4) +TZX ( 7 ) ) +H12^ '^  (TZY (4 ) + 
6 TZY(7))+M13*(TZZ(4)+TZZ(7))) 
A ( 3,10 )=M31:': (N'31:': (TXX ( 2 )+TXX ( 5 ) ) +N32* (TYX ( 2 )+TYX (5))+ 
1 N33"(TZX(2)+TZX(5)))+ 
2 M32*(N31:': (TYX ( 2 ) +TYX ( 5 ) ) +N32 •• iTYY(2) +TYY ( 5 ) )+ 
3 N33"(TZY(2)+TZY(5)))+ 
4 N33*(N31*(TZX(2)+TZX(5))+N32*(TZY(2)+TZY(5))+ 
5 N33"(TZZ(2)+TZZ(5))) 
A ( 3,11 ) =M31--- ( N21-'-TXX ( 5 ) +N22*TYX ( 5 ) +N23*TZX (5))+ 
1 M32" (N21--TYX(5)+N22--TYY(5)+N23"TZY(5) ) + 
2 N33*(N21*TZX(5)+N22*TZY(5)+N23*TZZ(5)) 
A(3,12)=M31*(B21*TXX(6)+B22*TYX(6)+B23*TZX(6))+ 
1 M32-"-(B21''-TYX(6)+B22-'-TYY(6)+B23--TZY(6) ) + 
2 M33*(E21*TZX(6)+B22*TZY(6)+B23*TZZ(6)) 
A(3,13)=Mjl*(D21*TXX(7)+D 2 2*TYX(7)+D2 3-TZX(7)) + 
1 M32*(D21*TYX(7)+D22*TYY(7)+D23*TZY(7))+ 
2 M33*(D21*TZX(7)+D22*TZY(7)+D23*TZZ(7)) 
A(4,4)=MSYS 
A(4,7)=MASS(5)*N31 
A (4,8 ) =MASS ( 3 ) -WQ83X+MASS ( 6 )•• VQ86X 
A (4,9)=MASS (4)->VQ94X+MASS (7)*VQ97X 
A(5,5)=MSYS 
A(5,7)=MASS(5)*N32 
A (5,8 )=MASS ( 3 )-'-VQ83Y+MASS (6)*VQ86Y 
A(5 ,9)=MASS (4) •-VQ94Y+MASS (7 )''-VQ97Y 
A(6,6)=MSYS 
A(6,7)=MASS(5)"-N33 
A(6,8)=MASS(3)--VQ85Z+MASS(6)'--VQ86Z 
A(6,9)=MAS S(4)*VQ94Z+MASS(7)*VQ97Z 
A ( 7,7)=MASS(5)-- (N31*N31+N32*N32+N33*N33) 
A(8,8)=MASS (3)--(VQ83X"VQ83X+VQ83Y"VQ83Y+VQ83Z'-VQ83Z)+ 
1 MASS (6)"-(VQ86X"VQ86X+VQ86Y-'-VQS6Y+VQS6Z"VQ86Z)+ 
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2 M11 " ( M1(TXX ( 3 ) +TXX ( 6 ) ) +M12-^  ( TYX ( 3 ) +TYX ( 6 ) ) +M13^ --
3 (TZX(3)+TZX(6)))+ 
4 M12*(M11*(TYX(3)+TYX(6))+M12*(TYY(3)+TYY(6))+M13* 
5 (TZY (3 ) +TZY(6) ) ) +M13•• (Ml 1-• (TZX (3 ) +TZX (6 ) ) +M12--(TZY(3 ) + 
6 TZY(6))+M13*(TZZ(3)+TZZ(6))) 
A(8,12)=M11-'-(B21-'-TXX(6)+B22-"TYXC6)+B23"TZX(6))+ 
1 M12--- ( B 21-'-TYX ( 6 ) +B22*TYY ( 6 ) +B 2 3 - TZ Y ( 6 ) ) + 
2 M13--- ( B21*TZX ( 6 ) +B22*TZY(6) +B23-TZZ C 6 ) ) 
A(9 ,9)=MASS (4)---(VQ94X"VQ94X+VQ94Y-'-VQ94Y+VQ94Z-WQ94Z)+ 
1 MASS ( 7 )•-• ( VQ9 7X-VQ9 7X+VQ9 7Y*VQ9 7 Y+VQ9 7 Z*VQ97Z) + 
2 M11*(M11(TXX(4) +TXX(7) ) +M12*(TYX(4) +TYX(7) ) +M13 
3 (TZX(4)+TZX(7)))+ 
4 M12*(Mil*(TYX(4)+TYX(7))+M12*(TYY(4)+TYY(7))+M13* 
5 (TZY(4)+TZY(7)))+M13*(M11*(TZX(4)+TZX(7))+M12"(TZY(4)+ 
6 TZY(7))+M13*(TZZ(4)+TZZ(7))) 
A(9 ,13)=M11*(D2l^ TXX(7)+D22*TYX(7)+D23-TZX(7)) + 
1 Ml 2 ( D2 l^ TYX ( 7 ) +D22*TYY ( 7 ) +D23-TZY ( 7 ) )+ 
2 Ml3*(D21*TZX(7)+D22*TZY(7)+D2 3-TZ Z(7)) 
A(10,10)=N31*(N31*(TXX(2)+TXX(5))+N32*(TYX(2)+TYX(5))+ 
1 N33*(TZX(2)+TZX(5)))+ 
2 N32*(N31": (TYX ( 2 ) +TYX ( 5 ) ) +N32* (TYY ( 2 ) +TYY ( 5 ) )+ 
3 N33*(TZY(2)+TZY(5)))+ 
4 N33*(N31*(TZX(2)+TZX(5))+N32*(TZY(2)+TZY(5))+ 
5 N33*(TZZ(2)+TZZ(5))) 
A ( 10,11 ) =N31--- (N21*TXX(5 ) +N22*TYX(5) +N23*TZX (5))+ 
1 N32*(N21*TYX(5)+N22*TYY(5)+N23*TZY(5))+ 
2 N33"(N21"TZX(5)+N22"TZY(5)+N23*TZZ(5)) 
A ( 11,11 ) =N21 ••• (N21*TXX(5 )+N22*TYX(5) +N23*TZX ( 5 ) ) + 
1 N22*(N21--TYX(5)+N22*TYY(5)+N23-'-TZY(5) )+ 
2 N23*(N21*TZX(5)+N22*TZY(5)+N23*TZZ(5)) 
A(12,12)=B21*(B21*TXX(6)+B22"TYX(6)+B23*TZX(6))+ 
1 B22*(B21*TYX(6)+B22"TYY(6)+B23*TZYC6))+ 
2 B23--- (B21*TZX(6)+B22*TZY(6)+B23*TZZ(6)  
A(13,13)=D21*(D21-TXX(7)+D22*TYX(7)+D23*TZX(7))+ 
1 D22*(D21*TYX(7)+D22*TYY(7)+D23*TZY(7))+ 
2 D23*(D21*TZX(7)+D22*TZY(7)+D23*TZZ(7)) 
RHS(7)=N31-FBX(5)+N32"FBY(5)+N33"FBZ(5)-MASS(5)-(N31-(ALYC(1)* 
1 VQ1Y(5)-ALZC(1)*VQ1Z(5)+AXC(5))+N32*(ALZC(1)*VQ1X(5)-
2 ALXC ( l)-'-VQlY(5 )+AYC (5) )+N33*(ALXC ( 1 )*VQ1Z (5 ) -ALYC ( 1)* 
3 VQ1X(5)+AZC(5))) 
RHS ( 8 ) =VQ 8 3X---FBX ( 3 ) +VQ8 3 Y*FB Y ( 3 ) +VQ8 3 Z " FB Z ( 3 ) +VQ8 6X*FBX(6)+ 
1 VQ86Y*FBY ( 6 ) +VQ86Z*FBZ ( 6 ) +M11"-- (TBX ( 3 )+TBX ( 6 ) ) 
2 +M12---(TBY(3)+TBY(6) )+M13*(TBZ(3)+TBZ(6) ) -MASS(3)- (VQ83X* 
3 ( ALYC ( 1 ) VQ1Y ( 3 ) - ALZC ( 1 ) - VQ1Z ( 3 ) +AXC ( 3 ) ) +VQ83Y* ( ALZC ( 1 ) '• 
4 "QIX(3)-ALXC(1)"VQ1Y(3)+AYC(3))+VQS 3 Z*(ALXC(1 ) * VQ1Z(3 ) -
5 ALYC(1)*VQIX(3)+AZ C(3)))-MAS S(6)*(VQ8 6X*(ALYC(1) *VQ 1Y ( 6 ) 
6 -ALZC(1)*VQ1Z(6)+AXC(6))+VQ86Y*(ALZC(1)*VQIX(6)-ALXC(1)* 
7 VQ1Y(6)+AYC(6))+VQ862"(ALXC(1)*VQ1Z(6)-ALYC(1)*VQ1X(6)+ 
8 AZC(6))) 
RHS(8)=RHS(8)-M11*(ALXC(3)-TXX(3)+ALYC(3)-TYX(3)+ALZC(3)* 
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1 TZX(3)+ALXC(6)*TXX(6)+ALYC(6)*TYX(6)+ALZC(6)*TZX(6)-
2 TXC(3)-TXC(6))-M12*(ALXC(3)*TYX(3)+ALYC(3)*TYY(3)+ 
3 ALZC C 3 ) "TZY ( 3 ) +ALXC ( 6 ) *TYX ( 6 ) +ALYC ( 6 ) TYY ( 6 ) +ALZC (6)* 
4 TZ Y ( 6 ) -TYC ( 3 ) -TYC ( 6 ) ) -M13 •• ( ALXC ( 3 )*TZX ( 3 ) +ALYC ( 3 ) *TZY ( 3 ) 
5 +ALZC ( 3 )-'-TZZ ( 3 ) +ALXC ( 6 )*TZX ( 6 ) +ALYC ( 6 ) -••TZY (6 )+ALZC ( 6 ) 
6 TZZ(6)-TZC(3)-TZC(6)) 
RHS(9)=VQ9 4X*FBX(4)+VQ94Y-FBY(4)+VQ9 4Z-FB Z(4)+VQ9 7X*FBX(7) + 
1 VQ97Y"FBY ( 7 ) +VQ9 7Z-• FBZ ( 7 ) +M11-- (TBX (4 ) +TBX( 7 ) ) 
2 +M 12*(TBY(4) +TBY (7))+M13*(TBZ(4)+TBZ(7))-MASS(4)*( VQ9 4X--
3 (ALYC(1)*VQ1Y(4)-ALZC(1)*VQ1Z(4)+AXC(4))+VQ94Y*(ALZC(I)* 
4 VQIX(4)-ALXC(1)*VQ1Y(4)+AYC(4))+VQ94Z*(ALXC(1)*VQ1Z(4)-
5 ALYC(1)*VQ1X(4)+AZC(4)))-MASS(7)*(VQ97X*(ALYC(1)*VQ1Y(T) 
6 -ALZC(1)*VQ1Z(7)+AXC(7))+VQ97Y*(ALZC(1)*VQ1X(7)-ALXC(1 )-
7 VQ1Y(7)+AYC(7))+VQ97Z*(ALXC(1)*VQ1Z(7)-ALYC(1)*VQ1X(7)+ 
8 AZC(7))) 
RHS(9)=RHS(9)-M11* (ALXC (4 ) *TXX ( 4 ) +ALYC ( 4 ) *TYX ( 4 ) +ALZC ( 4 ) -•• 
1 TZX(4)+ALXC(7)*TXX(7)+ALYC(7)*TYX(7)+ALZC(7)*TZX (7)-
2 TXC(4)-TXC(7))-M12*(ALXC(4)*TYX(4)+ALYC(4)*TYY(4)+ 
3 ALZC(4)*TZY(4) +ALXC ( 7 ) *TYX ( 7 ) +ALYC ( 7 ) -••TYY ( 7 ) +ALZ C ( 7 ) ••• 
4 TZY(7 ) -TYC (4) -TYC (7)) -M13*(ALXC (4)*TZX(4)+ALYC (4)*TZY(4) 
5 +ALZC ( 4 ) •-••TZ Z (4 ) -i-ALXC ( 7 ) *TZX ( 7 ) +ALYC ( 7 ) -'•TZY (7)+ALZC(7)* 
6 TZZ(7)-TZC(4)-TZC(7)) 
RHS ( 10 ) =N31-K TBX ( 2 )+TBX ( 5 ) )+N3 2 •• (TB Y ( 2 )+TB Y ( 5 ) )-f N3 3--(TB Z ( 2 )+ 
1 TBZ(5))-N31*(ALXC(2)*TXX(2)+ALYC(2)*TYX(2)+ALZC (2)* 
2 TZX ( 2 ) +ALXC ( 5 ) •• TXX ( 5 ) +ALYC ( 5 ) *TYX ( 5 ) +ALZC ( 5 ) ••TZX ( 5 ) -
3 TXC ( 2 ) -TXC ( 5 ) ) -N3 2--- ( ALXC ( 2 ) -'• TYX (2)+ALYC(2)*TYY(2) + 
4 ALZC(2)*TZY(2)+ALXC(5)*TYX(5)+ALYC(5)*TYY(5)+ALZC(5)* 
5 TZY(5)-TYC(2)-TYC(5))-N33*(ALXC(2)*TZX(2)+ALYC(2)* 
6 TZY ( 2 ) +ALZC ( 2 ) ''-TZ Z ( 2 )+ALXC ( 5 ) *TZX ( 5 ) +ALYC ( 5 ) *TZY ( 5 ) + 
7 ALZC (5 )---TZZ (5 ) -TZC (2 ) -TZC (5 ) ) 
RHS ( 11 )=N2l-'^ TBX(5 )+N22---TBY(5 )+N23"TBZ (5 ) -N21'- (ALXC (5 )-TXX(5 )+ 
ALYC(5)*TYX(5)+ALZC(5)*TZX(5)-TXC(5))-N22*(ALXC(5)* 
2 TYX(5)+ALYC(5)*TYY(5)+ALZC(5)*TZY(5)-TYC(5)) -N23* 
3 (ALXC(5)*TZX(5)+ALYC(5)*TZY(5)+ALZC(5)*TZZ(5) -TZC(5)) 
RHS(12)=B21"TBX(6)+B22-'-TBY(6)+B23--TBZ(6)-B21-'^ (ALXC(6)-'-TXX(6)+ 
1 ALYC(6)*TYX(6)+ALZC(6)*TZX(6)-TXC(6))-B22*(ALXC(6)* 
2 TYX(6)+ALYC(6)*TYY(6)+ALZC(6)*TZY(6)-TYC(6))-B:3-t 
3 ( ALXC ( 6 ) -'-TZX ( 6 ) +ALYC ( 6 ) ---TZ Y ( 6 ) +ALZC ( 6 ) --TZ Z ( 6 ) -TZ C ( t, ) 
RHS ( 13 )=D2 l-'-TBX( 7 )+D22*TBY ( 7)+D23*TBZ ( 7 ) -D21-(ALXC(7)*T:{X(/)+ 
1 ALYC ( 7 )^ ':TYX ( 7 )+ALZC ( 7 )*TZX ( 7 ) -TXC ( 7 ) ) -D22* (ALXC ( 7 
2 TYX(7)+ALYC(7)*TYY(7)+ALZC(7)*TZY(7)-TYC(7))-D23* 
3 (ALXC(7)*TZX(7)+ALYC(7)*TZY(7)+ALZC(7)*TZZ(7)-TZC(7)) 
C. . . 
C BECAUSE THE INERTIA MATRIX, A, IS SYMMETRIC, THE FOLLOWING 
C ELEMENTS OF THE MATRIX ARE SIMPLY ASSIGNED THE CORRESPONDING 
C VALUES FOUND EARLIER. 
C. . . 
A(2,1)=A(1,2) 
A(3,1)=A(1,3) 
A(5,1)=A(1,5) 
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A(6,1)=A(1,6) 
A(7,1)=A(1,7) 
A(8,1)=A(1,8) 
A(9,1)=A(1,9) 
A(10,1)=A(1,10) 
A(11,1)=A(1,11) 
A(12,i)=A(l,12) 
A(13,1)=A(1,13) 
A(3,2)=A(2,3) 
A(4,2)=A(2,4) 
A(5,2)=A(2,5) 
A(6,2)=A(2,6) 
A(7,2)=A(2,7) 
A(8,2)=A(2,8) 
A(9,2)=A(2,9) 
A(10,2)=A(2,10) 
A(11,2)=A(2,11) 
A(12,2)=A(2,12) 
A(13,2)=A(2,13) 
A(4,3)=A(3,4) 
A(5,3)=A(3,5) 
A(6,3)=A(3,6) 
A(7,3)=A(3,7) 
A(8,3)=A(3,8) 
A(9,3)=A(3,9) 
A(10,3)=A(3,10) 
A(11,3)=A(3,11) 
A(12,3)=A(3,12) 
A(13,3)=A(3,13) 
A(7,4)=A(4,7) 
A(8,4)=A(4,8) 
A(9,4)=A(4,9) 
A(7,5)=A(5,7) 
A(8,5)=A(5,8) 
A(9,5)=A(5,9) 
A(7,6)=A(6,7) 
A(8,6)=A(6,8) 
A(9,6)=A(6,9) 
A(12,8)=A(8,12) 
A(13,9)=A(9,13) 
A(11,10)=A(10,11) 
C. .. 
C ASSIGN THE LAST 13 VALUES OF ARRAY Q TO THE FIRST 13 
C LOCATIONS OF ARRAY DQ. 
C. .. 
DO 900 1=1,N2 
DQ(I)=Q(N2+I) 
DQP(I)=Q(N2+I) 
900 CONTINUE 
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C CALL IMSL'S LEQTIF ROUTINE TO SOLVE FOR THE ACCELERATIONS 
C (SECOND TIME DERIVATIVES) OF THE SYSTEM. 
C.. . 
CALL LEQTIF (A,1,13,13,RHS,0,WKAREA,lERL) 
IF (IERL.NE.129) GO TO 930 
WRITE (6,920) lERL 
920 FORMAT (///,'O',lOX,'ERROR: MATRIX M IS SINGULAR. 1ER = ',13,//) 
STOP 
C.. . 
C ASSIGN THE SOLUTION OF THE ACCELERATIONS FOUND FROM LEQTIF 
C TO THE LAST 13 LOCATIONS OF THE ARRAY DQ. THE ARRAY DQP 
C IS USED FOR OUTPUT PURPOSES. 
C.. . 
930 J=1 
DO 940 I=N2P1,N 
DQ(I)=RHS(J) 
DQP(I)=RHS(J) 
J=J+1 
940 CONTINUE 
C. . . 
C AGAIN, IF THE USER WANTS TO CHECK THE VALUES OF Q AND DQ 
C EACH TIME SUBROUTINE FCNQ IS CALLED, THE FOLLOWING 
C STATEMENTS CAN BE EXECUTED. 
C. . . 
IF (IRMS.LE.NWRITE) WRITE (6,950) (Q(I),1=1,26) 
IF (IRMS.LE.NWRITE) WRITE (6,950) (DQ(I),1=1,26) 
950 FORMAT ('0',3(10(IPEIO.3,2X),/,IX)) 
RETURN 
END 
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C" 
C'"- FUNCTION FDS -'-
C" -••• 
C "  ( M O D E L  B )  
C" V: 
C-"- PURPOSE: THIS FUNCTION GIVES THE FORCE VERSUS VELOCITY •'-
C-'- FOR THE DAMPING OF THE SPRING-DAMPER 
C-'- SUSPENSION UNITS WHEN THEY ARE STRETCHED. 
C-'- THE REASON FOR THE FUNCTION IS BECAUSE 
C-"- THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE TENSILE DAMPING •• 
C-'- FORCE IS NOT LINEARLY RELATED TO THE VELOCITY. 
C-'- BUT THE COMPRESSIVE DAMPING FORCE IS 
C-'^  ALMOST LINEARLY RELATED TO THE VELOCITY 
C" THEREFORE, A CONSTANT DAMPING COEFFICIENT 
C" IS USED WHEN THE SUSPENSION UNITS ARE 
C-> COMPRESSED. 
C" -v 
c 
c 
c 
REAL FUNCTION FDS(Y) 
X=ABS(Y) 
FDS=0.5025863+883.4173*X+1326.225*X*X+323.2029*X**3 
RETURN 
END 
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c--~ 
C" 
C" 
C" 
C-.V 
C" 
c-'-
C-.V 
C" 
C" 
C-.'r 
C-.V 
C 
C 
C 
SIMULATION OF INDEPENDENT SUSPENSION VEHICLE WITH 50% HANAVAN MAN 
AND OHTSU TIRE (2 PSI). BUMP PROF. CAN BE REC., PAR., SIN., OR POL. 
1 /TOTAL NUMBER OF RUNS. 
26 /NUMBER OF 1ST ORDER ODES. 
Y /OUTPUT OF SOLUTION. (Y=YES;N=NOJ 
1 /# OF CYCLIC OUTPUT FROM SUB. FCNQ. 
13 /NUMBER OF COORDINATES TO BE PRINTED. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 /COORDINATE NUMBER : Q(I), 
7 8 9 10 11 12 /COORDINATE NUMBER : Q(I),(CONT'D), 
13 /COORDINATE NUMBER : Q(I). 
Y /OUTPUT OF WHEELS' COORDS. 
Y /OUTPUT OF RMS STEPSIZE. (Y=YES;N=NO) 
Y /OUTPUT OF RMS SUSPENSION FORCES. 
Y Y Y /OUTPUT OF RMS X,Y,Z FORCES. 
N /PLOT OF X-Y, X-Z AND Y-Z MOTION. 
10.00 7.00 /LENGTH OF X- AND Y-AXES FOR PLOTTING. 
4.0 4.0 /SCALE FOR X- AND Y-AXES (UNITS/INCH). 
0.0 -12.0 /VALUE OF X AND Y AT ORIGIN. 
3 /CYCLE TO PLOT VEHICLE MOTION. 
N /PLOT OF NORMAL FORCES (L-F-R) VS DIST. 
213 /TOTAL # OF TIRE FORCES PLTD. PER WHEEL. 
2 /PERIOD OF STORING TIRE FORCES FOR PLTG. 
10.00 7.00 /LENGTH OF X- AND Y-AXES FOR PLOTTING. 
225.0 /TOTAL MASS OF VEHICLE/RIDER SYSTEM.(KG.) 
75.0 /MASS OF RIDER.(KG.) 
95.0 8.0 2. 5 /MASS OF RIGID BODIES 1, 2 & 3.(KG.) 
2.5 14.0 14 .0 /MASS OF RIGID BODIES 4, 5 & 6.(KG.) 
14.0 /MASS OF RIGID BODY 7.(KG.) 
5.65 7.21 3. 09 /(IXXM,IYYM,IZZM) OF RIDER. (KG-M-'-M) 
0.0 0.0 -2 :.20 /(IXYM,lYZM,IXZM) OF MAN.(KG*M*M) 
9.00 14.60 9. 600 /(IXXSM,IYYSM,IXXSM) OF SP. MASS.(KG*M*M) 
0.0 0.0 0. 138 /(IXYSM,IYZSM,IXZSM) OF SP. MASS.(KG^ M-M) 
0.280 0.280 0. 186 /(IXX2,IYY2,IZZ2) OF BODY 2.(KG*M*M) 
0.0 0.0 0. 0 /(IXY2,IYZ2,IXZ2) OF BODY 2.(KG*M*M) 
0.0388 0.00 0. 0388 /(IXX3,IYY3,IZZ3) OF BODY 3.(KG*M*M) 
I N P U T  D A T A  
( M O D E L  B )  
THE FOLLOWING IS A SAMPLE INPUT DATA FOR MODEL B. 
NOTE THAT ONLY THE FIRST 30 COLUMNS ARE USED FOR 
DATA INPUT AND THE REMAINING 50 COLUMNS ARE FOR 
COMMENTS AS TO WHAT THE INPUT DATA REPRESE^ ". 
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0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0388 0.00 0.0388 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.2733 0.5465 0.2733 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.2733 0.5465 0.2733 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.2733 0.5465 0.2733 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
22092.00 11451.00 11451.00 
36100.0 18050.0 18050.0 
0.00 0.0 0.0 
588.60 294.3 294.30 
0.1651 0.1651 0.1651 
0.6477 0.3048 0.3048 
0.3167 0.0 -0.6274 
0.4847 0.0 -0.2305 
0.90351 0.0 -0.60865 
0.0 0.213 -0.254 
0.0 -0.213 -0.254 
0.1651 
0.2159 0.2794 0.4318 
0.2159 0.2794 0.4318 
0.000 
100.00 
0.349 
466.0 
0.00 0.00 0.000 
-5.000 0.0000 0.000 
0.00 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 
0.000 0.0000 0.0000 
8.941 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 
-0.1397 0.1397 
-0.1397 0.1397 
-0.1397 0.1397 
1 
4 
0.1270 0.0 0.0 
0.0 
-0.1397 -0.1315 0.1315 
0.1397 
6 
0.0 2.8075E-3 7.6645E 
-5.9876E-4 1.2117E-5 3.1305E 
-2.3419E-9 
/(IXY3,IYZ3,IXZ3) OF BODY 3.(KG*M*M) 
/(IXX4,IYY4,IZZ4) OF BODY 4.(KG*M*M) 
/(IXY4,IYZ4,IXZ4) OF BODY 4.(KG*M*N) 
/(IXX5,IYY5,IZZ5) OF BODY 5.(KG*M*M) 
/(IXY5,IYZ5,IXZ5) OF BODY 5.(KG*N*M) 
/(IXX6,IYY6,IZZ6) OF BODY 6.(KG*M*M) 
/(IXY6,IYZ6,IXZ6) OF BODY 6.(KG*M*M) 
/CIXX7,IYY7,IZZ7) OF BODY 7. 
/(IXY7,IYZ7,IXZ7) OF BODY 7.(KG*N*M) 
/SPR. CONST. OF F,R,L SUSP.(TEN.)(N/M) 
/SPR. CONST. OF F,R,L SUSP.(COMP.)(N/M) 
/DAMP. CONST. F,R,L SUSP.(TEN.)(N*S/M) 
/DAMP. CONST. F,R,L SUSP. (COMP. ) (N-^ S/M) 
/MAX. SUSPENSION TRAVEL (F,R,L).(M) 
/NORMAL SUSPENSION LENGTH (F,R,L).(M) 
/(RXMP,RYMP,RZMP).(M) 
/(RXSMP,RYSMP,RZSMP).(M) 
/(RXAP,RYAP,RZAP).(M) 
/(RXQ3P,RYQ3P,RZQ3P).(M) 
/(RXQ4P,RYQ4P,RZQ4P).(M) 
/(L2A).(M) 
/(L3P,LB3P,L6P).(M) 
/(L4P,LB4P,L7P).(M) 
/STEER ANGLE.(RAD.) 
/DIST. TO START STEERING.(M) 
/CASTOR ANGLE WRT VERT. AXIS.(RAD.) 
/TIRE'S DAMPING COEFFICIENT (NS/M). 
/I.V. PHI,THETA,PSI. Q(I,2,3).(RAD.) 
/I.V. X,Y,Z. Q(4,5,6).(M) 
/I.V. QF,BETAR,BETAL. Q(7,8,9).(RAD.) 
/I.V. DELTA,OMF.OML. Q(10,11,12).(RAD.). 
/I.V. OMEGAR. Q(13).(RAD.) 
/I.V. VEL. OF PHI,THETA,PSI. Q(14,15,16). 
/I.V. VEL. OF X,Y,Z. Q(17,18,19). 
/I.V. VEL. OF QF,BETAR,BETAL.Q(20,21,22). 
/I.V. VEL. OF DELTA,OMF,OML.Q(23,24,25). 
/I.V. VEL. OF OMEGAR. Q(26). 
/X0F;X1F--START & END OF PROFILE.(M) 
/X0L;X1L--START & END OF PROFILE.(M) 
/X0R;X1R--START & END OF PROFILE.(M) 
/TYPE OF PROF. (1=RC.;2=PR.;3=SN.;4=PL.) 
/NUMBER OF WAVE FORM. 
/AMPLITUDE OF PROFILE.(M) 
/LENGTH MODIFIER OF THE BUMP.(M) 
/DEG. OF POLY. TO APPROX. PROFILE. 
3 /COEFF. OF X—(0,l,2). 
8 /+COEFF. OF X**(3,4,5). 
/& COEFF OF X**6. 
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0.2794 
0.59198 
0.00001 
2 
3 
0 . 0  0 . 0 0 1  
0 . 1 0  2 . 0 0  
/TIRE RADIUS.(K) 
/C.G. HEIGHT.(M) 
/STEPSIZE 
/1=ADAMS ; 2=GEAR 
/0=NFCNJ ; 1=UFCNJ ; 2,3=DFCNJ 
/START TIME ; TOLERANCE. 
/TIME INCREMENT ; STOP TIME. 
